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Introduction
Knowledge Management: Historical and 
Cross-Disciplinary Themes

knowledge management, n. Econ. and Business the effective management 
of the sharing and retention of information in an organization; the use of 
management techniques to optimize the acquisition, dissemination, and 
use of knowledge.

1971 D. SMITH in E. Hopper Readings in Theory Educ. Syst. vii. 139 (head
ing) Selection and *knowledge management in education systems.

WHy THIs BooK?

Knowledge management (KM) gained prominence during the 1990s as an innovative 
approach to redirecting the energies and activities of organizations by enhancing the 
generation, flow, and use of internal knowledge. Knowledge management has gener
ally been presented as transformative in nature and fundamentally different from prior 
models for organizational management. In particular, knowledge management has been 
described as being radically different from information management and especially dif
ferent from information technology management.

Knowledge management is frequently presented as a recent development born 
entirely of the business world. Gamble and Blackwell, writing in 2001, described knowl
edge management as having “come to the fore over the last 8–10 years.”1 Other experts 
have offered slightly differing opinions on the origins. Sveiby suggested that knowledge 
management began in 1992.2 Prusak traced the origin of knowledge management to a 
1993 conference.3 Ponzi associated the beginning of interest in the concept to Drucker’s 
1993 book The Post-capitalist Society.4 Even those authors who recognize that the prece
dents and foundations of knowledge management have deeper origins tend to focus  
on the influences of business management, appropriately citing Taylor, Drucker, and 
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Nonaka as major thinkers, but ignoring the work of both earlier scholars and contem
porary work in domains other than management.

The intellectual origins of knowledge management, however, are both deeper and 
broader than the explorations that have appeared in the literature to date. The influences 
of philosophy, economics, education, psychology, information and communication the
ory, and library and information studies have been almost completely overlooked. Fur
thermore, the historical chain of antecedents to current knowledge management thought 
and practice is either exaggerated (the history of knowledge management is coterminous 
with the history of knowledge) or truncated (knowledge management began with the 
1995 publication of Nonaka and Takeuchi’s The Knowledge-Creating Company.5

Although knowledge management has been largely explored, explained, and expounded 
from the point of view of the corporate sector, it has found its way into such diverse envi
ronments as the military, government, health care, education, and library and informa
tion science. Knowledge management has had a mixed impact on the philosophies and 
practices of the library and information professions. Although knowledge management 
mavens frequently have couched knowledge management as being wholly different from 
what came before, the argument for fundamental differences frequently seems strained 
and even shallow. Librarians and other information professionals have a lengthy, robust, 
and distinguished history of supporting the generation, flow, dissemination, and use of 
knowledge and may justifiably be quite skeptical of contentions that knowledge man
agement constitutes something truly new. Just as the documentation movement of the 
1950s was dismissed as “librarianship practiced by amateurs” and the information science 
movement of the 1970s was described as “librarianship practiced by men,” the knowledge 
management movement of the 1990s is subject to categorization as “library and informa
tion science practiced by businessmen.”6 Like documentation and information science, 
knowledge management does not seem likely to just go away because library and informa
tion professionals can readily see within it clear and definite links to what they pioneered 
in earlier decades and centuries. The goal of this book is to link current and historical 
works of importance to the development and understanding of knowledge management 
across domains and disciplines.

KnoWleDge ManageMenT In ConTexT

Definitions of Knowledge Management

What exactly have experts said about knowledge management? There is no one stan
dardized, accepted definition of knowledge management. Where they do exist, diction
ary and encyclopedia definitions are sparse. The Encyclopedia of Business and Finance 
offers no definition. Encyclopaedia Britannica mentions knowledge management systems 
in the article on “Information Systems” but provides no explicit definition of knowl
edge management. The Encyclopedia of Communication and Information describes the 
“basic challenge in knowledge management” as “learning how to design an organiza
tion’s strategy, structure, and systems so that the organization can use what it knows 
to innovate and adapt.”7 The Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science defines 
knowledge management as “a management practice that uses an organization’s intel
lectual capital to achieve its organizational mission.”8 The Encyclopedia of Communities 
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of Practice in Information and Knowledge Management defines knowledge management 
variously as “the processes necessary to capture, codify, and transfer knowledge across 
the organization to achieve competitive advantage” and “a combination of management 
awareness, attitudes, processes, and practices for creating, acquiring, capturing, sharing, 
and using knowledge to enhance learning and performance in organisations.”9

Some authors have deliberately sidestepped the need to define knowledge man
agement. Barclay and Murray contended that it was not surprising that “knowledge 
management is hard to define precisely and simply,” and queried whether health profes
sionals can precisely define health care, CEOs can provide a concise definition for man
agement, or CFOs can define compensation.10 Another expert, Wiig, defined knowledge 
management only by implication.11

Firestone and McElroy employed a very simple and straightforward definition. “KM is 
a management discipline that seeks to enhance organizational knowledge processing.”12 
Tiwana defined knowledge management as “management of organizational knowledge 
for creating business value and generating a competitive advantage.”13 According to 
Pan, Newell, Huang, and Galliers, “Knowledge management involves a range of pro
cesses including creating, sharing, integrating, storing, and reusing knowledge.”14

In categorizing definitions of knowledge management, Dillon found that they tended 
to emphasize (1) return on investment, (2) knowledge integration, (3) information 
assets, or (4) knowledge management goals. He noted that the plethora of definitions 
and viewpoints makes a consolidated understanding of the core concept difficult and 
that none of the definitions is fully satisfactory.15

Terminological origins and early Works  
in Knowledge Management

The origin of the expression “knowledge management” is no clearer than the defini
tion of the concept. The Oxford English Dictionary traces the term’s first use to a 1971 
chapter in the book Readings in the Theory of Educational Systems. The closely paral
lel expression “management of knowledge,” the gerund “knowledgemanaging,” and the 
more personalized “knowledge manager” appeared in a 1967 article by Lynton Caldwell 
in Public Administration Review.16 Caldwell’s use of these terms had a remarkably mod
ern flavor that would not seem out of place in an article published 40 years later. One of 
the first authors to emphasize the emerging importance of knowledge, Caldwell asserted 
that, “to a degree never before experienced, the critical element and basic source of 
power in this new age is knowledge.”17 In describing the sweeping nature of this “knowl
edge breakthrough,” Caldwell emphasized the broadbased nature of “the managers 
of knowledge. . . . Government bureau chiefs, college professors, librarians, computer 
technicians, television engineers and physicians, for example, can now be found as con
sciously interdependent coworkers in the same knowledgemanaging enterprise, even 
though they may be employed in different organizations and at geographically diverse 
locations.”18

A 1970 panel on science and technology commissioned by the U.S. House of Represen
tatives called its eleventh meeting “The Management of Information and Knowledge.” 
Keynote speaker McGeorge Bundy summarized the motivations for the conference as 
implying “a problem, a capability, and a potential, if unrealized, benefit.” He said, “The 
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problem is that in most, if not all spheres of inquiry and choice, the quantities of raw 
information which are needed and are increasingly available overwhelm in magnitude 
the few comprehensive and trusted bodies or systems of knowledge that have been per
ceived and elaborated by man.” He went on to say, “Yet, if streams of unassimilated, 
and certainly unmanaged, information inundate us in the midst of this kind of thirst 
for understanding, computer information systems, taken comprehensively, do seem 
to offer an unprecedented capability of addressing this ageold problem. . . . The faith 
of modern man reasons that we can reap important social benefits if we harness the 
capabilities of modern systems of information analysis and storage to convert data into 
knowledge, and then apply the product as widely as possible to issues of social and per
sonal choice.”19

In 1974 Henry extended the notion of knowledge management to public adminis
tration, noting “that new patterns of information and new information technologies  
(1) can change the content and quality of public policies and (2) may cultivate a new 
strain on politics and policy making.”20 Henry defined knowledge management as “public 
policy for the production, dissemination, accessibility, and use of information as it applies 
to public policy formulation.”21 He also identified knowledge management as “metapol
icy,” or “policy for policymaking procedures.”22 Later, Henry revisited knowledge man
agement in a 1974 discussion of “the utility of copyright as a public policy for knowledge 
management in a society that possesses a high level of information technology.”23

In another 1974 article, Freeman addressed the management of knowledge in the 
Journal of Higher Education. Although Freeman’s intent was not particularly well 
aligned with current notions of knowledge management, there are definite points of 
congruence. He was greatly concerned that management structures and processes in 
higher education were substantially at odds with the purposes of higher education.

“Instead of an open, morphogenic system as the rhetoric of liberal education requires, 
we find a management system that is homeostatic and characterized by its capacity to 
provide negative but not positive feedback.”24 Freeman was particularly critical of the 
notion of the academic department, which he described as “an arbitrary, unpredictable 
outgrowth of particular social problems and processes.”25

In 1975, the editorial board of the Public Administrative Review organized a sympo
sium on knowledge management, and symposium articles appeared in the November 
1975 issue of the Review.26 James D. Carroll and Nicholas Henry, the editors of the sym
posium issue, identified its central theme as the “old notion” that “knowledge is power.” 
They identified three major subthemes in the articles: “the relationships between 
knowledge, society, and bureaucracy,” “the implications of knowledge management for 
theories of public administration,” and “knowledge management in relation to specific 
policy and administrative development.”27 Articles in the symposium issue included 
Lynton Caldwell’s “Managing the Transition to Postmodern Society,” James D. Car
roll’s “Service, Knowledge, and Choice: The Future as Postindustrial Administration,” 
Bruce L. Gates’s “Knowledge Management in the Technological Society: Government 
by Indicator,” Nicholas Henry’s “Bureaucracy, Technology, and Knowledge Manage
ment,” William Thomas Keating’s “On Managing Ignorance,” and Jerry McCaffery’s 
“Knowledge Management in Fiscal Policy Formulation.”28

Although education and public administration dominated the use of the term “know
ledge management” during the 1970s, in 1975 Goerl related knowledge management to 
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cybernetics.29 In 1977, Freeman consciously adopted the concept as it had been devel
oped in public administration and applied it to the management of information about 
oceans and the environment.30

growth of the Knowledge Management literature

As of March 28, 2007, the Social Sciences Citation Index included 3,566 records con
taining the term “knowledge management.” A decadebydecade breakdown indicates 
that 7 of those records were published during the 1970s, 9 were published during the 
1980s, 425 were published during the 1990s, and 3,125 have been published since the 
beginning of the 2000s.

This pattern reveals a remarkably rapid literature growth, but it is a limited indicator 
of the real growth of the field in that it relies exclusively on one terminological expres
sion of the field. A more realistic assessment of growth would be difficult to achieve, 
given the wide variety of language used to describe concepts that are central to knowl
edge management and the intensely interdisciplinary nature of the field. Furthermore, 
any true picture of the growth of the knowledge management literature would have to 
take into account the growth in areas that constitute the intellectual and conceptual 
antecedents and foundations of knowledge management but can’t really be considered 
subfields within knowledge management—for example, artificial intelligence, cognitive 
science, education, epistemology, industrial and organizational psychology, library and 
information science, and systems analysis.

Conceptual Foundations of Knowledge Management

According to the Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, “Knowledge management 
. . . is a multidisciplinary subject, with contributions from such disciplines as informa
tion systems . . . and information technology . . . , strategic management, organizational 
theory, humanresource management, education science, psychology, cognitive science, 
and artificial intelligence.”31 Prusak found the “intellectual antecedents” of knowledge 
management in economics, sociology, and philosophy and psychology, in that order 
of importance.32 He further traced the influences of three areas of practice: “informa
tion management, the quality movement, and the human factors/human capital move
ment.”33 Ponzi’s analysis of knowledge management works published between 1994 
and 1998 identified the top 10 interdisciplinary influences, listed here in rank order, as  
(1) management, (2) business, (3) computer information systems, (4) library and infor
mation science, (5) planning and development, (6) computer science theory and methods, 
(7) industrial engineering, (8) operations research and management science, (9) applied 
psychology, and (10) public administration.34 Ponzi’s categorization was limited by his 
reliance on the categories used by Journal Citation Reports. Gu’s bibliometric analysis 
employed a method somewhat similar to that used by Ponzi but examined articles pub
lished from 1975 to 2002, representing 462 journals and spanning 110 Journal Citation 
Reports categories.35

Day took a considerably longer view that grounded knowledge management in the 
documentation movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, noting 
similarities in the knowledge management literature to ideas first presented by Paul Otlet 
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and Suzanne Briet. Day also noted the influences of Martin Heidegger’s phenomenology, 
William Benjamin’s experiential view of knowledge, and the concept of postFordism, a 
term used to describe the transition from a primarily industrial economy to a primarily 
knowledgebased one.36 Black found antecedents to many of the principles of knowledge 
management in the special libraries movement of the early twentieth century, noting 
that “formal recognition was given to the importance of knowledge as a prime factor of 
production by firms that pioneered the inhouse technical and commercial library.”37 
Wilson viewed knowledge management primarily as an outgrowth of the “scientific 
management” movement led by Taylor in the late nineteenth century and the “human 
relations school” that arose in the 1930s. Wilson also noted the vast number of manage
ment trends that characterized the twentieth century and questioned whether knowledge 
management represented something new or simply a fusion of preexisting techniques.38

Critiques of Knowledge Management

Spender’s review of knowledge management led to the conclusion that “much of 
[knowledge management] is oldstyle systems analysis, human resource management, 
or organization development, updated and relabeled. There is a great deal of hype, not 
only in the trade press.”39 According to Alvesson and Kärreman, “knowledge manage
ment is an ambiguous, unspecific and dynamic phenomenon, intrinsically related to 
meaning, understanding and process, and therefore difficult to manage. There is . . . a 
contradiction between knowledge and management.”40

Perhaps the most extensive critique of knowledge management was provided by  
Wilson, who titled his article “The Nonsense of ‘Knowledge Management.’ ”41 Although 
Wilson did not dismiss all management trends as fads, he noted that many of them 
arose and disappeared rapidly enough to qualify as fads. Wilson analyzed the literature 
of knowledge management and profiled corporate stances on knowledge management, 
ultimately concluding that “ ‘knowledge management’ is, in large part, a management 
fad, promulgated primarily by certain consultancy firms, and the probability is that it 
will fade away like previous fads.”42 To Wilson, the joint knowledge management prin
ciples of managing tacit knowledge, an environment that encourages the exchange of 
knowledge, individual autonomy to develop expertise, and a community orientation for 
work constitute a “Utopian idea” that has not been and probably cannot be achieved.43

overvIeW oF THe BooK

This book provides a critical analysis of historically significant and more recent “clas
sic” works related to nine major themes of knowledge management: (1) the nature of 
knowledge, (2) knowledge capital, (3) organizational learning and learning organiza
tions, (4) knowledge sharing, (5) communities of practice, (6) knowledge representa
tion, (7) content management, (8) taxonomies and ontologies, and (9) informatics and 
information technology. Each chapter provides a discussion of key concepts related 
to the topic of the chapter and detailed analyses of a set of key papers that provide a 
multidimensional perspective on the topic, thereby tracing the evolution of knowledge 
management concepts. The key papers that are the focus of the book were selected on 
the basis of (1) citation frequency data drawn from the Social Sciences Citation Index, 
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(2) assessment of historical precedent, and (3) uniqueness of viewpoint. Each chapter 
is introduced with a pertinent definition from the Oxford English Dictionary providing 
either the origin and basic definition of the chapter topic or one or more etymologies 
and definitions for key concepts found in the chapter.

This book is intended for all students of knowledge management and closely related 
fields and knowledge management practitioners who wish to place the field in context.

Most authors writing about knowledge management, beginning with Henry in 
1975, seem to feel compelled to define knowledge and distinguish it from other related 
concepts. Chapter 1, “The Nature of Knowledge,” addresses definitions and forms of 
knowledge and approaches to categorizing knowledgerelated concepts. The chapter 
offers analyses of works by Michael Polanyi, Karl Popper, Robert S. Taylor, and Ikujiro 
Nonaka and Hirotaka Takeuchi.

The role of the community and the concept of organizations as communities are com
mon themes in the literature of knowledge management. Achieving a sense of community 
is a goal of knowledge management practice. “Communities of Practice” are the focus of 
chapter 2, which explores the meaning of community, the varieties of community models 
that can be found in societal and organizational settings, and community as a model for 
learning. Works by John Dewey and Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger are analyzed.

Chapter 3, “Organizational Learning and Learning Organizations,” explores the knowl
edge management concern with learning, comparing and contrasting organizational 
learning and learning organizations as concepts and exploring the role of learning in 
quality and continuous improvement initiatives. Works analyzed are authored by Vin
cent E. Cangelosi and William R. Dill, C. West Churchman, Chris Argyris and Donald 
A. Schön, and Peter Senge.

One of the foundational concepts of knowledge management is the principle that 
what was once a primarily industrial economy is shifting to or has shifted to an economy 
based primarily on knowledge. Chapter 4 explores “Intellectual Capital and the Knowl
edge Economy,” defining the nature and origins of intellectual capital, the knowledge 
industries, the nature of the knowledge economy, knowledge markets, and the pricing 
of knowledge. The chapter provides analyses of works by John Locke, Fritz Machlup, 
Peter F. Drucker, and Thomas H. Davenport and Laurence Prusak.

It has long been held as axiomatic that knowledge in isolation has no meaningful 
value: knowledge is assigned value only when it is exchanged. The principles of knowl
edge exchange, the dangers of knowledge hoarding, and the nature of knowledge diffu
sion are explored in chapter 5, “Knowledge Sharing.” Analyzed works are from Diana 
Crane, Dorothy LeonardBarton, and Gabriel Szulanski.

Knowledge has no native form other than in the human mind. Chapter 6, “Knowledge 
Representation,” reaches into the areas of cognition, artificial intelligence, and design 
to explore the processes by which knowledge can be transformed into forms that can 
be shared. Chapter 6 provides analyses of works by Vannevar Bush, William A. Woods, 
and Terrence A. Brooks.

Chapter 7, “Content Management,” explores the ways in which the focuses of knowl
edge management are and are not different from those of earlier concepts, initiatives, 
and practices. The chapter explores the distinctions among data management, records 
management, and content management and relates knowledge management to librar
ies, in particular digital libraries. Particular attention is given to the prospect for global 
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knowledge management. Writings by Paul Otlet, H. G. Wells, Tim BernersLee, and 
John M. Budd and Bart Harloe are analyzed.

The functional aspects of knowledge management in practice require the develop
ment and implementation of systematic approaches to the organization of knowledge. 
Those approaches are examined in chapter 8, “Taxonomies and Ontologies.” The chap
ter explores the nature of categorization and classification, the roles and problems of 
natural and artificially constructed languages, metadata, and the function of ontologies 
in defining purpose. The chapter offers analyses of works by Charles A. Cutter, Jesse 
Shera, and B. C. Vickery.

Chapter 9 is devoted to “Informatics and Information Technology.” The concepts 
of cybernetics and informatics are introduced, and the sometimes uncertain and diffi
cult role of information technology in knowledge management is explored. Key papers 
examined in this chapter were authored by Norbert Wiener and Rob Kling.

As dangerous and uncertain as is any attempt at prognostication, the final chapter 
points to the future of knowledge management as a means of bringing the historical and 
crossdisciplinary origins of the field into perspective.
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1
The Nature of Knowledge

knowledge, n. The fact of knowing a thing, state, etc., or (in general sense) 
a person; acquaintance; familiarity gained by experience.

a1300 Cursor M. 15931 Coth petre, “knaulage [Gött. cnaulage, Fairf. knaw-
lage] of him had i neuer nan.”

IN ThIs ChapTer

Key ConCepts

Definitions of Knowledge
Machlup’s Classification of Knowledge
The Knowledge Hierarchy
The Search for Definition

Key papers

Michael Polanyi, “The Logic of Tacit Inference”
Karl Popper, “Epistemology without a Knowing Subject”
Robert S. Taylor, “Question-Negotiation and Information Seeking in Libraries”
Ikujiro Nonaka and Hirotaka Takeuchi, The Knowledge-Creating Company: How  

Japanese Companies Create the Dynamics of Innovation

DefINITIoNs of KNowleDge

The meaning of “knowledge” is of sufficient importance that it defines a major 
branch of philosophy—epistemology, “the branch of philosophy that studies the nature 
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of knowledge, its presuppositions and foundations, and its extent and validity.”1 Epis-
temology has traditionally defined knowledge as “justified true belief ” or “warranted 
belief,” although those terms apply only to what is known as propositional knowledge: 
knowledge regarding the veracity or accuracy of a stated proposition as distinguished 
from knowing a person or place or knowing how to accomplish a task.2 This definition 
is generally held to imply that to be known, something must be true. Machlup, however, 
questioned that contention and described the “requirement that knowledge be ‘true,’ 
tested, verified” as “embarrassing.”3 To Machlup, the requirement of truth or verifi-
ability “raises delicate questions about several types of knowledge, especially spiritual 
knowledge.”4 This concern also applies to scientific knowledge, since science grows and 
matures only by rejecting as false that which was previously held to be true. Machlup 
made some allowance for the possibility that “questions of truth, accuracy, and verifi-
ability matter only for practical knowledge” but was clearly skeptical of an absolute need 
for truth even in the domain of practical knowledge.5

On the other hand, Adler contended that no precise definition of knowledge is 
needed. “For our purposes your present understanding of ‘knowledge’ is sufficient. You 
have knowledge. You know that you know and what you know. You know the differ-
ence between knowing and not knowing something.”6 Adler apparently felt compelled 
to devote two subsequent paragraphs to the defense of this position.

Echoing Adler in his proposal, Machlup asserted “that we get rid of the duplication 
‘knowledge and information.’”7 Machlup went on to devote most of a page to further 
exploration of the distinction between knowledge and information as a means of defend-
ing his position. By 1980, Machlup had slightly modified his position in suggesting that 
“we get rid of the duplication ‘knowledge and information’ when we refer to what peo-
ple know or are informed about.”8 This proposal was followed by three paragraphs of 
explanation and defense over almost two pages. Machlup’s position apparently evolved 
substantially in a relatively short period of time. In an essay not yet finished at the time 
of his death in 1983, Machlup devoted eight pages to the distinctions among informa-
tion, knowledge, and data.9

MaChlup’s ClassIfICaTIoN of KNowleDge

Machlup’s extensive exposition on knowledge production addressed the nature of 
knowledge in a wide variety of ways, contrasting basic knowledge with applied knowl-
edge, scientific knowledge with historical knowledge, general-abstract knowledge with 
particular-concrete knowledge, analytical knowledge with empirical knowledge, and 
enduring knowledge with transitory knowledge, among other approaches to the catego-
rization of knowledge. One of the most important components of Machlup’s analysis is 
the identification of five classes of knowledge:

Using then the subjective meaning of the known to the knower as the criterion, I pro-
pose to distinguish five types of knowledge:

1.  Practical knowledge: useful in his work, his decisions, and actions can be subdivided, 
according to his activities, into
a. Professional knowledge
b. Business knowledge



c. Workman’s knowledge
d. Political knowledge
e. Household knowledge
f. Other practical knowledge

2.  Intellectual knowledge: satisfying his intellectual curiosity, regarded as part of liberal 
education, humanistic and scientific learning, general culture; acquired, as a rule, in 
active concentration with an appreciation of the existence of open problems and cul-
tural values.

3.  Small-talk and pastime knowledge: satisfying the nonintellectual curiosity or his desire 
for light entertainment and emotional stimulation, including local gossip, news of 
crimes and accidents, light novels, stories, jokes, games, etc.; acquired, as a rule, in pas-
sive relaxation from “serious” pursuits; apt to dull his sensitiveness.

4.  Spiritual knowledge: related to his religious knowledge of God and of the ways to the 
salvation of the soul.

5.  Unwanted knowledge: outside his interests, usually accidentally acquired, aimlessly 
retained.10

The KNowleDge hIerarChy

The presentation of the relationships among data, information, knowledge, and 
sometimes wisdom in a hierarchical arrangement has been part of the language of infor-
mation science for many years. Although it is uncertain when and by whom those rela-
tionships were first presented as a hierarchy, the ubiquity of the notion of a hierarchy 
is embedded in the use of the acronym DIKW as a shorthand representation for the 
data-to-information-to-knowledge-to-wisdom transformation. Adler at least implied 
a hierarchy in his description of the “goods of the mind,” which include “knowledge, 
understanding, prudence, and even a modicum of wisdom.”11 Although Adler’s concep-
tualization of the “goods of the mind” wasn’t presented in this form until 1970, its seeds 
can be found in much earlier works, most notably in the 1927 Dialectic and the 1941 
A Dialectic of Morals. Boulding presented an early form of the hierarchy in his 1955 
essay “Notes on the Information Concept.” Boulding’s hierarchy consisted of signals, 
messages, information, and knowledge. Boulding defined knowledge as a “mental struc-
ture” or “the subjective ‘perception of the world and one’s place in it.’ ”12

The first author to distinguish among data, information, and knowledge and to also 
employ the term “knowledge management” may have been Henry, whose 1974 article in 
Public Administration Review is among the earliest to describe a process called knowl-
edge management. Henry defined data as “merely raw facts” and information as “data 
that change us.” Although Henry didn’t provide an explicit definition of knowledge or 
describe a structured hierarchy, the hierarchical transition from data to information to 
knowledge is strongly implied, and the notion that data, information, and knowledge 
are qualitatively different is explicit.13

Many commentators have related the data-information-wisdom hierarchy to a pas-
sage from the initial stanza of T. S. Eliot’s 1934 “Choruses from ‘The Rock,’ ” which 
contains the couplet

Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge? 
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?

The Nature of Knowledge  13
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This relationship was explicitly stated by Cleveland in a 1982 article in the Futurist, 
in which the author explored the relationships among information (“the sum total of 
all the facts and ideas that are available to be known by somebody at a given moment 
in time”), knowledge (“the result of somebody applying the refiner’s fire to the mass 
of facts and ideas, selecting and organizing what is useful to somebody,” and wisdom 
(“integrated knowledge—information made super-useful”).14 Although Cleveland’s  
link between the hierarchy and Eliot’s couplet was undoubtedly creative, it is not at  
all clear that poetry was on the mind of the unknown originator of the hierarchical 
model.

Zeleny explicitly presented data, information, knowledge, and wisdom as a hierarchy 
and has frequently been credited with proposing the DIKW pyramid, which presents 
data as the broad base of the pyramid and wisdom as its much smaller summit, although 
he actually made no reference to any such graphical model.15 Zeleny’s summary defini-
tion of knowledge is: “Knowledge should refer to an observer’s distinction of ‘objects’ 
(wholes, unities) through which he brings forth from the background of experience a 
coherent and self-consistent set of coordinated actions.”16

Ackoff has also been credited with responsibility for the DIKW pyramid, although 
Ackoff, like Zeleny, made no reference to such a structure. Ackoff ’s 1988 presidential 
address to the International Society for General Systems Research added “understand-
ing” to the hierarchy, placing it between wisdom and knowledge.17 Debons, Horne, and 
Cronenweth presented a more complex hierarchy that begins with events and progresses 
upward through symbols, rules and formulations, data, information, and knowledge, 
with wisdom taking its usual place at the top of the hierarchy.18 This may be the first 
published version to present the hierarchy graphically. This view to some extent echoes 
that of Dewey and Bentley, who presented tentative definitions for a complex set of enti-
ties that included fact, event, designation, characterization, specification, definition, 
action (activity), self-action, interaction, transaction, behavior-agent, behavior-object, 
situation, occurrence, object, sign, signal, name, and symbol.19 These “terminological 
guide-posts” were formulated in part to avoid the term “knowledge,” which they identi-
fied as “a vague word.”20

Many authors have attempted to define the distinctions among data, information, 
knowledge, and wisdom. Gamble and Blackwell describe “knowledge as a step on the 
road to wisdom” and provide the following definitions:

“Data—refers to chunks of facts about the state of the world.”
“Classically, information is defined as data that are endowed with meaning and purpose.”
“Information connected in relationships may be described as knowledge.”
“Wisdom is the ability to make sound judgments and decisions apparently without 

thought.”21

Gamble and Blackwell expanded each of these definitions substantially, but they are 
typical of attempts to define the four terms that make up the DIKW hierarchy.

More recently, Boiko reiterated the hierarchy by stating that “Data are material facts; 
information is matter-of-fact; knowledge is a matter of dispute; and wisdom is non-
material.” Unfortunately, Boiko added confusion to the discussion by contending that 
“knowledge and wisdom can be information.”22
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The searCh for DefINITIoN

Ultimately, many—perhaps most—authors of works exploring the nature and impli-
cations of knowledge management appear to feel that some attempt at defining the 
term “knowledge” is necessary but at the same time recognize that providing a concise,  
precise definition is difficult, if not impossible. Many of the definitions that have found 
widespread use are neither concise nor precise.

One of the most frequently quoted definitions comes from Davenport and Prusak:

Knowledge is a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual information, expert 
insight and grounded intuition that provides an environment and framework for 
evaluating and incorporating new experiences and information. It originates and is 
applied in the minds of knowers. In organizations it often becomes embedded not 
only in documents and repositories but also in organizational routines, processes, 
practices and norms.23

Firestone and McElroy dedicated an entire chapter to the “knowledge conundrum,” 
citing a wide range of definitions and contexts and suggesting that meaningful defini-
tion is a product of the context within which knowledge is examined. They refer to three 
“worlds” based on the work of Popper and present these definitions:

World 1 knowledge—encoded structures in physical systems (such as genetic coding in 
DNA) that allows those objects to adapt to an environment;

World 2 knowledge—beliefs and belief predispositions (in minds) about the world,  
the beautiful, and the right that we believe have survived our tests, evaluation, and  
experience;

World 3 knowledge—sharable linguistic formulations, knowledge claims about the 
world, the beautiful, and the right, that have survived testing and evaluation by the agent 
(individual, group, community, team, organization, society, etc.) acquiring, formulating, 
and testing and evaluating the knowledge claims.24 

Firestone and McElroy reject the hierarchical structure of the DIKW pyramid in 
favor of a “knowledge life cycle” in which “data and knowledge are made from preexist-
ing information.”25

Michael Polanyi, “The Logic of Tacit Inference,” in Knowing and Being: Essays by Michael Po-
lanyi, edited by Marjorie Greene (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969), 138–58. 
First published 1964.

Michael Polanyi (1891–1976), a Hungarian-born scholar whose career spanned physi-
cal chemistry and philosophy while touching on economics, is best known for his essays 
on the recurring theme of tacit knowing. This theme was first explored in his 1945 Sci-
ence, Faith and Society and revisited in multiple works, including Personal Knowledge 
(1958) and The Tacit Dimension (1967). His 1964 essay, “The Logic of Tacit Inference,” 
is frequently cited as the first comprehensive exploration of the concept of tacit knowl-
edge and appears to have been the progenitor for the lengthier exposition found in The 
Tacit Dimension.
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polaNyI aND epIsTeMology

Polanyi is the third most frequently cited author in the domain of knowledge manage-
ment, which soundly establishes the importance and influence of his contribution. His 
work is also of great importance to epistemologists, who constitute an additional source 
of citation and recognition of his work. Epistemologists have understandably striven to 
position Polanyi’s ideas in the dialectic framework of philosophy, in some cases tracing 
his ideas, as did Polanyi, to Aristotle and Plato. Polanyi certainly gave later writers on 
epistemology and related branches of philosophy much to explore, discuss, support, and 
refute. Writers on knowledge management have tended, however, to simultaneously 
exaggerate and trivialize Polanyi’s concept of tacit knowing or tacit knowledge. Many 
writers reference tacit knowledge without even acknowledging that the basic notion 
originated with Polanyi, which is a further indicator of the significance the concept has 
assumed in the literature of knowledge management.

Polanyi was clearly uninterested in knowledge as input to any kind of manage-
ment activity and would probably have been quite skeptical about the whole notion of 
knowledge management. He was, however, quite interested in the practical aspects and 
implications of his ideas. Building on his experience as a scientist, Polanyi was deeply 
interested in scientific knowledge and the ways in which his thoughts on knowledge 
and its nature influenced and were influenced by scientific discovery. The core issue of  
“The Logic of Tacit Inference” is established early in the essay in this statement:

To hold a natural law to be true is to believe that its presence may reveal itself in yet 
unknown and perhaps yet unthinkable consequences; it is to believe that natural laws are 
features of a reality which as such will continue to bear consequences inexhaustibly.26

Knowledge, then, is explicitly about truth, and truth is explicitly about understanding 
the universe within which we live. “Discovery must be arrived at by the tacit powers of 
the mind, and its content, so far as it is indeterminate, can only be tacitly known.”27

Polanyi was much influenced by gestalt psychology and viewed scientific knowledge 
as inherently synergistic. The premise that knowing is a process that inherently pro-
duces outcomes that are greater than the sum of its parts permeates Polanyi’s writings 
and is critical to the concept of implicit knowledge.

KNowleDge aND perCepTIoN

Much of “The Logic of Tacit Inference” is focused not on knowledge as an internal-
ized process, but on perception and how perception determines and shapes knowledge. 
He cites the gestalt principle as evidence that perception is closely tied to conception, 
using examples such as the adult human’s ability to codify experiences more quickly and 
more precisely than an infant is able to. Extending from this, Polanyi infers that scien-
tific perception is an acquired ability and that the relationship between scientific per-
ception and ordinary perception may be directly analogous to the relationship between 
adult perception and infantile perception.

One of the most important premises in Polanyi’s work is the distinction between sub-
sidiary and focal perception. Subsidiary perception involves subliminal clues that are 
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not directly subject to conscious experience, and marginal clues that may be consciously 
experienced but normally are not, contribute to but do not define perception of an object 
of attention to an observer, although they do play a distinct role in shaping perception of 
that which is observed. Focal perception is the observer’s central awareness of the object 
of attention. According to Polanyi, some combination of subsidiary and focal percep-
tion is essential to all understanding. Drawing again from gestalt psychology, Polanyi 
emphasizes that perception of the whole of an object and perception of its component 
parts are entirely separate and to some extent unrelated processes. A scientific discov-
ery, then, “reduces our focal awareness of observations into a subsidiary awareness of 
them, by shifting our attention from them to their theoretical coherence.”28

The NaTure of TaCIT KNowINg

From this basis Polanyi builds to a succinct statement of the central premise of the 
essay and to his most noted contribution to the study of knowledge:

This act of integration, which we can identify both in the visual perception of objects 
and in the discovery of scientific theories is the tacit power we have been looking for. 
I shall call it tacit knowing.29

Polanyi’s use of the verb “knowing” rather than the more commonly used noun 
“knowledge” appears to be a deliberate effort to focus on the active meaning of the con-
cept. Again, Polanyi is interested primarily in the processes of scientific discovery, and 
by extension other forms of perception and awareness. This very active approach to the 
central theme is a fundamentally important tenet of “The Logic of Tacit Inference” and 
of all of Polanyi’s writing on the topic.

Polanyi returns to the notion of subsidiary and focal perception and distinguishes 
between two components of tacit knowing that he identifies as the proximal term and 
the distal term. In ordinary casual observation, no conscious distinction is made by the 
observer between subsidiary and focal perception; in this kind of perception, the proxi-
mal and distal terms serve extremely different functions and can be said to be separate 
functions “joined together by tacit knowing.”30 When an object is observed with the 
objective of thoroughly understanding the object, the observer deliberately integrates 
subsidiary and focal perception such that the proximal term plays the role of describing 
the object’s component parts in isolation, and the distal term plays the role of describ-
ing the object as an integrated whole. Casually noticing that there is a bowl of apples on 
a table, for instance, requires no explicit, conscious recognition of the direction from 
which the apples, the bowl, and the table are viewed, the nature of the light that makes 
it possible to see and recognize the objects, or any other analytical detail. A painter or 
photographer interested in producing a still life or a researcher designing an approach 
to searching for and retrieving images from a database, however, must deliberately 
break the combination of objects, angle, and lighting into understandable component 
parts. According to Polanyi, the most important aspect of observation has not to do with  
looking at an object, but with looking from the proximal terms that define the object “to 
a distal term which is [the object’s] meaning.”31 Rather than focusing attention on the 
object, the observer naturally focuses attention from the object to the meaning of the 
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object. In fact, Polanyi contends, focusing on the nature of the object rather than the 
meaning of the object has the effect of destroying the meaning of the object.

TaCIT aND explICIT KNowleDge

Building from this rather technical presentation of the nature of tacit knowing, 
Polanyi progresses to the aspect of tacit knowing that is perhaps most central to the 
integration of the concept in the domain of knowledge management by stating that 
tacit knowing frequently “cannot be explicitly stated.”32 The possessor of a skill (Polanyi 
uses the example of riding a bicycle) or a talent, such as innate artistic ability, may find 
it quite literally impossible to explain the nature or processes of that skill or talent. It 
is clear that such an individual knows how to do something but is not capable of join-
ing the proximal and distal terms to make it possible to decompose that knowledge 
and describe both its subsidiary and focal elements. Furthermore, it is quite possible to 
acquire new knowledge without being able to explicitly state, describe, or even identify 
what it is that is now known that previously was not. Extending from this to the essay’s 
basic focus on scientific discovery, Polanyi asserts that just as it is possible to learn with-
out being consciously aware of doing so, there must also be a process of “discovery with-
out awareness.”33 To a considerable extent, then, scientific knowledge may be acquired 
more through a predilection for unplanned discovery, which Polanyi terms “scientific 
intuition,” than through deliberate efforts to discover.34

It is only from this basis in exploring the nature of tacit knowing that Polanyi pro-
gresses to the discussion for which he is most credited and most misunderstood: the 
distinction between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge, which he very succinctly 
described:

While tacit knowledge can be possessed by itself, explicit knowledge must rely on 
being tacitly understood and applied. Hence all knowledge is either tacit or rooted in 
tacit knowledge. A wholly explicit knowledge is unthinkable.35

Making use of an instance of explicit knowledge, then, such as a document, a record-
ing, or a work of art, requires transforming that explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge; 
that is, a passive artifact can be said to contain explicit knowledge, but such an artifact 
can assume meaning only through the active process of tacit knowing.

Polanyi clearly views tacit and explicit knowledge as fundamental, essential, and 
inseparable components within the overall process of knowing. Artifactual, explicit 
knowledge is required for shared retention and sharing of knowledge, but the artifacts 
of explicit knowledge are of no value if they cannot be transformed into tacit knowing. 
This integration of the explicit and tacit dimensions of knowledge has largely been lost 
in the application of Polanyi’s ideas to knowledge management.

CharaCTerIsTICs of TaCIT KNowleDge

Crowley synthesized the literature on tacit knowledge to create a list of commonly 
perceived characteristics of tacit knowledge. According to this analysis, tacit knowledge 
is commonly assumed to be
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• Personal in origin
• Valuable to the possessor
• Job specific
• Related to context
• Difficult to fully articulate
• Both known in part and unknown in part to the possessor
• Transmitted, where transmission is possible, through interpersonal contact
• Operative on an organizational level
•  Applied, in part, through “if-then” rules (“if certain conditions exist, then apply the  

following”)
• Capable of becoming explicit knowledge and vice versa
• Intertwined with explicit knowledge along unstable knowledge borders
• Poorly reflected in contemporary knowledge literature36

These definitional characteristics or assumptions are indeed characteristic of the 
knowledge management literature. Few, however, can be supported by Polanyi’s work; 
those that can be supported are supportable mostly by inference, not through direct 
reference to Polanyi’s writings. To Crowley’s credit, he does not contend that these are 
the defining characteristics of tacit knowledge, but only that the literature has assumed 
these characteristics and assigned them to tacit knowledge. A brief examination of each 
of these characteristics in relationship to “The Logic of Tacit Inference” is sufficient to 
call each of them into question.

Tacit knowledge is personal in origin. Many authors in the knowledge management 
domain distinguish between explicit knowledge, which can be codified and is acquired 
primarily through formal processes, and tacit knowledge, which defies codification and 
is acquired primarily or even exclusively through informal processes. Although some 
essentially personal, internalized element may contribute to the definition of tacit knowl-
edge, Polanyi clearly allows for the notion that tacit knowledge may be impersonal in 
nature in his assertion that explicit knowledge must be transformed into tacit knowing 
to be useful. Tacit knowledge can have its origin in the artifacts of explicit knowledge, 
which may or may not be—and frequently are not—personal in origin. On the other 
hand, tacit knowledge is frequently quite personal in application: a baseball fan may cull 
a large variety of sources of explicit knowledge in an effort to develop a comprehensive 
knowledge of historical and contemporary scores and performance records, motivated 
entirely by a sense of a personal need to know.

Tacit knowledge is valuable to the possessor. If the contention that tacit knowledge is 
inherently personal in origin is rejected, then the notion that tacit knowledge is neces-
sarily of special or specific value to its possessor must also be rejected. In fact, it seems 
self-evident that every individual must possess substantial tacit knowledge that is transi-
tory or even trivial. Although much tacit knowledge may indeed be personally valuable, 
to assume that all tacit knowledge is valuable to its possessor requires the assumption 
of some process by which individuals can deliberately unlearn that which they tacitly 
know, a process that does not seem to exist in most people.

Tacit knowledge is job specific. This is refuted by Polanyi’s examples, which focus on 
such applications of tacit knowing as the ability to ride a bicycle or float while swim-
ming. More importantly, however, Polanyi defines tacit knowing as the fundamental 
process by which all knowledge is acquired and internalized. It must therefore be the 
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case that tacit knowledge can be either specific or general in nature and may very well be 
not only not job specific, but not even task specific except to the extent that possessing 
esoteric knowledge such as a comprehensive memory of baseball scores can be defined 
as providing an approach to a task.

Tacit knowledge is related to context. This assertion is accurate but essentially trivial. 
Polanyi’s exploration of the interrelationship of the proximal term and the distal term 
in knowing makes it clear that all knowledge is related to context, as it fairly obviously 
must be. The value to knowledge management of exploring or understanding the role 
of context is questionable: an encyclopedic knowledge of baseball scores is probably of 
limited application to the daily work of database administration but may be of para-
mount importance to the on-the-job contentment and performance of a specific data-
base administrator.

Tacit knowledge is difficult to fully articulate. Polanyi would probably agree that tacit 
knowledge may be or is frequently difficult to fully articulate, but not that it is neces-
sarily difficult to fully articulate. As anyone who has ever prepared a synthetic research 
paper based on the works of others knows, it is frequently difficult to fully articulate 
explicit knowledge. It seems probable that like-minded individuals can at least some-
times quite fully articulate tacit knowledge for purposes of sharing it, thereby expanding 
the tacit knowledge of those with whom it is shared.

Tacit knowledge is both known in part and unknown in part to the possessor. This is a 
difficult assumption to interpret but does not seem to be supported by Polanyi’s work. 
If all knowledge is, as Polanyi clearly indicated, a fusion of tacit and explicit, and if the 
fundamental nature of the tacit dimension is the active process of knowing, then the 
concept of any aspect of knowledge being unknown is at best paradoxical and at worst 
nonsensical. This assertion may be better expressed in terms of the extent to which the 
possessor of knowledge is consciously aware of the totality of the knowledge possessed. 
Polanyi would clearly contend that in ordinary observation the observer is fully cogni-
zant of the distal term but not of the proximal term of the object under observation.

Tacit knowledge is transmitted, where transmission is possible, through interpersonal 
contact. Polanyi’s description of the necessity of converting explicit knowledge to use 
through the process of tacit knowing is clearly in conflict with this assumption. If all 
knowledge must be internalized through tacit knowing, then the transmission mecha-
nism is irrelevant. In fact, interpersonal contact frequently introduces matters of per-
sonality, politics, and culture that are not present in the transformation of the explicit 
knowledge codified in artifacts into tacit knowing.

Tacit knowledge is operative on an organizational level. The implication of this 
assumption is presumably that tacit knowledge can be put to work to benefit an orga-
nization in addition to providing a direct benefit to the individual who possesses the 
knowledge in question. This is probably true in some cases and not true in others. It 
might be accurate to assert that tacit knowledge is sometimes to some extent operative 
on an organizational level, but to contend that tacit knowledge is always and under 
all circumstances operational on an organizational level implies a unitary role for tacit 
knowledge that cannot reasonably be expected to pertain.

Tacit knowledge is applied, in part, through “if-then” rules. This is another assump-
tion that is probably true but not of any particular import. The deductive principle of  
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syllogistic reasoning permeates virtually all formal decision-making processes and is 
probably programmed into human reasoning. It is undoubtedly the case that the appli-
cation of explicit knowledge also takes place largely through “if-then” rules used to assess 
the value and implications of documentary evidence. Crowley does not expand on the 
assumption to provide an example of an alternative to the application of “if-then” rules, 
which makes thoroughly understanding the validity or role of this assumption difficult.

Tacit knowledge is capable of becoming explicit knowledge and vice versa. “The Logic 
of Tacit Inference” firmly supports the notion that explicit knowledge can become tacit 
knowledge; in fact, Polanyi describes the process whereby explicit knowledge must be 
converted to tacit knowledge through the process of tacit knowing to render the explicit 
knowledge usable. The reverse, however, which is so fundamental to the knowledge 
management conception of tacit knowledge, is much less certain and much less predict-
able. Some tacit knowledge surely is capable of becoming explicit knowledge; there is 
no possible alternative mechanism by which explicit knowledge can come into being 
other than that an individual chooses to express tacit knowledge in an explicit form. 
That does not, however, promise a great deal for the introduction of formal programs 
for comprehensively transforming the tacit knowledge of an organization’s workforce 
into explicit knowledge products.

Tacit knowledge is intertwined with explicit knowledge along unstable knowledge 
borders. This is another assumption that is difficult to interpret. The notion that tacit 
knowledge and explicit knowledge are intertwined is so fundamental to Polanyi’s work 
as to be axiomatic. The concept of the “unstable knowledge border” doesn’t arise in 
Polanyi. At the level of an individual, the border between tacit and explicit knowledge 
is probably stable within the limits that allow for the acquisition of new tacit knowl-
edge; a lack of stability at the individual level would result in cognitive dysfunction and 
would at its extreme be reflected in externally visible mental instability. Within the con-
text of an organization, the stability of the border between tacit knowledge and explicit 
knowledge is presumably quite variable, but excessive instability at the organizational 
level would surely lead to the same sort of dysfunctionality as at the individual level. 
Organizations that are in any sense stable surely must exist in an environment in which 
the border between tacit and explicit knowledge is reasonably stable, even though that 
stability may be more a function of accident than of design.

Tacit knowledge is poorly reflected in contemporary knowledge literature. A search of 
the Social Sciences Citation Index reveals that the works of Michael Polanyi have been 
cited in more than four thousand articles, only four of which are self-citations. Most of 
these citations are to Polanyi’s various works in the arena of tacit knowing/tacit knowl-
edge. As Crowley points out, the concept of tacit knowledge has found fertile intel-
lectual ground in a wide variety of disciplines and professional domains, “including 
business, human resource management, information science, library science, law, mili-
tary science, philosophy, psychology, public administration, and sociology.”37 The clear 
majority of citations to Polanyi come from the literature of epistemology, the branch 
of philosophy dedicated to the theory of knowledge. It is unquestionably accurate to 
state that the nature of tacit knowledge is inconsistently and incompletely reflected in 
the knowledge literature, but to expect such consistency or completeness for what is 
necessarily an abstract construct is hardly reasonable. It is also accurate to state that tacit 
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knowledge is poorly understood in the knowledge management literature, a problem 
not of Michael Polanyi’s making, but in great need of a solution.

Karl Popper, “Epistemology without a Knowing Subject,” in Objective Knowledge: An Evolution-
ary Approach (Oxford: Clarendon, 1972), 106–52. (An address given on 25 Aug. 1967,  
at the Third International Congress for Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science,  
25 Aug. to 2 Sept. 1967; first published in the proceedings of this Congress, ed. B. van 
Rootselaar and J. F. Staal, Amsterdam, 1968, pp. 333–73.)

Philosopher Sir Karl Raimund Popper (1902–94) was born in Vienna and educated at 
the University of Vienna, where he earned a PhD in philosophy in 1928. He spent most 
of his academic career at the London School of Economics. Popper was an extremely 
prolific author whose works focused largely on social philosophy and the philosophy of 
science. He is widely recognized as one of the most influential philosophers of the twen-
tieth century; evidence of that status lies in the more than 9,500 references to Popper’s 
works found in the Social Sciences Citation Index. Although his works have been cited 
substantially on a less frequent basis in the knowledge management literature, his “Epis-
temology without a Knowing Subject” provides a view of the nature of knowledge that 
has direct pertinence to knowledge management.

sCIeNTIfIC KNowleDge aND CoNjeCTure

Virtually all of Popper’s works are grounded in the sciences. One of the fundamental 
tenets of Popper’s approach to philosophy is his contention that all science and all sci-
entific knowledge are conjectural. The role of the scientist is to formulate conjectures, 
which at times take on the form of truly wild guesses, which are then challenged by fur-
ther probing and ultimately are either supported or refuted. Popper explicitly disallows 
the notion that any such conjecture can ever be conclusively demonstrated to be true. 
To Popper, therefore, knowledge itself is a matter of conjecture. Although there is rec-
ognition in his writing that there must be a physical universe that is nonconjectural, his 
position is that the physical universe can be understood only in conjectural terms.

popper’s Three worlDs

“Epistemology without a Knowing Subject” begins with the definition of three con-
ceptual areas Popper terms “worlds”:

1. The world of physical objects or states
2. The world of states of consciousness
3. The world of objective contents of thought

Popper emphasizes that his identification of these conceptual areas as worlds is 
entirely a matter of choosing a convenient term to use in describing them.

“Epistemology without a Knowing Subject” is primarily an explication and defense 
of the concept of the third world, in which ideas have an objective rather than a purely 
subjective nature. In contrast to Polanyi’s tacit knowing, which is fundamentally a  
subjective process, Popper’s third world is an objective conceptual space in which ideas 
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exist independently of any subjective process. To Popper, knowledge as a process in 
the ordinary sense, as expressed in the phrase “I know,” belongs to the second world, 
the world of subjects. “Scientific knowledge belongs to the third world, to the world of 
objective theories, objective problems, and objective arguments.”38

Knowledge in the second world is inherently subjective in nature and has primar-
ily to do with the consciousness of a subject or a predilection to a particular pattern of 
behavior in response to a subject. The classical Cartesian model of knowledge explicitly 
distinguishes between the subject (the person who knows) and the object (that which 
is known), with a distinct focus on the subject. Knowledge in the third world, though, 
is objective in nature and consists “of problems, theories, and arguments as such.”39 
From this explanation Popper extends to the central theme of “Epistemology without a 
Knowing Subject,” which is that “knowledge in a objective sense is knowledge without a 
knower; it is knowledge without a knowing subject.”40 By this, Popper means that scien-
tific knowledge is independent of the mind of any particular individual and truly exists 
in and belongs to the objective universe, as do the physical entities and physical states 
that make up the first world. Knowledge, then, is not a process of developing content 
but is the content itself as it exists in the natural world.

Popper provides a pair of “experiments” in the form of scenarios to help explain the 
nature of the third world. In the first of these experiments, all global society and its arti-
facts are destroyed, as well as all knowledge of those artifacts and of how to use them, 
but libraries and the ability to use them survive. The scenario of the second experiment 
is the same, except that libraries and the ability to use them are also lost. The difference, 
of course, is that in the first scenario “after much suffering, our world may get going 
again,” but in the second scenario “there will be no re-emergence of our civilization for 
many millennia.”41 The collections of libraries and all other artifacts of human knowl-
edge are objective entities that express ideas in the form of content.

This notion of the independence of the objective third world of knowledge as content 
and the subjective second world of the processes of knowing may be a bit difficult to 
assimilate but is absolutely essential to Popper’s understanding of scientific knowledge. 
Popper contends “that traditional epistemology with its concentration on the second 
world, or on knowledge in the subjective sense, is irrelevant to the study of scientific 
knowledge.”42 He further argues that “what is relevant for epistemology is the study 
of scientific problems and problem situations, of scientific conjectures (which I take 
as merely another word for scientific hypotheses or theories), of scientific discussions, 
of critical arguments, and of the role played by evidence in arguments; and therefore 
of scientific journals and books, and of experiments and their evaluation in scientific 
arguments; or, in brief, that the study of a largely autonomous third world of objective 
knowledge is of decisive importance for epistemology.”43

Three esseNTIal Theses

Popper summarizes the central theme of “Epistemology without a Knowing Subject” 
in three fundamental theses:

1. Subjective epistemology based on understanding of the second world is irrelevant.
2. Objective epistemology based on understanding of the third world is relevant.
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3.  Study of the third world helps inform understanding of the second world, but study of 
the second world does nothing to inform understanding of the third world.

The most important element of Popper’s analysis of the relationship between the 
subjective second world and the objective third world is that knowledge is fundamen-
tally evolutionary in nature and that although a specific scientific discovery may seem 
to be revolutionary, every discovery is in fact the inevitable result of an evolutionary 
process. The third world is truly organic and natural and consists both of knowledge 
that has already been discovered and knowledge not yet discovered. The nature or the 
sequence of the events that led to Newton’s codification of the laws of gravity, which 
are processes of the second world, are independent of the nature of gravity itself. The 
laws of gravity were in a very real sense waiting for Newton’s discovery and subsequent 
analysis.

Ultimately, Popper’s contention is that the content of knowledge, regardless of how 
the knowledge is produced or codified, is both independent of and more important than 
the processes of discovery or codification. In Popper’s third world, objective knowledge 
exists in and of itself and has autonomous importance. His discussion of the objectivity 
and autonomy of the third world is of particular importance to the domain of knowl-
edge management. As an example, Popper refutes “the feeling that a book is nothing 
without a reader; only if it is understood does it really become a book; otherwise it is just 
paper with black spots on it.”44 A document—a book, a report, a record in a database, a 
video or audio recording, or any other codified artifact—contains objective knowledge 
regardless of the way in which the document was produced or stored, and regardless 
of how the document is used or even whether it is ever used. The objectivity of the 
document is independent of the truth or falsity of its content. The objective knowledge 
contained in a document exits in “its possibility of being understood or interpreted, or 
misunderstood or misinterpreted. . . . and this potentiality may exist without ever being 
actualized or realized.”45

Popper’s third world does not consist entirely of what is generally understood as 
explicit knowledge, however: “I assert that even though this third world is a human 
product, there are many theories in themselves and arguments in themselves and prob-
lem situations in themselves which have never been produced or understood and may 
never be produced or understood by men.”46 Just as the discovery of new species of 
plants and animals, new celestial bodies, and new physical processes expands the human 
knowledge base, so does the discovery of new theories, arguments, and problems.

The autonomy of the third world—its independence from the context of the mind—
can be illustrated by many examples from mathematics. An example presented by Pop-
per is the concept of prime numbers, which is fundamentally a human product. There 
was probably no pressing pragmatic gap in the collective knowledge base of society to 
be solved by the discovery of prime numbers. Once they were discovered and defined, 
however, prime numbers assumed an existence independent of the discovery and defi-
nition processes.

Popper graphically illustrates the process by which objective knowledge is developed 
and cumulated in the form of a simple formula:

P1 → TT → EE → P2
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A problem (P1), identified by a person, generates a tentative theory (TT), which is 
subject to error elimination (EE), “which may consist of critical discussion or experi-
mental activity.”47 The outcome is identification of additional problems (P2) that can be 
addressed in the same way. These new problems, unlike the originally identified prob-
lem, “are not in general intentionally created by us, they emerge autonomously from 
the field of new relationships which we cannot help bringing into existence with every 
action, however little we intend to do so.”48

everyThINg Is CoNNeCTeD To everyThINg else

Ultimately, then, the knowledge of Popper’s third world is—rather than a subjec-
tive, artificial outcome of the processes of knowing—an objective, organic, natural, 
integrated product of the physical universe that is purposive and pragmatic. All knowl-
edge, since it derives from the same fundamental resources and processes, is directly 
interrelated to all other knowledge. In the words of The Last Whole Earth Catalog, 
“everything is connected to everything else.”49 Knowledge, whether tacit or explicit, is 
an essential component of the framework and web of the universe. Fuller distinguished 
between embodied knowledge and embedded knowledge. “Knowledge is embodied 
by being placed in a material container, whereas knowledge is embedded by being  
situated in a social context. Science, according to epistemologists, was both disem-
bodied and disembedded.”50 Badaracco explicitly related embedded knowledge to 
tacit knowledge.51 Madhavan and Grover described the essential management task 
as focusing on “the transition from embedded to embodied knowledge.”52 Popper’s 
integrated view of knowledge, however, suggests that all knowledge is inherently 
embedded, that either tacit or explicit knowledge can be either embedded or embod-
ied, and that the distinction between embodied and disembodied knowledge is largely  
immaterial.

Robert S. Taylor, “Question-Negotiation and Information Seeking in Libraries,” College and Re-
search Libraries 29 (May 1968): 178–94.

Robert S. Taylor was born in Ithaca, New York, and received a bachelor’s degree 
in history in 1940 and a master’s degree in library science in 1950, both from Cornell 
University. Taylor’s 1968 article “Question-Negotiation and Information Seeking in 
Libraries” is required reading in many schools of library and information science as 
well as in other programs such as business administration and knowledge management; 
having received more than 230 entries in the Social Sciences Citation Index, it has been 
identified as a “citation classic.”53 The value of Taylor’s work has not diminished in any 
way since its publication almost 40 years ago; more than 60 citation entries in SSCI are 
from articles published in the twenty-first century. Taylor did not set out to explore the 
nature of knowledge and in no way presents a conscious contribution to epistemology. 
The article is focused primarily on information in the specific form of answers to ques-
tions. Taylor does, however, provide substantial insight into the practical processes of 
seeking knowledge that has meaning for the understanding of knowledge in the context 
of knowledge management.
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INforMaTIoN seeKINg

Taylor’s primary goal was to create an evidence-based analysis of what happens when 
an individual needs and eventually seeks information. Although Taylor’s exploration 
was grounded in the context of libraries, specifically special libraries and information 
centers, the result is applicable to any information-seeking environment. Taylor’s work, 
although highly theoretical in nature, was solidly grounded in empirical data gathered 
from extensive structured interviews with special librarians and information specialists. 
Taylor derived three primary products from the interview data: (1) a graphic represen-
tation of the decisions an information seeker must make prior to entering into either a 
self-executed search or a process of question negotiation, (2) a model of four levels of 
question development or information need, and (3) the identification of five “filters” 
that must be applied to successfully answer a question or meet an information need.

Taylor’s graphic model of the decision-making process, with minor modifications to 
extend beyond the library context, is reproduced as figure 1.1. In this process chart, an 
individual with an information need faces three primary decision points, labeled A, B, 
and C. “At decision point A, the inquirer decides whether to discuss his problem with a 
colleague or to go to whatever literature or information center may be available.”54 The 
information seeker will probably make some attempt to use whatever sources of infor-
mation are readily at hand, assuming that the information need is adequately under-
stood to do so.

At decision point B, the information seeker decides either to conduct a more exhaus-
tive search of personal information files or to work with a formal information system. 
“This is an important choice and reflects a number of factors: previous experience, envi-
ronment (is this an accepted procedure in his activity?), and ease of access.”55 Taylor 
echoes the research of Mooers and others, whose findings indicate that ease of use of 
an information system is typically a more important factor than the quantity or quality 
of information available from the system.56 This is probably even more true in the era 
of Google.

Decision point C requires selection of a mode of information seeking: the informa-
tion seeker may choose either to search independently or to enlist the assistance of an 
information professional. “Most important in this decision is the inquirer’s image of the 
personnel, their effectiveness, and his previous experience with this or any other library 
and librarian.”57

four levels of INforMaTIoN NeeD

Although Taylor’s discussion of the “four levels of information need” is grounded 
primarily in the context of a process of negotiation between an information seeker and 
an information professional, it seems evident that some similar process must take place 
during a self-help search. In fact, these levels of need appear to be universals that are 
closely tied to the nature of knowledge.

1.  The first level of need is “the conscious or even unconscious need for information 
not existing in the remembered experience of the inquirer. It may be only a vague 
sort of dissatisfaction. It is probably inexpressible in linguistic terms.”58 This is clearly  
analogous to Polanyi’s notion of tacit knowledge; although Polanyi was focused more 



Figure 1.1
Taylor’s Model of Pre-negotiation Decisions
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on what an individual knows than on what is not known, any awareness of a gap in 
knowledge must be a form of knowledge in and of itself. “This need . . . will change in 
form, quality, concreteness, and criteria as information is added, as it is influenced by 
analogy, or as its importance grows with the investigation.”59

2.  “At the second level of need there is a conscious mental description of an ill-defined area 
of indecision.”60 This amorphous, ambiguous, anomalous state of conscious awareness 
stands at the transition from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge in that it is amenable 
to verbalization. It is most likely at this point that the information seeker will “talk to 
someone else to sharpen his focus.”61 Verbalizing this conscious need will probably help 
clarify the nature of the need and reduce ambiguity but is not likely to satisfy the infor-
mation need.

3.  The process of clarification and reduction of ambiguity leads to the third level of need, 
which involves more careful verbalization of the need in an attempt to more fully repre-
sent it. “At this level an inquirer can form a qualified and rational statement of his ques-
tion. Here he is describing his area of doubt in concrete terms and he may or may not be 
thinking within the context or constraints of the system from which he wants informa-
tion.”62 At this level the information need definitely constitutes explicit knowledge.

4.  “At the fourth level the question is recast in anticipation of what the files can deliver. The 
searcher must think in terms of the organization of particular files and of the discrete 
packages available—such as books, reports, papers, drawings, or tables.”63 A common 
characteristic of the fourth level of information need is a loss of the clarity of the third 
level due to excessive attention to anticipated results rather than retention of focus on 
the true nature of the information need. This level then represents a reduction in the 
extent to which the question represents explicit knowledge. “This is where the process 
of negotiation starts.”64

Taylor more succinctly presents “these four levels of question formation” as

Q1—the actual, but unexpressed need for information (the visceral need)
Q2—the conscious, within-brain description of the need (the conscious need)
Q3—the formal statement of the need (the formalized need)
Q4—the question as presented to the information system (the compromised need)65

The NegoTIaTIoN proCess

The goal of the negotiation process, mediated by an information professional, is to 
move backward from the compromised statement of need (Q4) “to the formalized need 
(Q3), possibly even to the conscious need (Q2), and then to translate these needs into 
a useful search strategy.”66 The outcome of this process is a statement of a negotiated 
need that is amenable to searching. This negotiation process is effected through the 
application of Taylor’s five filters. Although Taylor was primarily concerned with the 
role the filters play in guiding the negotiation process, they also provide a useful model 
for understanding the nature of knowledge.

1.  Determination of subject. Most people probably think of knowledge primarily in terms 
of the specific subject of what is known. Subjects are most commonly understood in 
terms describable by nouns, although knowledge can also take the form of “know-how” 
as well as “know-what.” Knowledge is additionally defined by “the limits and structure 
of the subject.”67 The limits and structure are delimited partly by the nature of the subject 
and partly by the factors defined in the other four filters.
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2.  Exploration of motivation and objective. Taylor identified this filter as “probably the most 
critical: Why does the inquirer want this information? What is his objective? What is his 
motivation?”68 Knowledge is defined by some combination of the subject itself and the 
individual’s reasons for knowing. This relates well to Polanyi’s view of the tacit-explicit 
continuum, and to Nonaka and Takeuchi’s exposition of the oneness of the individual 
and what the individual knows, but calls into question some aspects of Popper’s notion 
of knowledge “without a knowing subject.”

3.  Identification of pertinent personal characteristics of the information seeker. In Taylor’s 
analysis, knowing the characteristics of the information seeker is an essential compo-
nent in question negotiation. “What is his status in the organization? Has he been in 
the library before? What is his background? What relationship does his query have to 
what he knows? What is his level of critical awareness?”69 In addition to the nature of 
the subject and the motivation for knowing, an individual’s overall state of knowledge 
and capacity for knowing play a substantial role in determining the potential for con-
verting from tacit to explicit or from explicit to tacit. Conversion from explicit to tacit 
knowledge requires a state of readiness on the part of the individual that is determined 
more by the personal characteristics of that individual than by motivation of the objec-
tive nature of the subject.

4.  Relationship of the negotiated need to the information system. Conversion from tacit to 
explicit knowledge requires translation of tacit knowledge into terms that can be accom-
modated by the systems that support explicit knowledge. There is a core linguistic 
element to the translation process, but there are also intervening factors related to tech-
nology, culture, and politics. Polanyi’s assertion that “we know more than we can tell” 
has as much to do with the imposition of these factors into the translation from tacit to 
explicit as with the linguistic factors.70

5.  Encapsulation of anticipated or acceptable answers. An information seeker “has some 
picture in mind as to what he expects his answer to look like, i.e. format, data, size, 
etc. The problem of the inquirer’s acceptability of an answer is an important filter in 
the process of answering queries.”71 The acceptability of knowledge to an individual 
is a key determiner of the successful conversion from explicit to tacit knowledge. It is 
influenced by the essentially physical factors identified by Taylor but is also driven by 
the objective nature of the subject, the motivation for learning, the individual’s personal 
characteristics, and the relationship between the system of explicit knowledge and the 
ability of the individual to transform explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge. That abil-
ity may be shaped as much by preexisting tacit knowledge as by the nature of the explicit 
knowledge to be learned; new knowledge that is in conflict with preexisting knowledge 
may be rejected outright.72

Taylor’s model, extended to the nature of knowledge, adds substantially to the con-
cepts of tacit and explicit knowledge as well as to Popper’s view of third-world knowl-
edge by linking knowledge to the action modality of information seeking.

Ikujiro Nonaka and Hirotaka Takeuchi, The Knowledge-Creating Company: How Japanese  
Companies Create the Dynamics of Innovation (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1995).

Ikujiro Nonaka and Hirotaka Takeuchi are professors of international business strat-
egy at Hitotsubashi University in Tokyo. Nonaka is the most frequently cited author in 
the domain of knowledge management. With more than 1,300 references to the book 
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listed in the Social Sciences Citation Index, The Knowledge-Creating Company is one of 
the most influential works in the field of knowledge management.

easT Is easT aND wesT Is wesT

The initial and guiding premise of The Knowledge-Creating Company is that there are 
fundamental differences between the philosophies and patterns of thought of Japanese 
people—and by extension Japanese business leaders—and their Western counterparts. 
These differences are so striking that they have inevitably resulted in radically different 
approaches to corporate management. The success of Japanese companies, particularly 
their success relative to the success of Western companies, is attributed to “their skills 
and expertise at ‘organizational knowledge creation.’”73 The authors address the funda-
mental differences in culture from a number of different perspectives, but the essential 
recurring theme is that there is a deeply ingrained difference in the ways in which Japa-
nese and Western cultures view knowledge.

According to Nonaka and Takeuchi, there is a fundamental “paradox” related to the 
role of epistemology in the intellectual traditions of the two cultures: “While there is a 
rich epistemological tradition in Western philosophy, there is almost none to speak of 
in Japan.”74 Most of chapter 2 of The Knowledge-Creating Company, “Knowledge and 
Management,” is devoted to a summarization of the comparative history of the role of 
epistemology in Western philosophy and the “Japanese intellectual tradition.” Interest-
ingly, Nonaka and Takeuchi draw their comments on Western philosophy entirely from 
well-documented formal sources representing the works of mainstream philosophers, 
while their discussion of the Japanese intellectual tradition draws primarily from less 
formal sources and emphasizes explicit documentation to a much lesser degree. This 
is perhaps a source of support for the authors’ assertion about the relative roles of the 
“epistemological tradition” in the two cultures, but it results in something of an apples-
and-oranges comparison.

TaCIT KNowleDge

Nonaka and Takeuchi draw heavily on the language of Polanyi related to tacit knowl-
edge and explicit knowledge, but they actually do little more than adopt Polanyi’s ter-
minology for the purpose of applying their own definitions to those terms. Although no 
explicit definition of terms is provided, the authors’ view of tacit knowledge is closely 
congruent with those characteristics summarized by Crowley.

Tacit knowledge is highly personal and hard to formalize, making it difficult to com-
municate or to share with others. Subjective insights, intuitions, and hunches fall into 
this category of knowledge. Furthermore, tacit knowledge is deeply rooted in an indi-
vidual’s action and experience, as well as in the ideals, values, or emotions he or she 
embraces.75

The authors divide tacit knowledge into two “dimensions.” The technical dimension 
is encapsulated in the term “know-how,” which closely correlates with Polanyi’s state-
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ment that “we know more than we can tell” but has little foundation in most of Polanyi’s 
reasoning.76 The cognitive dimension “consists of schemata, mental models, beliefs, and 
perceptions so ingrained that we take them for granted.”77 This is very closely aligned 
with Popper’s notion of objective knowledge but is less well aligned with Polanyi’s ideas 
of tacit knowing.

Although it mentions a wide range of philosophers from Plato to Heidegger and 
Russell, the discussion of Western philosophy presented in chapter 2 essentially begins 
and ends with Descartes and the Cartesian split between subject and object. Neither 
Polanyi nor Popper is referenced in this discussion, although Polanyi’s work plays a 
critical role elsewhere in The Knowledge-Creating Company. This omission is acknowl-
edged later in the book: “We did not include Polanyi in Chapter 2, because he is still 
considered minor in Western philosophy because of his view and background.”78 The 
exposition of the Japanese intellectual tradition focuses on the “(1) oneness of human-
ity and nature; (2) oneness of body and mind; and (3) oneness of self and other.”79 
The comparison of Western and Japanese traditions concludes by suggesting “that the 
ultimate reality for the Japanese lies in the delicate, transitional, process of permanent 
flux, and in visible concrete matter, rather than in an eternal, unchanging, invisible, 
and abstract entity,” which presumably characterizes the Western view of the ultimate 
reality.80

Chapter 2 concludes with a commentary on the role of knowledge in Western man-
agement theory. “We have found a paradox in that most of these theories scarcely men-
tion knowledge itself, while they supposedly pursue scientific, objective knowledge 
under the strong influence of the Western epistemological tradition. . . . At the core of 
concern of these theories is the acquisition, accumulation, and utilization of existing 
knowledge; they lack the perspective of ‘creating new knowledge.’ ”81 Western manage-
ment theory therefore has no potential for guiding the creation of explicit knowledge 
from tacit knowledge.

Ultimately, the arguments regarding epistemology and the differing philosophical 
approaches of Japanese and Western cultures seem hollow and somewhat specious. The 
authors have provided a dismal and depressing view of a unitary, inflexible, unchang-
ing straw man in the form of Western philosophy and knocked it down with a glori-
fied image of the Japanese viewpoint, which is presented as integrated, organic, and 
simultaneously universal and personal. The comparison is overly simple, resting on the 
assumption that the two systems of philosophy are both accurately depicted and perva-
sive in the societies compared. Although the principle of “oneness” may be pervasive in 
the collective and individual consciousnesses of the Japanese people, the Cartesian split 
between subject and object is probably virtually unknown among even highly educated 
citizens of Western nations and is certainly not part of daily or even occasional personal 
consciousness. The dominance of this model among business leaders, other than those 
who have read Nonaka and Takeuchi, is likewise probably virtually nonexistent.

four MoDes of KNowleDge CoNversIoN

Chapter 3, “Theory of Organizational Knowledge Creation,” concentrates on the 
variable relationships between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge that Nonaka and 
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Takeuchi refer to as “knowledge conversion.”82 Four “modes” of knowledge conversion 
are described:

1.  Conversion from tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge is “socialization.”83 Examples 
of socialization are presented primarily in the form of learning through observation. 
“Apprentices work with their masters and learn craftsmanship not through language but 
through observation, imitation, and practice.”84 This is an unfortunate example, in that it 
seems extremely unlikely that there has ever been a relationship between apprentice and 
master, or in the business world between protégé and mentor, that was not based both 
in discussion and in observation. The more specific examples provided, of a brainstorm-
ing session and a situation in which a researcher posed as an apprentice for the purpose 
of gaining insight not achievable through less formal observation, are not illuminative.  
It is clear from these examples that there is no direct tacit to tacit conversion; the con-
version actually takes place through the creation of experiences that make it possible to  
convert tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge and then to immediately reconvert the 
explicit knowledge to tacit. Nonaka and Takeuchi seem to have confused explicit knowl-
edge with documented knowledge, ignoring the fact that any codification of knowledge, 
whether in the form of an informal sharing of ideas or a structured opportunity for 
observation, is a process of generating explicit knowledge.

2.  Conversion from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge is “externalization.”85 External-
ization “is a quintessential knowledge-creation process in that tacit knowledge becomes 
explicit, taking the shapes of metaphors, analogies, concepts, hypotheses, or models.”86 
The authors rely heavily on the role of metaphors in the conversion of tacit knowledge 
to explicit knowledge, although there is no real explanation of why metaphors are inher-
ently more important than other constructs. Interestingly, the discussion of externaliza-
tion doesn’t address the processes of documentation of knowledge.

3.  Conversion from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge is “combination.”87 “Com-
bination is a process of systematizing concepts into a knowledge system.”88 This “mode 
of knowledge conversion is most often seen when middle managers break down and 
operationalize corporate visions, business concepts, or product concepts.”89 Once again, 
Nonaka and Takeuchi seem to have ignored Polanyi’s contention that “explicit knowl-
edge must rely on being tacitly understood and applied.”90 Polanyi’s model clearly makes 
any direct process of conversion from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge nonsen-
sical. The progression must necessarily be from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge to 
new explicit knowledge.

4.  Conversion from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge is “internalization,” which the 
authors clarify as being “a process of embedding explicit knowledge into tacit knowl-
edge . . . [that is] closely related to ‘learning by doing.’ ”91 If one accepts Polanyi’s defini-
tions of tacit knowing and explicit knowledge, “internalization” is simply learning: the 
process of conversion from explicit knowledge to tacit knowing that necessarily pre-
cedes any understanding or application of explicit knowledge.

The goal of The Knowledge-Creating Company is to provide practical insight into 
the role of structured knowledge creation in a corporate setting, not to contribute to 
the literature of epistemology; this is the primary value of the book as well. Chapters 4 
through 8 provide examples of how the processes of knowledge conversion can be oper-
ationalized and guidance on redefining business processes to facilitate knowledge cre-
ation. The examples, mostly drawn from a single corporation, are interesting and useful; 
the guidance is inherently sound and presents an insightful view of business process  
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transformation that many of the book’s reviewers and commentators have justifi-
ably viewed as truly eye opening. To the extent that it is oriented toward the practi-
cal outcomes of knowledge generation, the book is abundantly successful, as is evident 
from both the explicit accolades and the citations it has received. At the same time, the 
grounding of such guidance in a rather fundamentally flawed conceptual model tends 
to undermine the impact of the main body of the book.

KNowleDge CreaTIoN

Early on, Nonaka and Takeuchi describe the focus of The Knowledge-Creating Com-
pany as being “on knowledge creation, not on knowledge per se.”92 They should perhaps 
have taken that definitive focus more to heart and avoided the extensive and largely 
untrue comparison of Western and Japanese philosophies. Similarly, their work would 
have been well served had they chosen to develop new terminology rather than drawing  
from philosophy. In particular, their use of “tacit knowledge” and “explicit knowledge” 
is so divergent from the views of Polanyi that the use of those terms is more a distrac-
tion than a strength. The authors would have done well to distinguish between internal-
ized knowledge, which is created through the process they term internalization, and 
externalized knowledge, which is created through the process they term externalization. 
Focusing on the internalization and externalization processes as the defining character-
istics of the two forms of knowledge would also have reduced or eliminated the ambig-
uous use of the words “tacit” and “explicit” that permeates The Knowledge-Creating 
Company. Although the authors’ use of “tacit knowledge” seems to consistently align 
with both Polanyi’s use of that term and Taylor’s notion of a “visceral” information 
need, “explicit knowledge” is used in a way that corresponds variously to Taylor’s “con-
scious,” “formalized,” and “compromised” needs. The processes they term socialization 
and combination are much better presented and understood as special cases of interac-
tion between internalization and externalization. In the end, The Knowledge-Creating 
Company does much to portray a potentially useful approach to achieving some form of 
knowledge creation in companies but plays a primarily confounding role in depicting 
the nature of knowledge.
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2
Communities of Practice

practice, n. The carrying out or exercise of a profession, esp. that of medi-
cine or law. Also as a count noun: the business or premises of a doctor or 
lawyer.

1421 Rolls of Parl. IV. 158/1 Many unconnyng . . . in the forsayd Science 
practiseth, and specialy in Fysyk, so that in this Roialme is every man, be he 
never so lewed, takyng upon hym practyse.
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OrIgIns Of “COmmunITIes Of PraCTICe”

Although the knowledge management literature generally traces the origin of interest 
in communities of practice to Lave and Wenger’s 1991 book Situated Learning, the con-
cept has been prevalent in medicine, law, psychology, education, and theology for quite 
some time. An 1864 article on the developing sense of community between the Society 
of Friends and the English Church described the relationship that occurs when “such 
widely differing theories . . . result in a community of practice.”1 An article published in 
Littell’s Living Age in 1878 described the commonalities of the publishing industries in 
France and England as a “community of practice.”2 Brown referred to religious institu-
tions as communities of practice in 1882.3 Paterson referred to a community of practice 
in the religious context in 1932.4 In a 1957 article, the Stanford Law Review described a 
community of practice of attorneys.5 Dawidoff used the term to refer to psychiatrists in 
1966.6 It is quite clear that the expression was widely used long before Lave and Wenger 
adopted it.

The meanIng Of COmmunITy

A central issue in understanding communities of practice is the definition of the 
term “community.” The Oxford American Dictionary lists three pertinent definitions: 
“a group of people living together in one place, esp. one practicing common owner-
ship,” “a group of people having a religion, race, profession, or other particular char-
acteristic in common,” and “a feeling of fellowship with others, as a result of sharing 
common attitudes, interests, and goal.”7 Graves defined community as “an inherently 
cooperative, cohesive and self-reflective group entity whose members work on a regular, 
face-to-face basis toward common goals while respecting a variety of perspectives, val-
ues, and life styles.”8 Lave and Wenger’s definition is completely at odds with Graves’s 
and defines community primarily in terms of those characteristics not required, which 
include “co-presence, a well-defined, identifiable group, or socially visible boundaries. 
It does imply participation in an activity system about which participants share under-
standings concerning what they are doing and what that means in their lives and for 
their communities.”9

The concept of communities of practice is closely linked to and reflective of a num-
ber of other concepts, practices, and proposals having to do with learning and living 
in communities. Professional communities, discourse communities, and learning com-
munities are all concept areas with strong relationships to communities of practice. Lave 
and Wenger’s exposition on communities of practice is grounded in the principles of 
situated learning, which is a form of experiential learning. The role played by these 
concepts is sufficiently significant that understanding communities of practice is, if not 
dependent on understanding the other concepts, augmented by understanding them.

PrOfessIOnal COmmunITIes

The notion that groups of people who share a professional or occupational respon-
sibility constitute communities is probably ancient. Practitioners have long referred to 
the organizational structures that bind them together as communities. The first use of 
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the word “community” in this sense listed in the Oxford English Dictionary is dated 
to 1797, but it seems likely that the term was in use to describe communities of practi-
tioners before that time.

This principle of shared responsibility is also reflected in the use of the word “soci-
ety” to describe a shared community of professionals or practitioners. The first Oxford  
English Dictionary entry for the use of the word “society” in this sense is dated 1548.10

Merton described the practices of field research in social anthropology as “private 
skills passed on through example and word of mouth to a limited number of appren-
tices.”11 Dodson described a series of fieldwork projects carried out at the Center for 
Human Relations Studies at New York University and their influence in creating a sense 
of community among faculty and students.12 In an extensive exploration of the profes-
sion as community, Goode cited the following characteristics that make a body of pro-
fessionals a community:

1.  Its members are bound by a sense of identity.
2.  Once in it, few leave, so that it is a terminal or continuing status for the most part.
3. Its members share values in common.
4.  Its role definitions vis-à-vis both members and non-members are agreed upon and are 

the same for all members.
5.  Within the areas of communal action there is a common language, which is understood 

only partially by outsiders.
6. The Community has power over its members.
7.  Though it does not produce the next generation biologically, it does so socially through 

its control over the selection of professional trainees, and through an adult socialization 
process.13

According to Goode’s analysis, “it is likely that as the profession comes into being,  
or as an occupation begins to approach the pole of professionalism, it begins to take on 
the traits of a community.”14

Goode’s colleague Merton also explored the nature of professional associations as 
communities, noting that an association’s “manifest and latent social functions, not the 
structure designed to put these functions into effect, are its social excuse for being. . . . 
What the association professes as its aims may coincide with what it actually does—but 
again, it may not.”15 Merton noted that the functions and roles of professions are com-
plex and varied, and that the functions and roles of professional associations are there-
fore necessarily complex and varied as well. Such complexity and variety sometimes 
result in situations in which the objectives of the association, “principled as they are, 
may collide, or may seem to collide, with the interests of the public.”16 Merton divided 
the social functions of a professional association into four major entities for which the 
association assumes responsibility: “individuals, subgroups, the organization, and the 
larger society.”17

Work by Wilensky suggested that the work orientation of an individual, as defined by 
the distinction between an occupation and a professional career, was a better predictor of 
participation in the broader societal community than socioeconomic status, suggesting 
that inclusion in an immediate professional community may be a major determiner of 
commitment to the broader community.18 Hagedorn and Labovitz’s study of employees 
in a nonprofit research organization, however, found that professional employees were 
more likely than nonprofessional employees to be involved in both professional associa-
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tions and community groups. They found no meaningful correlation between engage-
ment in professional associations and involvement in community groups, though.19

Knowles expanded on Schön’s work on learning systems to describe professional 
associations as learning communities. Knowles contrasted six traditional assumptions 
about the roles of education with six modern assumptions:

Table 2.1
Traditional and Modern Assumptions about Education

Traditional Assumption Modern Assumption

The purpose of education is to produce a 
knowledgeable person.

The purpose of education is to produce a com-
petent person.

Education consists of transmission of knowl-
edge and skills from a teacher to a student.

Education is a process of acquisition of knowl-
edge, skills, attitudes, and values by a learner 
with help from a facilitator and resource 
person.

Learning takes place most efficiently in a for-
mal classroom or clinical instruction setting.

Learning takes place most effectively when 
learning resources of a rich variety are avail-
able to learners at their convenience in time 
and place.

A person is fully equipped to practice a pro-
fession for the rest of his/her life upon com-
pleting formal professional training.

With rapidly changing technology and societal 
conditions, a professional person becomes 
obsolete unless he/she engages in a lifelong 
program of professional development.

The education of children is the responsibil-
ity of society; the continuing education of 
adults is their own responsibility.

Our society has as a great stake in the continu-
ing education of adults in a world of acceler-
ating change as it had for children in a stable 
world.

There is only one model of learning:  the ped-
agogical model, in which the learner is de-
fined as a dependent personality and is put 
in the role of passively receiving the content 
transmitted by the teacher.

Another model, the andragogical model, is 
available in which the learner is defined as a 
self-directing organism and is put in the role 
of diagnosing his/her own needs for learn-
ing, translating these needs into learning 
objectives, identifying and using appropriate 
resources for accomplishing these objectives, 
and evaluating the extent to which assistance 
from a facilitator is needed.

Source: Malcolm Knowles, “The Professional Organization as a Learning Community,” Train-
ing and Development Journal 33 (May 1979): 36–40.

In Knowles’s analysis, the transition from the set of traditional assumptions to the 
modern assumptions redefines the role of professional associations from that of “pur-
veyors of miscellaneous educational services” to that of true learning communities.20

DIsCOurse COmmunITIes

Ronald referred to “professional discourse communities” and the premise that “lan-
guage invents, and is invented by, the constraints of the community in which it is used. 
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This perspective assumes that language is a community-generated and community-
maintained symbolic construct, not an individually acquired skill. Knowledge, in other 
words, is local, not universal, expanded and validated by a ‘community of knowledgeable 
peers.’ ”21 Porter defined a discourse community as “a group of individuals bound by a 
common interest who communicate through approved channels and whose discourse 
is regulated.”22 Freed and Broadhead explored the concept of the discourse community 
in their study of two large international firms, called Alpha and Omega to preserve 
anonymity, that served similar business segments but were not directly in competi-
tion with each other.23 Their analysis found that the major differences between the two 
firms arose from different cultures and philosophies that produced divergent discourse 
communities reflected directly in the ways in which language was used. Specifically, 
the language of Alpha, rooted in an environment dominated by a driving emphasis on 
accounting, was extremely conservative and cautious. Individuals and teams within 
Alpha were explicitly subservient to accounting processes designed to protect the firm. 
Omega, on the other hand, was driven by results and operated in a much more flexible 
manner that emphasized the value of individuals and teams.24 Although the notion of 
discourse communities arose and triggered much discussion in the literature of rhetoric 
and composition, it also found its way into the literature of business communication.25 
Burroughs, Schwartz, and Hendricks-Lee explicitly linked the concepts of communities 
of practice and discourse communities.26

Killingsworth pointed out that the dual essential elements of a discourse commu-
nity—social interchange (discourse) and the context within which that exchange is 
situated (community)—are both social constructions rather than a naturally occurring 
entity. The identity of the community is determined in part by the members of the com-
munity and in part by the observer, such that “the act of identifying communities is 
never innocent, never free of ideological influences.”27 Although the term “community” 
is almost always used to confer a positive or beneficent connotation, it is clearly possible 
to identify groups of people to whom the term can apply in a negative manner, such 
as organized crime groups or communities of addicts. Lyon criticized the literature on 
discourse communities as presenting a static, two-dimensional view of communities, 
ignoring the complex dynamics that define communities.28 Similarly, Kent described 
the literature in terms of “thin” and “thick” interpretations of the concept of commu-
nity. “The thick formulation understands a community to be a system of social con-
ventions that may be isolated and then codified. . . . The thin formulation understands 
community to be a chorus of polyphonous voices where, according to Joseph Harris, 
‘one is always simultaneously a part of several discourses, several communities, is always 
already committed to a number of conflicting beliefs and practices.’ ”29

learnIng COmmunITIes

The concept of the learning community arose in the education literature in the 1960s 
and was the subject of a minor flirtation that continued through the 1970s and 1980s. 
The concept, somewhat revised, reemerged in the 1990s and constitutes a major thread 
in the education literature of the first part of the twenty-first century.

The term arose in the business literature in the 1990s and has continued to attract 
attention in the business community. The literature on learning communities is focused 
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on three areas: the transformation of formal education, the roles and functions of pro-
fessional associations, and the creation and nurturing of online communities.

sChOOls as learnIng COmmunITIes

In 1968 Miller contended that the crisis in education was primarily a crisis of com-
munity that could be addressed only through attention to the essential social nature 
of learning.30 Graham commented on the role of schools as learning communities, 
noting that “if schools have in the past provided a sense of community, too few are 
now providing it; they have lost the ability to develop in each student a sense of self- 
realization in the community. . . . Most teachers are petty bureaucrats of the state, at the 
bottom of an educational hierarchy. Students are members of a mass controlled by the 
state.”31 It was Graham’s contention that it is possible to create an alternative model in 
which schools “become cooperative centers of inquiry which, through community, will 
teach the uses of community.”32 Jones and Stanford presented a set of suggestions for 
how schools could be transformed into learning communities.33 Graves noted that early 
efforts to introduce community-building practices in schools were frequently viewed as 
“a diversion from the real purpose of the school” or countered by the assumption “that 
community feelings would develop automatically as students studied together in small 
groups.”34 Graves also contended that it is possible and directly beneficial to deliberately 
build learning communities in school settings. She suggested that there are four essen-
tial stages in creating a learning community: (1) building community, (2) exploring 
community, (3) functioning productively, and (4) providing outreach beyond the com-
munity. She also noted that some communities must inevitably end.35 Busher and oth-
ers have identified the establishment of communities as a central approach to creating 
inclusive school environments.36 MacGregor and Smith provided a reflective commen-
tary based on their research regarding the learning communities movement in higher 
education, noting that, although much has been learned about the process of creating 
learning communities, every lesson learned reveals more lessons to be learned.37

A conundrum in the literature on schools as learning communities arises from the 
distinction between schools as learning communities that are inclusive of students, 
teachers, administrators, and sometimes the external community and professional 
learning communities with memberships comprised entirely of teachers and admin-
istrators. Secules, Cottom, Bray, and Miller described an initiative in which the “com-
munity includes students, teachers, administrators, business leaders and members of 
the surrounding community.”38 The model presented by Lieberman, however, was 
intended to “offer teachers and administrators an opportunity to discuss their work and 
tackle problems in an atmosphere of trust and support.”39

OnlIne learnIng COmmunITIes

The notion of distributed online learning communities was foreshadowed by McLu-
han in the 1970s and emerged as an area that provoked a great deal of excitement 
across many disciplines in the wake of the introduction of the World Wide Web in the 
early 1990s. Online communities have been proposed as a means of linking otherwise  
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isolated individuals such as older adults, providing flexibility in professional devel-
opment, extending the reach of formal education, and creating new social structures. 
Charalambos, Michalinos, and Chamberlain provided a comprehensive overview of the 
challenges of creating successful online learning communities, presented a set of practi-
cal approaches to addressing those challenges, and commented on the immediate need 
for research into the nature, roles, and practices of online communities.40

exPerIenTIal learnIng

Lave and Wenger couch their exploration of communities of practice in terms of the 
nature and functions of situated learning, a term that emerged in the late 1980s in the 
context of instructional design and technology. Situated learning is clearly a form of 
experiential learning, or learning by doing. The notion of learning by doing appears to 
have been part of the education literature for as long as there has been an education lit-
erature. For example, The New Departure, published in 1883, touted a “natural system” 
for learning English.41 Whipple commented in 1935 on the “assertion made by the more 
enthusiastic proponents of the new in education—that textbooks should be discarded 
altogether in favor of experiential learning.”42 A 1937 review by Ramsey noted that 
“the world is too large for every child to secure all his education through experiential  
learning.”43

Fenwick identified five major classes of experiential learning: reflection, interference, 
participation, resistance, and coemergence. The first three are closely enough related 
to the concept of learning communities that they merit discussion; the final two will 
be briefly introduced but have not typically been linked to the notion of the learning 
community.

1.  Reflection is understood by Fenwick to be a constructivist perspective that couches 
adult learning in terms of a self-directed effort to derive meaning from experience. “The 
learner reflects on lived experience and then interprets and generalizes this experience 
to form mental structures.”44 This is the model of experiential learning found in the clas-
sic works of Piaget, in Schön’s reflective practice, and in Vygotsky’s activity theory. 

Activity theory is a theory of psychology that arose in Russia in the early twentieth 
century and is most closely associated with Lev Vygotsky. “Activity theorists seek to 
analyze the development of consciousness within practical social activity settings. Their 
emphasis is on the psychological impacts of organised activity and the social conditions 
and social systems which are produced in and through such activity.”45 Like situated 
learning, activity theory addresses the problem of “understanding the interpenetration 
of the individual, other people, and artifacts in everyday activity.”46 Activity theory has 
been proposed as a valuable context resource for designing technology, especially tech-
nological approaches to learning.47 Activity theory has also been suggested as an overall 
framework for understanding work.48 Although some authors have addressed situated 
learning in the context of activity theory, Fenwick places activity theory and situated 
learning in different experiential learning categories.

The central characteristic of all approaches to the reflection model of experiential 
learning is the notion that “a learner is believed to construct, through reflection, a per-
sonal understanding of relevant structures of meaning derived from his or her action in 
the world.”49
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The constructivist view of learning as reflection has been criticized as simplistic, as 
overemphasizing the role of conscious awareness in learning, as depersonalizing learn-
ing, and as separating the context in which learning takes place from learned content.50

2.  The interference model of experiential learning incorporates a psychoanalytic approach. 
The interference model provides an emphasis on the role of the unconscious in learn-
ing that is absent in the reflection model, taking into account “the individual’s relations  
to the outside world of culture and objects of knowledge and the inside world of psychic 
energies and dilemmas of relating to these objects of knowledge. . . . These dilemmas 
unfold through struggles between the unconscious and the conscious mind, which is 
aware of unconscious rumblings but can neither access them fully nor understand their 
language.”51

Criticisms of the interference model address the impossibility of directly assessing the 
impact of the unconscious on learning and the individual’s rational ability to “overcome 
our logical contradictions and unjustifiable or inarticulable beliefs.”52 If the reflective 
perspective is too external, the psychoanalytical interference model is too internal and 
takes into account only the context of the unconsciousness, not the many other possible 
contextual influences on learning.

3.  The participation model described by Fenwick encompasses the situated learning per-
spective supported by Lave and Wenger. Situated learning is closely linked to situated 
cognition, which emerged in the literatures of psychology and artificial intelligence in 
the 1980s. Although neither term has been greatly used, the meaning of each is fairly 
clear.

The central premise of situated learning is that the content that defines any act of 
learning cannot be separated from the context within which learning takes place. Learn-
ing is a complex network in which “knowledge is embedded in individuals, in con-
nections between individuals, and in artifacts.”53 In their pioneering work on situated 
cognition and learning, Brown, Collins, and Duguid argued that “knowledge is situated, 
being in part a product of the activity, context, and culture in which it is developed and 
used.”54 Situated learning is closely related to, but possibly not synonymous with, expe-
riential learning or learning by doing. Proponents of situated learning typically criticize 
traditional approaches to learning as defining knowledge as “free from any social or 
contextual influence.”55 Situated learning is frequently associated with apprenticeship 
as a core value and process in learning. An essential claim for situated learning is that 
knowledge acquired via a context-sensitive process is fundamentally transferable to real-
world experience in a manner that knowledge acquired through other processes is not.

The research literature related to situated learning is very sparse. Anderson, Reder, 
and Simon examined the literature of situated learning and identified four recurring 
claims about situated learning:

1. Action is grounded in the concrete situation in which it occurs.
2. Knowledge does not transfer between tasks.
3. Training by abstraction is of little use.
4. Instruction needs to be done in complex, social environments.56

Their review of prior research found little to support any of the four claims, noting 
among other things that “while cognition is partly context-dependent, it is also partly 
context-independent.”57

Hendricks’s study of 220 seventh-grade students found that a situated learning 
approach was associated with higher levels of immediate learning than a more abstract 
approach to learning but found no evidence of a higher incidence of ability to transfer 
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what was learned to real-life situations.58 A possible counter to Hendricks’s research is 
that situated learning in the knowledge management context is primarily a function of 
adult learning. Pope, Cuthbertson, and Stoddart were cautiously optimistic about the 
role of situated learning in professional education for nurses.59

The participation model, with its emphasis on situated learning, is limited by the inher-
ently idiosyncratic nature of learning. “Critics claim that the extent to which learning is 
tightly bound to context depends on the kind of knowledge being acquired and the ways 
the material is engaged.”60 Although the participation model generally rejects the notion 
that knowledge can be transferred across contexts, research demonstrates that abstract 
knowledge acquired in one context can indeed be applied in other contexts. Anderson, 
Reder, and Simon contended that the inherent nature of learning lies in “what cognitive 
processes a problem invokes, and not what real-world trappings it might have.”61

4.  The resistance model views experiential learning from a “critical cultural perspective” 
that requires “the structures of dominance that express or govern the social relation-
ships and competing forms of communication and cultural practices within that sys-
tem” to be analyzed.62 This model adds to the participation model the principle of 
power, which is variable within a particular situation. Learning, then, takes place within 
the context of a social system characterized by interpersonal and intergroup tensions 
and is shaped largely by the group(s) to which the individual belongs and the power 
conferred by the position(s) of the individual within the group(s). Borders and bound-
aries between groups are important influences on the learning experience. Learning is 
in part a matter of resisting power, a process through which “people can become open 
to unexpected, unimagined possibilities for work, life, and development.”63 Learning is 
a sort of “emancipatory process” through which the learner gains liberating power in 
the form of knowledge.64

5.  Coemergence, the most recent of the five classifications of experiential learning, is an 
“enactivist” perspective in which the learner and the context for learning are viewed as 
converging to enable learning. The role of the individual in the environment is influ-
enced largely by sensory input rather than by reflection or the conceptual nature of 
the environment. Learning is understood to be a function of a complex ecology that is 
difficult to understand or even to envision. Because learning is primarily a biological 
phenomenon, knowledge can be understood primarily in behavioral terms.

John Dewey, Democracy and Education: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Education (New 
York: Macmillan, 1928).

Philosopher and educator John Dewey (1859–1952) is one of the most significant 
influences on modern educational thought. Educated at the University of Vermont and 
at Johns Hopkins University, he served on the faculties of the University of Minnesota, 
the University of Michigan, and the University of Chicago before joining the faculty of 
Columbia University, where he stayed from 1904 until his retirement in 1930. He was 
a prolific author; The Collected Works of John Dewey, 1882–1953, published by South-
ern Illinois University Press, comprises 37 volumes. His more important books include 
Psychology (1890), The School and Society (1899), How We Think (1910), The Public and 
Its Problems (1927), Experience and Nature (1929), Experience and Education (1938), 
and Problems of Men (1946). Democracy and Education (1928) has generated more than 
one thousand entries in the Social Sciences Citation Index. Democracy and Education 
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was listed as “Required Reading” in the cover story of the June 8, 1998, issue of Time 
magazine and was recognized by the Museum of Education as one of the “Books of the 
Century” in 2000.65

Dewey is the acknowledged father of experiential learning. The fundamental prin-
ciple of active experiential learning is captured in the first sentence of Democracy and 
Education: “The most notable distinction between living and inanimate beings is that 
the former maintain themselves by renewal.”66 This concept of renewal, and particu-
larly the continuous nature of renewal, is fundamental to the philosophy of education 
that emerges in Democracy and Education. Dewey places great, deliberate emphasis on 
continuity as an essential characteristic of learning and therefore as an essential charac-
teristic of education.

eDuCaTIOn anD COnTInuITy

Dewey pays virtually no attention to the potential difference between learning and 
education, and he explicitly dismisses the notion of a major distinction between educa-
tion and training.67 Although it is clear in Democracy and Education that learning is the 
key way in which knowledge is acquired, it is equally clear that education is to Dewey 
the sum of all those experiences and processes that result in learning. In referring to the 
continuous process of renewal and growth that defines not only individuals but also 
groups, Dewey summarizes the nature of education: “Education, in its broadest sense, is 
the means of this social continuity of life.”68 The continuity of the social experience leads 
Dewey to reject the notion that education in any form is preparation for anything. Learn-
ing to Dewey takes place in and has primarily to do with the present moment and its role 
in the continuum of experience. This does not imply that preparation for the future has 
no role in education, but “if education is growth, it must progressively realize present 
possibilities, and thus make individuals better fitted to cope with later requirements.”69

This principle of education as growth arises naturally and inevitably from the 
notion of education as the continuity of social experience. Growth is essential to both  
the individual and the social group(s) to which the individual belongs. “In directing 
the activities of the young, society determines its own future in determining that of the 
young. . . . This cumulative movement of action toward a later result is what is meant 
by growth.”70

The central condition for growth is immaturity, a term to which Dewey gives an 
unfamiliar but useful spin: immaturity, rather than a lack of the positive characteristics 
of maturity, is itself a positive indicator of the ability to grow and develop. “Our ten-
dency to take immaturity as mere lack, and growth as something which fills up the gap 
between the immature and the mature is due to regarding childhood comparatively, 
instead of intrinsically.”71 “Taken absolutely rather than comparatively, immaturity des-
ignates a positive force or ability,—the power to grow.”72 Immaturity in Dewey’s schema 
is composed of two important elements: (1) dependence, which Dewey carefully dis-
tinguishes from helplessness and impotence, and (2) plasticity, which is “the ability to 
learn from experience; the power to retain from one experience something which is of 
avail in coping with the difficulties of a later situation.”73 Based on his understanding of 
growth, Dewey defines education as “the enterprise of supplying the conditions which 
insure growth, or adequacy of life, irrespective of age.”74
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fOrmal vs. InfOrmal eDuCaTIOn

The tension between formal and informal education is a recurring theme in Democ-
racy and Education. “There is . . . a marked difference between the education which 
every one gets from living with others, as long as he really lives instead of just continuing 
to subsist, and the deliberate educating of the young. In the former case the education 
is incidental; it is natural and important, but it is not the express reason of the associa-
tion.”75 This kind of education is not tied to any particular social structure: “any social 
arrangement that remains vitally social, or vitally shared, is educative to those who par-
ticipate in it. Only when it is cast in a mold and runs in a routine way does it lose its 
educative power.”76 A great deal of learning clearly arises from the interaction between 
younger, less experienced members of a group and older, more experienced members. 
Essential though this informal education is, as civilization advances, the gap between the 
capacities of the young and the concerns of adults widens. Learning by directly sharing 
in the pursuits of grown-ups becomes increasingly difficult except in the case of the less 
advanced occupations. Much of what adults do is so remote in space and in meaning 
that playful imitation is less and less adequate to reproduce its spirit. The ability to share 
effectively in adult activities thus depends upon a priori training given with this end in 
view. Intentional agencies (schools) and explicit material (studies) are devised. The task 
of teaching certain things is delegated to a special group of individuals. Without such 
formal education, it is not possible to transmit all the resources and achievements of a 
complex society.77

There is to Dewey both a benefit and a danger in the development of formal approaches 
to education.

As societies become more complex in structure and resources, the need of formal or inten-
tional teaching and learning increases. As formal teaching and training grow in extent, 
there is the danger of creating an undesirable split between the experience gained in more 
direct associations and what is acquired in school. This danger was never greater than at 
the present time, on account of the rapid growth in the last few centuries of knowledge and 
technical modes of skill.78

envIrOnmenTal InfluenCes

Dewey explicitly recognizes that learning is situated in the environment in which it 
takes place. Because education is a social function, the environment in which learning 
takes place plays a critical role in all aspects of learning. “The environment consists 
of all those conditions that promote or hinder, stimulate or inhibit, the characteristic 
activities of a living being.”79 From this basic definition of environment, Dewey builds 
to the importance of recognizing and understanding the influence of the social environ-
ment. “A being whose activities are associated with others has a social environment. 
What he does and what he can do depend upon the expectations, demands, approv-
als, and condemnations of others.”80 Furthermore, the “social environment forms the 
mental and emotional disposition of behavior in individuals by engaging them in activi-
ties that arouse and strengthen certain impulses, that have certain purposes and entail 
certain consequences.”81 Ultimately, he says, “the development within the young of the 
attitudes and dispositions necessary to the continuous and progressive life of a society  
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cannot take place by direct conveyance of beliefs, emotions, and knowledge. It takes 
place through the intermediary of the environment.”82

One of the key roles of the environment is the provision of “direction, control, and 
guidance.”83 Dewey selects the term “direction” as the best descriptor of the influence 
of the environment, rejecting “guidance” as implying an unachievable level of coopera-
tion between the guiding influence and the individual being guided, and “control” as 
involving no cooperation. “Direction is a more neutral term and suggests the fact that 
the active tendencies of those directed are led in a certain continuous course, instead of 
dispersing aimlessly. Direction expresses the basic function, which tends at one extreme 
to become a guiding assistance and at another, a regulation or ruling.”84 This directive 
role is most apparent in the ways in which the environment shapes the learning of the 
young or uninitiated. “The natural or native impulses of the young do not agree with 
the life-customs of the group into which they are born. Consequently they have to be 
directed or guided.”85 The extension from chronological youth to experiential youth is 
easily made: the role of the environment in directing growth is as valid in andragogy or 
on-the-job learning as it is in pedagogy.

DemOCraCy anD COmmunITy

Learning and education are understood by Dewey to be inherently and exclusively 
social processes. Learning requires a social context and rarely or never takes place out-
side that social context. Even when an individual is isolated, reflection occurs within a 
social framework and connects the individual to the group or society from which he 
or she is isolated. As a result, the nature of education is a function of the nature of the 
group(s) to which the individual belongs. “To say that education is a social function, 
securing direction and development in the immature through their participation in the 
life of the group to which they belong, is to say that education will vary with the quality 
of life which prevails in a group.”86

There is, therefore, no possible unitary model for understanding the role and nature 
of education within the societal context. Although the term “community” is frequently 
used to imply an explicitly positive connotation, especially in the literature on com-
munities of practice, Dewey recognizes that there truly is “honor among thieves, and 
a band of robbers has a common interest as respects its members. Gangs are marked 
by fraternal feeling, and narrow cliques by intense loyalty to their own codes.”87 Even 
models that are generally ascribed wholesome characteristics, such as traditional family 
structures, can be marred by negative and dysfunctional traits. A group may possess 
remarkably positive, adhesive internal characteristics and relate to the outside environ-
ment in an entirely hostile and segregative manner. One of the essential functions of the 
group is socialization of individuals to the group, but the nature of such socialization 
depends directly on the nature of the group.

Dewey is particularly, but not exclusively, interested in the relationship between 
democracy and education. At the same time he is realistic, noting that the means by 
which the role of society in education is evaluated cannot be based on a purely ideal-
ized model, but that the desirable traits of existing societies must be extracted from the 
negative traits. Dewey defines the measurable quality of positive group characteristics 
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in terms of the quantity and variety of consciously shared interests. When the quantity 
and variety of shared interests are low, the group possesses a primarily exclusionary 
nature and is likely to be of overall negative value. A group of thieves, for instance, 
may be characterized primarily by the acts and benefits of theft. A political action com-
mittee is frequently focused entirely and obsessively on a single societal issue. Groups 
that are characterized by substantial diversity of shared interests tend to have overall 
positive natures. Professional membership associations, although centered around rela-
tively tightly defined purposes, tend to work toward an expansive and inclusive model 
of support for a broadly defined area of professional practice. Where the political action 
committee tends to be exclusive and isolationist, the professional association strives to 
be inclusive and open.

Dewey identifies two characteristics that define the democratic ideal: (1) numerous 
and diverse shared common interests among members of a group and (2) continuous 
readjustment and repurposing as a direct result of communication and interaction 
among groups. An important point in Dewey’s argument has to do with the distinction 
between education in a democratic context and education in a totalitarian environment. 
His contention is that a totalitarian or exclusivist environment has little need for well-
established systems and institutions of education and may in fact value a focused lack of 
knowledge among members. A democratic environment, on the other hand, requires a 
systematic, broad-based approach to education if it is to support the range and diversity 
of shared interests and facilitate communication and interaction.

exPerIenCe anD ThInkIng

Perhaps the most important portion of Democracy and Education is chapter 11, 
“Experience and Thinking,” which forms the core of Dewey’s emphasis on experiential 
learning. Experience, experiential learning, and experimentation constitute the founda-
tion of Dewey’s philosophy of education. Dewey describes experience as having two 
characteristic qualities: the active characteristic of trying and the passive characteristic 
of undergoing. “When we experience something we act upon it, we do something with 
it; then we suffer or undergo the consequences.”88 Activity does not constitute experi-
ence unless it possesses these twin characteristics of deliberate action involving change 
and conscious reaction to the outcomes of change. “To ‘learn from experience’ is to 
make a backward and a forward connection between what we do to things and what 
we enjoy or suffer from things in consequence.”89 Although experience itself is “not 
primarily cognitive,” there is a cognitive aspect that influences the value assigned to an 
experience, which is assigned primarily to the role of the experience in influencing the 
future.90

Dewey views much of formal education as being inadequately connected to experi-
ence. “In schools, those under instruction are too customarily looked upon as acquir-
ing knowledge as theoretical spectators, minds which appropriate knowledge by direct 
energy of intellect.”91 Dewey equates the conflict between theoretical and experiential 
learning to a “dualism of mind and body” in which the role of the body is treated as 
primarily intrusive and negative.92 In this excessively cerebral view of education, all 
learning takes place in the mind, not in the body, which is essentially a passive con-
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tainer for the mind. Dewey credits this dualism with the bulk of the tension between 
teacher and learner that occurs in formal education. “The nervous strain and fatigue 
which result with both teacher and pupil are a necessary consequence of the abnor-
mality of the situation in which bodily activity is divorced from the perception of 
meaning.”93 The dualism of mind and body removes the element of purpose from 
education and renders learning mechanical and routine rather than exploratory and 
enlightening.

Much of Dewey’s discussion of the mind-body separation focuses on the role of con-
nections. “The separation of ‘mind’ from direct occupation with things throws emphasis 
on things at the expense of relations or connections. It is all too common to separate 
perceptions and even ideas from judgments.”94 This concept evolved in Dewey’s later 
work in the form of the term “transaction,” which he used to describe the convergence 
of content and method. Transaction acts as an umbrella term for relationships, connec-
tions, context, and related concepts.95

Dewey’s views on the importance of perception and experience anticipate Polanyi’s 
distinction between subsidiary and focal perception: “every perception and every idea 
is a sense of the bearings, use, and cause, of a thing. We do not really know a chair by 
inventorying and enumerating its various isolated qualities, but only by bringing these 
qualities into connection with something else—the purpose which makes it a chair and 
not a table; or its difference from the kind of chair we are accustomed to, or the ‘period’ 
which it represents, and so on.”96 At the same time, Dewey notes that words are com-
monly confused with the ideas they represent and that such confusion is exacerbated by 
the separation of body and mind. The mind-body dualism, rather than explicating ideas 
by abstraction, divides words and the ideas they represent.

Ultimately, to Dewey, all learning takes place in the context of relationships, and 
relationships can be understood only through experience. All learning, then, is tied to 
experience, and meaningful experience requires an element of judgment. The dualism 
of theory and experience, like the mind-body dualism, is false. “An ounce of experience 
is better than a ton of theory simply because it is only in experience that theory has vital 
and verifiable significance.”97

knOw-whaT, knOw-hOw, refleCTIOn, anD rIsk

Meaningful experience requires judgment and thought. “No experience having 
a meaning is possible without some element of thought.”98 Dewey anticipates Schön’s 
reflective practice in his focus on the role of reflection in relation to experience, dividing 
experiences into two categories on the basis of the degree to which they require reflec-
tion: (1) knowing a course of action and its consequences and (2) understanding the 
relationship between the action and its consequences. This distinction is reflected in the 
common use in the knowledge management literature of the distinction between know-
what and know-how. The distinction is grounded in the extent of deliberate observation 
and insight-producing reflection. “Thinking . . . is the intentional endeavor to discover 
specific connections between something which we do and the consequences which result, 
so that the two become continuous.”99 Reflection is acceptance of responsibility for the 
consequences of actions. Reflection is forward looking and predictive. It has to do not 
with what has happened but with what will happen.
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Because it is concerned with the human and social factors of actions and consequences, 
reflective thinking has not so much to do with what or how much is known, but more 
with the quality of understanding. Reflection is a highly personal process, not a neutral 
processing of data. It is grounded in “the flagrant partisanship of human nature”; there 
is an element in reflection of “sympathetic identification of our own destiny . . . with the 
outcome of the course of events.”100 The personal nature of reflection leads to “one of the 
chief paradoxes of thought. Born in partiality, in order to accomplish its tasks it must 
achieve a certain level of detached impartiality.”101

Reflection is also in part a function of uncertainty. In identifying it as such, Dewey 
anticipates the relationship between information and uncertainty explained in Shannon’s 
mathematical theory of communication.102 That which is thoroughly understood, rote, 
or trivial requires no reflection. Reflection “is a process of inquiry, of looking into things, 
of investigating.”103 The mere acquisition of knowledge, although essential to reflec-
tion, is secondary and subsidiary to inquisition. Dewey rejects the notion that “original 
research” is different from any other form of reflective thinking, noting that “all thinking 
is research, and all research is native, original, to him who carries it on, even if everybody 
else in the world already is sure of what he is still looking for.”104

Because thinking entails uncertainty, there is additionally an inherent element of risk: 
the nature of inquiry is that the outcome cannot be precisely anticipated. Inquiry begins 
with a hypothesis, however informal, that must be tested and verified. The results of the 
inquiry may themselves be tentative and may still exhibit some element of uncertainty, 
such that acting on them involves further risk.

The nature of reflective inquiry can be summarized as constituting five “general fea-
tures” that closely mimic the scientific method:

1.  Uncertainty, confusion, or doubt arising from a poorly or incompletely understood 
situation

2.  A “conjectural anticipation” or hypothesis regarding the situation and its consequences
3. A structured exploration of available knowledge regarding the situation
4. An iterative expansion of the hypothesis as knowledge expands
5. A plan of action for addressing the situation, based on inquiry and analysis105

refleCTIOn anD eDuCaTIOn

If learning takes place only through a process of reflective experience, then it follows 
that all educational experiences must encompass both experience and reflection. A cen-
tral theme of Dewey’s work is that traditional approaches to education—especially, but 
not restricted to, formal education—are wedded to the mind-body dualism and ignore 
both experience and the reflection that adds meaning to experience. “Thinking is often 
regarded both in philosophic theory and in educational practice as something cut off 
from experience, and capable of being cultivated in isolation.”106 Dewey rejects any such 
separation of thought and action and argues that “the first approach to any subject in 
school, if thought is to be aroused and not words acquired, should be as unscholastic as 
possible.”107 Not only must fundamental learning be experiential, but it must be based 
in experiences that are comprehendible to the learner: there should be no disconnect 
between the experiences that engage interest and invoke activity in the outside world 
and those that occur within the learning environment.
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Dewey identifies two essential characteristics that tie an educational problem to 
meaningful experience: (1) the problem must have some aspect of reality—problems 
perceived by the learner to be purely academic in nature are not experiential; (2) the 
learner must be capable of establishing some sense of ownership for the problem—the 
problem must be perceived as relevant to the learner’s experience and to the learner’s 
immediate or future needs. Ultimately, Dewey finds that the entirety of the typical 
classroom-centric approach to formal education is directly antithetical in every way to  
experience-centered learning.

exPerIenCe anD exPerImenTaTIOn

Knowledge is “the working capital, the indispensable resources, of further inquiry; 
of finding out, or learning, more things.”108 Just as Dewey rejects the dualism of mind 
and body, he also rejects the dualism of intellectual knowledge and practical knowledge. 
This dualism, which dates from the time of Plato, pits reason and the authority that is 
perceived to arise from reason against custom, tradition, and experience. To Dewey, 
this dualism cannot stand in an environment that recognizes the legitimacy and value 
of experimentation as an approach to generating knowledge.

Dewey draws a close relationship between experiential learning and direct experi-
mentation. He envisions the ideal learning environment as being a combination of the 
tools and processes necessary for experimental learning, the data that are necessary to 
answer reflective questions, and the ability to address problems that have direct mean-
ing to the learner. He clearly understands that not all learning experiences can be based 
on observational experimentation: “Meaning, observation, reading, communication, 
are all avenues for supplying data. The relative proportion to be obtained from each is 
a matter of the specific features of the particular problem at hand.”109 Although direct 
observation is highly desirable in that it involves the most direct interaction between the 
learner and that which is observed and is viewed by Dewey as an essential component 
in experiential learning, he does recognize that direct observation has limitations and 
cannot be the sole avenue to learning. Ultimately, all forms of learning are experiential 
if they involve the essential aspects of action, consequence, and reflection. There is no 
fundamental distinction in Dewey’s analysis between that which is learned from read-
ing and that which is learned from doing, as long as the activity of reading is sufficiently 
dynamic to constitute an experience.

exPerIenCe, vOCaTIOnal eDuCaTIOn,  
anD COmmunITIes Of PraCTICe

Dewey begins his chapter on “Vocational Aspects of Education” with a definition of 
vocation, “which means nothing but such a direction of life activities as renders them 
perceptibly significant to a person, because of the consequences they accomplish, and 
also useful to his associates.”110 Dewey finds yet another disagreeable dualism in the 
tendency to distinguish between vocations and careers or professions. “The opposite 
of a career is neither leisure nor culture, but aimlessness, capriciousness, the absence of 
cumulative achievement in experience, on the personal side, and idle display, parasitic 
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dependence upon the others, on the social side. Occupation is a concrete term for con-
tinuity.”111 Rejecting outright the validity or even the possibility of educating an individ-
ual for “only one line of activity,” Dewey was seemingly prescient in his understanding 
that most people will pursue more than one career path during their working lives.112 
One of the goals of education should be to “train power of readaptation to changing 
conditions so that future workers would not become blindly subject to a fate imposed 
upon them.”113

Dewey works toward a conclusion that is of central importance for understanding 
communities of practice: education for practice necessarily involves direct experience 
of the area of practice.

The only adequate training for occupations is training through occupations. The principle 
. . . that the educative process is its own end, and that the only sufficient preparation for 
later responsibilities comes by making the most of immediately present life, applies in full 
force to the vocational phases of education.114

Education through occupations . . . combines within itself more of the factors conducive 
to learning than any other method. It calls instincts and habits into play; it is a foe to pas-
sive receptivity. It has an end in view; results are to be accomplished. Hence it appeals to 
thought; it demands that an idea of an end be steadily maintained, so that activity cannot 
be either routine or capricious.115

This is reiterated in Dewey’s later Essays in Experimental Logic:

The object of knowledge is not something with which thinking sets out; but something 
with which it ends: something which the processes of inquiry and testing, that constitute 
thinking themselves produce. Thus the object of knowledge is practical in the sense that it 
depends upon a specific kind of practice for its existence.116

Dewey notes that education has historically been much more vocationally oriented, 
relying on apprenticeships and other approaches to building communities of practice, 
than it has been in the twentieth century. In Dewey’s analysis, this was true both for the 
working class, for whom apprenticeships were formally defined, and for the ruling class, 
whose opportunities for learning arrived mostly through trial, error, and practice. He 
attributes the increased role of formal vocational education to the combined forces of 
the labor movement, the industrialization of society, advancing technology, the transi-
tion in the sciences from primarily dialectical to primarily experimental methods, and 
advances in educational and developmental psychology.

Dewey provides a specific definition of practice in Essays in Experimental Logic:

It means that knowing is literally something which we do; that analysis is ultimately physi-
cal and active; that meanings in their logical quality are standpoints, attitudes and methods 
of behaving toward facts, and that active experimentation is essential to verifications.117

The later communities of practice movement is most directly predicted in Dewey’s 
conviction that effective vocational education will require not only reshaping the nature 
of schools, but also redefining the relationship between school and work, and possibly 
fundamentally changing the nature of work.

Both practically and philosophically, the key to the present educational situa-
tion lies in a gradual reconstruction of school materials and methods so as to utilize  
various forms of occupation-typifying social callings and to bring out their intellectual 
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and moral content. This reconstruction must relegate purely literary methods—includ-
ing textbooks—and dialectical methods to the position of necessary auxiliary tools in 
the intelligent development of consecutive and cumulative activities.

Our discussion thus far has emphasized the fact that this educational reorganization 
cannot be accomplished by merely trying to give a technical preparation for industries 
and professions as they now operate, much less by merely reproducing existing indus-
trial conditions in the school. The problem is not that of making the schools an adjunct 
to manufacture and commerce, but of utilizing the factors of industry to make school 
life more active, more full of immediate meaning, more connected with out-of-school  
experience.118

Dewey envisioned a different sort of society, “a society in which every person shall be 
occupied in something which makes the lives of others better worth living, and which 
accordingly makes the ties which bind persons together more perceptible—which breaks 
down the barriers of distance between them.”119 The ultimate impact of achievement of 
such a societal reformation is the creation of a meta-community of practice where the 
ways people learn produce a “state of affairs in which the interest of each in his work is 
uncoerced and intelligent: based upon its congeniality to his own aptitudes.”120

Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger, Situated Learning: Legitimate Peripheral Participation (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991).

Jean Lave, a professor of education and geography at the University of California, 
Berkeley, holds a PhD in social anthropology from Harvard University. She is the author 
of Cognition in Practice (1988) and coauthor of Understanding Practice (1993). Etienne 
Wenger is an independent researcher and consultant; he was formerly a research scien-
tist at the Institute for Research on Learning. He holds a bachelor’s degree in computer 
science from the University of Geneva and master’s and doctoral degrees in information 
and computer science, both from the University of California, Irvine. He is the author of 
Artificial Intelligence and Tutoring Systems: Computational and Cognitive Approaches to 
the Communication of Knowledge (1987) and Communities of Practice: Learning, Mean-
ing, and Identity (1998) and coauthor of Cultivating Communities of Practice: A Guide 
to Managing Knowledge (2002). Situated Learning: Legitimate Peripheral Participation 
has earned more than 1,750 entries in the Social Sciences Citation Index.

Although Lave and Wenger do not claim to have either invented the concept of or 
coined the expression “communities of practice,” the influence of their thinking on the 
concept of communities of practice in the knowledge management context is so great 
that they stand as recognized pioneers. Situated Learning is a slender book at 138 pages, 
including an index and a fairly lengthy foreword written by anthropologist William F. 
Hanks.

DefInITIOnal ObsTaCles

Situated Learning is primarily descriptive and consciously exploratory in nature, 
rather than prescriptive or analytical. Lave and Wenger move from their original 
intent of “rescuing” the concept of the apprenticeship to a broader principle based in 
the nature and value of situated learning as a means of building “legitimate peripheral 
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participation” in an organization or occupational setting. Unfortunately, neither situ-
ated learning nor legitimate peripheral participation is adequately defined. The lack of 
definition appears to be deliberate but is nonetheless confounding. The authors explain 
the absence of definition as a redefinition of the “notion of a concept. . . . The concept 
of legitimate peripheral participation obtains its meaning, not in a concise definition of 
its boundaries, but in its multiple, theoretically generative interconnections with per-
sons, activities, knowing and world.”121 This statement is presented near the end of the 
book, but reading the book does little to help clarify the nature of legitimate peripheral 
participation. The lack of definition was not lost to reviewers of the book, one of whom 
defined legitimate peripheral participation as “learning by being there and gradually 
getting the hang of things while being accepted by those involved,” and situated learn-
ing as “much the same without the emphasis on the social.”122 The confusion over the 
meaning of terms is exacerbated by such statements as “There is no activity that is not 
situated,” “There may very well be no such thing as an ‘illegitimate peripheral partici-
pant,’ ” and “There may well be no such thing as ‘central participation’ in a community 
of practice.”123 Ultimately, although it is clear that the authors perceive a tangible dif-
ference between the narrower concept of the apprenticeship and the broader model of 
situated learning, they fail to articulate the difference.

Although Lave and Wenger discourage decomposing the meaning of the expression 
“legitimate peripheral participation” into its component parts—“legitimate versus ille-
gitimate, peripheral versus central, participation versus nonparticipation”—the phrase 
is far from being sufficiently self-explanatory that the uninitiated can understand it 
without engaging in such decomposition. Doing so actually renders the term readily 
understandable and at the same time reduces terminological mystery. The ease with 
which the expression is made understandable makes the authors’ failure to do so all the 
more difficult to interpret.

1.  “Legitimate” could perhaps be better expressed as “legitimized.” It means that the 
involvement of the individual—the learner—has been consciously, positively, and to at 
least some extent formally accepted by the community.

2.  “Participation” means that the learner is more than an observer, more than a student of 
the practice supported by the community. The learner is actively engaged in the primary 
activities of the community.

3.  “Peripheral” refers to the role of learning in the learner’s interaction with the commu-
nity. The primary or central role of the learner is furtherance of the primarily activi-
ties of the community. Learning is a peripheral activity that supports the community 
allowing the learner to build the knowledge and skills he or she requires to become a 
full member of the community. As the learner gains facility in the area of practice, the 
learner moves from a partially peripheral role to a fundamentally central role.

The concept of situated learning is contrasted with “conventional explanations [that] 
view learning as a process by which a learner internalizes knowledge, whether ‘discov-
ered,’ ‘transmitted’ from others, or ‘experienced in interaction’ with others.”124 This 
focus on internalization “establishes a sharp dichotomy between inside and outside, 
suggests that knowledge is largely cerebral, and takes the individual as the nonprob-
lematic unit of analysis.”125 This is one more of many startlingly Deweyan perspectives 
found in Situated Learning. There is in fact so much of Dewey in Lave and Wenger’s 
work that it is surprising that they neither reference nor even mention Dewey. Dewey 
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certainly would have agreed that all learning is situated, was sharply critical of any 
view of learning as primarily cerebral, and was a firm supporter of the kind of engaged 
learning that is engendered by apprenticeship and legitimate peripheral participation. 
Like Dewey, Lave and Wenger consciously reject dualist approaches to understanding 
learning, specifically calling attention to “abstract-concrete; general-particular; theory 
about the world, and the world so described.”126 They also echo Dewey in their assertion 
that “even so-called general knowledge only has power in specific circumstances” and 
thereby dismiss the dualism between the general and the specific.127

learnIng anD sChOOl

The absence of any explicit mention of Dewey in Situated Learning may arise from 
the authors’ decision to avoid discussion of learning in schools: “Steering clear of the 
problem of school learning . . . was a conscious decision, which was not always easy to 
adhere to as the issue kept creeping into our discussions.”128 Lave and Wenger explain 
the decision to leave learning in schools out of the discussion in terms of a desire “to take 
a fresh look at learning” by avoiding becoming embroiled in the relationship between 
learning and schooling, the contention that “the organization of schooling as an educa-
tional form is predicated on claims that knowledge can be decontextualized,” and the 
assertion that “pervasive claims concerning the sources of the effectiveness of school-
ing . . . stand in contradiction with the situated perspective we have adopted.”129 The 
first reason, simply staying out of the discussion regarding the link between school and 
learning, is reasonably persuasive and probably sufficient for the authors’ purpose. The 
second and third reasons, however, beg the question.

The assertion regarding decontextualization is not backed by any data or reference to 
any specific claim that knowledge can be considered free of its context. In fact, the edu-
cational thinking of Dewey, Schön, and others very much suggests the opposite. Educa-
tional practice may result in separation of content from context, but even if that is true, 
it doesn’t constitute a claim that decontextualization is desirable or even appropriate. 
Overall, the education and psychology literatures have consistently and continuously 
decried decontextualization of content.

The third reason given for avoiding a discussion of learning in school environments 
is even more problematic. If situated learning contradicts conventional understanding 
of effective learning, then presenting that contradiction in the form of a deliberate com-
parison and contrast seems to be an obvious and even necessary component of fostering 
understanding of situated learning.

Perhaps their most persuasive reason for not exploring the relationships among 
learning, situated learning, and schools is not actually presented as a reason: “legiti-
mate peripheral participation is not itself an educational form, much less a pedagogi-
cal strategy or a teaching technique. It is an analytical viewpoint on learning, a way 
of understanding learning.”130 Placed in the context of a descriptive, potentially ana-
lytical approach to understanding situated learning, the decision to avoid consideration 
of learning in schools is legitimate, and the stated reasons for doing so are essentially 
unnecessary. The authors are not content to leave the subject alone, however, and they 
go on to say that “Even though we decided to set aside issues of schooling in this initial 
stage of our work, we are persuaded that rethinking schooling from the perspective 
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afforded by legitimate peripheral participation will turn out to be a fruitful exercise.”131 
At this juncture an appreciation of Dewey’s thinking would have been especially benefi-
cial, given that Democracy and Education essentially provides that rethinking.

COmmunITIes Of PraCTICe

One of the interesting aspects of Situated Learning is that although the book is legiti-
mately credited with arousing interest in the concept of communities of practice, the 
authors actually do not devote much attention to communities of practice, stating that 
“the concept of ‘community of practice’ is left largely as an intuitive notion, which serves 
a purpose here but which requires a more rigorous treatment.”132 The term is defined 
more explicitly in the context of a discussion of the “crucial and subtle” nature of “the 
concept of community underlying the notion of legitimate peripheral participation. . . . 
A community of practice is a set of relations among persons, activity, and world, over 
time and in relation with other tangential and overlapping communities of practice.”133 
The index to the book provides entries for only 10 references to the term “community 
of practice,” most of which are truly peripheral to the major discussion.

aPPrenTICeshIP

In contrast, apprenticeship emerges early in Situated Learning as a focus of consid-
eration, and it provides the major context for exploring the roles of situated learning, 
legitimate peripheral participation, and communities of practice. Chapter 3 devotes 29 
pages—more than a fifth of the book—to description and discussion of apprenticeships 
in five specific environments: Yucatec midwives in Mexico, Vai and Gola tailors in West 
Africa, quartermasters in the U.S. Navy, butchers in a midwestern metropolitan area, 
and members of Alcoholics Anonymous. These descriptions are all based on the ethno-
graphic work of researchers other than Lave and Wenger.

The picture of apprenticeship that emerges from the five studies summarized by the 
authors characterizes apprenticeship in terms of relationship and participation: “There 
are rich relations among community members of all sorts, their activities and artifacts. 
All are implicated in processes of increasing participation and knowledgeability.”134 
Based on the five ethnographic studies, and grounded in these common characteristics 
of apprenticeships, Lave and Wenger proceed to a more theoretical approach to under-
standing legitimate peripheral participation in communities of practice.

ObjeCTs Of analysIs

Lave and Wenger identify five “objects to be analyzed” arising from their discussion 
of apprenticeships: (1) “the structuring resources that shape the process and content 
of learning possibilities and apprentices’ changing perspectives on what is known and 
done,” (2) the concept of “ ‘transparency’ of the sociopolitical organization of practice,” 
(3) “the relation of newcomers to the discourse of practice,” (4) “a discussion of how 
identity and motivation are generated as newcomers move toward full participation,” 
and (5) “contradictions inherent in learning, and the relations of the resulting conflicts 
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to the development of identity and the transformation of practice.”135 The discussion 
of these “objects” contributes only somewhat to the understanding a reader gains from 
reading the bulk of the book.

learnIng sTruCTures

In the context of “structuring resources for learning in practice,” the authors encour-
age the adoption of a perspective on apprenticeship broader than the traditional 
master-apprentice relationship, which is supported well by the discussion of the five 
apprenticeship environments. The role of the master is varied, even within a single 
apprenticeship setting, and learning in an apprenticeship is frequently defined more by 
the nature of the work than by the role or influence of the master. Lave and Wenger’s 
assessment is that “apprentices learn mostly in relation to other apprentices.”136 The 
authors further reject the dual roles of observation and imitation that are tradition-
ally ascribed to apprenticeships, arguing that “legitimate periphery . . . crucially involves 
participation as a way of learning—of both absorbing and being absorbed in—the ‘cul-
ture of practice.’ ”137

Again echoing Dewey, Lave and Wenger distinguish between a learning curriculum 
and a teaching curriculum but fail to effectively define either. “A learning curriculum 
consists of situated opportunities . . . for the improvisational development of new prac-
tice. A learning curriculum is a field of learning resources in everyday practice viewed 
from the perspective of learners. A teaching curriculum . . . is constructed for the instruc-
tion of newcomers.”138 This suggestion that the distinction is a function of whether the 
curriculum is viewed from the perspective of the learner or from the perspective of the 
teacher is neither sufficient nor helpful; nor does the authors’ expansion on it provide 
clarity.

TransParenCy anD sequesTraTIOn

The induction of newcomers into a community of practice takes place in an environ-
ment that balances transparency of access to knowledge—particularly access to technol-
ogy—and sequestration of newcomers from full participation in the community. This 
balance varies within and across apprenticeship settings and is to some extent tied to 
access to the language of the community as well as the tools and techniques employed 
in practice.

DIsCOurse

The role of language in legitimate peripheral participation is evidenced in the devel-
opment of the discourses of instruction and of practice. In a distinctly Deweyan vein, 
Lave and Wenger discuss the dualism between perceptions of formal learning via verbal 
instruction being associated with abstraction and breadth of learning, while learning 
from demonstration has “a literal and narrow effect.”139 In situated learning, however, 
“issues about language . . . may well have more to do with legitimacy of participation and 
access to peripherality than they do with knowledge transmission.”140 The primary role 
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of language in a community of practice may revolve around “learning how to talk (and 
be silent) in the manner of full participants.”141 A fundamental difference between learn-
ing in the classroom and learning situated in a community of practice is that “there are 
no special forms of discourse aimed at apprentices or crucial to their centripetal move-
ment toward full participation.”142 The language of the community and the language of 
learning to be a member of the community are the same. Language in a community of 
practice is a direct manifestation of Dewey’s principal of learning through occupation.

mOTIvaTIOn anD IDenTITy

Legitimate peripheral practice as evidenced in apprenticeship is a progressive process 
of moving from newcomer status to full participation in a community of practice. Both 
the abilities and the opportunities of newcomers are more limited than those of full 
participants. Over time, the learner becomes a member of the community and is allo-
cated status accordingly. An essential component in the learning process is the develop-
ment of the motives that lead to increased identity with the community of practice. Such 
motivation is provided in part internally by the learner and in part externally by other 
members of the community. Although Lave and Wenger do not use the term “mentor,” 
they refer directly to the mentor-protégé relationship without naming it.

COnTInuITy anD DIsPlaCemenT

To Lave and Wenger, “it is essential to give learning and teaching independent status 
as analytic concepts.”143 They reject the idea that teachers and learners possess a shared 
goal in the learning process as a notion that ignores “the conflicting viewpoints associ-
ated with teaching and learning” and obscures “the distortions that ensue,” that reflects 
“too narrowly rationalistic a perspective on the person and motivation,” and that makes 
“it difficult to explore the mechanisms by which processes of change and transforma-
tion in communities of practice and process of learning are intricately implicated in 
each other.”144

Like Dewey, Lave and Wenger view learning as a fundamentally and inherently social 
process. Also like Dewey, they note the continuous process of displacement and replace-
ment of members of the community that is necessary for sustenance and community 
growth, which Lave and Wenger view as “surely part of all learning.”145 They describe 
this as a “continuity-displacement contradiction,” although it is not quite certain what 
is contradictory in the equation; however, the intra-community conflicts that can arise 
from the “contradiction” are described adequately. “Shared participation is the stage on 
which the old and the new, the known and the unknown, the established and the hope-
ful, act out their differences and discover their commonalities, manifest their fear of 
one another, and come to terms with their need for one another. . . . Conflict is experi-
enced and worked out through a shared everyday practice in which differing viewpoints 
and common stakes are in interplay.”146 An important point raised by the authors is 
the evolutionary nature of every community of practice and the role of change, which 
means that “everyone can to some degree be considered a ‘newcomer’ to the future of 
the changing community.”147
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alTernaTIves TO The aPPrenTICeshIP mODel

A limitation of Lave and Wenger’s concentration on the apprentice-master relation-
ship as the basis for exploring situated learning is that it ignores other possible models 
that may be of equal or even greater pertinence in understanding the social structure 
of professional relationships in modern society. Van Fleet discussed the paired roles of 
advising and mentoring in supporting professional growth and personal development 
in the workplace. In many ways these roles seem to constitute a more accurate view of 
how professional interaction in communities of practice actually functions.

Advising and mentoring are similar, yet distinct functions. Advisors and mentors provide 
information about basic skills and requirements, knowledge about bureaucratic structures, 
and support during emotional or psychological difficulties. They act as guides for those 
who are less experienced in a given area, and even established leaders in a field seem to 
prefer this type of personal and person-embodied information.148

The fundamental differences between advising and mentoring have to do with 
“duration, level and nature of involvement, degree of personal risk or investment, and 
intended outcomes.”149 The specific role of an advisor may be either formal or informal 
but is almost always of defined duration and fundamentally linked to some institutional-
ized relationship between the advisor and the advisee. An obvious example provided by 
Van Fleet is that of the relationship between a student and an academic advisor, which 
is variable in nature and ultimately quite personal but is restricted to the realm of the 
institutionalized student experience: “the limitations of the relationship are generally 
understood and typically endure only during the students’ tenure in an academic pro-
gram.”150 The advising relationship at its best is symbiotic in that both the advisee and 
the advisor benefit from professional maturation and gained knowledge. Although the 
relationship forged through an institutionalized advising process may continue beyond 
its normal duration, it is usually a significantly changed relationship that no longer has 
recognized, formalized status.

Mentoring involves a greater intensity, a longer but less formally defined duration, 
and a more expansive interpersonal relationship than advising. It is “a serendipitous 
occurrence that can be fostered, but not dictated.”151 Van Fleet identified two primary 
models for understanding the relationship between mentors and their protégés: the 
market economy model and the gift exchange model. In the market economy model, 
which is typical of the corporate world, mentoring is a highly pragmatic process 
“employed for career progression and organizational effectiveness.”152 The relationship 
is largely impersonal and the primary benefits accrue to the organization and to the 
mentor. An altruistic approach to supporting the career advancement of junior mem-
bers of the organization is rarely a motive for the mentor or a role recognized by the  
organization.

In the gift exchange model of mentoring, “the giver and receiver are bound by rules 
that transcend exchange of career-oriented benefits.”153 In this process, a “gift” bestowed 
by the mentor brings about a transformation within the receiver in a sustained process 
of substantial and meaningful duration. An essential aspect of the gift exchange model 
is that the gift is ultimately passed onto a new recipient as the protégé becomes the 
mentor of a member of the next generation. The major benefits—“knowledge, prestige, 
and power”—are similar to those of the market economy model, but the major focus 
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of the gift exchange model is “the relationship itself, rather than . . . career progression 
or recognition.”154 Gift exchange mentoring relationships tend to be highly personal in 
character and generally involve some degree of the private and professional lives of the 
mentor and protégé. Although market economy mentor situations can to some extent 
be formally sponsored by an organization, gift exchange relationships are almost always 
spontaneous and serendipitous.

A major distinction between the apprenticeship paradigm and the mentoring para-
digm lies in the nature of the risks associated with the relationship. In an apprenticeship, 
the risks accrue primarily to the apprentice and the organization; risks to the master 
are indirect and are to a considerable extent under the master’s control. The master is 
free to choose an apprentice, has absolute control over the learning process, and can 
dismiss an apprentice at will as a means of reducing risk to the master or the organiza-
tion. Although those principles apply to some extent in the market economy mentoring 
model, there is a heightened risk for the mentor in that the mentor’s personal advance-
ment is a major goal and benefit of the process. In this model, the overarching goal 
of benefit to the organization frequently means that a failed mentor-protégé relation-
ship will have negative ramifications for both mentor and protégé. The risk factor is 
greatly increased for both parties in the gift exchange relationship in that such relation-
ships “are distinguished . . . by their comprehensiveness (not confined to one aspect or 
dimension of life) and mutuality, as well as informality, intense level of interaction, and 
time of endurance.”155

sTePs TOwarD a TheOry

Situated Learning does not quite succeed in formulating a theory that encompasses 
legitimate peripheral participation and situated learning. The book asks far more ques-
tions than it answers. The authors’ reticence with regard to defining terms and their 
reluctance to address head-on the relationship between apprenticeship learning and 
formal learning limit both the reach and breadth of the discussion. Poorly grounded in 
the knowledge base of learning, the discussion ignores the thoughts and influences of 
important forebears such as Dewey.

Fuller, Hodkinson, Hodkinson, and Unwin related Lave and Wenger’s model of le-
gitimate peripheral participation to empirical studies of workplace learning and identi-
fied a number of limitations to Lave and Wenger’s model in practice:

1.  The concept of legitimate peripheral participation is applied too broadly, limiting its 
usefulness by attempting to “cover all workplace learning.”

2.  “Lave and Wenger are overly dismissive of the role ‘teaching’ plays in the workplace 
learning process and of learning in off-the-job settings.”

3.  In dismissing formal education, Lave and Wenger pit their views in a dualistic coun-
terpoint to what they view as the standard view of learning, ignoring the more holistic 
thinking about learning that was emerging at the time.

4.  The role of influences on individual learning other than that of the community of prac-
tice is essentially ignored; the authors overlook the knowledge, abilities, motives, and 
identity the individual brings to the workplace from outside.

5.  The roles of conflict and power inequality are mentioned but are not given sufficient 
attention.
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In conclusion, Fuller, Hodkinson, Hodkinson, and Unwin say, “We would argue 
that the concepts of legitimate peripheral participation and communities of practice 
provide important insights in to the nature of apprenticeship and workplace learn-
ing more generally. However, our case study research into complex institutional set-
tings suggests that patterns and forms of participation are highly diverse. Further 
in-depth studies of workplace learning in a wide range of contexts are required if all 
the issues affecting learning and their inter-relationships are to be fully understood and  
theorised.”156
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Organizational Learning and  
Learning Organizations

organization, n. An organized body of people with a particular purpose, as 
a business, government department, charity, etc.

1793 D. RAMSAY Hist. Amer. Revolution (new ed.) I. p. vi (advt.) Some 
of these additions we have ourselves received, as in the case of the words 
“organize, and organization,” when applied to political bodies.
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OrIgIns Of OrganIzaTIOnaL LearnIng  
and LearnIng OrganIzaTIOns

Although some authors trace the notion of organizational learning and the learn-
ing organization to the late 1960s and early 1970s, Garratt expressed the belief “that all 
the necessary conditions to create both the intellectual and practical basis of a learn-
ing organisation were in place by 1947.”1 The expression “organizational learning” first 
appeared in 1950 as a subject heading in Psychological Abstracts. In 1955 Krulee referred 
to organizational learning in a very modern sense.2 Simon is frequently credited with 
calling attention to organizational learning in his 1953 article in the Public Administra-
tion Review.3 Jones and Hendry suggested that the term “learning organization” was 
introduced simultaneously in 1988 by Hayes and by Pedler, but the term was actually 
used as early as 1976 by Gardner, who attributed the expression to Schön’s Beyond the 
Stable State (1970).4 Lieberman, however, explored both organizational learning and 
the concept of the learning organization in his 1972 report on a series of experiments 
sponsored by the Rand Corporation.5

OrganIzaTIOnaL LearnIng vs.  
LearnIng OrganIzaTIOn

Many authors tacitly define organizational learning as what happens in a learning 
organization. Huysman, however, suggested that the two concepts are quite distinct, 
and that there is in fact a gap between them that needs to be bridged if the general prin-
ciples of organizational learning are to be incorporated into the practical specifics of the  
learning organization. “The ideas concerning the learning organization more often 
than not lack solid theoretical as well as empirical foundation.”6 Huysman proposed 
the descriptive theoretical orientation of the literature of organizational learning as the 
appropriate underpinning for the prescriptive, interventive arena of the learning orga-
nization: “A descriptive perspective on organizational learning leads to almost opposite 
insights than does the prescriptive perspective on the learning organization.”7 Lahteen-
maki, Toivonen, and Mattila, however, found significant gaps and inconsistencies in 
the theoretical base for organizational learning that make it difficult even to verify the 
existence of learning organizations as a functional reality.8

CharaCTerIsTICs Of The LearnIng OrganIzaTIOn

Pedler suggested that there are two fundamental characteristics of a learning  
organization:

1.  All the people who are associated with the organization must operate in a mode of con-
tinuous learning and development.

2.  The organization as a whole must operate in a mode that incorporates and integrates 
the learning and development of individuals and leads to the “self-development” of the 
organization.9

According to Pedler, “given the resources and will, the first of these is not so  
difficult—the technologies and methods for encouraging all staff in continuous learning 
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and development exist—but the second remains much more mysterious and challeng-
ing.”10 “No amount of individual development will alone produce an organization able 
to change itself as a whole. The learning company is not the training company.”11

Elkjaer echoed Pedler’s concern in a case study examination of a failed attempt to 
create a learning organization in which “the emphasis was placed on changing indi-
vidual employees while the organization itself—its managerial structures and work 
practices—remained fairly constant.”12 Elkjaer attributed the failure in part to a “quick 
fix” approach to managing the transformation into a learning organization.13 Elkjaer 
described the focus on individual learning within the organizational context as an 
acquisition metaphor for organizational learning, which has dominated the organiza-
tional learning literature, and contrasted that focus with a participation metaphor that 
emphasizes communities of practice rather than structured learning.14

OrIgIns Of faILure In COnTInuOus ImprOvemenT

Garvin noted that failures in continuous improvement initiatives “far outnumber 
successes. Why? Because most companies have failed to grasp a basic truth. Continuous 
improvement requires a commitment to learning.”15 Garvin lamented that discussions 
of learning observations “have often been reverential and utopian, filled with near mys-
tical terminology.”16 Garvin was particularly critical of the works of Senge and Nonaka, 
noting that while the scenarios they present are “idyllic” and their outcomes desirable, 
they fail to “provide a framework for action. The recommendations are far too abstract, 
and too many questions remain unanswered.”17 To Garvin, there are three unresolved 
critical issues that need to be addressed to make the idea of the learning organization 
accessible and practical: (1) the expression “learning organization” needs to be precisely 
defined in terms that are “actionable and easy to apply,” (2) incorporation of the learn-
ing organization idea into management requires “clearer guidelines for practice, filled 
with operational advice rather than high aspirations,” and (3) there needs to be a specific 
approach to measurement of “an organization’s rate and level of learning to ensure that 
gains have in fact been made.”18 Unless these “three Ms”—meaning, management, and 
measurement—are addressed, Garvin predicted, it is unlikely that there will be mean-
ingful progress toward realizing the promise of the learning organization.

Garvin contended that while there are many workable definitions of organizational 
learning, there is no useful definition of learning organization. He proposed the fol-
lowing working definition: “A learning organization is an organization skilled at creat-
ing, acquiring, and transferring knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to reflect new 
knowledge and insights.”19 The management problem can be addressed by understand-
ing those things that a learning organization does well, which include “systematic prob-
lem solving, experimentation with new approaches, learning from their own experience 
and past history, learning from the experiences and best practices of others, and trans-
ferring knowledge quickly and efficiently throughout the organization.”20 It is through 
the systematic application of these “building blocks” that an organization manages its 
learning activities.

With regard to measurement, Garvin viewed the measures used in most organiza-
tions as “incomplete” in that they “focus on a single measure of output (cost or price) 
and ignore learning that affects other competitive variables, like quality, delivery, or 
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new product introductions,” while telling “us little about the sources of learning or the 
levers of change.”21 He saw a need to measure not just results, but also the processes 
that yield those results, which can be done through the use of surveys, questionnaires, 
interviews, and direct observation of behavior within the organization. Ultimately, the 
efforts to build a learning organization will pay off if they are accompanied by “a subtle 
shift of focus, away from continuous improvement and toward a commitment to learn-
ing. Coupled with a better understanding of the ‘three Ms,’ the meaning, management, 
and measurement of learning, this shift provides a solid foundation for building learning 
organizations.”22

Vincent E. Cangelosi and William R. Dill, “Organizational Learning: Observations toward a The-
ory,” Administrative Science Quarterly 10 (September 1965): 175–203.

Vincent E. Cangelosi (1928–88) earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees from Louisi-
ana State University and a doctorate from the University of Arkansas. He held faculty 
positions at the University of Arkansas, the University of Texas, and Louisiana State 
University, where he was chair of the Department of Quantitative Methods and dean 
of the junior division of the university. William R. Dill received a bachelor’s degree 
from Bates College, a master’s degree from the Carnegie Institute of Technology, and a 
doctorate from the University of Oslo. He has held faculty positions at Carnegie-Mellon 
University, the Carnegie Institute of Technology, and New York University and was 
program director of education for IBM’s research and development division. From 1981 
to 1989 he was president of Babson College. “Organizational Learning: Observations 
toward a Theory” is a minor citation classic, with 59 entries in the Social Sciences Cita-
tion Index between 1974 and 2005.

an OrganIzaTIOnaL LearnIng game

Cangelosi and Dill describe a pseudoexperiment conducted in the form of a game at 
the University of Texas. Such games have been used extensively in business administra-
tion education. Seven students in a graduate administration program engaged in a highly 
structured and closely monitored semester-long simulation of a corporate management 
environment. “The tasks that management had to perform were sufficiently complex 
to induce the team to organize on a hierarchical, functionally specialized basis.”23 The 
simulated environment involved responsibility to a board of directors and competi-
tion with two parallel teams in the same industrial domain and three teams in a closely 
related industrial domain. Efforts were made to make the simulation sufficiently realis-
tic to ensure that the learning processes necessary for team success were representative 
of those that would take place in the real world.

The game was structured in the form of “moves,” each of which represented a month in 
the life of the simulated company, although the time frame was substantially condensed 
for purposes of the exercise. A typical move required a week at the beginning of the semes-
ter, but by the end of the semester, as the team developed higher comfort and confidence 
levels, up to three months of simulated action could be accomplished in a single week. 
The game was controlled and monitored by a sophisticated computer program.
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fOur phases Of OrganIzaTIOnaL LearnIng

The main objective of the researchers was to observe and categorize the ways in which 
the team learned to accomplish the tasks necessary for team success in the simulated 
company environment. From those observations, Cangelosi and Dill identify four 
phases of organizational learning: (1) the initial phase, (2) the searching phase, (3) the 
comprehending phase, and (4) the consolidating phase.

In the initial phase, which accounted for the first three “game-months” of the simu-
lation, decisions were relatively tentative, with each decision accounting for a single 
move. During this phase, team members were not fully in agreement with company 
objectives and were uncertain how to work together or with the board of directors. Sub-
mitting objectives to the board of directors for approval was viewed as a necessity rather 
than an active strategy for improvement. Most decisions and actions were short-term 
tactical moves with no long-term strategic value; many decisions were poorly structured 
and essentially ad hoc. During the initial phase awareness of competitors was focused 
primarily on learning what the competitors were doing and deciding which competitor 
characteristics to emulate. Information seeking, gathering, and use during the initial 
phase were disorganized and largely ineffective.

The searching phase was characterized by the transition from single moves to multiple 
moves as the team gained knowledge, experience, and confidence. The tentative nature 
of the initial phase was overcome as the team began to detect and search for patterns 
related to the simulated “history” of the company, which had been losing money prior 
to the beginning of the simulation, and their own actions and decisions. Objectives were 
strengthened and finalized, and a central goal of improving the product line, increasing 
market share, and making a profit emerged. During this phase the team recognized the 
need to divide responsibility into subteams or “departments” and to entrust responsi-
bility and authority to the departments. The management team became more engaged 
with the board of directors. During the searching phase the team began to view the com-
pany’s impact on competitors as being more important than competitors’ impact on the 
company. Information seeking, gathering, and utilization processes began to improve 
as they became more structured, with the emphasis primarily on seeking and gathering. 
Although the team was coalescing and gaining the ability to understand the company, 
during the searching phase “it was difficult for management to feel any significant sense 
of accomplishment.”24

The comprehending phase was “a period of more rapid and positive learning.”25 The 
overall team and departments began to make effective use of established objectives and 
the overall goal shifted from a focus on market share to a focus on profitability. Imme-
diate and long-term objectives, decisions, and actions took on the characteristics of an 
integrated whole. Information processes shifted from a focus on seeking and gather-
ing to an emphasis on assessment and utilization. More sophisticated decision-making 
tools and processes were employed as the team began to look outside the company for 
input from “economics, marketing, statistics, and operations research.”26 These pro-
cesses were used to shape critical information into explicit models, which could then 
be tested to provide input into decisions. During this phase the team began to experi-
ence concrete signs of success, increasing the company’s market share and improving 
production, although the company was initially still losing money. New products were 
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explored and developed as an approach to enhancing market share and profitability. 
Interactions with competitors were increasingly driven by the desire to control competi-
tion rather than simply monitoring or being influenced by competition. As those actions 
began to pay off, the management team developed stronger relationships among them-
selves and with the board of directors. Toward the end of the comprehending phase, the 
company became truly profitable.

The consolidating phase was characterized by concentrated systematic actions 
designed to stabilize the company. Experimentation essentially stopped as processes 
and activities became established routines. At the same time, though, decision making 
became more creative and more flexible as the management team gained confidence in 
decision models and became more assured of the success of the company. The roles of 
the departments became less important and the team began to act as a cohesive whole. 
The board of directors, gaining confidence in the management team, assumed a sup-
portive but more distant role.

Ultimately, Cangelosi and Dill conclude that the team learned a great deal but “it was 
not a clearly drawn and easy kind of learning.”27 Ultimately, although the authors feel 
confident that what was observed truly constitutes organizational learning, they are less 
sure of how it was that the organization learned. It is clear, however, that organizational 
learning was more a byproduct of the company simulation than a goal or activity delib-
erately addressed by the management team.

a TheOreTICaL mOdeL Of OrganIzaTIOnaL LearnIng

Cangelosi and Dill assess their pseudoexperiment within the context of three “theories 
of organizational learning” as a means of attempting to provide insight into the learning 
process they observed: the Air Defense experiments carried out during the late 1950s, 
Cyert and March’s “Behavioral Theory of the Firm,” and Hirschman and Lindblom’s 
exploration of imbalance and convergence.28 From this assessment, the authors synthe-
size the theoretical model of organization learning visualized in figure 3.1

Cangelosi and Dill define the model in the following terms: “The basic concept of 
the model is that organizational learning must be viewed as a series of interactions 
between adaptation at the individual or subgroup level and adaptation at the organi-
zational level.”29 The authors identify three key sources of stress in the organizational 
learning process. Discomfort stress and performance stress both affect individuals and 
groups. Discomfort stress is the pressure exerted on individuals and subgroups by “the 
complexity of the environment relative to the time, energy, and ability that groups can 
expend understanding it and of the uncertainty in the environment relative to a group’s 
ability to forecast the future.”30 Performance stress “allows for the possibility that orga-
nizations may be highly sensitized either to success or to failure, or to some mixture 
of the two.”31 “Performance stress is affected by the outcomes of previous decisions, by 
changes in preferences or aspiration levels, by incentives existing within the organization 
and manipulated by its leaders, and by the degree to which management is challenged 
with the newness of its task.”32 Performance stress affects the organization as a whole as 
well as individuals and subgroups, but both discomfort stress and individual stress are 
experienced primarily by individuals.
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The third form of stress in organizational learning “results from increasing degrees of 
divergence and conflict in the ways in which individuals and subgroups behave” and is 
known as disjunctive stress.33 According to Cangelosi and Dill, organizational learning 
is primarily a reaction to the disjunctive stress that is produced by individual and group 
adaptation to discomfort stress and performance stress. In other words, as individuals 
and groups learn and adapt, the organization as a whole is forced to learn and adapt. 

Figure 3.1 
Cangelosi and Dill’s Model of Organizational Learning Sources of Stress
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Although discomfort stress is experienced entirely by individuals and groups, and per-
formance stress is experienced mostly by individuals and groups, disjunctive stress 
is experienced only by the organization. “Thus, individual and subgroup adaptation 
control learning at the organizational level primarily by producing divergent and con-
flicting patterns of behavior.”34 Organizational growth and development are furthered 
as organizational adaptation influences individuals and groups and as individual and 
group adaptation influences the organization.

The impact of stress on individuals, groups, and the organization is tempered by two 
forces. Attention focus has to do with the extent to which individuals, groups, or orga-
nizations are aware of and responsive to sources of stress. Attention to stress is selective 
and variable: it is possible at any given time to pay attention to a limited number of influ-
ences, and the attention given to any particular influence varies over time. At any given 
point in time, each source of stress is associated with a threshold level that determines 
the extent to which the source of stress can exert an influence. Threshold levels are also 
variable over time. The influence of attention focus and threshold level for any given 
source of stress diminishes as attention shifts from the individual to the group or from 
the group to the organization, but the potential magnitude of a reaction to a source of 
stress increases. “Adaptation will occur more frequently and in smaller increments if an 
individual rather than a group is involved, if ideas for adaptation are readily available, 
if the persons involved are not under great time pressure to maintain current programs 
and activities, if the adaptation can be implemented routinely and without stress, and if 
it can be reversed or retracted after undesirable outcomes result.”35

C. West Churchman, The Systems Approach (New York: Delta, 1968).

C. West Churchman (1913–2004) was a philosopher and professor of philosophy 
at the University of California, Berkeley. He was instrumental in the development of 
operations research and the expansion of systems analysis from a focus primarily on 
time and motion studies and computer science to a generalized approach to manage-
ment and organizational analysis. The Systems Approach is one of the classic works in 
the field of general systems theory. It was generally well received, although it did not 
attract many reviews, and is represented by 320 citation entries in the Social Sciences 
Citation Index.

The Systems Approach is an attempt to make the fundamental nature and benefits of 
scientific systems thinking accessible to a general readership. Although it succeeds to a 
considerable degree, it is hardly surprising that the book did not emerge as a best seller. 
The topic is necessarily somewhat esoteric, and the phenomenon of the immensely pop-
ular business-world nonfiction book was not as widespread during the 1960s as it has 
been in more recent decades.

Argyris and Schön placed Churchman’s approach to organizations as systems and 
organizational learning in the category of cyberneticists, who “have concentrated on 
organizations as systems of decision and control, seeking to apply the principles of con-
trol and communications theory to organizational phenomena.”36 “For systems theorists, 
organizational learning consists of the self-regulating process of error-detection and 
error-correction itself, whether or not maintenance of the organizational steady state is 
mediated by the self-conscious efforts of individual members of the organization.”37
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The InfLuenCe Of sCIenCe

Churchman traces the origin of the systems approach to “the success of scientific 
teams in the military in World War II,” particularly in the United States and Britain.38 
This unprecedented relationship between scientists and decision makers was mutually 
beneficial: as the expertise of the scientists expanded the decision-making toolkit, scien-
tists themselves were transformed by their involvement in management processes.

As the scientist’s perspective widened, he began to think of this approach as the “sys-
tems approach.” He saw that what he was chiefly interested in was characterizing the 
nature of the system in such a way that decision making could take place in a logi-
cal and coherent fashion and that none of the fallacies characteristically resulting from  
narrow-minded thinking would occur. Furthermore, he expected that using his scien-
tific knowledge would allow him to develop measures that would give as accurate infor-
mation as possible about the performance of the system.39

TargeTs fOr sysTems ThInkIng

Churchman describes five fundamental targets for systems thinking that characterize 
the systems approach:

1.  The objectives and performance measures of the system. An important contribution of 
Churchman’s thinking is the recognition that there are many sets of objectives associ-
ated with any system, only some of which can be directly linked to assessment of system 
performance. Some objectives are official in nature and are explicitly stated and codi-
fied, but even these objectives may not be amenable to assessment of the system’s per-
formance. “The inhabitants of systems dearly love to state what their objectives are, and 
the statements they issue have a number of purposes that are quite independent of the 
performance of the system.”40 Other objectives are personal in nature and are generally 
tacit; such objectives are rarely incorporated into performance assessment. Ultimately, 
there is a tension between the system’s stated objectives and the real objectives that drive 
human behavior. Systems analysis requires exploration of both kinds of objectives. “The 
scientist’s test of the objective of the system is the determination of whether the system 
will knowingly sacrifice other goals in order to achieve the objective.”41

2.  The system environment, which includes everything external to the system that has an 
impact on the system. Examining the system’s environment and its impact on the system 
is substantially more complex than separating that which is internal to the system from 
that which is external. “The scientist has to have a way of thinking about the environ-
ment of a system that is richer and more subtle than a mere looking for boundaries.”42 
From this point of view the environment entails all those entities that are not subject 
to the system’s control and that “determine in part how the system performs.”43 The 
environment therefore acts to impose constraints on the system and its performance. 
A difficulty in separating the system from its environment lies in the principle that “the 
system is always embedded in a larger system.”44 Understanding the system of interest 
therefore always requires at least some understanding of other systems as well.

3.  The resources available for achieving system objectives. System resources are internal to 
the system and are “the means that the system uses to do its jobs.”45 Within the con-
text of the constraints imposed by the environment, system resources determine the 
system’s performance capacity. “Resources are the general reservoir out of which the 
specific actions of the system can be shaped.”46
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4.  The fundamental components of the system. “The specific actions [of a system] are taken 
by the components, or parts, or subsystems.”47 Churchman notes that the official subdi-
visions of the system (departments, divisions, teams, etc.) “are not the real components 
of the system even though they carry labels that seem to indicate that they are.”48 “In 
thinking about systems the management scientist ignores the traditional lines of divi-
sion and turns instead to basic ‘missions’ or ‘jobs’ or ‘activities,’ all of these labels being 
used to describe the same kind of thing, namely, the rational breakdown of the tasks the 
system must perform.”49 “The ultimate aim of component thinking is to discover those 
components (missions) whose measures of performance are truly related to the measure 
of performance of the overall system.”50

5.  The management, planning, and control mechanisms that influence the system. “The 
management of a system has to deal with the generation of the plans for the system, i.e., 
consideration of . . . the overall goals, the environment, the utilization of resources, and 
the components. The management sets the component goals, allocates the resources, 
and controls the system performance.”51 Although by “management” Churchman 
means something more expansive than simply the individuals or teams of individuals 
who possess formal managerial control, he also recognizes that management is the one 
aspect of the systems process that is beyond the control of the management scientist. It 
is at the stage of system management that the system designer or analyst yields control 
to the management process.

Systems analysis has sometimes been criticized for overemphasizing the sequential 
nature of these planning targets, but Churchman actually emphasizes that “these steps 
are by no means steps that must be taken in sequence. Rather, as one proceeds in think-
ing about the system, in all likelihood it will be necessary to reexamine the thoughts one 
has already had in some previous steps. Logic is essentially a process of checking and 
rechecking one’s reasoning.”52

Churchman’s book takes the form of a dialectic in which the author takes a neutral 
approach to a debate on the principles and benefits of the systems approach as repre-
sented by management scientists. Starting from an emphasis on the “old-fashioned” 
premise that “the dispassionate and yet clear mind of the scientist can aid in decision-
making,” Churchman creates a compare-and-contrast set of scenarios in which sys-
tems analysis is explored primarily from the point of view of management science, but 
also from the potential conflicting points of view of efficiency experts, humanists, and  
“anti-planners.”53

effICIenCy

The efficiency expert’s “approach to systems is based on the idea of ‘the one best 
way’ to carry out a specified task.”54 This is the approach of the scientific management 
explored by Frederick W. Taylor and others in the late nineteenth century. The author 
counterposes the management science of the late twentieth century with the scientific 
management movement of the nineteenth century, asserting that “the two philosophies 
are poles apart.”55 Churchman contends that although efficiency may be an appropri-
ate approach to managing some components of a system, “concentration on efficiency 
per se may be a very inefficient way to manage a system” as a whole.56 Furthermore, the 
emphasis on cost that defines the efficiency approach to systems entails what Church-
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man terms a “lie.” “If the cost data have been collected in terms of direct expenditures 
and the manager tries to reduce these expenditures, he will find that what he considers 
to be real costs are illusory. Without a measure of the total system performance against 
which he can compare costs, his cost data mean nothing whatsoever.”57 Despite such 
fundamental disadvantages, the seemingly intuitive appeal of cost control dictates that 
the “spirit of the efficiency approach . . . does not die.”58

humanIsm

The humanist approach to systems adds to the delineation of system objectives the 
simple but fundamental question of “whose objectives are to be served.”59 Where the 
management scientist may attempt to approach the system with objectivity and neutral-
ity, the humanist consciously approaches systems subjectively and from the point of 
view of human factors. Where the efficiency expert is focused on the value of the system, 
the humanist is interested in the values that are embedded in and reflected by the sys-
tem. The humanist approach to systems is closely tied to human behavior.

Churchman contrasts the views and interests of the humanist with those of the be-
havioral scientist and additionally contrasts the behavioral scientist and the management 
scientist. “The management scientist sees the nature of the whole system as a determi-
nant of individual behavior. For the behavioral scientist, on the other hand, the ‘whole 
system’ is made up of the behaviors of the individual persons.”60 In turn, the humanist 
tends to discount the dispassionate, disengaged approach of the behavioral scientist, who 
attempts to observe human behavior but not to influence it or be part of that which is 
observed. The humanist’s view of the management scientist may be even more negative. 
“In the straight-faced seriousness of his approach, he forgets many things: basic human 
values and his own inability to understand all aspects of the system, and especially its 
politics.”61

anTI-pLannIng

Churchman describes two prominent approaches to systems and management that 
fall into the category of “anti-planning.” The first is the tried and true pattern of most 
management environments, which Churchman defines as “experience coupled with 
intuition, leadership, and brilliance.”62 In this model, “the manager examines various 
aspects of the system, receives some data and reports from the staff, and then makes 
up his own mind what should be done.”63 The fundamental limitation of this approach 
to management is that it is not systematic. “The manager in most cases cannot make 
explicit what steps he has taken and he feels no need to do so.”64 “The management 
scientist would argue that the greatness of a manager can be determined only after one 
has studied the system by building a model of it and comparing what the manager did 
with the optimal.”65

The other form of anti-planning exists in the combined forces of “the sceptic and 
the determinist. The sceptic firmly believes that we can never understand even minor 
aspects of a system.”66 Unlike the experienced manager, the skeptic is openly derisive 
of and opposed to the precepts of the systems approach. The determinist “believes that 
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major human decisions are not in the hands of human decision makers but in uncon-
trolled sociological forces.”67 Although there are many manifestations of the determinist 
approach to systems, Churchman addresses two as particularly worthy of consideration: 
“the religious view of the world” and “the view of the world as a reflection of the self.”68

The sysTems apprOaCh

Ultimately, and not unexpectedly, Churchman’s dialectic leads to the conclusion that 
the solution to seeking solutions and understanding systems lies in science, “which has 
been the main topic of conversation in the entire book” and “itself is a system subject to 
considerable change.”69

A fundamental precept of Churchman’s definition of the systems approach is that sys-
tems exist and must be analyzed in a holistic manner—that a system must be managed 
“from the overall point of view.”70 Just as understanding the system requires understand-
ing the component parts of the system, understanding the component parts requires 
understanding the system as a whole. Senge restates this as: “You can only understand 
the system . . . by contemplating the whole, not any individual part of the pattern.”71 As 
essential as holistic thinking is, though, Churchman cautions against the “arrogance” of 
any one person who believes that he or she is capable of perceiving the entirety of any 
system.72 At the same time, Churchman’s dialectic is founded in the recurring theme 
“that when one is considering systems it’s always wise to raise questions about the most 
obvious and simple assumptions.”73 Furthermore, meaningful problems “are intercon-
nected and overlapping. The solution of one clearly has a great deal to do with the solu-
tion of another.”74

An important aspect of systems thinking is recognition of the potential for error or 
failure and the development of plans, strategies, and tactics for coping with failure. “We 
need to set down the explicit steps that we will be willing to take and capable of taking 
when the plans fail.”75 “If the management system is acting correctly, it is never caught 
in a situation in which prior thinking could have saved it.”76 In fact, even “anti-planning  
must essentially be regarded as a fundamental part of the systems approach. No approach 
to systems can stand by itself. Its only method of standing is to face its most severe  
opposition.”77

The Systems Approach concludes with four brief maxims related to the scientific 
approach to systems:

1.  The systems approach begins when you first see the world from the eyes of another. 
2.  The systems approach goes on to discovering that every world view [sic] is terribly 

restricted.
3.  There are no experts in the systems approach.
4.  The systems approach is not a bad idea.78

Chris Argyris and Donald A. Schön, Organizational Learning: A Theory of Action Perspective 
(Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1978).

Chris Argyris (1923– ) earned a bachelor’s degree from Clark University in 1947, a 
master’s degree in psychology and economics from the University of Kansas in 1949, 
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and a doctorate in the fledgling discipline of organizational behavior from Cornell Uni-
versity in 1951. He was a faculty member in the Department of Administrative Sci-
ences at Yale University from 1951 to 1970, at which time he was named James Bryant 
Conant Professor in the graduate schools of business and education at Harvard Uni-
versity. Argyris is the author of Personality and Organization (1957), Interpersonal 
Competence and Organizational Effectiveness (1962), Integrating the Individual and the 
Organization (1964), Intervention Theory and Method (1970), Overcoming Organiza-
tional Defenses (1990), and Knowledge for Action (1993). Donald A. Schön (1931–97) 
was born in Boston and received a bachelor’s degree from Yale University in 1951. After 
studying clarinet at the Sorbonne, he earned master’s and doctoral degrees in philoso-
phy from Harvard University. Over the course of his professional career, he spent time 
at the University of California, Los Angeles; Arthur D. Little Inc.; the National Bureau of 
Standards; and the Organization for Social and Technological Innovation, a nonprofit 
social research and development firm that he founded. In 1972 he joined the faculty of 
the Department of Urban Studies and Planning at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology; he remained there until his retirement in 1992. Schön is the author of Beyond 
the Stable State (1970), The Reflective Practitioner (1983), and Educating the Reflective 
Practitioner (1987). Argyris and Schön also collaborated on Theory in Practice: Increas-
ing Professional Effectiveness (1974) and Organizational Learning II: Theory, Method, 
and Practice (1996). Organizational Learning: A Theory of Action Perspective was hardly 
a best seller and garnered few reviews at the time it was published but has generated 
nearly 1,500 entries in the Social Sciences Citation Index.

The preface to Organizational Learning provides a clear statement of the purpose of the 
work: “In the present work, we argue that organizations are not collections of individu-
als which can be understood solely in terms of the social psychology of group behavior. 
Neither are they understandable only as structures of authority and information-flow, or 
as instruments for the achievement of social purposes, or as systems for communication 
and control, or as cultures, or as theaters for the play of conflicts of interest.”79

The naTure Of OrganIzaTIOn LearnIng

Chapter 1 of Organizational Learning, “What Is an Organization That It May Learn?” 
establishes a framework for exploring the nature of organizational learning. Echoing 
Cangelosi and Dill, Argyris and Schön emphasize early on that “it is not at all clear what 
it means for an organization to learn. Nor is it clear how we can enhance the capacity of 
organizations to learn.”80 Building on the common call for learning that accompanies 
perceptions of failure or stress in organizations of all kinds, the authors emphasize that 
learning is generally associated with the desire for or the actuality of change, but that 
neither change nor learning is inherently positive. “We need to spell out both the kinds 
of change we have in mind when we speak of learning, and the kinds of learning we have 
in mind when we call for more it.”81

Again echoing Cangelosi and Dill, Argyris and Schön express the understanding that 
organizational learning and individual learning are different phenomena, and that there 
is no reliable reason to expect that what an organization knows will be in any way more 
than what is known by even one of the individuals who make up the organization. “There 
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is something paradoxical here. Organizations are not merely collections of individuals, 
yet there is no organization without such collections. Similarly, organizational learning 
is not merely individual learning, yet organizations learn only through the experience 
and actions of individuals.”82

The primary theoretical base for Organizational Learning is drawn from Argyris and 
Schön’s 1974 book Theory in Practice, in which they proposed the construct of theories 
of action to describe “a theory of deliberate human behavior which is for the agent a 
theory of control but which, when attributed to the agent, also serves to explain or pre-
dict his behavior.”83 They further distinguish “espoused theory”—the terms in which 
an individual is inclined to predict his or her behavior—from “theory-in-use”—the 
actions that actually define that individual’s behavior. From that theoretical base the 
authors undertake to define those circumstances that underlie organizational theories 
of action.

The naTure Of The OrganIzaTIOn

Argyris and Schön define the nature of organizations from three points of view:

1.  An organization is a government in that it possesses rule-defining and decision-making 
structures, delegates authority for individuals to act on behalf of the organization, and 
establishes boundaries that define the organization. Only as a political entity can the 
organization take action as an organization.

2.  An organization is an agency if its existence has a continuous nature in which individu-
als act on behalf of the organization on an ongoing basis. An agency addresses a com-
plex problem by subdividing the problem and assigning responsibility for subproblems 
to individuals or subgroups.

3.  An organization is a task system in which the organization as agency addresses problems 
by defining and assigning roles to individuals and subgroups so that they can address 
subproblems.

TheOrIes Of aCTIOn

Within the context of these points of view, “the norms, strategies, and assumptions 
embedded in the [organization’s] practices constitute its theory of action.”84 Each com-
ponent activity or program area of the organization is represented by its own theory of 
action. The authors refer to the organization’s global theories of action—those that span 
component activities and program areas—as the organization’s instrumental theory of 
action. An instrumental theory of action encompasses (1) norms for organizational per-
formance, (2) strategies for conforming to those norms, and (3) assumptions that link 
norms and strategies. This instrumental theory of action need not be—and frequently 
is not—officially adopted or recognized or encoded in the form of a document. In fact, 
“formal corporate documents such as organization charts, policy statements, and job 
descriptions often reflect a theory of action (the espoused theory) which conflicts with the 
organization’s theory-in-use (the theory of action constructed from observation of actual 
behavior)—and the theory in-in-use is often tacit.”85 The tacit nature of the organiza-
tion’s instrumental theory of action may be a result of reluctance or refusal to recognize 
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the conflict between espoused theory and theory-in-use or may occur because the instru-
mental theory of action is itself tacit rather than explicit organizational knowledge.

The argument for the existence of organizational theories of action is supported by 
the fact that an organization can exist for an extended period of time, during which it 
experiences multiple complete overturns of membership but still retains its essential 
character and identity. Studying the history of such an organization will reveal evolu-
tionary changes of greater or lesser scope but will typically also demonstrate that the 
essential norms, strategies, and assumptions of the organization—those characteristics 
that define the organization’s theory of action—have remained essentially constant. 
Such an external study of organizational history is unlikely to yield a complete pic-
ture of the organization’s fundamental approach to theory-in-use. Furthermore, “each 
member of the organization constructs his or her own representation, or image, of the 
theory-in-use of the whole. That picture is always incomplete.”86 Argyris and Schön 
contend that individual members of an organization are constantly trying to complete 
their individual pictures of theory-in-use as they attempt to effectively place themselves 
within the organization. The individual’s picture of the organization, then, is constantly 
being redrawn. It is through the collective revisioning of individual pictures of the orga-
nization that the organization’s knowledge of its own theory-in-use is developed and 
through which organizational learning occurs. This is the process not of defining the 
organization but of organizing. “Hence, our inquiry into organizational learning must 
concern itself not with static entities called organizations, but with an active process of 
organizing which is, at root, a cognitive enterprise.”87

sIngLe-LOOp and dOubLe-LOOp LearnIng

Argyris and Schön borrow Bateson’s terminology to describe learning in organiza-
tions as conforming to two major patterns.88 Learning is defined in terms of detection 
and correction of error. For learning to take place, there must be a feedback loop process 
through which detection of an error or a problem results in action designed to produce 
a correction or a solution.

In single-loop learning, “members of the organization respond to changes in the 
internal and external environments of the organization by detecting errors which they 
can correct so as to maintain the central features of organizational theory-in-use.”89 
Although strategies for action may be changed as part of the process of correcting the 
error, the fundamental norms of the organization remain constant. There is a single 
feedback loop that connects detection of the error or problem to selection and identifi-
cation of action strategies to address the error or problem.

The individual learning that characterizes the single-loop model is not sufficient for 
true organizational learning because the outcomes of such individual learning are not 
likely to become effectively embedded in the organization’s collective memory. “It follows 
that there is no organizational learning without individual learning, and that individual 
learning is a necessary but insufficient condition for organizational learning.”90 That 
insufficiency is overcome when the organization is capable of double-loop learning.

In single-loop learning, when all possible strategies for action have been exhausted 
and found not to solve the problem or correct the error, the problem necessarily remains 
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unsolved, because fundamental organizational norms preclude implementation of any 
additional strategies. In double-loop learning, the need for error correction generates 
reconsideration of the fundamental norms of the organization as well as strategies for 
action. There are two feedback loops, one of which links the error or problem to selec-
tion and implementation of action and strategies, and one of which links the error or 
problem to reconsideration of organizational norms. The relationship between single-
loop learning and double-loop learning is presented graphically in figure 3.2.

Single-loop learning is a primarily individual process that may have definitive orga-
nizational benefits. Because the organization’s fundamental norms remain constant, 
single-loop learning is rarely associated with any meaningful intraorganizational con-
flict. Double-loop learning, on the other hand, challenges fundamental norms and is 
frequently associated with intraorganizational conflict. Some individuals or groups 
within the organization may, for example, be extremely unwilling to alter or abandon a 
preexisting norm, while others may welcome the change and challenge that arise from 
shifting norms. “In this sense, the organization is a medium for translating incompatible 
requirements into interpersonal and intergroup conflict.”91 Such conflict is an inherent 
component of organizational learning and can be addressed through two major courses 
of action: battle and inquiry.

In the battle scenario, “the members may treat the conflict as a fight in which choices 
are to be made among competing requirements, and weightings and priorities are to 
be set on the basis of prevailing power.”92 The fight will end when either one faction 
prevails or the competing factions agree to a compromise that “reflects nothing more 
than the inability of either faction to prevail over the other.”93 In neither instance is the 
conflict completely resolved, and no meaningful learning takes place.

Alternatively, the conflicting factions may choose to pursue the conflict through 
some sort of structured inquiry that explores new organizational norms of performance, 
employs an explicit trade-off analysis to systematically compare norms and action strat-
egies, or probes the individual values and perceptions that underlie the conflict. Such 
inquiry generally results in significant organizational change and can be termed true 
organizational learning.

Argyris and Schön recognize that the distinctions between single-loop and double-
loop learning are not necessarily simple and that exploiting them in practice is complex 
and difficult. The opportunity for structured inquiry, for instance, is almost always tem-
pered by individual or group power. The role of power is one of many factors that can 
influence the quality of inquiry either positively or negatively. To become a learning 
organization, the organization must engage in what Bateson termed “deutero-learning,” 
or the process of “learning to learn.”94 Ultimately, “organizational learning occurs when 

Figure 3.2 
Single-Loop and Double-Loop Learning
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members of the organization act as learning agents for the organization, responding 
to changes in the internal and external environments of the organization by detect-
ing and correcting errors in organizational theory-in-use, and embedding the results in 
their inquiry in private images and shared maps of organization.”95 Although a form of 
organizational learning takes place in the single-loop learning experiences that improve 
organizational effectiveness, the learning that occurs through double-loop experiences 
that lead to reexamination of organizational norms and conflict resolution is of both 
deeper and broader value in that it results in a restructuring of the organization’s theory 
of action. When the organization further engages in deutero-learning, its capacity for 
learning is expanded and the role of double-loop learning naturally increases.

Peter Senge, The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization (New York: 
Doubleday, 1990).

Peter Senge (1947– ) is senior lecturer in the Department of Behavioral and Policy  
Sciences of the Sloan School of Management at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy. He is founding chair of the Society for Organizational Learning. He holds a bache-
lor’s degree from Stanford University, a master’s degree in social systems modeling from 
MIT, and a doctorate in management, also from MIT. Senge is coauthor of The Fifth 
Discipline Fieldbook: Strategies and Tools for Building a Learning Organization (1994), 
The Dance of Change: The Challenges to Sustaining Momentum in Learning Organiza-
tions (1999), Schools That Learn: A Fifth Discipline Fieldbook for Educators, Parents, and 
Everyone Who Cares about Education (2000), and Presence: Human Purpose and the 
Field of the Future (2005). The best-selling The Fifth Discipline is probably the most 
influential work on all of the literature on learning organizations and organizational 
learning. The Social Sciences Citation Index shows nearly 1,100 citations to The Fifth Dis-
cipline. A revised and expanded edition of The Fifth Discipline was published in 2006.

The Fifth Discipline is not necessarily an easy read; reviews of the book were mixed. 
Micklethwait and Wooldridge termed it “completely impenetrable.”96 Paul Eldren-
kamp, CEO of Byggmeister, noted that “people find The Fifth Discipline a bit abstract,” 
a challenge that Eldrenkamp’s undergraduate degrees in medieval philosophy and the-
ology enabled him to overcome.97 Stuttaford termed it “esoteric.”98 Larson lamented  
that “what the book provides in guidance, it lacks in practical insight.”99 Stubrich cat-
egorized the book as a fad and complained that it had completely missed the main  
problem of organizational dynamics, which Stubrich defined as “the real crisis in  
education.”100

This is not to suggest that all reviews of the book were negative, although few were 
overwhelmingly positive. However, it is impressive and unusual that the first edition 
was still generating reviews seven years after its publication.

OrganIzaTIOnaL “LearnIng dIsabILITIes”

The key messages of The Fifth Discipline are (1) that many organizations are charac-
terized by what Senge terms “learning disabilities” and (2) the need for organizations to 
develop holistic approaches to problem solving in response to such “learning disabili-
ties.” Senge introduces the term “metanoia” to define the “shift of mind” that is requisite 
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to effective organizational learning and suggests that the concept of learning has “lost its 
central meaning in contemporary usage.”101

fIve dIsCIpLInes

Like Churchman, Senge adopts a primary point of view that focuses on the orga-
nization as a system. In The Fifth Discipline, Senge describes five disciplines essen-
tial to organizational success, the fifth of which he considers the key to the learning  
organization: 

1.  Personal mastery entails “continually clarifying and deepening our personal vision, . . . 
focusing our energies, . . . developing patience, and . . . seeing reality objectively.”102

2.  Mental models are “deeply ingrained assumptions, generalizations, or even pictures and 
images that influence how we understand the world and how we take action.”103

3.  The importance of a shared organizational vision defines the third discipline, which 
Senge suggests has historically been the central theme of organizational leadership.

4.  Team learning is “the process of aligning and developing the capacities of a team to cre-
ate the results its members truly desire.”104

5.  Systems thinking is the “fifth discipline,” the mortar that holds the learning organization 
together and the factor that facilitates the success of personal mastery, mental mod-
els, shared vision, and team learning as elements of organizational learning. Although 
a chapter is devoted to each of the first four disciplines, most of The Fifth Discipline 
focuses on the principles and applications of systems thinking.

Somewhat curiously, Senge pays no homage to Churchman’s The Systems Approach, 
which is widely recognized as one of the seminal classic works on systems theory and 
systems thinking. This is probably in part because Senge is a disciple of Jay Forrester, 
who is credited with pioneering the field of system dynamics and whom Senge does cite; 
but the failure to recognize Churchman’s contribution is nonetheless a significant over-
sight. Senge’s exposition on systems thinking is largely anecdotal and has few ties to the 
extensive literature on systems analysis and operations research. The book identifies sys-
tems thinking and the other four disciplines as “new ‘component technologies’ ” that “are 
gradually converging to innovate learning organizations.”105 It is very difficult to under-
stand how any of these component technologies or their convergence could be defined as 
new in 1990, although there is certainly an appealing novelty in Senge’s presentation.

The Laws Of The fIfTh dIsCIpLIne

Chapter 4 of The Fifth Discipline presents a collection of aphorisms termed “The Laws 
of the Fifth Discipline”:

1. Today’s problems come from yesterday’s “solutions.”
2. The harder you push, the harder the system pushes back.
3. Behavior grows better before it grows worse.
4. The easy way out usually leads back in.
5. The cure can be worse than the disease.
6. Faster is slower.
7. Cause and effect are not closely related in time and space.
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8.  Small changes can produce big results—but the areas of highest leverage are often the 
least obvious.

9. You can have your cake and eat it too—but not at once.
10. Dividing an elephant in half does not produce two small elephants.
11. There is no blame.

Many of the laws are adaptations of well-known expressions: “Faster is slower” is a 
rephrasing of Aesop’s “Slow and steady wins the race.” “The easy way out usually leads 
back in” reiterates Mencken’s statement that “For every complex problem, there is a 
solution that is simple, neat, and wrong.” Senge makes effective use of colorful meta-
phors to explicate and illustrate the applicability of the “laws” to both societal and busi-
ness problems, but in the end they remain no more than aphorisms and as such are 
somewhat less than compelling. Many of the metaphors and examples are extremely 
limited in durability and breadth of applicability. In fact, the use of examples and meta-
phors frequently gets in the way of the message: the definition or description of systems 
thinking provided early in the book is stated entirely in terms of metaphor, leaving the 
reader struggling to understand what the author really means.106

LImITs TO The “LearnIng dIsabILITIes” meTaphOr

The fundamental validity of any metaphor is defined by the relationship between the 
tenor of the metaphor—the fundamental idea or message the metaphor is intended to 
convey—and the metaphorical vehicle—the image through which the tenor is repre-
sented and the idea or message is communicated.107 One of the central metaphors of 
The Fifth Discipline is the notion of the organizational “learning disability,” which is 
the focus of chapter 2, “Does Your Organization Have a Learning Disability?” as well 
as a recurring theme throughout the book. This is an imaginative and expressive met-
aphor to the extent to which the inability of an organization to effectively learn and 
adapt can be likened to a human learning disability. Unfortunately, the metaphor breaks 
down very quickly, as Senge suggests very early in chapter 2 that the goal in address-
ing organizational learning disabilities is to “cur[e] them.”108 Even a cursory knowl-
edge of human learning disabilities suggests that while there are effective treatments 
for some disabilities, there are only less effective means or no means of addressing oth-
ers. Many of the available effective treatments are frankly palliative. There are compet-
ing treatments for many learning disabilities; the specific ways in which most of them 
operate are unknown, and in many cases no treatment is clearly superior. Treatment  
programs for individuals with learning disabilities are often admittedly and opening 
processes of trial and error in which treatments are induced serially until something 
seems to work.

An enlightened society therefore adopts not the goal of curing learning disabilities 
but the tripartite goals of treating those disabilities for which treatments currently 
exist; searching for new and more effective treatments, especially in areas where there 
is no current treatment modality; and incorporating, regulating, and enforcing societal 
accommodations for all forms of disability. Even though The Fifth Discipline was pub-
lished prior to the passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1992, the principles 
of accommodation encapsulated in the act are to a considerable extent extensions of 
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the provisions of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as well as earlier laws, and should have 
been familiar to any expert in the management field writing in the late 1980s.

The learning disabilities metaphor breaks down further in Senge’s enunciation of 
“the seven learning disabilities,” which are so distant from the nature of human learning 
disabilities as to be insulting to individuals with true learning disabilities. Ultimately, 
Senge’s metaphor collapses, as even a rather casual exercise in relating Senge’s seven 
learning disabilities to the nature of common human learning disabilities reveals.

1.  “I am my position.” Senge correctly identifies as an organizational learning challenge 
the tendency for dedicated employees to over-associate with their jobs and therefore 
become incapable of seeing the organizational forest as a result of the influence of the 
position-centric trees. The parallel characteristic of many human learning disabilities, 
however, is exactly the opposite: a critically underdeveloped sense of self and a tendency 
to blur the boundaries between the individual and the environment.

2.  “The enemy is out there.” This is the tendency to externalize blame for failures and is 
defined by Senge as an extension from the “I am my position” problem. Although this 
characteristic does exist in some human learning disabilities, Senge has missed the 
mark in terms of its implications for learning organizations. In the human situation, the 
tendency to blame some external source for a problem is frequently—and in the case 
of many learning disabilities, typically—a function of frustration with not being able 
to control the problem. In many cases the individual exploiting the “the enemy is out 
there” tactic does not really believe that the cause is external in origin.

3.  “The illusion of taking charge.” Senge essentially rejects the principle of proactively 
addressing problems by posing the question, “Is taking aggressive action against an 
external enemy really synonymous with being proactive?” This begs the question, since 
there are probably very few advocates of proactivity who have ever defined proactive 
behavior in terms of either an “enemy” or “aggressive” action. A very common coping 
strategy for individuals with human learning disabilities is the development of explicit 
tactics for proactively taking charge of their own behaviors.

4.  “The fixation of events.” Senge asserts that “we are conditioned to see life as a series 
of events, and for every event, we think there is one obvious cause.”109 The author’s 
premise is sound: focusing on a series of short-term events limits thinking and tends to 
impede rather than advance the search for solutions. The more common human learn-
ing disability, however, and one that is undoubtedly experienced in the organizational 
setting as well, is an inability to associate events with causes. For many individuals with 
learning disabilities, all experience is a series of seemingly random, unrelated events for 
which no cause can be discerned.

5.  “The parable of the boiled frog.” This is one of The Fifth Discipline’s most trite and most 
strained metaphors. The fable of the boiled frog suggests that a frog placed in boiling 
water will immediately attempt to jump out to save itself, but that a frog placed in water 
that is then heated to boiling will adjust its body temperature accordingly and, thus, 
not realize that it is being boiled to death. The fact that the parable is factually incorrect 
doesn’t distract from its attractiveness.110 It is undoubtedly the case that people are more 
prone to respond to suddenly emerging crisis situations than to problem situations that 
evolve over time. One of the most common problems facing individuals with learning 
disabilities, however, is the inability to recognize situations that present an immediate 
threat and a resulting inability to cope with emergencies.

6.  “The delusion of learning from experience.” This is actually a sound principle that is 
undermined by the choice of the word “delusion.” Senge acknowledges that “the most 
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powerful learning comes from direct experience” and also correctly discusses the prob-
lem of consequences that are so distantly linked to the actions that precede them that the 
individuals responsible for those actions have no opportunity to experience the conse-
quences. To Senge, “when our actions have consequences beyond our learning horizon, 
it becomes possible to learn from direct experience.”111 As previously discussed, many 
individuals with learning disabilities have difficulty associating cause and effect: just 
as they do not understand that events have causes, they do not understand that their 
own actions have consequences. An extremely important part of experiential learning 
for such individuals is developing an understanding that actions can have delayed or 
deferred consequences. Anticipating possible and probable long-term consequences is 
not only a possible component of learning from experience; it is a fundamentally essen-
tial outcome of the process.

7.  “The myth of the management team.” Team-based management has for some time been 
fact, fad, and fable in organizations of all kinds. Senge expresses grave concern about 
whether “typical management teams can surmount” organizational learning disabili-
ties.112 While there can be no doubt that the problems of team-based management the 
author describes are real and problematic, the metaphor of learning disabilities breaks 
down in the face of the widespread success of team-based case management for individu-
als with disabilities. A team approach is generally recognized as being essential to meeting 
the needs of individuals with learning disabilities.

The divergence of Senge’s organizational “learning disabilities” from the realities of 
human learning disabilities is not necessarily a fatal flaw in The Fifth Discipline. The 
metaphor would have been richer and more meaningful, however, if the author had 
analyzed and adopted knowledge about human learning disabilities and had couched 
his argument in terms of a deeper, more systematic understanding of the nature of indi-
vidual learning disabilities, rather than merely adapting and essentially misappropriat-
ing the term “learning disability.”

Unfortunately, Senge doesn’t really provide any meaningful guidance on how the 
11 “laws” can or should be used or how to overcome the “learning disabilities.” To his 
credit, the author makes no attempt to present simple solutions, but at the same time the 
book leaves a definite sense of unresolved complexity. Pedler has noted that The Fifth 
Discipline is “strong on ideas, less so on practical applications.”113

The appeaL Of The FiFTh Discipline

Jackson described the book as “neither novel or original” and emphasized that at 
the time of its publication it was one among several competing visions of the learning 
organization.114 Jackson set about to explore the question of why The Fifth Discipline 
assumed the prominence that it did. Working from Cragan and Shields’s delineation 
of the “master analogues” that define “rhetorical visions,” Jackson’s detailed analysis of 
the rhetorical vision of The Fifth Discipline suggests that the power of the work lies in its 
“underlying social master analogue.”115 “A rhetorical vision with a social master analogue 
reflects primary human relations, as it keys on friendship, trust, caring, comradeship, 
compatibility, family ties, brotherhood, sisterhood, and humaneness.”116 Senge’s vision 
of the learning organization, then, is based not on what is pragmatically necessary or 
what is morally right, but on what is intrinsically good. The value and appeal of Senge’s 
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work reside not so much in the persuasiveness of the content of The Fifth Discipline as in 
the “dramatic qualities of his socially rooted vision, that is, its ability to inspire followers 
to see themselves actively engaged in building a learning organization.”117
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4
Intellectual Capital and  
the Knowledge Economy

knowledge economy n. Econ. and Business an economy in which growth 
is thought to be dependent on the effective acquisition, dissemination, and 
use of information, rather than the traditional means of production; cf. 
knowledge management n.

1967 T. J. WATSON in Sat. Rev. 14 Jan. 95/1 From an industrial econ-
omy, . . . we shall . . . more and more become . . . a *knowledge economy, 
with 50 per cent or more of our work force involved in the production of  
information.

In ThIs ChapTEr

Key ConCepts

The Nature of Intellectual Capital
Property and Divine Right
Labor and Value
The Economics of Knowledge
Knowledge Industries
Discontinuity
The Knowledge Economy
Knowledge Market Roles
The Knowledge Price System

Key papers

John Locke, “Of Property”
Fritz Machlup, The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the United States
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Fritz Machlup, Information through the Printed Word: The Dissemination of Scholarly, 
Scientific, and Intellectual Knowledge

Fritz Machlup, Knowledge: Its Creation, Distribution, and Economic Significance
Peter F. Drucker, “The Knowledge Economy”
Thomas H. Davenport and Laurence Prusak, Working Knowledge: How Organizations 

Manage What They Know

ThE naTurE of InTEllECTual CapITal

The concept of intellectual capital is fundamental to most views of knowledge man-
agement. Although some authors distinguish between information capital and knowl-
edge capital, both notions are clearly variations on the broader concept of intellectual 
capital. Intellectual capital is the dominant form of human capital and is closely related 
to social capital. The primary theme of all these terms is that the contributions of human 
beings have value that may both differ from and exceed the value of things. Intellectual 
capital and its cousins have historically been elusive elements in business and econom-
ics because they are intangible and inherently difficult to measure.

Concern for intellectual capital is not a new phenomenon, nor is it limited to the 
domain of knowledge management. Bontis cited Taylor’s scientific management as an 
early attempt “to formalize workers’ experiences and tacit skills into objective rules and 
formulae.”1 Sullivan traced the origin of the concept to 1980.2 The term was in use, how-
ever, at least as early as 1836 in a context very similar to that of its current usage and has 
been used continuously ever since.3 In 1925 Judd wrote: “The essence of social existence 
is not to be found in the instincts of isolated individuals but in those accumulations 
of intellectual capital which make it impossible for the individual to live except as he 
becomes a part of the cooperating group which has brought this intellectual capital into 
being and is now devoting a vast amount of its energy to solidifying its holdings.”4 This 
is a remarkably modern view and is also extremely congruent with current views of the 
fusion of intellectual capital and social capital. Galbraith used the expression “intellec-
tual capital” in a 1969 letter to economist Michal Kalecki; the phrase appeared promi-
nently in the title of a 1975 book about Kalecki.5

There is not—and perhaps cannot be—a universal definition of intellectual capital 
nor a definitive approach to distinguishing among intellectual capital and related terms 
such as “human capital,” “social capital,” and “cultural capital.” Short directly relates 
knowledge capital to the nature of knowledge, stating that “knowledge capital includes 
all the firm’s tacit and explicit knowledge.”6 Edvinsson and Malone developed an assess-
ment model for intellectual capital based on the formula

Market Value = Financial Capital + Intellectual Capital7

Intellectual capital in this model consists of two components. Human capital is the 
capital that lies in people themselves, in their knowledge, abilities, and achievements. 
Structural capital is “all of those intangibles left behind, when people go home, and in 
that I include internal processes and structures, databases, customer relationships, and 
things like that.”8

As early as 1889 an article in the Nassau Literary Magazine drew a distinction between 
intellectual capital and the capital of culture.9 Seemann, De Long, Stucky, and Guthrie 
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added to Edvinsson and Malone’s equation their own definition of social capital, which 
is “reflected in the ability of groups to collaborate and work together and is a function 
of trust.”10 Short expanded on this definition: “Social capital is multidimensional and 
includes some familiar attributes such as culture, trust, anticipated reciprocity, con-
text, and informal networks.”11 McElroy categorized Edvinsson and Malone’s failure to 
include social capital in their model as a flaw and described two forms of social capital: 
“The first is the so-called ‘egocentric’ perspective, in which social capital is seen as the 
value of an individual’s relationships with other individuals in helping to get things 
done in a firm. The other is the ‘sociocentric’ model in which social capital is still held 
by individuals, but has more to do with the added value of their position in the structure 
of a firm than with their interpersonal relationships, per se.”12 McElroy extended from 
this distinction to a definition of social innovation capital, which “refers to the collec-
tive manner in which whole social systems (i.e. firms) organize themselves around—and 
carry out—the production and integration of new knowledge.”13

John Locke, “Of Property,” in The Second Treatise of Government: An Essay Concerning the True 
Original, Extent, and End of Civil Government, student edition, edited with an introduc-
tion and notes by Peter Laslett (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968), 285–302. 
First published 1690.

John Locke (1632–1704), an English philosopher closely associated with the Enlight-
enment and the rise of empiricism, has been credited with providing inspiration for the 
U.S. Constitution. Locke’s view of epistemology is encapsulated in his Essay Concerning 
Human Understanding, in which he posits the notion of the human mind at birth as a 
tabula rasa, a blank slate to which knowledge is added through the use of the senses. It is 
his views on property, however, that are of most direct interest to the field of knowledge 
management.

Chapter 5 of Locke’s Second Treatise of Government is titled “Of Property” and consti-
tutes a definitive analysis of the origin and nature of property as a human resource and, 
most importantly, as an individual, personal resource. Exactly when “Of Property” was 
written is unknown; Laslett speculates that it was produced between 1679 and 1681.14 
According to Damstedt, the importance of Locke’s work cannot be overstated: “Focus-
ing a discussion of intellectual property on a 300-year-old text may seem unusual, but 
John Locke’s Two Treatises of Government has an uncommon place in American intel-
lectual property theory.”15

propErTy and dIvInE rIghT

In keeping with the character of the age during which he lived, Locke grounds his 
approach to understanding and justifying personal property rights in the premise that 
the ultimate origin of all things is divine. His argument raises the possibility of—but 
quickly rejects—the notion of a sort of divine communism in which all things are col-
lectively owned by all people, primarily on the grounds that such a scheme is function-
ally impractical. Locke contends that although all things are in some sense owned by all 
people, there must be some things that are inherently owned by individuals. “Though 
the Earth, and all inferior Creatures be common to all Men, yet every Man has a  
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Property in his own Person. This no Body has any Right to but himself. The Labour of his 
Body, and the Work of his hands, we may say, are properly his.”16 The premise that every 
person belongs exclusively to himself or herself was in its own right relatively radical in 
an era during which slavery was widespread around the globe, but the most important 
component of Locke’s argument, and the central theme of the remainder of the essay, 
is that the things that any individual produces through interacting with the environ-
ment inherently belong to that individual. In other words, both the individual’s labor 
and the products of that labor belong to the individual, and it is the investment of labor 
that defines the distinction between nature, which is owned by everyone, and property, 
which is owned by individuals.

Locke’s views on ownership are couched in a primarily agrarian context and focus 
almost exclusively on property as the transformation of nature through labor. Locke 
subscribed to Hobbes’s view that there is an inherent social contract that binds indi-
viduals and groups and dictates the limits and boundaries of behavior. There is a dis-
tinct moral element in his views on property that assigns property rights “to the use of 
the Industrious and Rational, . . . not to the Fancy or Covetousness of the Quarrelsome 
and Contentious.”17 There are moral limits that apply to the extent to which any person 
can claim ownership, the most fundamental of which are that no one can claim owner-
ship of everything and that ownership should not interfere with the welfare of others. 
“As much as any one can make use of to any advantage of life before it spoils; so much 
he may by his labor fix a Property in. Whatever is beyond this, is more than his share, 
and belongs to others.”18 In this statement, Locke both outlines the boundaries of the 
social contract and sets the stage for the concept that some forms of property constitute 
a public good that is properly reflected in shared ownership.

labor and valuE

The most important statement in Locke’s “On Property” is probably this: “For ’tis 
Labour that puts the difference of value on every thing.”19 Locke estimates that the 
labor invested in any product constitutes 99 percent of the value of the product in that 
“Nature and the Earth furnished only the almost worthless Materials.”20 If, as he con-
tends, labor inherently belongs to the person who exerts it, then clearly the product 
belongs to that person as well. “Locke is perhaps the quintessential theorist of property 
as right. Property right according to Locke, as are all rights, are derived from natural  
law.”21

Although Locke did not directly address the subject of intellectual capital, the empha-
sis in his argument on the role of labor rather than raw materials in determining value 
is a key underpinning of the concept of capital in general and intellectual capital in par-
ticular. Although labor in Locke’s argument may be most closely associated with physi-
cal effort, it is clear that physical effort is of no value unless it is guided by knowledge 
and analysis. In a very true sense, the physical component of labor is no more than a 
byproduct of the intellectual activity that precedes and guides the physical component. 
It is possible, then, to extend from Locke’s contention that labor provides the essen-
tial defining quality of property to the premise that the only real form of property is  
intellectual property and that intellectual capital is the backbone of all capital. In  
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Easterbrook’s words, intellectual property is “no less the fruit of one’s labor than is 
physical property.”22

Most importantly, Locke’s definition of property as a personal process with limits 
determined by the social contract allows for both the identification of ideas and their 
expression, which are clearly the outcomes of labor, to be considered property and for 
the allowance of public ownership for some ideas and expressions. It is this combination 
of personal and shared ownership that forms the foundation for modern thinking about 
intellectual property and intellectual capital.

The most obvious manifestations of intellectual property that derive from Locke’s 
ideas are patents, copyright, and related statements of ownership such as trademarks 
and trade secrets. “Scholars find in Locke’s theory of property, and the limits he sets on 
what a laborer can come to exclusively own and control, a solid argument with which to 
solve contemporary problems in copyright.”23 The alignment of Locke’s thinking with 
current scholarship on intellectual property and intellectual capital is not perfect, but 
“despite the breakdown in some analogies between the kinds of labor used in producing 
physical vs. intellectual objects, Locke’s theory nonetheless is applicable to the current 
debate.”24

Fritz Machlup, The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the United States (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1962).

Fritz Machlup, Information through the Printed Word: The Dissemination of Scholarly, Scientific, 
and Intellectual Knowledge (New York: Praeger, 1978–80).

Fritz Machlup, Knowledge: Its Creation, Distribution, and Economic Significance (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1980–83).

Fritz Machlup (1902–83) was, like Peter F. Drucker, born in Austria. He studied eco-
nomics at the University of Vienna, where he earned a doctorate in 1923. Although he 
initially went into industry, he retained his academic interest in economics. After immi-
grating to the United States in 1993, he served until 1947 on the faculty of the University 
of Buffalo. In 1947 he moved to the Department of Political Economy at Johns Hopkins 
University, after which he pursued a number of visiting professorships and research 
fellowships until 1960, when he was named Walker Professor of International Finance 
and director of the International Finance Division at Princeton University, a position 
he held until 1971. He continued to be in demand as a visiting professor throughout his 
academic career and served in several government consultancies, with appointments to 
the U.S. Department of Labor and the Treasury.

ThE EConomICs of KnowlEdgE

Although Machlup was a contributor to many aspects of economics, his most signifi-
cant and most recognized contribution is in the area of the economics of knowledge. 
Drucker explicitly refers to Machlup’s term “knowledge industries” in his chapter on 
“The Knowledge Economy.”25 No one before or since Machlup has undertaken such a 
massive categorization of the knowledge industries, which was very much Machlup’s 
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life’s work. Machlup merits more than two thousand citation entries in the Social  
Sciences Citation Index, of which nearly six hundred are to his three major monographs 
on the economics of knowledge.

Machlup’s 1963 The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the United States 
provided in 416 pages and 85 tables a comprehensive economic analysis of knowledge 
industries, knowledge products, and knowledge tools in the first six decades of the twen-
tieth century, with a liberal dusting of speculation about the future. By 1978 the same 
basic task required the three volumes of Information through the Printed Word: The 
Dissemination of Scholarly, Scientific, and Intellectual Knowledge, which was published 
over a five-year period. Knowledge: Its Creation, Distribution, and Economic Signifi-
cance, begun in 1980 and planned as a 10-volume collection, was still a work in progress 
at the time of Machlup’s death in 1983, at which time the first three volumes had been 
completed and published.

ElEvEn poInTs of CurIosITy

The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the United States grew out of a lec-
ture series Machlup delivered at Cornell University and Fordham University in 1959 
and 1960. This monumental effort was inspired by 11 points of curiosity:

 1.  It is a fact that increasing shares of the nation’s budget have been allocated to the pro-
duction of knowledge.

 2.  It can also be shown that a large portion of the nation’s expenditures on knowledge has 
been financed by government, so that much of the production of knowledge depends 
on governmental appropriations.

 3.  One may strongly support the judgment that the production of knowledge yields social 
benefits in excess of the private benefits accruing to the recipients of knowledge.

 4.  It is probable that the production of certain kinds of knowledge is limited by inelastici-
ties in the supply of qualified labor, which raises questions of policy, especially con-
cerning this allocation of public funds.

 5.  The facts that the production of knowledge of several types is paid for by others than 
the users of the knowledge, and that these types of knowledge have no market prices, 
raise questions of their valuation for national-income accounting as well as for welfare- 
economic considerations.

 6.  The production of one type of knowledge—namely, technology—results in continuing 
changes in the conditions of production of many goods and services.

 7.  One may advance the hypothesis that new technological knowledge tends to result in 
shifts of demand from physical labor to “brain workers.”

 8.  There is evidence of a change in the composition of the labor force employed in the 
United States, in particular of an increase in the share of “knowledge-producing” labor 
in total employment.

 9.  There is ground for suspicion that some branches of the production of knowledge are 
quite inefficient, although it is difficult to ascertain input-output ratios and to make 
valid comparisons, especially since the very wastefulness is held to be productive of 
psychic incomes and social benefits.

10.  It has been suggested that some of the growth in the production of knowledge may 
be an instance of “Parkinson’s Law,” which implies that administrators tend to create 
more work for more administrators.
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11.  There is probably more validity in the hypothesis that the increase in the ratio of 
knowledge-producing labor to physical labor is strongly associated with the increase 
in productivity and thus with the rate of economic growth.26

In these 11 points, formulated in the first years of the 1960s, Machlup adroitly sum-
marizes all the core issues and questions of the knowledge economy. As Machlup simply 
points out, “An economic analysis of the production of knowledge is not only justified 
but overdue.”27 The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the United States is a 
landmark attempt to carry out such an analysis.

ThE InTrInsIC naTurE of KnowlEdgE

One of the key concepts of Machlup’s exposition is “the ‘promotion’ of knowledge 
from the rank of an exogenous independent variable to that of an endogenous variable 
dependent on input.”28 In other words, the economic nature and value of knowledge are 
not derived from outside what is known but instead have their origin within the specific 
knowledge itself and, by extension, within the total corpus of actual or potential knowl-
edge. Furthermore, there is a clear difference between the traditional view of knowl-
edge as primarily of future value and what Machlup describes as knowledge that has an 
immediate payoff, such as those “types of knowledge that give immediate pleasure to the 
recipients.”29 He also calls attention to the supposed distinction between “productive” 
and “unproductive” knowledge, essentially rejecting that distinction and suggesting that 
the two are so closely tied as to be inseparable.

A fundamental opposition of perspectives on the economics of knowledge that 
Machlup appears to have originated is the distinction between knowledge as a prod-
uct and knowledge as a cost. The view of knowledge as a product places the focus of 
production on the knowledge itself, either for consumption or for investment. The 
view of knowledge as a cost assigns value to knowledge primarily as overhead, as 
one of the costs of producing some other product. This distinction is a guiding force 
throughout the book and a fundamental element in understanding the economics of  
knowledge.

KnowlEdgE IndusTrIEs
The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the United States takes what Mach-

lup defines as a knowledge industries rather than a knowledge occupations approach to 
the categorization of the knowledge economy, dividing the knowledge industries into 
five major groupings: (1) education, (2) research and development, (3) communica-
tions media, (4) information machines, and (5) information services. The emphasis on 
industries rather than occupations recognizes that there are knowledge workers in non-
knowledge industries and that knowledge industries necessarily have employees who 
are not knowledge workers. The five chapters that address these concept areas provide 
detailed economic analyses of the contributions of each area to the knowledge economy, 
a term Machlup does not actually use but that is implied throughout the book. The final 
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two chapters of the book bring the entire picture together. Ultimately, Machlup finds 
that the knowledge economy of 1958 has this composition:

Education 44.1 percent of total knowledge expenditures
Media of communication 28.1 percent
Information services 13.2 percent
Research and development 8.1 percent
Information machines 6.5 percent30

Taken together, Machlup estimates that knowledge production in 1958 accounted for 
29 percent of the gross national product of the United States. By 1980, that percentage 
had grown to 34 percent.31

Curiously, although Machlup’s ideas were clearly recognized by Drucker and other 
pioneers of knowledge management, they are rarely explicitly referenced in the current 
knowledge management literature. To the extent that Machlup is linked to knowledge 
management in the literature, it is exclusively through the academic literature, not the 
literature that could reasonably be expected to be linked to practice.

Peter F. Drucker, “The Knowledge Economy,” in The Age of Discontinuity: Guidelines to Our 
Changing Society (New York: Harper and Row, 1969), 263–86.

Peter F. Drucker (1907–2005) was unquestionably one of the most influential lead-
ers, authors, and thinkers in the realm of management. Born in Vienna and educated at 
the University of Frankfurt, he immigrated to the United States in 1937 and pursued a 
career as a freelance writer. He later joined the faculty of the Graduate Business School 
at New York University, where he spent more than 20 years before moving to Clare-
mont Graduate University; the university’s graduate school of management was named 
for him in 1987.

Although Drucker’s contributions can hardly be overestimated, his legendary status 
has frequently caused other authors to attribute to Drucker achievements that he him-
self would not have claimed. For instance, Drucker is frequently credited with coining 
the terms “knowledge economy” and “knowledge worker” in his 1969 book The Age of 
Discontinuity. In fact, a 1968 book review attributed “knowledge economy” to Thomas 
S. Watson Jr.32 Drucker may indeed have coined “knowledge worker,” but he had used 
the term at least as early as 1962, seven years before the publication of The Age of Discon-
tinuity.33 Addleson suggests that Drucker “coined the phrase ‘knowledge revolution’ ” in 
1995, but that expression had been used at least as early as 1964.34 At the other chrono-
logical extreme, Davenport and Prusak indicate that sometime after 1994, “Drucker . . . 
identified knowledge as the new basis of competition in postcapitalist society,” although 
Drucker clearly postulated just that in 1969.35

The Age of Discontinuity has been published in several editions, including a Japa-
nese translation, and has earned more than two hundred entries in the Social Sciences  
Citation Index. Interestingly, the book doesn’t seem to have garnered a great deal of 
attention at the time it was published, and it generated almost no book reviews.
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four arEas of dIsConTInuITy

The basic theme of The Age of Discontinuity is social forecasting related to four areas 
of “discontinuity” that Drucker anticipates will have a significant impact on global  
society:

1. New technology
2. Economic transformation
3. The increasing focus of society on organizations
4. The emergence of a knowledge society

In attempting this sort of prognostication, Drucker anticipated the social forecasting 
books that became popular in the 1970s, such as Toffler’s Future Shock, Bell’s The Com-
ing of Post-industrial Society, and Naisbitt’s Megatrends.36 Drucker eschews such explicit 
forecasting: “This book does not project trends; it examines discontinuities. It does not 
forecast tomorrow; it looks at today.”37 It is impossible, however, to read The Age of Dis-
continuity, particularly through the lens of the passage of 35 years, without interpreting 
its nature as being largely predictive; Drucker’s choice of the subtitle Guidelines to Our 
Changing Society adds substantially to the impression that Drucker was protesting a bit 
too much in his insistence that the book was not intended to forecast the future.

ThE KnowlEdgE EConomy

Chapter 12 of The Age of Discontinuity, “The Knowledge Economy,” provides the 
book’s most direct approach to the core concepts of intellectual capital and is prob-
ably the most influential and enduring section of the book. The theme of the chap-
ter is revealed in its single-sentence second paragraph: “From an economy of goods, 
which America was as recently as World War II, we have changed into a knowledge 
economy.”38 This relatively straightforward assessment, which many—perhaps most—
observers now would accept with little or no question, was surely revolutionary in 1969. 
Drucker’s use of statistical data regarding arenas of employment presents an excellent 
case for his core contention that knowledge itself constitutes the “central ‘factor of pro-
duction’ in an advanced, developed economy.”39 Drucker also notes that economists 
have traditionally categorized those areas of the economy he attributes to knowledge 
as “services” and have treated them as “ ‘secondary’ industries.”40 In the course of the 
discussion Drucker refers to the “ ‘brain drain,’ which pulls educated people from coun-
tries of relative knowledge backwardness toward countries of advanced knowledge sta-
tus,” and the “ ‘technology gap’ that is supposed to open up between the United States 
and Western Europe,” both of which were emergent concerns at the time of Drucker’s  
writing.41

One of Drucker’s most startling statements is his assertion that “ ‘knowledge’ rather 
than ‘science’ has become the foundation of the modern economy.”42 Although he does 
not by any means denigrate science or scientists, he draws explicit attention to the  
growing role for consultants who are scholars from all disciplines, including business, 
the arts, the humanities, and the social sciences.
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It should be noted that Drucker draws no attention to any potential distinction 
between the definition of knowledge and the definition of information, using the two 
terms virtually synonymously, as in this paragraph:

This demand, in turn, reflects the basic fact that knowledge has become productive. The 
systematic and purposeful acquisition of information and its systematic application, rather 
than “science” or “technology,” are emerging as the new foundation for work, productivity, 
and effort throughout the world.43

Drucker does not ascribe this transformation exclusively to the United States, which 
he suggests “only started moving a few years earlier than the others.”44 The clear antici-
pation is that the dominance of the knowledge economy will sweep the world, carrying 
with it a seemingly insatiable demand for knowledge workers.

From these comments, Drucker formulates four “fundamentals of the knowledge 
economy”:

1.  “Knowledge work does not lead to a ‘disappearance of work.’ ”45 Drucker was remark-
ably ahead of his time in anticipating that the knowledge workers of the twentieth cen-
tury would actually spend more time in work-related activities than did the workers of 
previous eras, whose tasks were primarily physical. Most notably, knowledge workers 
can and do work outside the formal workplace, while other workers do not and cannot 
do so. “Knowledge work, like all productive work, creates its own demand. And the 
demand is apparently unlimited.”46

2.  “Knowledge does not eliminate skill.”47 Whereas earlier analysts tended to contrast 
knowledge-based work and skill-based work, Drucker’s view is that skill is directly 
dependent on knowledge and is a fixed prerequisite to the acquisition of skill. Ulti-
mately, knowledge is of little use without skill, and skill is of no use if it is not grounded 
in knowledge. The changing relationship between knowledge and skill, however, has 
profound results, including the demise of apprenticeship as a form of skill acquisi-
tion, the rise of technical education, and the need for continuous knowledge and skill  
acquisition.

3.  “While knowledge eliminates neither work nor skill, its introduction does constitute a 
real revolution both in the productivity of work and in the life of the worker.”48 Drucker 
also foretells the shift from a society in which an individual is likely to work throughout 
his or her life in an occupation that is “predetermined” rather than chosen to one in 
which individuals are capable of making proactive career choices and have the ability 
to change careers at will.49 Not only will opportunities to choose specific areas of the 
knowledge economy as career avenues expand, but the range of possible careers within 
each area will be vastly varied and changing. In fact, the real problem may become an 
overabundance of choice that makes effective career selection difficult. Drucker also 
anticipates, if only in passing, the potential for the differences in choice that constitute 
major societal divides.

4.  “Knowledge opportunities exist primarily in large organizations.”50 The eighth through 
eleventh chapters of The Age of Discontinuity are collectively named “A Society of 
Organizations.” In this section Drucker expands on the increasing prominence and 
dominance of larger organizations, to which he returns in chapter 12,“The Knowledge 
Economy.” Echoing Price’s Little Science, Big Science, Drucker notes the transition 
from a past in which knowledge workers were primarily independent professionals to 
a present in which they are increasingly associated with expansive organizations and 
have subsequently lost substantial professional autonomy.51 This pervasive change is 
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as present in the university and the hospital as it is the corporation. To Drucker, “The 
knowledge worker of today is . . . the successor to the employee of yesterday, the manual 
worker, skilled or unskilled.”52

As Drucker recognizes, each of these four fundamental principles presents sub-
stantial potential for conflict. A society accustomed to collectively thinking of itself as 
being primarily engaged in the production of goods, with service industries playing a 
distinctly secondary role, must necessarily be challenged by the transition not only to 
service industries as the primary economic base but to a specific, hitherto unnamed 
component of those service industries as the primary base.

The final section of “The Knowledge Economy” addresses the question, “How did 
this shift to the knowledge society and knowledge economy come about?”53 Drucker 
answers this question primarily in terms of the increased human life span rather than 
the increasing complexity of work. In fact, that perceived complexity is primarily an 
artifact of life span that reflects the accompanying increased working life of the typical 
worker. This produces a society in which it is possible to impose increased educational 
requirements. At the same time, society accepts and even expects that a given indi-
vidual will sequentially pursue multiple seemingly unrelated career paths. Ultimately, 
the increase in individual and collective knowledge produces a situation in which the 
production of an increasing number and expanding variety of knowledge-related jobs 
is inevitable and essential.

Thomas H. Davenport and Laurence Prusak, Working Knowledge: How Organizations Manage 
What They Know (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1998).

Thomas H. Davenport is President’s Distinguished Professor of Information and 
Technology in the Technology, Operations, and Information Management Division 
of Babson College, and co-director of Babson’s Process Management Research Center. 
Laurence Prusak is an independent researcher and consultant. Davenport and Prusak 
are co-directors of Babson College’s Working Knowledge Research Center.

Working Knowledge: How Organizations Manage What They Know provides an 
introduction to knowledge management that comprises an overview of the nature of 
knowledge, the role of knowledge in organizations, the processes and technologies 
of knowledge management, and practical advice on implementing knowledge man-
agement programs. The book is not explicitly either a textbook or a guide to action, 
although it has been used as both. Generally well received at the time of its publication, 
Working Knowledge has received more than 450 citation entries in the Social Sciences 
Citation Index.

In “The Promise and Challenge of Knowledge Markets,” chapter 2 of Working  
Knowledge, Davenport and Prusak address the knowledge economy at the micro-
economic level, primarily addressing the nature and implications of knowledge mar-
kets from the point of view of the individual corporation. The authors proceed from 
the assumption that knowledge is a dynamic market force in all organizations but is  
poorly understood. The chapter’s goals are to provide a description of knowledge 
markets in organizations and “develop a preliminary taxonomy” of the knowledge  
marketplace.
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KnowlEdgE marKET rolEs

As a preliminary step toward achieving those goals, the authors identify the “players 
in the knowledge market.”54 As in any market environment, these are buyers, sellers, and 
brokers. There are, however, real differences in the ways in which the roles of buyers, 
sellers, and brokers function in a knowledge market. Most importantly, any individual 
may not only take on the roles of buyer, seller, and broker many times in a day but may 
conceivably assume all three roles in a single transaction.

Buyers “are usually people trying to resolve an issue whose complexity and uncer-
tainty precludes an easy answer.”55 Although buying knowledge may in some cases have 
a deliberate investment purpose, it is more frequently the case that the buyer has a direct 
consumption purpose in mind. Acquired knowledge is typically of immediate rather 
than deferred value. Sellers “are people in an organization with an internal market 
reputation for having substantial knowledge about a process or subject.”56 Knowledge 
transactions are typically “bundled” rather than piece by piece: the reward to the seller 
is, as a result, typically aggregate rather than transaction based. Davenport and Prusak 
note the phenomenon of knowledge hoarding and its generally negative impact on the 
knowledge market and emphasize encouragement of knowledge sharing as a knowledge 
management challenge.

Davenport and Prusak place particular attention on the role of knowledge brokers, 
who they equate with the gatekeeper phenomenon. The characteristics of knowledge 
brokers are explored, and the specific role of librarians as brokers is explored at some 
length. The central challenge to effective knowledge brokering is the tendency of orga-
nizations to undervalue the role of the broker and consequentially to undercompensate 
individuals who work in roles that are primarily focused on brokering, such as librar-
ians. The authors indicate that organizations tend to incorrectly identify brokering as an 
expense rather than as an investment or a service that is directly valuable to the organi-
zation. They also emphasize that the true knowledge entrepreneur is primarily a broker 
rather than a buyer or seller.

ThE KnowlEdgE prICE sysTEm

Davenport and Prusak conclude that the price system of the knowledge market is 
fundamentally different from other price systems, particularly in the context of the 
internal exchange of knowledge within an organization. Although external exchanges 
may involve cash, the internal organizational “medium of exchange is seldom money, 
but there are agreed-upon currencies.”57 The authors identify three primary “curren-
cies” common within organizations—reciprocity, repute, and altruism—all of which are 
grounded in the overarching influence of trust.

Reciprocity is the reasonable expectation that knowledge shared (knowledge sold) 
will at some future time be rewarded in the form of knowledge received (knowledge 
bought). There is also, however, a synergistic form of reciprocity in which knowledge is 
shared for the mutual benefit of the organization rather than in the interest of a direct 
exchange at the individual level.

Repute has to do with respect and image. “A knowledge seller usually wants others to 
know him as a knowledgeable person with valuable expertise that he is willing to share 
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with others.”58 Repute is closely tied to reciprocity and may actually be a prerequisite for 
establishing an environment amenable to reciprocity. In many environments individual 
and collective success are directly dependent on repute.

Davenport and Prusak define altruism as the core characteristic of “individuals who 
simply like helping.”59 Mentoring is mentioned as a specific, valuable form of altruism. 
Altruism as a form of currency, however, may be devalued in an organization that suc-
cessfully hires people who are motivated by the desire to help others but fails to incul-
cate an environment that makes it possible for such people to succeed.

The currencies of reciprocity, repute, and altruism have value only within an envi-
ronment that encourages trust. “Trust can trump the other factors that positively affect 
the efficiency of knowledge markets.”60 According to Davenport and Prusak, trust in 
an organization must be visible and ubiquitous and “trustworthiness must start at the 
top.”61 Trust is especially important in knowledge markets, in which agreements typi-
cally are not enforced by formal contracts. The essential role of trust in a knowledge 
market explains why attempts to impose structures to forcibly guarantee knowledge 
sharing rarely work.

Davenport and Prusak’s definition of the key “players” and the fundamental “cur-
rencies” of the knowledge market is important as a conceptual base for understanding 
knowledge market thinking in an organizational context. That base provides the founda-
tion on which the remainder of the chapter is built. From that foundation the chapter 
builds to a discussion of “knowledge market signals,” which include the individual and 
collective characteristics that define the knowledge organization and access structures of 
an organization; key knowledge market inefficiencies such as incompleteness of infor-
mation, intraorganizational knowledge asymmetry, and overreliance on purely local 
knowledge; and knowledge market “pathologies,” which include knowledge monopolies, 
artificially induced scarcity of knowledge, and trade barriers such as knowledge hoard-
ing and faulty knowledge infrastructure. The chapter concludes with sections on “Devel-
oping Effective Knowledge Markets,” “The Peripheral Benefits of Knowledge Markets,” 
and “Thinking in Market Terms.” The “preliminary taxonomy” of the knowledge mar-
ketplace promised early in the chapter never actually emerges, but the conceptualization 
and contextualization of knowledge market players and knowledge market currencies 
are in and of themselves important contributions to the knowledge management litera-
ture, as is the book as a whole.
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5
Knowledge Sharing

share, v, intr. To have a share (in something); to participate in, to take part 
in.

1598 SHAKES. Merry W. II. ii. 14 Didst not thou share? hadst thou not 
fifteene pence?

In ThIS ChapTer

Key ConCepts

Knowledge Sharing and Shared Knowledge
Knowledge Sharing vs. Knowledge Hoarding
Knowledge Diffusion
Best Practices

Key papers

Diana Crane, Invisible Colleges: Diffusion of Knowledge in Scientific Communities
Dorothy Leonard-Barton, Wellsprings of Knowledge: Building and Sustaining the Sources 

of Innovation
Gabriel Szulanski, “Exploring Internal Stickiness: Impediments to the Transfer of Best 

Practice within the Firm”

Knowledge SharIng and Shared Knowledge

It is extremely difficult to assign a historical starting point to the notion of knowledge 
sharing. The expression “knowledge-sharing” has been in use at least since the mid-
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dle of the twentieth century. A 1955 New	York	Times article referred to efforts among 
nuclear powers to move from an era of exclusive secrecy to one of inclusive knowledge 
sharing.1 Reddaway used the expression “knowledge sharing” very much in its current 
sense in 1968.2 The basic concept of sharing knowledge to further organizational goals,  
however, underlies the development of the earliest libraries as well as the entire history 
of the development and transformation of business information systems.

Knowledge SharIng vS. Knowledge hoardIng

Textbooks and popular management books on knowledge management consistently 
reference the necessity of sharing knowledge—particularly in contrast to hoarding 
knowledge. Unfortunately, sharing knowledge is frequently not a traditional—and in 
many cases not even an official—operating strategy in many organizations. The truism 
that “Knowledge is power” dictates that the power of knowledge may be greatest when 
knowledge is withheld. The goal of institutionalizing the process of knowledge sharing 
is not an easy one to meet.

Davenport and Prusak presented a primarily economic model of knowledge shar-
ing in which separate but overlapping and transitory roles are assigned to knowledge 
buyers, knowledge sellers, and knowledge brokers.3 Most writers, however, depict a 
more altruistic model in which knowledge is shared within an organization to benefit 
the common good. Concern for organizational knowledge sharing has its roots in the 
compartmentalization of knowledge that tends to accompany bureaucratic organiza-
tional structures. In many organizations, the historical role of departments, divisions, 
or teams—organizational units that were created primarily to separate responsibility 
and authority along functional lines—has in practice resulted in separation of knowl-
edge along jealously guarded political lines. In some organizations competition among 
units has been demonstrably more fierce than competition with other organizations. 
The result is a fragmented knowledge environment in which the organization “doesn’t 
know what it knows.”

Knowledge dIffuSIon

The goal of knowledge sharing, then, is the systematic distribution and effective dif-
fusion of knowledge throughout the organization. Knowledge sharing as it is discussed 
in the knowledge management literature is an activity distinct from innovation and the 
creation of new knowledge and is generally distinct from Nonaka and Takeuchi’s notion 
of the knowledge-creating organization, although knowledge sharing is generally a pre-
condition for the creation of new knowledge.4 Knowledge sharing also has in part to do 
with the transformation of tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge and is closely linked 
to organizational learning. Furthermore, knowledge sharing “encompasses sharing of 
both tacit and explicit knowledge at the individual, group, and enterprise level.”5

BeST praCTICeS

Knowledge sharing is frequently closely linked to the concept of best practices—the 
notion that in any organization there will be a variety of approaches to solving common 
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problems or performing standard tasks, and that it should be possible to identify the 
best approaches and share them across the organization. According to Szulanski, best 
practice “has a concrete and fairly unambiguous meaning to practitioners.”6 Some orga-
nizations have even built best-practice databases, sometimes referred to as knowledge 
bases, to help foster the diffusion of best practices.

A central problem of the concept of best practices is that it is fundamentally a prod-
uct of the kind of “anti-planning” Churchman associated with “experience coupled 
with intuition, leadership, and brilliance.”7 Although intraorganizational practices can 
be identified and compared, the organizational practice that emerges as “best” may be 
ineffective in comparison to practices in use in other organizations within the same 
domain or even in comparison to the practices of radically different organizations. The 
search for best practices also leaves open the approach taken by Churchman’s efficiency 
expert, whose fundamental goal is to identify the “one best way” to perform a particular 
function.8

Diana Crane, Invisible	Colleges:	Diffusion	of	Knowledge	in	Scientific	Communities (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1971).

Diana Crane, professor emerita in the Department of Sociology at the University 
of Pennsylvania, previously held faculty positions at Yale University and Johns Hop-
kins University. She holds a bachelor’s degree from Radcliffe College and master’s and 
doctoral degrees from Columbia University. In addition to Invisible	Colleges, Crane is 
responsible for The	Sanctity	of	Social	Life:	Physician’s	Treatment	of	Critically	Ill	Patients	
(1975), The	Transformation	of	the	Avant-Garde:	The	New	York	Art	World,	1940–1985	
(1987), Fashion	and	Its	Social	Agendas:	Class,	Gender,	and	Identity	in	Clothing	(2000), 
and Global	Culture:	Media,	Arts,	Policy,	and	Globalization	(2002). One of the most sig-
nificant works on the phenomenon of knowledge sharing as it applies to scientific and 
scholarly communities, Invisible	Colleges is represented by more than seven hundred 
entries in the Social	Sciences	Citation	Index.

InvISIBle CollegeS

The term “invisible college” was first used in 1645 by Robert Boyle, who is “often 
referred to as the father of modern chemistry,” to describe the Philosophical College, one 
of the progenitors of the Royal Society, which is now the premier independent research 
and scientific academy of the United Kingdom and the British Commonwealth.9 Cen-
turies later, the expression “invisible college” was appropriated by Price in his 1961 
masterwork, Science	since	Babylon, in which he described invisible colleges within the 
context of the “diseases of science” and suggested that invisible colleges “might well be 
the subject of an interesting sociological study.”10 Price expanded on the idea in his 1963 
book Little	Science,	Big	Science, in which a chapter is devoted to “Invisible Colleges and 
the Affluent Scientific Commuter.”11 Price’s analysis reveals that although the formal 
communication methods of publication and professional associations continue to be 
valuable, they are insufficient to provide the knowledge-sharing networks required by 
scholars. As a result, groups with little or no recognized status naturally coalesce to 
share knowledge through more immediate means, frequently on a daily basis. To Price, 
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these informal groups “constitute an invisible college, in the same sense as did those first 
unofficial pioneers who banded together to found the Royal Society in 1660.”12

In exactly the same way, they give each man status in the form of approbation from his 
peers, they confer prestige, and, above all, they effectively solve a communication crisis by 
reducing a large group to a small select one of the maximum size that can be handled by 
interpersonal relationships. Such groups are to be encouraged, for they give status pay-off 
without increasing the papers that would otherwise be written to this end. I think one must 
admit that high-grade scientific commuting has become an important channel of commu-
nication, and that we must ease its progress.13

Advancing the progress of such “scientific commuting” requires creating and foster-
ing effective means of communication. In Price’s experience, the major means were the 
sharing of preprints and other works-in-progress information and informal meetings. 
Since the birth of the Internet in 1969, a mere six years after the publication of Little	
Science,	Big	Science, invisible college activity has been increasingly characterized by elec-
tronic communication, although there is no reason to believe that the need to share 
pre-publication papers and to meet in person has diminished.

Supporting a network of invisible colleges is neither conceptually nor pragmatically 
simple. As Price points out, “If such groups were made legitimate, recognized, and 
given newspaperlike broadsheet journals circulating to a few hundred individuals, this 
would spoil them, make them objects of envy or of high-handed administration and  
formality.”14

In the early 1970s, two especially important works related to invisible colleges 
appeared: Griffith and Mullins’s article in Science and Crane’s Invisible	Colleges:	Dif-
fusion	of	Knowledge	in	Scientific	Communities.15 Griffith and Mullins took a historical 
perspective in examining how the scientific community reacts to pressing needs that are 
reflected in “major advances and changes of direction in science.”16 In examining the 
patterns that underlie such advances and changes, the authors observed that “an impor-
tant feature of these patterns is their consistency throughout a variety of disciplines, 
periods of time, and types of research.”17

Griffith and Mullins found that “normal” scientific activities are associated with rela-
tively loose interactions among researchers characterized by low levels of both orga-
nization and communication. Real advances in scientific knowledge and changes in 
approaches to science, however, are characterized by high levels of both organization 
and communication. Their findings indicated that these highly effective groups are 
characterized by (1) “an acknowledged intellectual leader or leaders,” (2) “a geographi-
cal center,” and (3) “a brief period of comparatively intense activity.”18 An additional 
phenomenon observed by Griffith and Mullins is the necessity of the demise of the kind 
of collaborative group they described: “the penalty of success, whether success is mea-
sured in specific goals or in the conversion of a discipline to a new point of view, is the 
death of the group as a distinct social and intellectual entity.”

Crane’s Invisible	Colleges represents the first and last comprehensive examination of 
the invisible college phenomenon. Crane was admittedly influenced by Price and con-
sciously extended from his work. The motivation for Crane’s exploration of invisible col-
leges is concern that although much “attention is being paid to how knowledge is stored, 
distributed, and used, relatively little attention has been paid to why and how knowledge 
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grows.”19 The book was not universally well received when published. Mason felt that 
the book was characterized by “methodological pitfalls” and that Crane’s work did not 
contribute “significant new theoretical or empirical insight into the process by which 
the social organization of scientific communities affects their intellectual products.”20 
Although Hagstrom termed the book “excellent,” he also stated that “the theory pre-
sented is simple, too simple in fact.”21 Vachon’s review was generally positive, although 
he found that “the work involved in reading the book is inversely proportional to its 
small size.”22 Storer, on the other hand, correctly predicted that Crane’s work “will stand 
for some time as a major landmark in the progressive explication of the extension of sci-
entific knowledge,” calling the book “sound, comprehensive, and thoroughly deserving 
of inclusion in the library of anyone concerned with the social nature of science.”23

SoCIal CIrCleS

Crane defines “the social organization of the entire set of members of a research area” 
as a “social circle.”24 The membership and boundaries of a social circle are normally 
undefined.

Each member of a social circle is usually aware of some but not all other members. The 
members of a research area are geographically separated to such an extent that face-to-face 
contact never occurs between all members and occurs only periodically among some. Indi-
rect interaction, interaction mediated through intervening parties, is an important aspect 
of the social circle. . . . There is no formal leadership in a social circle although there are 
usually central figures.25

Crane identifies two prominent models of the growth of knowledge. The first, which 
is termed the most widely accepted, characterizes the growth of knowledge

as a cumulative progression of new ideas developing from antecedent ideas in a logical 
sequence. Hypotheses derived from theory are tested against empirical evidence and either 
accepted or rejected. There is no ambiguity in the evidence and consequently no disagree-
ment among scientists about the extent to which an hypothesis has been verified.26

This is clearly the model of scientific progression that has dominated throughout his-
tory and that is represented in the understanding of science of most people who are not 
sociologists of science. Science and scientists are neutral, dispassionate, objective, and 
supremely logical, and the growth of knowledge follows from the nature of both science 
and scientists.

An alternative model that has been applied most frequently to the growth of nonscientific 
knowledge states that the origins of new ideas come not from the most recent developments 
but from any previous development whatever in the history of the field. In this model, there 
is a kind of random selection across the entire history of a cultural area. . . . Price argues 
that this kind of highly unstructured growth is characteristic of the humanities.27

Crane argues that there may be a third pattern that “includes periods of continuous 
cumulative growth interspersed with periods of discontinuity.”28 This is also the model 
presented by Kuhn, who defined scientific change in terms of the growth, develop-
ment, and replacement of central scientific viewpoints or paradigms.29 Although Crane  
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provides an extensive comparison and discussion of alternative models of the growth of 
knowledge, it is clear that Kuhn’s model is the one that most directly drives her work. 
According to Crane, there are two ways of looking at the phenomenon of the paradigm: 
“as a way of seeing, a perspective, a pattern,” or “as a special kind of tool or problem-
solving device.”30

dIffuSIon and The growTh of Knowledge

Following the work of Rogers, Crane defines scientific growth and development as 
an explicit diffusion process.31 Drawing from Kuhn’s paradigmatic model of scien-
tific change, Crane identifies four stages of the process of the social diffusion of sci-
entific knowledge. In the first, a new paradigm is just appearing, and there is little or 
no social organization to support the paradigm. In the second stage, a defined area of 
specialization comes into existence to support and exploit the paradigm, resulting in 
rapid growth of the social structure that supports the paradigm. During the third stage, 
growth slows as the social organization begins to question the paradigm, resulting in 
conflict and controversy. In the fourth and final stage, the conflict and controversy of 
the third stage take on the dimensions of crisis, and there is a decline of interest in 
the paradigm that may persist until the paradigm is rejected and attracts no further  
interest.

Crane’s data are based on study of two specific social circles made up of researchers in 
the areas of the diffusion of agricultural innovations, a sub-specialty within rural sociol-
ogy, and finite group mathematics. These two groups were well characterized by Crane’s 
four-stage model. The author also examined the results of three other studies, find-
ing that the pattern of the model was repeated in Mullins’s study of molecular biology, 
but not in Fisher’s study of invariant theory or in Wilder’s study of reading research.32 
The latter two are explained through anomalies in the research environments of the  
studies.

Crane uses these and other research findings to explore the social organization of 
research ideas, diffusion of ideas, variations in the growth of knowledge, interactions 
among communities, and the structure of science. The final chapter of Invisible	Col-
leges proposes a sociology of culture to encompass and transcend the sociologies of 
knowledge, “art, ideology, literature, philosophy, political thought, religion, and sci-
ence.”33 The author rejects, at least in part, Price’s argument “that science is radically 
different from all other cultural activities” and points out that the personalities of 
notable contributors to knowledge have played an important role in all domains of 
knowledge. Crane’s discussion and comparison of models of cultural growth makes it 
clear that there is no readily definable or generally acceptable definition of the char-
acteristics that distinguish the development of knowledge in the world of art from 
the development of scientific knowledge, a dividing line that should seemingly be 
easily drawn. Crane also calls for the “sociological study of culture” to “be viewed as 
a single field using the same concepts and hypotheses to examine different types of 
cultural progress.”34 Without such an approach, she fears that there will be no prog-
ress in understanding the sociology of culture. Crane explored this area further in 
The	Sociology	of	Culture.35 As yet a comprehensive sociology of culture doesn’t seem 
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to have emerged, but Crane’s exploration of the phenomenon of the invisible college 
endures.

Dorothy Leonard-Barton, Wellsprings	 of	 Knowledge:	 Building	 and	 Sustaining	 the	 Sources	 of		
Innovation (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1995).

Dorothy A. Leonard (formerly Dorothy Leonard-Barton) is William J. Abernathy 
Professor of Business Administration Emerita at the Harvard Business School. Her pub-
lications include When	Sparks	Fly:	Igniting	Group	Creativity (1999), Deep	Smarts:	How	
to	 Cultivate	 and	 Transfer	 Enduring	 Business	 Wisdom (2005), and numerous journal 
articles. Wellsprings	of	Knowledge has received more than four hundred citations in the 
Social	Sciences	Citation	Index.

Wellsprings	 of	 Knowledge focuses on managing knowledge assets within organiza-
tions, with a specific emphasis on corporate knowledge assets, “a process that sounds 
abstract and yet is concrete, practical, and profoundly important.”36 The book is explic-
itly about technology-based companies, reflecting the author’s “preoccupation . . . with 
behavioral interaction with technology.”37 The research base for the book has its origins 
in the work on diffusion of innovations of Rogers and others. Although Wellsprings	of	
Knowledge is intended to be practical, it is very far from being a technical manual or 
how-to book. Instead, the author’s goal is to foster understanding of knowledge assets 
and the processes necessary for managing them.

Core CapaBIlITIeS and Core rIgIdITIeS

Leonard-Barton grounds her work in the concept of organizational core capabili-
ties—those strengths and abilities that “constitute a competitive advantage” for an orga-
nization.38 Core capabilities are distinguished from supplemental capabilities “that add 
value to core capabilities but that could be imitated,” and enabling capabilities that “are 
necessary but not sufficient in themselves to competitively distinguish” the organiza-
tion.39 Core capabilities, then, are those characteristics of an organization that define its 
competitive nature. Supplemental capabilities are of limited strategic importance, and 
enabling capabilities are of moderate strategic importance, but core capabilities define 
the strategic capability of the organization. The success of the organization lies in its 
ability to innovate within the context of core organizational capabilities.

Pitted against the organization’s core capabilities are what Leonard-Barton terms 
core rigidities, which, perhaps surprisingly, are the core capabilities: the organization’s 
“strengths are also—simultaneously—its weaknesses.”40 Core capabilities are trans-
formed into core rigidities by one or both of two processes: (1) insularity resulting from 
the natural tendency of management to be internally focused and (2) overshooting the 
target by overinvestment in successful activities or strategies. A core rigidity is charac-
terized by four “knowledge-inhibiting activities”:41

1.  Limited	problem	solving is grounded in overreliance on decision-making and problem-
solving approaches that were effective in the past and that can implemented only by 
a select few members of the organization who have been delegated problem-solving 
authority and responsibility.
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2.  Inability	to	innovate	with	new	tools	and	methods results in organizational stagnation and 
an inability to introduce change even when the need for change is recognized.

3.  Limited	 experimentation is an outgrowth of limited problem solving and inability to 
innovate. To the extent that the organization is capable of experimenting with new ways 
of doing things, it does so only within the confined domain of what is already known.

4.  Screening	out	 external	 knowledge is the process of refusing to recognize the value of 
knowledge derived outside the organization. Organizations, like individuals, develop 
filters through which knowledge is either accepted or rejected. “By virtue of being excel-
lent in one knowledge domain, an organization is relatively unreceptive to ideas from 
others.”42

The solution to the inhibitions to knowledge produced by these activities can be 
found in four “primary learning activities” essential to effective knowledge building and 
innovation: (1) shared problem solving, which focuses on the solution of problems in 
the present time; (2) integration of new technologies and tools, which is an internal 
process; (3) experimentation and prototyping, which focus on the solution of future 
problems; and (4) exploitation of external expertise.43

Chapters devoted to each of these activities constitute the core content of the book.

dImenSIonS of reSISTanCe To Change

Leonard-Barton further defines four interrelated “dimensions” of core rigidities and 
resistance to change. Innovation is dependent on the introduction of change in one or 
more—and frequently all—of these dimensions. “The four dimensions differ in the ease 
with which they may be changed and therefore in the amount of managerial attention 
required.”44

1.  Physical	systems	define the dimension most amenable to alteration. Any modification 
of the hardware, software, or physical environment employed by the organization con-
stitutes change to the physical system, as does the introduction of new techniques or 
methodologies for carrying out organizational activities. These alterations are essen-
tially technical in nature and are typically obvious to everyone in the organization. “The 
largest problem is that this dimension of a capability is almost never independent of  
the other three dimensions.”45

2.  Managerial	systems are all those functions and activities, formal and informal, overt and 
tacit, that support the operation of the organization within its physical environment. 
Every organization, either by design or by tradition, assigns varying levels of status to 
the organization’s essential functions and activities. “In every organization . . . the very 
system that attracts, nurtures, and reinforces the status of one function, discipline, or 
type of knowledge tends to downgrade others. . . . Informal management systems grow 
into implicit routines that systematically support status differentials and subtly under-
mine the credibility of some disciplines.”46 Managerial systems are inherently more 
difficult to change than physical systems and change within managerial systems is fre-
quently difficult to control and direct.

3.  Skills	and	knowledge are of three basic varieties: (1) the public or scientific knowledge 
that is external to the specific domain of the organization, (2) industry-specific knowl-
edge that defines and explicates the organizational domain, and (3) organization-specific  
knowledge that is internal and in most cases proprietary and closely guarded. Leonard-
Barton points out that “altering the skills and knowledge of a core capability is as simple 
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and as devastatingly difficult as hiring new people.”47 Although public and industry- 
specific knowledge can be imported from outside the organization, organization- 
specific knowledge “cannot be hired; it must grow up over time.”48

4.  Values are the ways of understanding and the norms of behavior that underlie the organi-
zation. “All organizations have . . . sets of values that determine the kinds of skilled people 
who are attracted to the company and rewarded by choice assignments and/or higher 
pay than their colleagues.”49 Leonard-Barton identifies two major categories of values:  
(1) generic values that “are associated with attitudes and beliefs about other people, includ-
ing customers,” and (2) “little” values that “are tied to prizing particular ways of carrying 
out activities, with specific disciplinary approaches or with certain ways of operating.”50 In 
most organizations there is some potential for changing “little” values through deliberate 
action, but only to the extent that such a change preserves generic values.

SIgnaTure SKIllS, CreaTIve aBraSIon,  
and Knowledge SharIng

To a considerable extent, the entirety of Wellsprings	of	Knowledge is about knowl-
edge sharing. The section most directly related to knowledge sharing is chapter 3, 
“Shared Problem Solving.” “Increasingly, the complexity of the problems, the pro-
liferation of formally educated specialties, and the pace of globalization require that 
the problem-solving activities involved in new-product development be shared across 
disciplinary, cognitive, geographic and culture boundaries.”51 Leonard-Barton’s dis-
cussion of shared problem solving focuses on “three sources of individual differences 
in problem solving—specialization, preferred cognitive style, and preferences in tools 
and methodologies.”52 These differences combine to define an individual’s signature 
skills—those traits, mind-sets, biases, and abilities that define the individual profes-
sionally. The word “signature” is used deliberately to denote “the idiosyncratic nature 
of the skill—a personally defining characteristic, as much a part of someone’s identity 
as the way the individual signs his or her name.”53 “In our technically advanced society, 
specialists are rewarded for pursuing their signature skills in depth—at least until and 
unless those skills are rendered obsolete. In consequence, our organizations have cre-
ated and encouraged enclaves of specialized skills emotionally tied to people’s egos and 
identities.”54

Leonard-Barton borrows the term “creative abrasion” from Gerlad Hirshberg to 
describe the conflict of signature skills that occurs when diverse individuals are brought 
together to share responsibility for a task or problem. Her contention is that it is possible 
and productive to “channel” such conflict such that it emerges as a creative rather than 
a destructive force. The manager’s goal is to create an environment in which “individu-
als are able to accept cognitive diversity without enthroning divisiveness.”55 To do this, 
management must recognize and effectively work with individual variations in special-
ized knowledge, preferred cognitive styles and approaches, and preferred approaches 
to the selection and use of tools and methodologies. “Abrasion is guaranteed; it is man-
agement’s task to ensure that the friction is creative.”56 The alternative is the unproduc-
tive abrasion of personal battles and hoarded knowledge. Leonard-Barton describes a 
number of approaches to the process of managing creative abrasion, presenting most of 
them in the form of specific examples from industrial experiences.
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Boundary SpannIng and ClarITy of deSTInaTIon

Leonard-Barton emphasizes that creative abrasion does not occur naturally or auto-
matically and presents two “managerial levers” for integrating and consolidating the 
diversity of signature skills necessary for effective shared decision making. The first is 
the development of models or prototypes to serve as boundary objects. Although the 
examples used are mostly from manufacturing and focus on physical models, the basic 
principle of exploiting prototypes or models as boundary-spanning devices is readily 
extensible to other endeavors as well. The use of the term “prototype” here is a very 
specialized one in that the prototype does not need to be fully or even partially func-
tional: its primary purpose is to bring diverse signature skills together by providing a 
target or focal point for consideration, understanding, and problem solving. This is a 
substantial expansion of the notion of the prototype, as it is generally understood in 
a technical or engineering sense. “When prototypes are used only for testing techni-
cal concepts and not as communication vehicles for problem solving across bound-
aries, developers are overlooking enormous opportunities for creative abrasion—and  
integration.”57

The second “lever” is establishment and maintenance of a clear sense of direction and 
a sharply defined destination, which are a “manager’s most powerful ally in focusing 
creative energies.”58 Leonard-Barton suggests that the development of a new product has 
the potential for being accompanied by two prominent outcomes: the product itself and 
the process by which the product is developed and produced. The latter is a function of 
conceptualization and visualization of both the product and the process. Conceptualiza-
tion ensures that the outcome will be appropriately aligned with the clientele the product 
is intended to serve. Visualization ensures that the outcome will be appropriately aligned 
with the organization responsible for the product. Both the concept and the vision should 
be arrived at through a shared decision-making process and explicitly stated.

Gabriel Szulanski, “Exploring Internal Stickiness: Impediments to the Transfer of Best Practice 
within the Firm,” Strategic	Management	Journal 17 (Winter 1996): 27–43.

Gabriel Szulanski is a professor of strategy at INSEAD (Institut Européen d’Admini-
stration des Affaires), an internationally focused business school with campuses in Sin-
gapore and France, from which he received a doctorate in 1995. He was formerly a 
member of the faculty at the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsyl-
vania. “Exploring Internal Stickiness” has been cited more than 350 times in the Social	
Sciences	Citation	Index. Szulanski’s 2003 monographic exploration of stickiness, Sticky	
Knowledge:	Barriers	to	Knowledge	in	the	Firm, was cited 17 times in the first three years 
following its publication.

STICKIneSS

The core theme of “Exploring Internal Stickiness” is at once simple and elegant: 
knowledge intrinsic to an organization is sometimes difficult to transfer effectively 
within the organization. Knowledge that is difficult to transfer is “sticky knowledge.” 
The difficulty in transferring knowledge within an organization is internal stickiness.
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The concept of sticky knowledge has its origin in von Hippel’s exploration of “sticky 
information”—information that is “costly to acquire, transfer, and use.”59 While von Hip-
pel was concerned exclusively with technical information, Szulanski’s work is focused 
on the transfer of best practices within an organization and the difficulties inherent in 
the transfer process. In von Hippel’s analysis, stickiness is reflected primarily in the 
“incremental expenditure” necessary to effect the transfer of information.60 Szulanski 
suggests that cost alone is insufficient to explain the phenomenon of stickiness and that 
stickiness may be better understood in the context of “eventfulness”—“the extent to 
which problematic situations experienced during a transfer are worthy of remark.”61

STageS of BeST praCTICeS TranSfer

Although Szulanski draws heavily on the diffusion of innovation research of Ever-
ett Rogers, he very deliberately distinguishes between diffusion and knowledge trans-
fer, using the word “transfer” “to emphasize that the movement of knowledge within 
the organization is a distinct experience, not a gradual process of dissemination, and 
depends on the characteristics of everyone involved.”62 The internal transfer of knowl-
edge within an organization is characterized by four stages:

1.  The initiation stage “comprises all events that lead to the decision to transfer,” including 
the identification of a need for a transfer of best practices, the determination of what 
constitutes best practice, and the decision-making processes that ultimately lead to the 
transfer.63

2.  The implementation stage involves the establishment of a relationship between the 
source of best-practices knowledge and the intended recipient (and sometimes other 
parties), adaptation of practice to meet specific recipient needs, and any other activities 
necessary to make it possible for knowledge to actually be used by the recipient.

3.  During the ramp-up phase, which “begins when the recipient starts using the trans-
ferred knowledge,” best-practices knowledge is fine tuned, unanticipated problems are 
addressed, and use of the knowledge gradually improves until it reaches an effective 
level.

4.  In the integration stage, use of the transferred knowledge continues at an improved 
level and becomes a routine, ingrained, institutionalized process. The novelty of the 
transferred process fades from memory, and it becomes difficult to reconstruct or even 
to remember the transfer process.

Stickiness of the knowledge to be transferred can interfere with the transfer process 
at any stage.

CharaCTerISTICS of STICKIneSS

Szulanski identifies “four sets of factors . . . likely to influence the difficulty of knowl-
edge transfer”:

1.  Characteristics	of	 the	knowledge	 transferred include a) causal ambiguity, which is the 
situation in which the underlying causes for the success of a transferable best practice 
are uncertain or unclear, and b) unprovenness, which is lack of an established track 
record for the knowledge to be transferred.
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2.  Characteristics	of	the	source	of	knowledge include a) lack of motivation to share knowl-
edge with the proposed recipient or even with any recipient and b) the situation in 
which the source is not perceived by the recipient to be reliable or trustworthy.

3.  Characteristics	of	 the	 recipient include a) lack of motivation to receive or use knowl-
edge, b) lack of the absorptive capacity necessary for exploiting new knowledge, and  
c) lack of the retentive capacity necessary for making use of knowledge after it has been  
transferred.

4.  Characteristics	of	the	context include a) a “barren organizational context” in which the 
infrastructure to support transferred knowledge is lacking and b) an “arduous relation-
ship” between the source of knowledge and the proposed recipient that impedes the 
development of a relationship conducive to knowledge transfer.64

reSearCh and reSulTS

Szulanski explores the impact of these characteristics and sub-characteristics through 
an empirical study of 122 transfers representing 38 practices in eight companies. A highly 
structured questionnaire was used to gather data from three categories of respondents: 
sources of transferred knowledge, recipients of transferred knowledge, and third par-
ties. Results were analyzed to determine the relationship between stickiness, reflected in 
the overall outcome of the transfer and the four stages of transfer, and origins of sticki-
ness, reflected in the nine sub-characteristics.

Both practitioners and previous research have tended to attribute stickiness “almost 
exclusively to motivational factors” such as “interdivisional jealousy, lack of incentives, 
lack of confidence, low priority, lack of buy-in, an inclination to reinvent the wheel or 
to plow the same fields twice, resistance to change, lack of commitment, turf protec-
tion, and of course the NIH [not-invented-here] syndrome.”65 The solution has typically 
been presented in terms of building into the organization those motivational factors and 
incentives that will encourage knowledge transfer.

Szulanzki found, however, that the factors most closely associated with stickiness 
were causal ambiguity, lack of absorptive capacity, and arduous relationships, only the 
third of which is in any way related to motivation. His results suggest that introducing 
motivational activities and incentives is unlikely to be either necessary to or sufficient 
for effective knowledge transfer. “The results suggest that it might be profitable instead 
to devote scarce resources and managerial attention to develop the learning capacities of 
organizational units, foster closer relationships between organizational units, and sys-
tematically understand and communicate practices.”66
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6
Knowledge Representation

representation The action or fact of exhibiting in some visible image or 
form.

1483 CAXTON Cato Aiijb, Thymages of sayntes . . . gyue us memorye and 
make representation of the sayntes that ben in heuen.

In ThIs ChapTeR

Key ConCepts

Cognition, Artificial Intelligence, and Design
Representation and Cognition
Representation and Artificial Intelligence
Representation in Knowledge Bases
Representation and the World Wide Web: The Semantic Web

Key papers

Vannevar Bush, “As We May Think”
William A. Woods, “What’s Important about Knowledge Representation?”
Terrence A. Brooks, “Where Is Meaning When Form Is Gone? Knowledge Representa-

tion on the Web”

CognITIon, aRTIfICIal InTellIgenCe, and desIgn

Knowledge representation is a concept primarily of concern in three areas: (1) cogni
tive science, (2) artificial intelligence, and (3) design for the World Wide Web. Although 
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there are meaningful differences in the ways in which representation is understood in 
these three domains, there are also important similarities.

RepResenTaTIon and CognITIon

In cognitive science, knowledge representation has primarily to do with the ways 
in which people form and use mental representations of knowledge. The concept and 
nature of mental representation have been explored from many points of view, resulting 
in many approaches to and models for understanding mental representation of know
ledge. There is no one model agreed upon by psychologists and cognitive scientists. 
Markman, in his extensive exploration of approaches to representing knowledge, con
tended that “mental representation is a critical part of psychological explanation” and 
identified four fundamental characteristics or components of a successful definition of 
mental representation:

1.  A	represented	world	that is described or explained through representation. The repre
sented world presumably has some internal integrity, some sense of reality, that makes 
it an appropriate subject for representation. A key element of a mental or cognitive 
representation is that it exists in the mind of a human. The represented world may exist 
outside the mind or inside the mind, or it may be characterized by some combination 
of external and internal. The represented world may itself be a set of representations, as 
would be the case when the represented world is a collection of works of art or a library 
of publications.

2.  A	representing	world	that consists of the content of a system or set of representations. 
There are many possible approaches to representing any domain, including, but not 
limited to, images, sounds, words, and numbers. Some representations, such as images 
or sounds, are analogs of the representing world. Others, such as letters or numbers, 
are symbols that have no inherent relationship to the representing world. The expres
siveness of a representation is in part a function of how the representing world reflects 
the represented world. The process of representation inevitably results in the loss of 
some information about the represented world—it is never possible for the representing 
world to completely encapsulate the represented world.

3.  Representing	rules	that determine how representations can be used to connect the rep
resenting world and the represented world. The link between the represented world and 
the representing world is achieved primarily through the application of such rules. Just 
as there are many different possible approaches to defining the nature of the represent
ing world, there are many possible rule sets and rule structures that can be used to link 
the representing world to the represented world. The meaning or interpretation of a 
representation is as much a function of the nature of the representing rules as of the 
nature of the represented world or the nature of the representing world.

4.  A	process	that	uses	the	representation	to accomplish some goal or achieve some purpose. 
Knowledge representation doesn’t occur in a vacuum or at random. A representation is 
formulated for some reason; the reason defines the process, which may to some extent 
define the rules and influence the nature of the representing world, thereby determining 
the extent to which the represented world is properly represented.1

It is the combination of these components that defines the knowledge representation, 
allows for its use, and defines its usefulness.
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According to Markman, there are three essential ways in which representational for
mats differ: (1) “the duration of representational states,” (2) “the presence of discrete 
symbols,” and (3) “the abstractness of representations.”2 Markman examines six catego
ries of knowledge representation addressed in the literature of cognition: (1) spatial rep
resentations, (2) featural representations, (3) associative representations, (4) structural 
representations, (5) conceptual relationships, and (6) scripts and schemata.

Cognitive science deals with the roles of meaning and interpretation in knowledge 
representation primarily by ignoring them. Elements of epistemology and semantics and 
the problems of variability in interpreting meaning are “avoided . . . by assuming that the 
cognitive system is a computational device.”3 Issues of meaning are basically assigned 
to philosophers. This is not to imply that meaning is unimportant. The relationship of 
knowledge representation to meaning is central to the arguments of Polanyi and Popper 
regarding the roles of perception and description in knowledge representation.

RepResenTaTIon and aRTIfICIal InTellIgenCe

From an artificial intelligence perspective, knowledge representation is closely linked 
to reasoning. According to Brachman and Levesque, artificial intelligence is “the stud 
of intelligent behavior achieved through computational means,” and the combination 
of knowledge representation and reasoning “is the study of thinking as a computational 
process.”4 Drawing from epistemology, artificial intelligence defines knowledge in terms 
of propositions that can be either true or false, propositional attitudes that define “rela
tionships between agents and propositions,” and beliefs.5 Overall, the specific nature of 
knowledge is of limited interest in artificial intelligence.

As is the case with cognitive science, artificial intelligence defines knowledge repre
sentation as being fundamentally about “a relationship between two domains, where the 
first is meant to ‘stand for’ or take the place of the second.”6 Brachman and Levesque 
used the term “representor” as an equivalent of Markman’s “representing world.” Prop
ositions are stated in terms of symbols, which are the representors of central importance 
to artificial intelligence. Within this context, “knowledge representation . . . is the field 
of study concerned with using formal symbols to represent a collection of propositions 
believed by some putative agent.”7

Smith presented the nature and importance of knowledge management for artificial 
intelligence in terms of a “knowledge representation hypothesis”:

Any mechanically embodied intelligent process will be comprised of structural ingredients 
that a) we as external observers naturally take to represent a propositional account of the 
knowledge that the overall process exhibits, and b) independent of such external semantic 
attribution, play a formal but causal and essential role in engendering the behavior that 
manifests the knowledge.8

Smith’s hypothesis echoes cognitive science’s avoidance of meaning, implying that 
derivation or interpretation of meaning is not an essential component in a “mechani
cally embodied intelligent process.”

Knowledge representation is essential to developing knowledgebased systems, which 
is perhaps the most significant area of work in the field of artificial intelligence. Although 
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the most obvious kind of knowledgebased system is the expert system, the principles 
of knowledgebased systems are also found in areas such as game playing, diagnostic 
systems, machine learning environments, robotics, and language analysis.

RepResenTaTIon In Knowledge Bases

A fundamental requirement for any knowledgebased system is the encapsulation of 
knowledge representations in a knowledge base. A knowledge base includes “diverse 
kinds of knowledge. These include, but are not limited to, knowledge about objects, 
knowledge about processes, and hardtorepresent commonsense knowledge about 
goals, motivation, causality, time, actions, etc.”9 A knowledge base differs from a data
base in that the knowledge base includes context as well as content. A knowledgebased 
system typically employs a much more complex logical model than a database system—
rather than relying on the binary logic of Boolean operators, a knowledgebased system 
makes use of some sort of propositional logic that takes into account the propositional 
role of belief. A knowledgebased system is an attempt to create an environment in 
which action depends “on what the system believes about the world, as opposed to just 
what the system has explicitly	represented.”10 In other words, a knowledgebased system 
is designed to achieve or at least emulate reasoning.

Representing knowledge in a knowledge base requires generation of a specific envi
ronment that has four basic characteristics:

1.  A domain of interest that is at least minimally understandable and can be described in 
terms of entities and relationships among entities

2.  A vocabulary that can be used to describe the domain
3.  A syntax that provides structure for application of the vocabulary to description of the 

domain and makes it possible to identify and manipulate relationships
4.  A system for applying pragmatic	meaning	to the entities and relationships described by 

the vocabulary and syntax11

RepResenTaTIon and The woRld wIde weB:  
The semanTIC weB 

The World Wide Web Consortium has defined the World Wide Web “as a freeform, 
decentralised knowledge representation system.”12 BernersLee, Hendler, and Lassila, 
however, noted that “knowledge representation . . . is currently in a state comparable 
to that of hypertext before the advent of the Web: it is clearly a good idea, and some 
very nice demonstrations exist, but it has not yet changed the world.”13 They described 
the current state of the World Wide Web as one in which “content is designed for 
humans to read, not for computers to manipulate meaningfully.”14 They proposed a 
new structure for Web content known as the Semantic Web, which “will bring struc
ture to the meaningful content of Web pages, creating an environment where software 
agents roaming from page to page can readily carry out sophisticated tasks for users.”15  
BernersLee, Hendler, and Lassila essentially rejected the potential of artificial intel
ligence and knowledgebased systems for providing semantic access to the Web,  
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contending that it should be possible to provide access through relatively simple markup 
processes requiring no particular technical expertise.

Van Harmelen and Fensel surveyed the potential for applying existing and emerging 
Web technologies to semantic processing. They identified four fundamental problems 
related to the large bodies of semistructured information that characterize the World 
Wide Web:

•   Searching	information: Existing keywordbased search retrieves irrelevant information 
that uses a certain word in a different meaning or it may miss information where differ
ent words about the desired content are used.

•   Extracting	information: Currently human browsing and reading is required to extract 
relevant information from information sources since automatic agents miss all common 
sense knowledge required to extract such information from textual representations, and 
they fail to integrate information spread over different sources.

•   Maintaining	weakly structured text sources [is a] difficult and time consuming activity 
when such sources become large. Keeping such collections consistent, correct, and up
todate requires mechanized representation of semantics and constraints that help to 
detect anomalies.

•   Automatic	document	generation: . . .	Generating . . . semistructured information pre
sentations from semistructured data requires a machineaccessible representation of 
the semantics of these information sources.16

Van Harmelen and Fensel described two categories of solutions to these problems: 
(1) a declarative process in which semantic markup is employed to enrich Web content 
and (2) a procedural process in which the semantic content of Web pages is automati
cally extracted. The Semantic Web, as envisioned by BernersLee, Hendler, and Lassila, 
is based on the principles of the first category and relies primarily on the Extensible 
Markup Language (XML) and the Resource Description Framework (RDF) to add 
semantic content to the markup of Web pages. Van Harmelen and Fensel’s analysis, 
however, found that XML and RDF did not provide significant advantages over HTML 
with regard to semantic markup; they were particularly critical of RDF’s poor repre
sentation of “basic lessons in language design.”17 None of the conventional approaches 
examined by Van Harmelen and Fensel supported any meaningful approach to inferen
tial processing. They concluded that further artificial intelligence research is necessary 
to build a true semantic approach to using Web content.

Horrocks and PatelSchneider were also critical of RDF as an approach to implement
ing the Semantic Web, writing that “more expressive power is clearly both necessary 
and desirable in order to describe resources in sufficient detail.”18 They suggested that 
a better solution could be found in the firstorder logic approach of knowledgebased 
systems. McCool stated that “Because it’s a complex format and requires users to sacri
fice expressivity and pay enormous cost in translation and maintenance, the Semantic 
Web will never achieve widespread public adoption.”19 Singh’s analysis suggested that 
“the best hope for the semantic web is to encourage the emergence of communities of 
interest and practice that develop their own consensus knowledge on the basis of which 
they will standardize their representations.”20 Schoop, De Moor, and Dietz presented 
a “manifesto” for the Pragmatic Web, a model that recognizes the problems of apply
ing the tools of the Semantic Web in a universal manner and proposes an alternative 
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model in which the basic principles of the Semantic Web are applied within specific 
contexts.21

Vannevar Bush, “As We May Think,” Atlantic	Monthly, July 1945, 101–8.

Vannevar Bush (1890–1974) was educated at Tufts University and in 1916 earned 
a joint PhD in engineering from Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. During World War I he taught at Tufts and independently developed 
a submarine detection device. Following the war, he joined the engineering faculty at 
MIT, where he remained for 20 years. During that time he worked to improve vacuum 
tubes, becoming a cofounder of the Raytheon corporation in 1922, and was the primary 
force behind the development of the Differential Analyzer, a protocomputer. In 1939 
he became president of the Carnegie Institution, and during World War II he served 
as an advisor to President Roosevelt. After his retirement from the Carnegie Institu
tion, he served as president of the Merck Corporation. His works include the 1945 
presidential report “Science: The Endless Frontier,” Scientists	Face	the	World	of	1942 
(1842), Modern	Arms	and	Free	Men (1949), and Endless	Horizons (1975). Although “As 
We May Think” has only generated 750 citation entries in the Social	Sciences	Citation	
Index and Science	Citation	Index, the core concepts introduced in the work have fun
damentally affected modern life. The editor of the Atlantic	Monthly equated the impor
tance of “As We May Think” to that of Emerson’s “The American Scholar,” describing 
Bush’s essay as calling for “a new relationship between thinking man and the sum of 
our knowledge.”22

managIng The InfoRmaTIon explosIon

Writing at the conclusion of World War II, Bush was primarily concerned with the 
vast amounts of scientific information generated by the infusion of scientists into the 
war effort. He noted the advancing ability to communicate and preserve information 
but was concerned that “methods of transmitting and reviewing the results of research 
are generations old and by now are totally inadequate for their purpose.”23 Furthermore, 
Bush contends that the problems presented by the “growing mountain of research . . . 
[seem] to be, not so much that we publish unduly in view of the extent and variety of 
presentday interests, but rather that publication has been extended beyond our pres
ent ability to make real use of the record.”24 Citing the failure of historically important 
devices such as the Leibniz calculator and Babbage’s Arithmetic Engine, Bush proposes 
that the solution lies in developing new technological approaches to managing recorded 
information.

In some ways the technological solutions that Bush explores seem quaint from 
the perspective of the 60 years that have passed since the publication of “As We May 
Think.” He focuses on photography, mentioning dry photography, the core technology 
of presentday photocopiers, laser printers, and faxes, but concentrating on micropho
tography. He also mentions the potential for voiceinput typewriters and predicts the 
computer revolution. Ultimately, Bush forecasts a future in which scientists will con
centrate on higherlevel reasoning and analytical processes and will entrust calculation 
and similar repetitive tasks to machines.
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Bush anticipates that the future of scientific and business machines will require reex
amination of the logic of data manipulation. “A new symbolism, probably positional, 
must apparently precede the reduction of mathematical transformations to machine 
processes.”25 Although Bush doesn’t directly predict the binary logic that underlies digi
tal media, he is confident that “we may some day click off arguments on a machine with 
the same assurance that we now enter sales on a cash register.”26

ReThInKIng InfoRmaTIon ReTRIeval

Although Bush is abundantly confident that machinebased approaches to informa
tion storage and manipulation will emerge and make it possible to “enormously extend 
the record,” he also suggests that being able to do so not only does not fully solve the 
problem but in fact exacerbates it.27 “This is a much larger matter than merely the 
extraction of data for the purposes of scientific research; it involves the entire process 
by which man profits by his inheritance of acquired knowledge. The prime action of 
use is selection, and here we are halting indeed.”28 Bush is critical of the “artificiality” of 
traditional systems in which data “are filed alphabetically or numerically, and informa
tion is found (when it is) by tracing it down from subclass to subclass.”29 Such systems 
are inherently inefficient in that an item “can be in only one place, unless duplicates are 
used; one has to have rules as to which path will locate it; and the rule are cumbersome. 
Having found one item, moreover, one has to emerge from the system and reenter on 
a new path.”30

To Bush, the structure of traditional retrieval systems is at odds with the basic func
tion of the human mind, which, he asserts, “operates by association.”31 Although Bush 
recognizes that it is probably not possible to replicate human mental information pro
cessing, he asserts that it should be possible to learn from the associative model. “Selec
tion by association, rather than by indexing, may yet be mechanized.”32 This notion 
of associative indexing is the foundation for a seemingly fanciful individualized infor
mation system, “a sort of mechanized private file and library,” which Bush terms the 
memex.33 Although Bush suggests that the term “memex” was chosen “at random,” it is 
clear that he put substantial thought into the choice of the term.

The memex

“A memex is a device in which an individual stores all his books, records, and com
munications, and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed 
and flexibility. It is an enlarged intimate supplement to his memory.”34 The memex is a 
desktop information environment that includes a display screen for viewing informa
tion, a keyboard and “sets of buttons and levers” for input and control, and a compo
nent “devoted to storage” that is sufficient in capacity that the user “can be profligate 
and enter material freely.”35 Books, journal articles, news, pictures, and other sources of 
information can be purchased and stored in the memex. Alternatively, the user has the 
ability to create new sources of information either by using the keyboard or by scan
ning materials not available for purchase. The scanner is capable of handling any kind 
of graphical information. Business correspondence and other forms of communication 
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can be exchanged among memex users. The user can scan forward or backward through 
any document at whatever speed is suitable to the task at hand. The entire information 
store is indexed for retrieval, and commonly used search commands are abbreviated 
as mnemonics to facilitate the search process. It is possible to display multiple sources 
simultaneously and to add personal notes and comments to documents. According to 
Bush, “all of this is conventional, except for the projection forward of presentday mech
anisms and gadgetry.”36

In other words, the memex has all the characteristics of a sophisticated desktop per
sonal computer and more. What makes Bush’s vision of the memex phenomenal is 
that the capacity to build any machine remotely similar to the memex simply did not 
exist in 1945. Bush’s primary storage mechanism was microfilm, not any kind of digital 
medium, and his primary input mechanism was a dry photographic process. Rather 
than sitting on top of a desk, the memex is the desk.

It may be difficult in an era in which computers are ubiquitous to fully appreciate 
Bush’s vision of a desktop information system so directly predictive of the personal 
computer. Some perspective on the depth of that vision may be found by placing 1945 
in the context of selected events:

•  ENIAC, the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator, which was intro
duced in February of 1945, weighed 27 tons, occupied 1,800 square feet of space, and 
was approximately as capable as the least functional handheld calculator currently  
available.

•  In 1945, there were only nine airports worldwide equipped with instrument landing sys
tems.

• Total sales of televisions had not yet reached 100,000 in 1945.
• The first practical transistor wasn’t invented until 1947.
•  The torque converter transmission, currently the dominant form of automotive auto

matic transmission, first appeared in 1948.
• The first commercially viable computer, the UNIVAC I, was introduced in 1951.
• The first jet airliner didn’t enter service until 1952.
• The first commercially viable transistor radio entered the market in 1954.

Bush was an extremely wellinformed visionary. He played the pivotal role in the 
development of the Differential Analyzer, a protocomputer introduced in 1931; received 
funding from the U.S. Navy in 1935 to support development of another protocomputer 
known as the Comparator; and later worked on the Rapid Selector, a protocomputer that 
incorporated elements of the memex. Although the Differential Analyzer was a definite 
success and contributed substantially to Bush’s successful career, neither the Compara
tor nor the Rapid Selector was successful.37 He was also, in his role as the president’s 
science advisor, undoubtedly familiar with the Mark I project at Harvard University and 
the ENIAC project at the University of Pennsylvania, both of which were supported by 
federal funding as part of the war effort.

assoCIaTIve IndexIng

As intriguing and forward thinking as the notion of the memex as a device was, it 
was pragmatically a dead end. The technological environment of the midtwentieth 
century was far from sufficient to allow even a distant approximation of the machine 
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Bush describes. It was not until the microprocessor appeared in the early 1970s that any 
resemblance of the memex became even a potentiality.

The most significant aspect of “As We May Think” is Bush’s discussion of the essen
tial retrieval philosophy that underlies the memex—associative indexing. In fact, Bush 
describes the concept of the memex primarily as “an immediate step . . . to associative 
indexing.”38 The most fundamental principle of associative indexing is that the links 
among like items in the database are defined by the user, not predefined by an indexer 
or cataloger. The user of the memex has two basic approaches to linking information 
sources: (1) identifying the existence of a link between two or more items and (2) nam
ing that link. In practice, the second approach is optional as long as the link between 
the items is created. The user doesn’t have to identify the nature of the link or even be 
able to articulate that nature—the link is a personal tool that serves as a permanent 
reminder of some thought process through which the user envisioned a useful connec
tion between information sources. These links combine to form “trails” of connections 
among information sources: the user “builds a trail of his interest through the maze of 
materials available to him.”39 Importantly, these trails are durable. As long as the user 
can at some point in the future identify one of the linked information sources, the trail 
to all those sources linked to the entry source will be available. Furthermore, any one 
item may be linked via multiple trails to other items.

Although associative indexing is primarily a personal tool, Bush allows for the pos
sibility that a given memex user may wish to share associations with other memex users. 
For this purpose, Bush posits a “reproducer” that can be used to make it possible to 
record a trail and distribute it for use. These networks of linked users sharing trails will 
lead to a situation in which “wholly new forms of encyclopedias will appear, readymade 
with a mesh of associative trails running through them, ready to be dropped into the 
memex and there amplified. . . . There is a new profession of trail blazers, those who 
find delight in the task of establishing useful trails through the enormous mass of the 
common record.”40

What Bush had actually invented, in a time when there was no possibility of imple
menting it in a practical manner, was hypertext—the principle of creating flexible links 
among information sources stored in a common format. Nelson, who is generally cre
dited with coining the terms “hypertext” and “hypermedia,” defined hypertext as “a body 
of written or pictorial material interconnected in such a complex way that it could not 
conveniently be presented or represented on paper.”41 Echoing Bush, whom he explic
itly acknowledged, Nelson asserted that “the kinds of file structures required if we are to 
use the computer for personal files and as an adjunct to creativity are wholly different 
in character from those customary in business and scientific data processing. They need 
to provide the capacity for intricate and idiosyncratic arrangements, total modifiability, 
undecided alternatives, and thorough internal documentation.”42 Nelson proposed a 
system that, although addressing a complex problem, would do so by deliberately using 
a “very simple” file structure that he named the Evolutionary List File, or ELF. Paral
leling Bush’s motives for the memex, the purpose of ELF was “to create techniques for 
handling personal file systems and manuscripts in progress.”43 Nelson faced many of the 
obstacles that prevented the memex from being achievable: (1) the expense of the com
puting environment in the premicroprocessor era (Nelson described a $37,000 com
puter by writing, “The costs are now down considerably”), (2) lack of a common sense 
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of need for such a system, and (3) lack of a viable system design.44 Nelson described a 
highly structured approach to implementing associative indexing in a computer system, 
based on the concepts of the list, “an ordered set of entries designated by the user,” and 
the link, “a connector, designated by the user, between two particular entries which are 
in different lists.”45

Nelson’s paper on hypertext and hypermedia was followed by a number of experi
ments in building hypertext systems. The Hypertext Editing System was developed at 
Brown University in 1967 and followed in 1968 by FRESS, the File Retrieval and Editing 
System. NLS, the oN Line System, introduced at the Stanford Research Institute in 1968, 
linked more than 100,000 documents in a “shared journal.” PROMIS, the first public 
release of a hypertext system, was developed at the University of Vermont in 1976 as 
a patient information management system. Hyperties, developed at the University of 
Maryland in 1983, introduced the use of embedded highlighted links. Apple’s Hyper
card was introduced in 1988 and, although not widely used, helped call some attention 
to the potential of hypertext systems.46

The hypertext concept didn’t really achieve any meaningful popularity until it was 
adopted in 1990 as the guiding model for the World Wide Web.47 Bush’s legacy of asso
ciative indexing lives on in the billions of Web transactions that take place every day 
throughout the world.

William A. Woods, “What’s Important about Knowledge Representation?” Computer 16 (Octo
ber 1983): 22–27.

William A. Woods is principal scientist and distinguished engineer at Sun Microsys
tems. He holds a bachelor’s degree in mathematics and physics from Ohio Wesleyan 
University and master’s and doctoral degrees in applied mathematics from Harvard 
University. Over the course of his career, he has both been a faculty member and worked 
in the computer industry. He has published extensively in the areas of computer archi
tecture, natural language processing, and knowledge representation.

Knowledge RepResenTaTIon pRoBlems

“What’s Important about Knowledge Representation?” is primarily concerned with 
knowledge representation in the context of artificial intelligence system design and 
is framed in the context of a knowledge representation language known as KLOne. 
Woods begins his discussion of knowledge representation with a simple premise: “A 
good solution often depends on a good representation.”48 Woods identifies a number of 
essential problems in need of further research:

•  How to structure a representational system that will be able, in principle, to make all the 
important distinctions

• How to remain noncommittal about details that cannot be resolved
•  How to recognize efficiently what knowledge is relevant to the system in a particular 

situation
• How to acquire knowledge dynamically over the system’s lifetime
•  How to assimilate pieces of knowledge in the order in which they are encountered rather 

than in a specific order of presentation49
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From these general problem areas, Woods distills two essential aspects of the core 
knowledge representation problem: (1) “expressive	adequacy, which has to do with the 
expressive power of the representation,” and (2) “notational	 efficiency,” which “con
cerns the actual shape and structure of the representation as well as the impact this 
structure has on the system’s operations.”50 In other words, the essential challenge of 
knowledge representation is finding an appropriate, workable balance between describ
ing the object of the representation thoroughly and describing it in an appropriately 
compact manner. The distinction between expressive adequacy and notational effi
ciency is extremely important, but Woods notes that drawing that distinction is not 
always easy. One of the goals of knowledge representation research is to develop the 
conventions and mechanisms that “simultaneously address expressive adequacy and 
notational efficiency,” thereby building “reasonable foundations for the practical use of 
knowledge in reasoning, perception, and learning.”51

The need foR delIBeRaTe TaxonomIes

Woods’s work effectively provides a link between knowledge representation and tax
onomies, contending that the decision rules that govern knowledge representation and 
interpretation can be “organized into a structured taxonomy of all the situations and 
objects” of a knowledge system.52 Such taxonomies are hierarchical in nature, with each 
rule or parallel set of rules providing links both upward to more general concepts and 
downward to more specific concepts, much as a subject heading list provides broader 
and narrower crossreferences. In the simplest of decision rule taxonomies, the process 
of analyzing rules and reaching a decision “entails testing each of the system’s rules 
against the current state; however, as the number of rules increases, techniques are 
sought to avoid testing all of them.”53 In a taxonomy that includes a sufficiently large 
number of decision rules, the rules take on a role that is more advisory than mechanisti
cally directive.

One of the problems of knowledge representation is that meaningful knowledge is 
inherently complex and necessarily difficult to describe. Knowledge representations 
entail “concepts of objects, substances, times, places, events, conditions, predicates, 
functions, individuals, etc. Each concept can be characterized as a configuration of attri
butes or parts, satisfying certain restrictions and standing in specified relationships to 
each other.”54 Woods defines those attributes or parts in terms of roles, which are gener
alizations that can be organized into structured taxonomies. One of the characteristics 
of such a taxonomy is that some of the characteristics of a specific concept are unique 
to that concept, but other characteristics are conferred by the broader concept that sub
sumes the specific concept: the concept of wirehaired terrier, for instance, possesses 
individual characteristics but is also characterized by the broader concept of terrier, 
which is in turn characterized in part by the still broader concept of dog. This down
ward transference of characteristics is known as inheritance.

semanTIC neTwoRKs

Structured taxonomies can be expressed graphically in the form of semantic net
works. A semantic network is a visualization in which concepts are presented in terms 
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of their links to other concepts in a hierarchical manner. Some semantic networks are 
reminiscent of the structures used to diagram sentences.

The term “semantic network” probably first appeared in M. Ross Quillian’s 1967 
doctoral dissertation.55 Collins and Quillian later expanded on the idea, presenting the 
notion that knowledge can be understood in terms of hierarchical trees of intercon
nected nodes, each of which may inform and be informed by other nodes, and that 
connections can be defined by classinduction relationships.56 Although the simplicity 
of the Collins and Quillian model has been questioned, the notion of mapping semantic 
networks has been the subject of substantial research. Steyvers and Tenenbaum, for 
instance, identified recurring growth patterns in semantic networks and proposed a 
model for understanding language acquisition and growth.57

pRoduCTIon Rules

Systematic taxonomies and semantic networks combine to constitute a set of “ ‘pro
duction rules,’ a set of patternaction rules characterizing the desired behavior of the 
system. Such a system operates by determining at every step what rules are satisfied by 
the current state of the system, then acting upon that state by executing one of those 
rules.”58

Terrence A. Brooks, “Where Is Meaning When Form Is Gone? Knowledge Representation on the 
Web,” Information	 Research 6 (January 2001), http://informationr.net/ir/6–2/paper93.
html.

Terrence A. Brooks is an associate professor in the Information School at the Uni
versity of Washington. He holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of British 
Columbia, master’s degrees in library science and business administration from McGill 

Figure 6.1
Semantic Network: John Gives the Book to Mary

Source:	 Gordon McCalla and Nick Cercone, “Guest Editors’ Introduction: Approaches to 
Knowledge Representation,” Computer 16 (October 1983): 14.
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University, and a PhD in library science from the University of Texas at Austin. He 
works in the area of cultural impacts on the use of Web technologies, markup languages, 
Web semantics, and information literacy.

legaCy appRoaChes To RepResenTaTIon  
and The woRld wIde weB

Brooks explores the fundamental question, “How shall knowledge be represented 
on the Web?”59 His article explores the validity of “legacy” approaches to representing 
knowledge in the evolving context of the World Wide Web and particularly in the con
text of extensible Web technologies such as XML. Placing twentiethcentury approaches 
to knowledge representation in their origin in “a historic transition from paperbased to 
digital systems,” Brooks identifies four fundamental assumptions that are typical of the 
legacy approach in the library context:

•  A single, multipurpose record structure may be sufficient.
•  Database records persist through time and will not disappear or transform into some

thing else.
•  There are information professionals who develop and employ subject terms and 

phrases.
• Aggregating information into a few large databases is useful and efficient.60

Brooks does not present these assumptions as an exhaustive list even within the 
library context, and he suggests that other twentiethcentury information systems are 
undoubtedly couched in similar but not identical assumptions.

loCales of meanIng

Noting that methods of knowledge representation are necessarily products of the eras 
in which they arise, Brooks proposes that the “locales of meaning” in extensible tech
nologies may lie not within the traditional legacy approaches that have characterized 
library and database practice, but in

•  The structure of the information resource itself, implicitly in the markup tags, and explic
itly as meaningbearing attribute qualifiers

•  The relationships among information resources: implicitly in the links, and explicitly as 
meaningbearing attribute qualifiers

•  Situational expertise that orients information seekers to the semantic norms of a specific 
community of information users61

Limitations of legacy methods arise from assumptions such as

• A uniform catalog entry such as the MARC record can represent holdings.
• A single list of subject terms such as LCSH can provide subject access.
• A single database such as WorldCat can store information.

Although these assumptions are applicable only within the context of library cat
alogs and even then not universally applicable, they are illustrative of the poten
tial need to explore new ways of representing knowledge for general use. Brooks is  
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certainly on target in expressing concern that these assumptions may not apply in an 
environment dominated by the structures and principles of the World Wide Web. There 
are, however, serious problems with this list of assumptions, even within the library  
context.

•  The limitations of the MARC (MAchine Readable Cataloging) record are well under
stood and were to a substantial degree predicted by the report that preceded the begin
ning of the MARC project.62 MARC is best understood not as a uniform record structure 
but as a family of standards that truly qualify as an approach to knowledge representation 
for specific but varied and variable purposes. Emerging standards such as MARCXML, 
MODS (Metadata Object Description Schema), and METS (Metadata Encoding and 
Transmission Standards) are doing much to reshape the validity of the basic approach of 
MARC in a dynamic Web context.63 Although MARC and its derivatives have primar
ily been used in libraries, they have also found usefulness in the museum, archive, and 
business worlds.

•  It has never been realistic to expect that a single subject heading list could serve all pur
poses, and it would be difficult to identify any source of expertise that would support 
such a notion. Even within the library world, public libraries and school library media 
centers frequently employ the Sears	List	of	Subject	Headings, now in its eighteenth edi
tion, while health sciences libraries typically use the National Library of Medicine’s Med
ical Subject Headings (MeSH). Producers of structured database systems have typically 
developed individualized subject languages such as the BIOSIS subject headings used for 
Biological	Abstracts and related sources and the INPSEC thesaurus used in the Engineer
ing Information Village. All these languages have found application in representation of 
Web content.

•  Cutter, in the first sentence of his Rules	 for	a	Dictionary	Catalog, wrote, “No code of 
cataloging could be adopted in all points by every one.”64 WorldCat was never intended 
to constitute a single allpurpose database. It is explicitly a union catalog of library 
holdings in the tradition of the National	 Union	 Catalog and the statewide, regional, 
and consortiumsponsored union catalogs that were developed in the twentieth cen
tury to facilitate interlibrary cooperation. No such union catalog has ever successfully 
supplanted local library catalogs. The continued success of structured database services 
provides further evidence of the lack of feasibility of supporting all needs from a single 
database.

dynamIC ConTenT

One of the problems of the World Wide Web as a model for knowledge representation 
is the “extreme decentralization” that “permits anyone anywhere to post pages on any 
topic and in any language,” resulting in “a large, heterogeneous, decentralized phenom
enon with a high rate of growth.”65 The Web is fluid and amorphous—content appears 
and disappears constantly. An increasing but unmeasurable component of Web content 
is comprised of the “invisible Web” of pages produced by databases, which do not gen
erate a permanent presence on the Web. The already great and rapidly expanding size 
of the Web results in multiple problems, including difficulty in evaluating Web content 
and impediments to “timely delivery of content.”66 Solutions employed to ensure speedy 
delivery, such as caching and housing content on distributed servers, exacerbate the 
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problems of volume. The ultimate problem is, however, even more profound: although 
Web pages have the appearance of static documents, they frequently are “produced by 
a combination of dynamic scripts or programs, various database manipulations, with 
content possibly originating from caching and/or distributed processing.”67 The prob
lems inherent in dynamic “documents” may be worsened by the ways in which browsers 
present Web content, which is largely influenced not by the content or its developer but 
by the browser and its designer.

From this discussion of the nature of the World Wide Web and its content, Brooks 
derives a fundamental conclusion: “The document paradigm ill suits many Web phe
nomena, and . . . the classic example of knowledge representation (i.e. A	librarian	giving	
a	subject	heading	to	a	book) may no longer be applicable, or economical, in the Web 
environment.”68 The author ascribes attempts to apply the document model to the Web 
to the natural tendency to view new technologies as extensions of older technologies. 
Brooks describes the limited power of laborintensive efforts such as the CORC and Net
First projects to address the enormous size and phenomenal rate of growth of the World 
Wide Web. He is pessimistic about the potential of manually applied metadata tagging.

Unfortunately, it is not clear that a librarian giving a subject heading to a book can be 
accepted as “the classic example of knowledge representation.” Knowledge representa
tion, as understood in the contexts of cognitive science and artificial intelligence, has 
to do with developing models for understanding and expressing meaning. Applying 
that definition of knowledge representation either to the description of documents in 
a moreorless static environment or to dynamic Web content requires a much more 
robust view of representation than that allowed by Brooks’s analysis.

Two false assumpTIons

Although Brooks agrees that “the idea of a particular user group customizing its data 
is a powerful one, as is the idea of a controlled set of terms and phrases used to advantage 
in Web resource discovery,” he describes two “false assumptions [that] seem to block 
the success of current metadata efforts at this time.”69 The first he calls the “false com
munity assumption,” which posits that any given community of users can be character
ized by disinterested, altruistic individuals willing to assume responsibility for applying 
the principles of subject cataloging to their domain within the Web. In reality, though, 
authors of Web content are frequently motivated more by the desire to promote use of 
their contributions than by the purpose of ensuring accurate or appropriate retrieval 
and are therefore prone to selecting metadata on the basis of decidedly less noble goals 
than supporting a user community. As a result, Web search engines are frequently pro
grammed to ignore contentoriented metadata.

The second false assumption is termed the “false document assumption” and reiter
ates Brooks’s earlier discussion of the ways in which Web content fails to resemble tradi
tional notions of documents, particularly in terms of dynamic content and the potential 
for the “deconstruction” of portions of what would once have been indivisible docu
ments. It is Brooks’s prediction that “in the future, meaning might find a home as a part 
of extensible markup technologies” such as XML (Extensible Markup Language) and 
XLink (XML Linking Language).70
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exTensIBle TeChnologIes and CommunITIes

Application of extensible technologies to markup of dynamic Web content is not 
enough, however, to overcome both of the identified false assumptions. Brooks argues 
that “contentbearing metadata may most profitably be employed in a strongly norma
tive community that does not rely on the legacy concept of the document.”71 Such com
munities, which are exemplified by electronic marketplaces, have the ability to share 
information efficiently and can provide the normative regulation of members necessary 
to create and preserve an environment of shared trust. These communities can also 
serve to build “situational expertise [that] can orient users to appropriate metadata, con
cepts and technical vocabulary.”72

The fact is that such communities already exist and are active and have been for 
a great many years. The activities of the Chemical Abstracts Service, the American 
Psychological Association, the Online Library Computer Center, the National Library 
of Medicine, the Library of Congress, and countless other membership organiza
tions, libraries, public institutions, and even commercial endeavors constitute exactly 
the environment of communities of practice that makes the application of extensible 
technologies in an environment of situational expertise and normative regulation  
possible.
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Content Management

content, n, spec. (pl.) The things contained or treated of in a writing or 
document; the various subdivisions of its subject-matter. Formerly also in 
sing.
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OrIgIns Of COnTenT ManageMenT

The term “content management” appears to have entered the business literature in  
the mid-1970s.1 The term later entered the operations research vocabulary: Bryant 
discussed the balance between process management and content management in the 
operations research context in 1988.2 The term was also in use in the geographic infor-
mation systems literature by the late 1980s.3 The term seems to have reached maturity in 
the early 1990s, when it became closely associated with the management of information 
for the Internet and with building organization-wide information systems based on the 
Internet model.

The history of content management is not remarkably clear. According to Feldstein, 
“the modern content management system was invented in 1996.”4 Kartchner traced the 
basics of content management to the publishing industry, suggesting that the emer-
gence of the World Wide Web in the early 1990s led to a revolution in publishing that 
was accompanied by “a significant paradigm shift that has dramatically changed the 
publishing industry.”5 Arnold noted the influences of records management and the 
demands of the World Wide Web.6 Boiko found the origins of content management 
in the combined influences of the publishing industry, document management, the 
multimedia industry, communication theory, library and information science, and  
the software development industry.7 Although the term “content management” and the 
concept of content management systems are relatively new, content management “has 
been around as long as content.”8

Content management as the term is currently understood has to do with “collecting, 
managing and publishing content.”9 The breadth of this definition certainly implies an 
expansive history, perhaps extending as far back as the invention of writing or of the 
primitive symbolic languages that may have preceded true writing. It certainly seems 
reasonable to ground the history of content management in the histories of libraries, 
archives, business information systems, and related endeavors.

DaTa ManageMenT, DOCuMenT ManageMenT,  
anD COnTenT ManageMenT

Some commentators distinguish among data management, document management, 
and content management. The Data Management Association defines data manage-
ment as “controlling, protecting, and facilitating access to data in order to provide infor-
mation consumers with timely access to the data they need.”10 In this context, data are 
highly structured representations of content that can be readily decomposed into com-
ponent parts (fields) that are easily linked as units (records). The underlying structure 
is consistent across records and can be implemented as a database management system 
that allows for flexible storage and retrieval of information.

Documents are structured containers for information that have a unitary identity and 
a unitary existence. A document cannot be readily decomposed into component parts 
and is typically stored and manipulated as a unit. Document management has to do 
with “the creation, revision, approval, and consumption” of documents.11 Documents 
in a document management system are typically somewhat heterogeneous, but limited 
in nature and in format.
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Document management is closely related to records management, which ARMA 
International defines as the “systematic control of records throughout their life cycle. 
. . . Records are the evidence of what the organization does.”12 A record is typically a 
highly structured document; the records in a records management system are usually 
very homogeneous in nature and in format.

The naTure Of COnTenT ManageMenT

Content consists of various sources of information that are more-or-less unstructured 
and that have been stored such that they can be manipulated to generate new document-
like products. Content in the context of content management is generally assumed to 
be extremely heterogeneous in nature and in format, including documents and records 
as they are traditionally understood, but also including e-mail, Web content, digital 
transaction archives, voice records, and any of the other recordable, preservable entities 
that reflect business practice and interpersonal interaction. Most discussions of content 
management emphasize digital content rather than print, microform, or other analog 
media. Asprey and Middleton explicitly viewed the distinction between content man-
agement and document management as trivial: “A document is a container for informa-
tion that may be represented in multiple formats, which includes ‘content’ published 
as Web pages.”13 Gamble and Blackwell linked the purpose of content management to 
decision making, evoking the decision support systems of the 1960s.14

Arnold stated that a problem with content management is that “no one knows what 
content is” and suggested that content is not the sources or products of content manage-
ment, but the process whereby documents and other products are generated.15 Arnold 
defined four basic content management functions: (1) check-in/check-out, (2) editing, 
(3) storage (the “library” function), and (4) updating, a definition very close to that of 
document management.16 Blair also identified four categories of content management 
functions: (1) capturing, (2) managing, (3) retaining and storing, and (4) delivering.17 
Leise reduced the functions to three: (1) the authoring system, (2) the document library, 
and (3) the publishing system.18 Boiko also described three central functions: (1) collec-
tion, (2) management, and (3) publishing.19

enTerprIse COnTenT ManageMenT

Much of the literature of content management focuses explicitly on technologi-
cal solutions made possible by enterprise content management. “Enterprise Content 
Management (ECM) is the technologies used to capture, manage, store, preserve, and 
deliver content and documents related to organizational processes.”20 The focus on 
ECM stems from the concept of enterprise management, which in turn has its origins 
in the increasing involvement of companies “in activities that are outside the boundar-
ies of the traditional company (a single autonomous legal entity),” driven by forces that 
include “globalization, outsourcing, and virtualization.”21 Blair noted two motives for 
enterprise content management: (1) compliance with regulatory requirements such as 
those imposed by the Sarbannes-Oxley Act of 2002, and (2) “the need to make digital 
information assets accessible and usable to the business in a way that improves effi-
ciency and contributes strategically.”22
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glObal COnTenT ManageMenT

Creating a system that can somehow manage all of the world’s recorded knowledge 
has been a dream since ancient times. Aristotle might have believed it possible and prac-
tical to experience directly all that could be known and record it for use by others; his 
collective works have been described as an attempt “at encompassing universal knowl-
edge.”23 Early encyclopedias were attempts to encapsulate all knowledge in a reasonably 
compact form. Harris’s 1704 Lexicon Technicum, for instance, has been described as 
“an encyclopedic exposition of all the arts and sciences known.”24 The Enlightenment 
promised to yield “an encyclopedia in which a universal science will be exemplified.”25 
Diderot’s Encyclopédie was intended not only to “expose the order and linkage of human 
knowledge” but also to “go back to the origin and generation of our ideas.”26 Although 
later encyclopedias were generally substantially less ambitious, the notion that an ency-
clopedia could act as a source of all knowledge even found its way into popular fiction, 
in such outlets as Burroughs’s Tarzan of the Apes and Fleming’s Doctor No.

The attractiveness of the universal source of knowledge did not go away with the 
failure of the dream of the encyclopedia as a universal knowledge source. Efforts shifted, 
though, to the goals of universal bibliography and global libraries. The Royal Society of 
London’s Catalogue of Scientific Papers attempted to capture all science journal publi-
cations (within defined limits) between 1800 and 1900. In 1895, Goode described the 
“Ideal Index to Scientific Literature,” which would have the following features:

1. It “should be international in scope.”
2.  “It should be exhaustive within its own limits, no latitude being given to the judgment 

and taste of its editors, in the matter of rejecting titles.”
3. “It should be printed in annual installments.”
4. It “should be in the form of a bibliographical catalogue” with an author arrangement.
5. “A subject-index of the most exhaustive character should be issued.”
6. It should include

a. “Publications of scientific academies and societies”
b. “Scientific publications of universities, colleges, and technical schools”
c. “Publications of scientific expeditions”
d. “Scientific publications of national, municipal and other governments”
e. “Independently published scientific books of reputable character”
f.  “All articles in journals and magazines devoted exclusively to the sciences”
g. “Articles of scientific importance” in other journals and magazines
h. “All bibliographical publications, relating wholly or in part to scientific literature”
i.  Festschriften
j.  “Scientific biography”

Goode also provided guidance on the subject organization of the catalog.27 The Inter-
national Catalogue of Scientific Literature, begun in 1896 and closely resembling Goode’s 
model, was intended to “compile and publish a complete catalog of current scientific 
literature.”28 The Institut International de Bibliographie Sociologique was founded in 
1895 by Otlet and La Fontaine with the goal of building a bibliography in card form of 
everything that had ever appeared in print.

Even a universal bibliography, however, was not as attractive as a universal library. In 
many ways, the earliest libraries were designed to be universal. Although not a great deal 
is known about the library of Assurbanipal at Nineveh, it is reasonable to assume that 
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it was intended to encapsulate all recorded knowledge available to the Assyrians. One 
of the assumed goals of the Alexandrian Library was to gather books from around the 
known world to make it possible to effect better relationships with the far-flung subjects 
of the Greek Empire and its trade partners. The goal of many of the “librarians” who 
served early royal and private libraries was to gather as much published knowledge as 
was available and affordable.

Naudé viewed universality as the goal in building a library collection:

And therefore I shall ever think it extreamly necessary, to collect for this purpose all sorts 
of books, (under such precautions, yet, as I shall establish) seeing a Library which is erected 
for the public benefit, ought to be universal; but which it can never be, unlesse it com-
prehend all the principal authors, that have written upon the great diversity of particular 
subjects, and chiefly upon all the arts and sciences; . . . For certainly there is nothing which 
renders a Library more recommendable, then when every man findes in it that which he 
is in search of.29

The universal library has found substantial attention in the world of popular culture, 
from Kurd Lasswitz’s short story “The Universal Library” to Jorge Luis Borge’s short 
story “The Library of Babel” to the Star Trek television and film series.

In 1911 Ostwald, Bührer, and Saager began work on the Institute for the Organiza-
tion of Intellectual Work, an attempt to bring together “associations, societies, libraries, 
museums, companies, and individuals” to create a “comprehensive, illustrated world 
encyclopedia” that would contain not brief encyclopedia entries but primary sources.30 
Later efforts moved toward less centralized approaches, such as the interlibrary loan net-
works facilitated by the National Union Catalog, and even later were greatly expanded 
by statewide and consortial online union catalogs.

DIgITal anD VIrTual lIbrarIes

One of the most immediate impacts of the introduction of the World Wide Web in 
1990 was the movement toward digital libraries, also known as virtual libraries. Digiti-
zation in libraries was essentially a curiosity until the 1980s and was far from ubiquitous 
during the 1980s. “But just a decade later, by the end of the 1990s, research, practical 
developments, and general interest in digital libraries exploded globally.”31 Although 
there is no universal definition of the term “digital library,” Borgman et al.’s definition 
is frequently cited:

1.  Digital libraries are a set of electronic resources and associated technical capabilities 
for creating, searching, and using information. In this sense they are an extension and 
enhancement of information storage and retrieval systems that manipulate digital data 
in any medium (text, images, sounds; static or dynamic images) and exist in distributed 
networks. The content of digital libraries includes data, metadata that describe various 
aspects of the data (e.g., representation, creator, owner, reproduction rights), and meta-
data that consist of links or relationships to other data or metadata, whether internal or 
external to the digital library.

2.  Digital libraries are constructed—collected and organized—by a community of users, 
and their functional capabilities support the information needs and uses of that  
community. They are a component of communities in which individuals and groups 
interact with each other, using data, information, and knowledge resources and systems. 
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In this sense they are an extension, enhancement, and integration of a variety of infor-
mation institutions as physical places where resources are selected, collected, organized, 
preserved, and accessed in support of a user community. These information institutions 
include, among others, libraries, museums, archives, and schools, but digital libraries 
also extend and serve other community settings, including classrooms, offices, labora-
tories, homes, and public spaces.32

The Digital Library Federation supports a slightly different but parallel definition:

Digital libraries are organizations that provide the resources, including the specialized staff, 
to select, structure, offer intellectual access to, interpret, distribute, preserve the integrity 
of, and ensure the persistence over time of collections of digital works so that they are read-
ily and economically available for use by a defined community or set of communities.33

Digital libraries can readily be understood as an approach to content management. 
One of the interesting aspects of digital libraries is that they have frequently defied tradi-
tional definitions of the concept of library in that digital libraries may be sponsored, cre-
ated, and maintained by agencies that would not normally be associated with the notion 
of a library and for purposes greatly at variance with the established roles and functions 
of libraries. Projects such as Google Book Search and Google Library significantly blur 
the line between traditional and nontraditional libraries.

There are few libraries in the United States that do not provide significant access 
to digital content, although the balance of digital and nondigital content available in 
U.S. libraries varies dramatically. Digitization is a variable factor in libraries in other 
nations, where its influence ranges from domination of library activities to a completely  
unattainable dream.

The WOrlD WIDe Web as unIVersal  
KnOWleDge repOsITOry

The expression “worldwide” implies universal access, but the goal of the World 
Wide Web as a universal knowledge repository is far from being met. As of January 
2007, Internet penetration as measured by the percentage of regional populations with 
Internet access was 69 percent for North America, 54 percent for Australia/Oceania,  
39 percent for Europe, 16 percent for Asia, 10 percent for the Middle East, and less than  
4 percent for Africa.34 Although Web and digital library technologies have great promise 
for helping developing countries to leapfrog to new levels of information access, those 
developments are taking place slowly and sporadically.35

Paul Otlet, “Something About Bibliography,” in International Organization and Dissemination 
of Knowledge: Selected Essays of Paul Otlet, translated and edited by W. Boyd Rayward 
(Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1990), 11–24. First published 1903.

Paul Otlet (1868–1944) was born in Brussels and educated at the Université Libre. 
In 1891 he embarked on a largely unsuccessful law career. However, Otlet had been 
fascinated with the classification and arrangement of knowledge since childhood. In 
1895 he and Henri La Fontaine established the Institut International de Bibliographie 
Sociologique, which later became the Federation for Documentation and Information 
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(FID), the first of several significant collaborations between Otlet and La Fontaine. 
They were also cofounders of the Union of International Associations and co-creators 
of the Universal Decimal Classification. Otlet and La Fontaine coined the term “docu-
mentation” to describe the domains now known as information storage and retrieval 
and information science; they were the founders of the documentation movement in 
Europe. “Something About Bibliography” originally appeared as “Un Peu de Bibliogra-
phie” in Palais (1891–92): 254–71.

The InfOrMaTIOn explOsIOn anD  
DeCOMpOsITIOn Of COnTenT

Otlet, like many authors since, is concerned about the proliferation of publications 
and the difficulty of retaining either knowledge of or control over everything being pub-
lished. He is particularly concerned about the originality and duplication of ideas. Otlet 
finds the solution in the field of bibliography, and in particular in the notion of knowl-
edge constituting not the summation of individual works but a sort of universal “collec-
tive work” that has the power to “direct individual efforts toward a single goal and to be 
careful not to waste anyone’s time and money.”36

Contending that bibliography as a science has not yet advanced sufficiently to solve 
the problems of the information explosion, Otlet outlines a process for decomposing 
literature into four essential categories: (1) facts, (2) interpretations of facts, (3) statis-
tics, and (4) sources.37 Otlet concludes that it is possible to derive from this analysis a 
compilation of all essential knowledge, free from unnecessary duplication. These syn-
thetic, modular pieces of knowledge can be interconnected based on subject relation-
ships. Otlet’s contention is that the fundamental integrity of knowledge is retained even 
when the knowledge was separated from its immediate, planned context. He writes that 
“the external makeup of a book, its format, the personality of its author [are] unimpor-
tant provided that its substance, its sources and its conclusions” are valid.38 In fact, Otlet 
sees the packaging of knowledge in the form of publications or other physical products 
as an artificial process essentially separate from the knowledge itself. He would later 
write, “Objectively there exist only distinct objects or separate ideas. Knowledge is not 
identical with the documents which make it available and preserve its elements.”39 “All 
links which we establish between objects or ideas bear the mark of subjectivity. This, 
in a certain sense, it would be exact to say that the sciences are simply collectivities of 
what is known that can be shaped in very different and varying ways into self-contained 
bodies of doctrine.”40

Once the knowledge encapsulated in a body of publications has been decomposed to 
represent the facts, interpretations, statistics, and sources that are the knowledge con-
tent of the publications, those decomposed elements can be retained as discrete entities 
to form “a collective bibliographic work” that “permits the formation of the catalogue 
from contributions coming in from everywhere.”41 Otlet envisioned the physical format 
of this tool in terms of standardized paper cards, with each card representing a discrete 
idea or piece of knowledge, “thus allowing for all the manipulations of classification and 
continuous interfiling.”42 He envisions this model transforming the publishing industry 
as well as libraries, with publishers preparing texts in a manner that facilitates creation 
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of the card system and libraries, particularly “the great public libraries” having primary 
responsibility for constructing the catalog.43 The “reasonable goal proposed here is that 
any one person should be able rapidly to find out, not all about a subject, but all about 
the branches into which it has been divided and about the work already done relative to 
these branches. What must be avoided are repetition and duplication because of igno-
rance of previous work.”44 Underlying the catalog will be a “very systematic and very 
detailed synoptic outline of knowledge” that will “briefly mention all the aspects of a sci-
ence, either in the form of a set of questions or according to a careful arrangement of its 
nomenclature.”45 This “synoptic outline” will have a hierarchical structure that makes 
it possible via a “gradation of five or six words” to “move from the more general, to the 
less general, to a particular fact. Each card of the catalogue [will] have its own argument, 
the basis of its classification, and the terms of the argument would be the same as those 
of the synoptic outline.”46 An essential aspect of the catalog is that it will be available “in 
every library or study.”47

Otlet returned to this model frequently over the course of his career. He later 
envisioned an extension of the catalog called the Universal Knowledge Repertory 
and expanded on the central mission of the vision. “The aim of the Repertory is to 
detach what the book amalgamates, to reduce all that is complex to its elements and to 
devote a page to each.”48 Otlet named this decomposition of content the monographic  
principle.49

preDICTIng The WOrlD WIDe Web

What Otlet proposes can be summarized as a system in which publications are rep-
resented in terms of their essential content, which is recorded in a universally acces-
sible common format using a simple and easily understood standardized language, 
with defined links that establish sources of commonality and provisions for generating  
new synthetic publications. In other words, Otlet, within the technological limitations 
of the late nineteenth century, proposes the World Wide Web, enabled by linkages iden-
tifiable as the prototype for hypertext, and envisions the modern content management 
system.

Otlet’s system was much more than a dream; Otlet and La Fontaine actually set about 
to implement it. Creating such a system in the context of the late nineteenth century 
would necessarily require strong organizational backing. In 1895, with support from 
the Belgian government, Otlet and La Fontaine established the International Institute 
of Bibliography (l’Institut International de Bibliographie [IIB]), and its administra-
tive headquarters in the International Office of Bibliography (OIB). The International 
Office of Bibliography was the physical location of the Universal Bibliographic Rep-
ertory (RBU), which, in keeping with Otlet’s 1892 plan, would be implemented as a 
gigantic card file. In preparation for the establishment of the International Institute of 
Bibliography and the International Office of Bibliography, Otlet and La Fontaine had 
actually built a card-file database with 400,000 entries to demonstrate the principle of 
the RBU. Otlet and La Fontaine adapted and revised the Dewey Decimal Classification 
as the means for providing a subject classification for the RBU; the result was the Uni-
versal Decimal Classification (UBC), the first edition of which was published between 
1904 and 1907. By 1934 there were nearly sixteen million entries in the RBU, and other 
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repertories had also been created, including the Universal Iconographic Repertory (an 
image database) and the Encyclopedic Repertory of Dossiers (a full-text extension from 
the RBU).50

H. G. Wells, World Brain (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Doran, 1938).

Herbert George Wells (1866–1946) was originally apprenticed to a draper but was 
eventually able to complete a bachelor’s degree at the University of London. Follow-
ing graduation, he became a biology teacher, a career he pursued for five years before 
launching a successful career as a novelist. He is primarily known for his socially and 
politically charged novels, which include The Time Machine, The Invisible Man, and 
The War of the Worlds, all of which have been made into feature films. World Brain 
is a collection of essays, articles, and transcripts of public addresses revolving around 
the theme of social organization. World Brain has generated more than 50 citations in 
the Social Sciences Citation Index and has acted as a metaphoric inspiration to many 
authors. World Brain was reprinted in 1971 and again in 1994; the 1994 edition includes 
a bibliography of more than two hundred publications about or related to the core ideas 
presented in the book. 

Two of the entries in World Brain are of particular interest. “World Encyclopaedia” 
is a transcript of a lecture presented to the Royal Institution of Great Britain on Novem-
ber 30, 1936. “The Brain Organization of the Modern World” is a transcript of a lecture 
delivered in America during a lecture tour in October and November of 1937.

The WOrlD enCyClOpaeDIa

“World Encyclopaedia” proceeds from the premise that “we want the intellectual 
worker to become a more definitely organized factor in the human scheme.”51 Wells 
recognizes that the nature of the world workforce is changing, and that the domination 
of manual labor is rapidly giving way to the rise of the “intellectual worker.” Wells is 
concerned that the world’s information systems and processes are not suited to sup-
porting a workforce dominated by intellectual workers. He is also concerned that there 
is a growing gap between the specialized knowledge possessed by intellectual workers 
and the general knowledge of society at large. There is some reason to fear that these 
intellectual workers will attempt to control the world by forming an intellectual elite, a 
role for which they are poorly suited. In response to that fear, Wells asserts that “it is 
science and not men of science that we want to enlighten and animate our politics and 
rule the world.”52

Wells’s solution is the New Encyclopaedism and “a new social organ, an new institu-
tion,” called the World Encyclopaedia.53 His vision is of no ordinary encyclopedic work 
but of “a scheme for the reorganization and reorientation of education and information 
throughout the world.”54 Wells thoroughly recognizes the inertia of the world’s exist-
ing institutions and traditions and the difficulty of replacing them with a new structure 
but voices the opinion that existing structures have “failed to participate in the general 
advance in power, scope and efficiency that has occurred in the past century.”55

Wells forecasts a world in which “every ordinary citizen will be an educated citizen.”56  
This “ordinary citizen” will experience the World Encyclopaedia much as anyone expe-
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riences a traditional encyclopedia, as a set of volumes in his or her home, in a neigh-
bor’s home, in a library, in a school, or in a college. The World Encyclopaedia will, 
however, be more definitive, more deliberative, and more up to date than a traditional 
encyclopedia. “It would not be a miscellany, but a concentration, a clarification and a  
synthesis.”57

The impact of the World Encyclopaedia on “the specialist and the super-intellectual” 
will be different from its impact on the ordinary citizen.58 The specialist will benefit 
from access to information about areas of interest parallel to his or her own expertise 
and will be able to observe and participate in the way in which his or her own field 
is expressed to the world. For the specialist, the World Encylopaedia will provide an 
opportunity to participate in a broad-based discussion of the field. “It would give the 
specialist just that contact with the world at large which at present is merely caricatured 
by more or less elementary class-teaching, amateurish examination work and college 
administrations.”59 The specialist will take on a new role of “enlightening the general 
mind” and “will broaden himself.”60

Wells notes two prominent “obstructions” to what he views as “a perfectly sane, sound 
and practicable proposal.”61 The first is that “science is always contradicting itself.” Wells 
contends that the basis for this argument “is largely mental laziness on the defensive.”62 
The second obstruction is the contention that the model of the World Encyclopaedia is 
an attempt to make everyone think alike, to “stereotype people.”63 Wells counters that 
the true impact will be order, not uniformity or enforced conformity.

Achieving the World Encyclopaedia will require some new organization, “an Ency-
clopaedia Society,” to promote and eventually implement the model. Providing content 
for the Encyclopaedia is largely a matter of distilling and synthesizing, since “most of 
the material for a modern Encyclopaedia exists already—though in a state of impo-
tent diffusion.”64 A first step toward the World Encyclopaedia is bringing together the 
expertise to compile “a sort of key bibliography to the thoughts and knowledge of the 
world.”65 Following the compilation of this bibliography, a general editorial board and 
subject-specific boards will be created as “permanent bodies” to ensure that the Ency-
clopaedia has “a perennial life.”66 This will require physical facilities and a permanent 
staff. The primary role of the staff will be to “induce leading exponents of this or that 
field of science or criticism to co-operate in the selection, condensation, expansion or 
simplification of what they already said so well.”67 Wells feels that any potential financial 
challenges can be overcome by the inherent benefits of the World Encyclopaedia and by 
establishing the Encyclopaedia as a world monopoly.

The WOrlD braIn

In “The Brain Organization of the Modern World,” Wells addresses “the World 
Problem, the universal world problem of adapting our life to its new scale and its new 
powers.”68 More specifically, Wells is concerned by the “problem of World Knowledge.” 
The educated specialist “can increase knowledge, but without a modern organization  
backing him he cannot put it over. He can increase knowledge which ultimately is power, 
but he cannot at the same time control and spread this power that he creates. It has to be 
made generally available if it is not to be monopolized in the wrong hands.”69
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Wells reiterates his concern regarding the knowledge explosion: “An immense and 
ever-increasing wealth of knowledge is scattered about the world today, a wealth of 
knowledge and suggestion that—systematically ordered and generally disseminated—
would probably give this giant vision and direction and suffice to solve all the mighty 
difficulties of our age, but that knowledge is still dispersed, unorganized, impotent in 
the face of adventurous violence and mass excitement.”70 The “knowledge apparatus” of 
the world, however, has been developed in an unsystematic, “unpremeditated” manner, 
“without a plan.”71 This apparatus “is not up to our necessities.”72 Wells sees a need for a 
more orderly solution, which he again finds in a “new encyclopaedism”: “I put forward 
this new encyclopaedism as a possible method, the only possible method I can imagine, of 
bringing the universities and research institutions of the world into effective co-operation  
and creating an intellectual authority sufficient to control and direct our collective life. 
I imagine it as a permanent institution—Untrammeled by precedent, a new institu-
tion—something added to the world network of universities, linking and co-ordinating 
them with one another and with the general intelligence of the world.”73

Wells’s thinking about the structure of the World Encyclopaedia has evolved sub-
stantially since his 1936 address to the Royal Institution:

A World Encyclopaedia no longer represents itself to a modern imagination as a row of 
volumes printed and published once for all, but as a sort of mental clearing house for the 
mind, a depot where knowledge and ideas are received, sorted, summarized, digested, clar-
ified and compared. It would be in continual correspondence with every university, every 
research institution, every competent discussion, every survey, every statistical bureau 
in the world. It would develop a directorate and a staff of men of its own type, special-
ized editors and summarists. They would be very important and distinguished men in the 
new world. The Encyclopaedic organization need not be concentrated now in one place; 
it might have the form of a network. It would centralize mentally but not physically. Quite 
possibly it might to a large extent be duplicated. It is its files and its conference rooms 
which would be the core of its being, the essential Encyclopaedia. It would constitute the 
material beginning of a real World Brain.74

This World Brain is both a product and an institutional structure: “a double-faced 
organization, a perpetual digest and conference on the one hand and a system of publi-
cation and distribution on the other.”75 An important contribution of “The Brain Orga-
nization of the Modern World” is the suggestion that the best structure for the World 
Brain may be that of a network, although certainly a network with some sort of centra-
lized organization and control. “While I believe that ultimately the knowledge systems 
of the world must be concentrated in this world brain, this permanent central Encyclo-
paedic organization with a local habitat and a world-wide range[,] . . . yet nevertheless 
I suggest that to begin with, the evocation of the World Encyclopaedia may begin at 
divergent points and will be all the better for beginning at divergent points.”76

WOrlD braIn = WOrlD WIDe Web

Like Otlet, Wells has assembled in his essays and addresses on the World Encyclo-
paedia and the World Brain a preview of the World Wide Web: a colossal, globally 
accessible compendium of everything knowable. Although the World Wide Web clearly 
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lacks the authority and editorial consistency both Otlet and Wells favor, the notion of a 
practicable universal source of information preceded the realities of the Internet and the 
World Wide Web by several decades.

Tim Berners-Lee, “Information Management: A Proposal” (unpublished report, CERN, 1989).

Sir Tim Berners-Lee is director of the World Wide Web Consortium and senior 
research scientist in the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. He was educated at Oxford University. “Informa-
tion Management: A Proposal” presents the original exposition of the idea that became 
the World Wide Web, which Berners-Lee developed while working for CERN, the 
European Organization for Nuclear Research. The proposal was an extension of work  
Berners-Lee had begun at CERN a decade earlier. Berners-Lee also wrote the original 
World Wide Web server, httpd, and the first Web client, WorldWideWeb, a combina-
tion hypertext editor and browser. Although the proposal is relatively unrecognized, 
Berners-Lee’s 1999 Weaving the Web has received more than two hundred citation 
entries in the Social Sciences Citation Index.

The MOTIVe fOr The WOrlD WIDe Web

“Information Management: A Proposal” “was an attempt to persuade CERN manage-
ment that a global hypertext system was in CERN’s interests.”77 The goal of the proposal 
is very simply and directly stated: “This proposal concerns the management of general 
information about accelerators and experiments at CERN. It discusses the problems of 
loss of information about complex evolving systems and derives a solution based on a 
distributed hypertext system.”78

Berners-Lee characterizes the environment at CERN as being made up of thousands  
of people who “are nominally organised into a hierarchical management structure,” which 
“does not constrain the way people will communicate, and share information, equipment 
and software across groups.” However, he notes that “the actual observed working struc-
ture of the organisation is a multiply connected ‘web’ whose interconnections evolve 
with time.”79 Although the working structure is “remarkably successful,” “information 
is constantly being lost” due to the rapid rate of turnover; Berners-Lee indicates that 
the typical employee remains at CERN for about two years.80 The dynamic nature of the 
organization demands a new approach to retaining and organizing information.

nODes anD lInKs

Berners-Lee’s proposed information system is presented graphically in figure 7.1.  
The graphic model very closely resembles that of a semantic network. Berners-Lee uses 
the term “node” to describe the circles in the graphic and “link” to describe the arrows 
that connect nodes. Nodes can represent

• People
• Software modules
• Groups of people
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• Projects
• Concepts
• Documents
• Types of hardware
• Specific hardware objects81

Similarly, there are various possible links between nodes. The link between node A 
and node B can include:

• A depends on B
• A is part of B
• A made B
• A refers to B
• A uses B
• A is an example of B82

Although Berners-Lee doesn’t explicitly address reciprocity, it is clearly the case that 
if A is related in some way to B, B is also related to A.

Source: Tim Berners-Lee, “The Original Proposal of the WWW, HTMLized,” http://www.w3c.
org/History/1989/proposal.html (accessed February 22, 2007).

Figure 7.1 
Berners-Lee Information System Schematic
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lIMITaTIOns Of hIerarChICal Trees anD KeyWOrDs

Berners-Lee is specifically critical of hierarchical tree systems for organizing infor-
mation, noting that, although a “tree has the practical advantage of giving every node 
a unique name . . . it does not allow the system to model the real world.”83 Hierarchical 
trees are both inefficient and inflexible.

Keyword systems suffer from semantic ambiguity. “The usual problem with keywords 
. . . is that two people never chose the same keywords. The keywords then become useful 
only to people who already know the application well.” This can be solved by requiring that 
keywords be “registered” in a structured thesaurus, but that is only a partial solution.84

a hyperTexT sOluTIOn

The solution proposed by Berners-Lee is to apply keywords to name nodes in a 
linked information system and to use keyword nodes as a mechanism for retrieving 
linked nodes. Berners-Lee describes the Enquire system, a hypertext system for orga-
nizing software that he developed in 1980. An important feature of Enquire is that 
it “ran on a multiuser system, and allowed many people to access the same data.”85 
Although Berners-Lee developed Enquire while working elsewhere, he duplicated it on 
the system at CERN to serve as his own personal information management system.

sysTeM requIreMenTs

One of the possible limitations of a hypertext system is that although a variety of 
hypertext and hypermedia systems are available, none has been tested with a truly large 
body of information. Berners-Lee is confident, however, that hypertext can be used to 
manage very large bodies of information, such as those in place at CERN. Berners-Lee 
presents a treatment of the qualities that an information system must possess to be 
usable at CERN:

1. It must provide remote access across networks.
2. It must be heterogeneous across platforms and operating systems.
3. It must be decentralized.
4. It must provide access to existing data.
5. It must be possible for users to create personal, private links.
6.  It must at a minimum support ASCII text and standard displays; graphics are a nicety 

but not a necessity.
7. Some provision should be provided for data analysis.
8. Both permanent and temporary live links must be supported.86

Although Berners-Lee was not specifically thinking beyond the context of informa-
tion management needs at CERN, in stating these qualities he implicitly identified the 
fundamental requirements of any broad-based distributed information system.

DefInIng The sysTeM

The system envisioned by Berners-Lee inherently requires a client-server structure 
in which the interface software for interacting with the system is separate from the 
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software used to store and organize information. “Given the requirement for network 
access, it is natural to let this clean interface coincide with the physical division between 
the user and the remote database machine.”87 Defining and developing that interface 
is an essential challenge. “This will have been done well if many different information 
sources, past, present and future, can be mapped onto the definition, and if many dif-
ferent human interface programs can be written over the years to take advantage of new 
technology and standards.”88

An additional challenge is that of making it possible for the system to provide access 
to existing data with no requirement that data be converted into a format unique to the 
system. Berners-Lee suggests that the need for data conversion is a key limitation to 
existing hypertext systems that must be overcome if the proposed system is to be suc-
cessful. He proposes the introduction of a “gateway” server that will allow at least limited 
access to documents that have not been designed for hypertext access. This “dummy” 
server will make non-hypertext information viewable in a hypertext browser.

The WOrlD WIDe Web: DreaM TO realITy

In many ways, Berners-Lee’s proposal is as revolutionary and as fanciful as those of 
Otlet and Wells. The goal is substantially less ambitious, however. Where Otlet and 
Wells aspired to solving the world’s information problems, Berners-Lee is focused on 
solving the problems of a single organization. The emphasis on making it possible to use 
both the hardware and software already in place at CERN and provide access to docu-
ments in their native formats allows for a potentially very simple solution and ease of 
implementation.

John M. Budd and Bart Harloe, “Collection Development and Scholarly Communication in the 
21st Century: From Collection Management to Content Management,” in Collection 
Management for the 21st Century: A Handbook for Librarians, edited by G. E. Gorman 
and Ruth H. Miller (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1997), 3–25.

John M. Budd is a professor in the School of Information Science and Learning Tech-
nologies at the University of Missouri–Columbia. He is a graduate of Louisiana State 
University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Bart Harloe is university 
librarian at the University of Missouri–St. Louis. He holds degrees from San Francisco 
State University and the University of Pittsburgh.

COlleCTIOn, COnTenT, anD InTerpreTaTIOn

“Collection Development and Scholarly Communication in the 21st Century” pre-
sents in the library context a problem common to organizations of all kinds: informa-
tion has historically been managed primarily in a secondary manner by managing the  
containers that hold and convey information rather than by managing the content 
within the containers. Regardless of the ways in which collections of information con-
tainers are defined, described, formatted, organized, manipulated, and managed, the 
process is a step removed from providing access directly to content. “While it is true 
that artifacts (using the term a broadly as possible) allow for communication between a 
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user of information, the package itself . . . is not the essential element in the communi-
cation process. The user is not so much interested in the information package as in the 
information itself.”89

Information use requires interpretation, understanding, and synthesis. “When we  
use the word ‘information,’ it connotes much more than the available morass of data; 
it refers to both the collection and interpretation of those data into a meaningful and 
informing presentation. An active role is required to produce a presentation that 
informs; the passive acquisition of artifacts cannot achieve the user-based goal.”90 All 
too often, however, the passive acquisition and maintenance of information packages 
or containers is allowed to substitute for the active role described by Budd and Harloe: 
information is compiled and stored seemingly as if compilation and storage are the 
goals of the system. Part of the problem is the proliferation of information, the essential 
challenge that inspired Otlet in the late nineteenth century. “The bulk of data available 
mitigates against meaning.”91 That is only part of the problem, however. “Even with . . . 
an active posture, informing is not easy; the problem is not merely one of bulk of data, 
but of interpretation. Interpretation is not synonymous with awareness; the pressures 
on interpretation are exacerbated by an increasing inattention to the critical faculty that 
is necessary to reading.”92

reaDIng anD The hyperTexT WOrlD

“The pressures on an individual’s critical faculty are made greater by the prolifera-
tion of information sources, including networked information.”93 Budd and Harloe note 
that “the structure of electronic media has altered the possibilities for writing and, so, 
for communication generally. As writing changes, either necessarily or not, the nature 
of reading must also change.”94 Traditional texts are at least to some extent designed to 
be read sequentially from a defined beginning to a carefully structured end. Hypertext 
is designed to be entered from any of a potentially large number of points defined by 
hyperlinks. Furthermore, the nature of hypertext is such that “the reader can be in a 
constant state of reinterpretation, since the text is mutable, since it is, in effect, versions 
of a metatext.”95 This may exacerbate the problem of interpretation and meaning. “One 
implication of hypertext and networked information is that meaning is even more indi-
vidualized than it is with traditional texts.”96 Budd and Harloe suggest that there may 
be an emerging transformation of the ways in which people read and the ways in which 
they understand what is read. The resulting impacts on the management of information 
in systems are likely to be substantial.

InfOrMaTIOn reTrIeVal anD sysTeMs DesIgn

Budd and Harloe contend that the mechanisms traditionally employed for providing 
access to information are increasingly inadequate for addressing complex information 
needs. Most systems, particularly but not exclusively those found in libraries, are based 
in the technologies of the past and assume constraints that may no longer apply. “We 
have entered an era wherein the limitations of the past do not necessarily tie our hands, 
and we, as a profession, are making strides in the consideration of possibilities that, 
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while perhaps not completely nondeterministic, present arrays of options that were not 
previously presented.”97 Interestingly, some of the ideas discussed by Budd and Harloe 
as “new” ways of providing access are not at all new. The inclusion of chapter titles in 
bibliographic records, presented by Budd and Harloe as a suggestion “that may have 
some potential,” was considered essential by Otlet.98 Despite the attractiveness of pro-
viding access to complete texts electronically, making full-text content searchable has 
not been found to significantly improve information retrieval.

Budd and Harloe move toward the suggestion that providing access to content requires 
some combination of traditional and nontraditional approaches. They quote Mann’s 
principal goals of cataloging and classification, which can be paraphrased to provide 
a set of goals for all information retrieval operations: (1) making retrieval predictable,  
(2) encouraging serendipity in retrieval, and (3) providing depth of access to content.99 
It is not clear that “traditional” approaches to information retrieval can achieve these 
goals, but neither is it evident that emerging approaches to content management can 
do so.

The ChangIng fOrMaT enVIrOnMenT

It must be admitted that the transformation from concentration on managing collections 
(physical objects, their placement and storage, and their economics) to managing content 
is not an easy one, either conceptually or practically. For one thing, it is much easier to 
manage things than ideas.100

Most of the history of information management has had to do with managing infor-
mation containers, with the implicit assumption that managing the container is a direct 
substitute for managing the content of the container. This is, of course, deceptive, but at 
the same time the physical existence of content plays a more than negligible role, since it 
has a definitive influence on the ways in which content can be understood and used. “A 
focus on content does not ignore the physical; it embraces an awareness that the physi-
cal affects the content and its reception.”101

A development that may have a profound influence on content management is 
the availability of user choice in physical formats. Throughout most of the history of 
recorded knowledge, there were few or no available choices in format and typically no 
need whatsoever for the user to consider or make a decision regarding format. For-
mat was entirely a choice of content producers, and even then choices were severely 
restricted. As more content becomes available in alternative formats, particularly digital 
formats made possible by new technologies, user choice becomes a factor. Budd and 
Harloe point out, however, that “technological concerns are not the only ones to con-
sider.”102 There are also considerations of financial, physical, and intellectual access. Any 
system “that makes a particular item less accessible, intellectually and physically, can 
ensure that there is little demand for that item.”103 Mooers, writing in 1960, stated that 
“an information retrieval system will tend not to be used whenever it is more painful 
and troublesome for a customer to have information than for him not to have it.”104 
Although Budd and Harloe do not specifically invoke Mooers’s Law, they imply it.

A limitation in forecasting the future is that “the entire infrastructure of net-
worked information is less than stable at present.”105 It is unclear that any significant  
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improvement in stability has taken place in the decade since the publication of Budd and 
Harloe’s essay. There is certainly little stability in the information systems technologies 
marketplace. On the other hand, managers of information systems and the organiza-
tions those systems support are much more intimately acquainted with technological 
solutions than they were a decade ago. Budd and Harloe do not anticipate any future 
scenario in which digital formats completely replace other media, stating that “there are 
aspects intrinsic to the content that have an impact on the means of communication.”106 
This is true regardless of the specific medium under consideration. Given the interac-
tions among format, content, and reading, it is essential that information professionals 
develop “a deep understanding of the phenomenon of ‘reading’ (for lack of a better 
term) and of the essential character of content.”107

ManageMenT anD MeDIaTIOn

Any consideration of the move from managing collections of objects to truly manag-
ing content must focus on the essential nature of management. Budd and Harloe con-
tend that the approach to what is being managed necessarily determines the approach 
taken to management itself. Past management philosophies have focused on “the physi-
cal packages of information, the buildings in which they are stored, the people who 
oversee them, the money to acquire them, and the technology to enhance access to them 
and, in some extreme visions, to replace them.”108 Budd and Harloe view the manage-
ment function differently: “Management is an intellectual activity dependent on indi-
viduals’ ability to comprehend what information producers are trying to communicate, 
to divine the needs and desires of information seekers, and to conjoin the two on the 
basis of what the mind endeavors to create.”109 To a considerable extent, then, the dis-
tinction between collection management and content management is a matter of point 
of view or vision.

A fundamental characteristic of content management is that it is a mediated pro-
cess. The information or knowledge professional is an arbiter between content and the 
individuals who need content. Individuals approach information systems from varying 
experiential and knowledge backgrounds, influenced by a wide variety of motivational 
and capability factors. They “are attempting to apprehend content in personal contexts 
that are complex.”110 The ways in which content is relevant to user needs are therefore 
also complex and frequently difficult to understand. Content inherently has multiple 
contextual origins and aspects, some of which are inherent to the content and some of 
which are inherent to the user. The need to develop effective means of mediating the 
link between content and user is therefore paramount and implies that the development 
of content management systems that require no professional mediation is unlikely. The 
relationship is further complicated by the nature of the medium by which content is 
represented. “Access to content can be tenuous, not necessarily because of a property of 
the content itself, but because of a connection between content and medium.”111

Budd and Harloe conclude that content management is a form of mediation and that 
“because users will be relying upon content managers to organize, select, and provide 
content for the information on the Net, there is likely to be a need for more . . . media-
tion, not less.”112 The authors identify seven “critical activities that content managers 
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might be expected to engage in as they seek to meet the needs of users in a networked 
21st-century world”:

1. “Evaluating, selecting, and ranking content”
2.  Maintaining “the content that is discovered and [making] it accessible by means of ‘logi-

cal gateways’”
3.  Selecting “the appropriate versions, whether it be print, electronic, multimedia, or a 

combination thereof”
4.  Providing the metadata “essential to situating the information so that users can find, 

use, and then understand what it is that they have found”
5.  “Organizing resource sharing and content delivery systems that are sensitive to the vari-

ety of cooperative and for-profit arrangements that will be available in the networked 
world”

6.  “Dealing with issues of copyright in a way that protects the interests of the academic 
community while still meeting the legal obligations of an evolving copyright law”

7. Continuing “to mediate between authors and readers”113

Ultimately, Budd and Harloe view professional content managers—and particularly 
librarians as content managers—as the “indispensable go-betweens as we move further 
into the 21st century.”114 This sentiment is echoed in Boiko’s Content Management 
Bible: “Librarians are the gurus of the future.”115
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8
Taxonomies and Ontologies

taxonomy A classification of anything.

1960 Times Lit. Suppl. 29 Apr. 277/4 Professor Goldschmidt . . . has con-
structed what he calls a “taxonomy” of human societies.

ontology, n. As a count noun: a theory or conception relating to the nature 
of being. Also in extended use.

1855 A. POTTER Lect. on Evid. Christianity 197 [Rationalism] might do 
but little harm in . . . disporting itself with its own fanciful creations . . . 
respecting necessity and spontaneity . . . , quiddities and ontologies.
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Ontologies and Knowledge Management
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B. C. Vickery, “Ontologies”

DefInITIOns Of TaxOnOmy

Taxonomy has three prominent dictionary definitions: (1) “the classification of 
organisms in an ordered system that indicates natural relationships,” (2) “the science, 
laws, or principles of classification; systematics,” and (3) “division into ordered groups 
or categories.”1 The distinction among these definitions is fairly subtle; each has mean-
ing in the knowledge management context.

DIgITal InfOrmaTIOn anD TaxOnOmIes

The most direct relationship between the dictionary definition of taxonomy and 
knowledge management comes through the third definition and has to do with the need 
to systematically organize recorded knowledge. This is not in any way a new or recent 
concern, but it is one that has been greatly heightened by the introduction of Internet-
based digital information systems into all kinds of organizations and endeavors. Although 
in many cases an organization is actually dealing with no more information than before, 
the imposition of an intranet or content management system frequently has the effect 
of making more people more aware of the volume of information being handled by the 
organization, the dangers of losing access to information through inappropriate manage-
ment, and the difficulty of creating an effective information management structure.

Organizations have had to deal with bodies of internal information of various kinds 
and of varying sizes and varying complexity for centuries. In paper-based environments 
and internal “legacy” automated systems, the structures and procedures for managing 
information resources have frequently been relatively informal, sometimes to the point 
of being truly ad hoc. Information was typically retained in the system at the level of the 
individual document or file, with little or no perceived need to manage information at a 
finer level or to create and use links across documents or files. Such systems were gener-
ally quite tolerant of idiosyncrasy and error. Problems introduced by inconsistency or 
error were amenable to seemingly automatic human resolution.

Internet-based content management systems that provide access to content within 
documents—and may even disaggregate the content within documents—and provide 
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complex linkages among documents and elements of content are much less amenable 
to informal structures. In such systems, which typically emphasize searching for specific 
content rather than browsing text as the fundamental form of access to information, the 
nature of the content cannot be readily divorced from the structure of the system. Push-
ing from the informal to the truly ad hoc is a recipe for disaster in such systems; realized 
or impending disasters of this kind are typical motivations for employing structured 
content management systems.

Bruno and Richmond outlined three roles for taxonomies in business settings:  
(1) determining where and how information should be stored “by filtering, categoriz-
ing, and labeling information,” (2) making it possible to infer “additional information 
on a topic . . . by seeing where the entry is placed in context within the taxonomy” and 
providing “serendipitous guidance,” and (3) improving information retrieval.2

CaTegOrIzaTIOn: a funDamenTal human prOCess

“There seems to be a basic drive for humans to organize.”3 This drive is reflected in the 
structure of human languages and in the human traits that are ascribed positive value. 
Physical items such as tools or surgical instruments are organized to maximize ease of 
location and use. Workspaces are organized to facilitate the intersection between the 
employee, tasks to be accomplished, and tools for approaching those tasks. Geographic 
locations are identified by addresses or coordinates that identify their relationships. One 
of the most flattering statements that can be made about an individual in nearly any 
context is praise for the impressive extent to which he or she is organized.

TaxOnOmy anD ClassIfICaTIOn

The Montague Institute has published this definition: “A taxonomy is a system for 
naming and organizing things into groups that share similar characteristics.”4 This defi-
nition is essentially identical to the dictionary definition of classification: “the action 
or process of classifying something according to shared qualities or characteristics.”5 
The dictionary also specifically identifies classification as a synonym for taxonomy. Sve-
nonius employed a very simple definition: “Classification brings like things together.”6 
To Kwasnik, “classification is the meaningful clustering of experience.”7 Taylor con-
trasted categorization and classification, noting that “during the twentieth century, clas-
sification has come to be associated with assigning some kind of notation to physical 
information packages.”8 Warner essentially dismissed the differences in terminology, 
identifying thesauri and synonym rings as additional synonyms. “All of the terms . . . 
controlled vocabularies. That means that they are organized lists of words or phrases, 
or notation systems, that are used to initially tag content, and then to find it through 
navigation or search.”9

Foskett noted a fundamental problem with organizing knowledge: “Knowledge is 
multi-dimensional: that is to say, subjects are related one to another in many different 
ways.”10 Svenonius expanded on this:

Organizing information would seem to be no different from organizing anything else. The 
assumption that this is the case has led to attempts to interpret it as a routine application 
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of the database modeling techniques developed to organize entities like the employees, 
departments, and projects of a company. But there are important differences. One that 
is particularly important, because it is at the root of many of the complexities unique to 
organizing information, is that two distinct entities need to be organized in tandem with 
respect to each other: works and the documents that embody them.11

In other words, organizing knowledge requires distinguishing between essential con-
tent and the container or package that holds and identifies the content. Further com-
plexity is introduced by the possibility that the same content may appear in different 
packages, and that different versions or editions of the content may exist. “The essential 
and defining objective of a system for organizing information . . . is to bring essentially 
like information together and to differentiate what is not exactly alike.”12 This is a fun-
damentally and deceptively difficult task.

naTural anD COnsTruCTeD languages

Organization of information addresses two primary purposes: (1) making it possible 
to effectively use the structure used to organize the things that are referenced by the 
information and (2) making it possible to gain access to the information so that its con-
tent can be used. An example of the first can be found in the organization of household 
items, such as dishes and utensils, in a kitchen cupboard. Most people tend to stack 
plates, put cutlery together in one drawer, store glasses separately from cups, and the 
like. The pegboard organization of an efficient home tool collection is a similar example. 
The actual organizational structure of these systems is defined by the objects them-
selves and is rarely expressed or even thought of in explicit terms. There is an inher-
ent “rightness” to the structure that frequently seems inviolable to the individual who 
has organized the objects. The descriptive language used to describe the organizational 
structure can be extremely informal. “The drawer next to the refrigerator” and “the 
third screwdriver from the left” are sufficient descriptions for purposes of communicat-
ing with someone other than the individual responsible for the organizational scheme. 
The language of such systems is fundamentally natural and essentially organic. Ambi-
guity within such a language is generally limited, and the potential negative impact of 
any existing ambiguity is relatively trivial and easily corrected. Although the color blue 
is an ambiguous concept in that there can be many variations in tone, hue, saturation, 
and related features, an organizational structure that dictates storing all the blue coffee 
mugs together is almost completely unambiguous and requires no conscious symbolic 
expression.

Organization of information content, however, requires a more explicit structure and 
a more formal descriptive language, usually a symbolic one. Such languages are inher-
ently artificial and are deliberately constructed to serve specific purposes. Although 
some language structures are so universally familiar that they seem to be natural and 
organic, they are not. Alphabetization, for instance, is used to organize information in a 
vast variety of contexts; the very notion of a prescribed order for the letters of the alpha-
bet is completely artificial and the standard order in widespread use is completely arbi-
trary. Even a system so seemingly simple as alphabetization requires rules for combating 
ambiguity. Sources of such ambiguity include the distinction between “Mc” and “Mac” 
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in surnames, the inclusion or exclusion of initial articles as components in determining 
alphabetical position, and letter-by-letter vs. word-by-word alphabetization.

These more complex organizational structures can be expressed in a wide variety 
of ways: words, phrases, sentences, and texts; word-like combinations of letters and 
numbers; visual symbols and images; and sounds. They cannot, however, be expressed 
without creating some symbolic link between the expression and the content the 
expression represents. Even something as simple as an ATM that beeps to indicate that 
either the user’s input has been accepted or action on the part of the user is required 
necessitates a complex one-to-many relationship between the audible signal and its 
context-dependent meaning. There is nothing in the nature of the sound generated by 
the ATM that is inherently or permanently related to its meaning.

hIsTOry Of ClassIfICaTIOn

Early attempts to devise classification schemes were based on the general classification 
of knowledge rather than classification of documents. Aristotle attempted to categorize 
all human knowledge on the basis of his understanding of the natural order of the uni-
verse. He divided knowledge into 10 broad categories based on the characteristics of 
different kinds of knowledge: substance, quantity, quality, reason, place, time, position, 
state, action, and affection. According to Aristotle, “the aim of science [is] to unam-
biguously classify all phenomena by their essential (true) qualities.”13 Francis Bacon’s 
primary division of knowledge distinguished between “sacred theology revealed to man 
by God and human knowledge acquired by man’s unaided powers.” The latter was sub-
divided into “History, Poesy, and Philosophy,” each of which had many subdivisions 
and sub-subdivisions.14 Jean Le Rond d’Alembert adapted Bacon’s scheme, without the 
provision for divine knowledge, for Diderot’s Encyclopédie. According to Taylor, these 
classical theories of categorization dominated until the mid-twentieth century and were 
very influential in the development of classification schemes for libraries and related 
organizations.15 Thomas Jefferson’s library, for instance, was organized using a classi-
fication scheme based on D’Alembert’s adaptation of Bacon’s approach to categorizing 
knowledge.16

Other than for philosophical purposes, there is little need to classify until some collec-
tion of objects of interest becomes sufficiently large that differentiating among objects 
and finding objects in the collection become difficult. Classification of documents rather 
than abstract knowledge arose only after the printing explosion of the sixteenth century 
began to be accompanied by the rise of libraries that were tangibly different from the 
monastery libraries of the medieval period. The practices of the monastery libraries were 
not easily abandoned, and the development of explicit classification systems for use in 
libraries progressed slowly and sporadically during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eigh-
teenth centuries. Although many library classification schemes were developed during 
that period, none rose to prominence, and most were used only in a single library.

Modern library classification has its origins in the latter half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, when many competing classification schemes were introduced and gained greater 
or lesser favor among librarians. Dewey’s Decimal Classification, the first standard-
ized classification scheme for libraries, was based on the classification in use at the  
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St. Louis Public School Library, which was based on the system developed for the  
St. Louis Mercantile Library, which in turn was based on D’Alembert’s interpretation of 
Bacon.17 Dewey’s scheme, which was published anonymously in 1876, presented three 
notable features: (1) rather than assigning books to fixed shelf positions, books would 
be numbered and arranged in order by their numbers, (2) an unusually detailed division 
into subject classes, and (3) the provision of a “relative index” that provided an alpha-
betical list of the names of classes and their numbers. Foskett asserted that the value of 
these three features may have had more to with the success of the Dewey classification 
than the inherent benefits of the classification scheme itself.18

Many other library classification schemes were introduced during the great era of 
library classification schemes that characterized the late nineteenth and early twenti-
eth centuries. Cutter’s Expansive Classification, which was intended to tailor the level 
of detail to the size or type of library, was published in incomplete form between 1891 
and 1893.19 The Library of Congress Classification (LC) was published sequentially 
beginning in 1898.20 Originally intended entirely for internal use, the Library of Con-
gress Classification eventually became the dominant classification scheme for university 
and research libraries. The Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), an adaptation of 
the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), was introduced in 1905 as part of Paul Otlet 
and Henri La Fontaine’s efforts to achieve universal bibliographic control. Although it 
was initially very similar to DDC, UDC rapidly evolved into a much more modern facet 
analysis-based classification. Bliss’s Bibliographic Classification was published in out-
line form in 1910 and gained a following among libraries in Britain.21 One of the most 
important classification schemes from a conceptual viewpoint was Ranganathan’s Colon 
Classification, which was first published in 1933 and introduced facet analysis as a basis 
for classification.

TaxOnOmy/ClassIfICaTIOn funDamenTals

Designing, building, and using a taxonomy or classification scheme is a complex 
process that requires systematic analysis and significant effort. Approaching taxonomy 
development in a casual or ad hoc way is a guarantee of inefficiency at best, and chaos 
at worst. An effective taxonomy consists of four essential components: (1) schedules, 
which are systematic listings of terms that reveal relationships among terms; (2) nota-
tion, which allows users to view the schedules from a symbolic viewpoint; (3) an index, 
usually in alphabetical form, to provide access to specific points in the schedules; and 
(4) a commitment and resources to make it possible to keep the taxonomy up to date.22 
The schedules are the heart of a taxonomy and provide the most direct representation 
of content. There are many ways in which schedules can be presented, and many pitfalls 
in constructing the artificial language that constitutes the schedules.

surrOgaTIOn

Providing access to content generally requires some form of surrogation, in which a 
substitute is used to represent the content for some specific purpose. In a taxonomy or 
classification scheme, the language of the taxonomy acts as a substitute for the language 
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of the content as encoded in some kind of information container or package. There are 
two prevalent forms of surrogation—textual and symbolic—each of which has a variety 
of subcategories.

1. Textual surrogates
a.  Document as surrogate. The availability of complete or mostly complete content in 

digital form raises the possibility of making the entirety of the content available for 
use, with no explicit surrogation process. The major attractions of such a system 
are (1) making the entirety of the document directly available for use, (2) making 
the entirety of the document searchable, and (3) eliminating the need for the pro-
cess of translating the nature of the document into some other form of surrogate. 
The major disadvantages of making the whole content available rather than creating 
some kind of more compact surrogate are (1) the expense of storing full-content 
documents and (2) the difficulty and cumbersomeness of working with the complete  
text.

b.  Language extraction. Extraction is the process of creating a reduced version of the 
full document using the language of the document. There are two primary forms of 
surrogates created via extraction. A digest is a grammatically structured, readable 
version of a document that has been editorially trimmed to produce a version that 
conveys the essence of the full document in a more compact form. The Reader’s 
Digest magazine is a prominent example of this approach to extraction. Although 
there have been many experiments with automatic digest creation, they have had 
limited success, and therefore most digests today are created by human editors. An 
extract is similar to a digest but lacks the characteristics of readability assured by the 
editorial process. In an extract, key sentences or phrases are simply taken from the 
full document and presented in some structured manner, with no expectation that 
the result will take the form of a sequentially readable text. Using the title of a docu-
ment as a substitute for the document is a simple example of an extract. A biblio-
graphic reference is a structured extract. Automatic extraction procedures have been 
used successfully with bodies of documents that share a core nature and structure, 
but have proved less effective for homogeneous document collections.

c.  Language substitution. Substitution is the process of creating a surrogate that in 
some way reflects the content of the document but consciously does not employ the 
language of the document. The most frequent example of language substitution is 
abstracting, in which typically some skilled abstractor summarizes the document in 
a structured manner in the context of a set of rules and processes defined by the orga-
nization responsible for the abstracting process. Automatic approaches to abstract-
ing have generally been less than successful; thus most abstracting is carried out by 
human abstractors.

d.  Word or phrase indexing. This is the category of surrogation most closely associated 
with the current use of taxonomies in knowledge management. Words and phrases 
are selected to represent important concepts and presented in the form of a thesaurus 
that reveals not only the terms but also their relationships and may provide rules and 
guidelines for use.

e.  Synthetic surrogation. The process of creating documents on the fly, usually through 
some database-driven process that assembles content from more than one source to 
create what is essentially a custom impermanent document, is synthetic surrogation. 
Synthetic surrogation is the function of many computerized content management 
systems.
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2. Symbolic surrogates
a.  Mnemonic symbols. One of the problems of any approach to surrogation that uses 

symbols rather than text is that of memorability. Mnemonic symbols are symbolic 
surrogates that in some way invite the user to associate the surrogate with what it 
represents. In the Library of Congress Classification, for instance, the symbol for 
the class Music is the letter M. Unfortunately, that principle does not apply broadly 
across LC classes. Foskett referred to this category of mnemonic as a literal mne-
monic and distinguished it from systematic mnemonics. A systematic mnemonic is 
found in a taxonomy that always uses the same symbol to represent a concept: in the 
Dewey Decimal Classification, for instance, the number 2 in the final position of a 
main class number in Literature always means drama: 822 is English drama, 832 is 
German drama, 842 is French drama, and so forth.23

b.  Structural symbols. These are nontextual surrogates that provide access to the 
structure of the taxonomy. Library classification schemes, the Chemical Abstracts 
Service (CAS) Registry Numbers, and the Standard Industrial Classification are 
examples of structural symbolic surrogation. The Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion (SIC), for instance, uses the symbol B to represent Mining, 10 to represent the 
major group Metal Mining, and 1 to represent the industry group Iron Ores; the 
Standard Industrial Classification notation B1011 represents Iron Ore Mining as 
an area of industrial activity. Structural symbols may or may not have mnemonic 
value.

c.  Visual symbols. Visual symbols rely on some sort of graphic or other visual character-
istic to provide a surrogate representation for a document or other content. Simple 
examples of visual symbolic surrogates include the standardized shape of stop signs, 
the circle-and-bar combination that means “No,” and the standard symbols for poi-
sonous or radioactive substances. Color and pattern can also be used for symbolic 
surrogation: there is no obvious link between the color red and the need for traffic 
to stop, but a red light is universally understood to mean “Stop.” Prior to the era of 
automated information systems, color coding was used to good effect to identify 
characteristics such as document type in information storage and retrieval systems, 
and it still plays a role in some systems. Medical examination rooms, for instance, 
are frequently equipped with colored flag systems that alert medical personnel to the 
status of the room or the patient. A major advantage of visual symbols is the immedi-
ate impact of the symbol on someone who knows what it means. Unfortunately, the 
major disadvantage is that a visual symbol typically has no meaning to an individual 
who is not familiar with the system of which the symbol is a part and with the specific 
symbol itself.

VOCabulary COnTrOl

Word or phrase indexing and symbolic surrogation systems require some sort of 
controlled vocabulary—an artificially constructed language in which the ambiguities 
of natural language are reduced or, ideally, eliminated. A controlled vocabulary is an 
organized list “of words and phrases, or notation systems, that are used to initially tag 
content, and then to find it through navigation or search.”24 Controlled vocabularies 
have two primary objectives: (1) to represent concepts systematically and (2) to facilitate 
comprehensive searching of a body of information.25
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The concept of a controlled vocabulary is relatively easy to express and to understand. 
Building controlled vocabularies, however, tends to be more difficult. Some languages, 
such as those of the physical and biological sciences, are by their very nature relatively 
unambiguous and constitute controlled vocabularies in and of themselves. Many orga-
nizations enter into taxonomy development projects under the false impression that 
there must be a standardized, essentially organic structure and terminology that defines  
the organization’s area of interest. The languages of most areas of interest, though, are flex-
ible, changeable, and characterized by multiple ways of expressing concepts (synonyms) 
and words and phrases with multiple possible meanings (homographs). A major first step 
in vocabulary control, then, is separating those elements of language that will be included 
in the controlled vocabulary and consciously rejecting those that will not, which can be a 
complex and time-consuming process even for a fairly tightly defined domain of interest. 
Devising ways to distinguish homographs is an equally challenging task.

speCIfICITy anD exhausTIVITy

A controlled vocabulary must, within the confines of the domain of interest it sup-
ports, provide two essential elements of functionality. First, it must be capable of accu-
rately representing the nature of content. This is the principle of specificity: “the extent 
to which the system permits us to be precise when specifying the subject.”26 If the subject 
of a document being described is “trade with France,” the term “international trade” is 
inadequate in terms of specificity. On the other hand, “trade with the town of Ganago-
bie” may be unnecessarily specific. Creating a controlled vocabulary that is sufficiently 
specific to meet system needs without being excessively specific requires substantial 
knowledge of the organization the vocabulary is intended to serve, the functions of the 
organization the vocabulary supports, and the content of the documents to which the 
system will provide access. Ensuring adequate specificity also dictates that the vocabu-
lary is capable of being modified to accommodate new or changed terminology.

Exhaustivity describes the extent to which the vocabulary and the system that is sup-
ported by the vocabulary make it possible to completely describe content. If multiple 
concepts are represented in a single document, then ideally all those concepts should 
be included in the vocabulary and used to describe that document. Where specificity is 
a function of the controlled vocabulary itself, exhaustivity is a function of management 
policy or processing decisions.

WarranT

The process of selecting and expressing terminology in a controlled vocabulary is 
guided by the concept of warrant, which has to do with the fundamental principles 
that guide terminological choices. Warrant has two possible origins. Document war-
rant, also known as literary warrant or bibliographic warrant, relies primarily on the 
language of the content the controlled vocabulary is intended to represent. User war-
rant relies primarily on the language of the people who are expected to use the con-
trolled vocabulary, which includes both the people who will be charged with associating 
the controlled vocabulary with content and the people who will use the controlled 
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vocabulary to search for content. In some environments, the language of documents 
and the language of users are sufficiently identical that there is no particular need to 
think in terms of a defined approach to warrant. A system designed to provide medical 
information to medical practitioners, for instance, can probably be designed with the 
assumption that there is no meaningful potential for confusion or ambiguity. A system 
designed to provide medical information to consumers, however, must bridge the gap 
between the technical language of medicine and the everyday language of consumers. 
Designing a system to meet the needs of multiple user groups obviously adds complex-
ity to the task.

The Thesaurus

A thesaurus is a means of presenting a controlled vocabulary. “In essence, a taxonomy 
is a hierarchical classification of headings constructed using the principles of classifica-
tion, and a thesaurus supplies the commentary and links to navigate the taxonomy.”27 
The primary role of the thesaurus is to make the classification of information provided 
by the controlled vocabulary understandable and usable. A traditional thesaurus typi-
cally takes the form of a book in which terms and their relationships are presented in a 
manner designed to eliminate the ambiguity of synonyms and homographs and to show 
hierarchical or parallel relationships among terms. Current thesauri are more typically 
presented as structured Web sites or as searchable databases.

Hundreds of thesauri exist, some of them published and readily available. Standard 
thesauri such as those developed by the Education Research Information Clearinghouse 
(ERIC), BIOSIS, and the Standard Industrial Classification may be directly applicable 
in some organizational environments. Although preexisting thesauri are available from 
various commercial and noncommercial sources, the investment in licensing fees and 
the need to customize for local needs frequently dictate that organizations create and 
implement specialized controlled vocabularies internally.

apprOaChes TO ClassIfICaTIOn

Kwasnik identified four fundamental approaches to classifying knowledge: (1) hier-
archies, (2) trees, (3) paradigms, and (4) faceted analysis.28

1.  Hierarchical classification. Taylor suggested that the origins of the hierarchical approach 
to classification lie in Aristotle’s “classical theory of categories” and that the Aristotelian 
understanding of the nature of classification was dominant until the mid-twentieth cen-
tury.29 Wason contended that “the most typical form of a taxonomy is a hierarchy.”30 A 
hierarchy connotes a genus-species relationship of the kind sometimes referred to as a 
paradigmatic relationship.31 This is the structure, in which a lower position in the hier-
archy indicates that a concept is part of the larger concept at the next higher position, 
that is encapsulated in the first dictionary definition of taxonomy. This is sometimes 
referred to as an “is a” relationship or a parent-child relationship. A springer span-
iel is a spaniel, which is a dog, which is a mammal, which is a vertebrate, which is an 
animal. Unfortunately, many domains of interest are not readily broken into genus-
species relationships. According to Kwasnik, “hierarchies are excellent representations 
for knowledge in mature domains in which the nature of the entities, and the nature 
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of meaningful relationships, is known. Hierarchies are useful for entities that are well 
defined and have clear class boundaries. In general, some theory or model is necessary 
to guide the identification of entities, the rules of association and distinction, and the 
order in which these rules are invoked.”32

2.  Tree classification. A tree is very similar to a hierarchy but does not require a true genus-
species structure. This conforms to the kind of relationship known as a syntagmatic 
relationship, in which the nature of the relationship is impermanent but directional. 
Ranks in a personnel classification are examples of syntagmatic relationships. Kwasnik 
uses the example of military rank, in which generals are higher in the tree than colonels, 
colonels are higher than majors, majors are higher than captains, and so on.33 There is 
no “is a” relationship implied: a captain is not a type of major, and a major is not a type 
of colonel. Many domains of interest can be expressed in terms of syntagmatic trees. 
“Trees are useful for displaying information about entities and their relationships along 
one dimension of interest. They require fairly complete knowledge about a domain or 
at least about one aspect of a domain. A tree representation is good for displaying the  
relative placement of entities with respect to each other and their frequency at any 
node.”34

3.  Paradigms. Kwasnik uses the term “paradigm” to describe a relationship that spans two 
concept areas. This relationship can be visualized as a matrix or graph with one con-
cept area on the x axis and one on the y axis. For example, Ford, General Motors, and  
Daimler-Chrysler are all manufacturers of cars, vans, SUVs, and light trucks. The inter-
section of the “manufacturer” category and the “vehicle type” category defines a para-
digm. “Paradigms are good tools for discovery. They reveal the presence or absence of 
names for entities defined by pairs of attributes. They can be used for comparison and 
for the display of patterns and anomalies with respect to the variety and distribution of 
terms. Paradigms are heuristic in that they present a clear view that can then be analyzed 
and interpreted.”35

4.  Facet analysis. The origin of facet analysis is generally credited to S. R. Ranganathan, 
who introduced the concept as a fundamental feature of the Colon Classification. Many 
concepts can be examined from the viewpoint of a variety of characteristics. Ranga-
nathan identified five somewhat esoteric “fundamental categories”: (1) personality,  
(2) matter, (3) energy, (4) space, and (5) time. This structure is referred to by the acro-
nym PMEST. A more general and understandable categorization that can be used  
in many domains of interest is “Things—Kinds—Parts—Materials—Properties— 
Processes—Operations—Agents.”36 A classification scheme based on facet analysis con-
sists of some way of naming and defining facets and a consistent process for listing 
facets in describing content. A faceted classification allows “at least some systematic way 
of viewing the world without the necessity for a mature and stable internal framework 
in which to view it.”37

COnTenT anD COnTaIners

A common misunderstanding regarding the historical origins of classification is the 
belief that librarians have historically been primarily interested in the management of 
collections of information containers, books being the primary example, and have been 
uninterested in managing the content of those containers. It is, however, accurate to 
state that for most of the history of librarianship it has been necessary to manage con-
tent primarily by means of managing containers. Although the conceptual framework 
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for deeply and exhaustively managing content within containers has been understood 
for nearly two centuries, the physical nature of books and the economics of library prac-
tice have mitigated in favor of relatively simplistic and limited approaches to managing 
content. There has never been a library-based scheme for the organization of materials, 
other than the fixed location systems of medieval monastery libraries, which concen-
trated on the thing rather than its content. In a very real sense, every system for manag-
ing and providing access to information is limited and controlled by the nature of the 
physical environment, regardless of whether that environment emphasizes books on 
shelves or disaggregated information in a content management system. The need to 
manage content primarily by managing content containers is in all likelihood a perma-
nent challenge.

meTaDaTa anD InfOrmaTIOn arChITeCTure

“The task of the information architect is to create web sites where users can actu-
ally find the information they are looking for.”38 Controlled vocabularies produce the 
metadata that are used to organize Web sites in two ways: (1) by providing structure for 
the navigational scheme of the page or site, “which should use unambiguous labels and 
where the primary organization is usually hierarchical,” and (2) by ensuring optimal 
performance of the searching system, “where search terms are selected and organized 
for tagging content and searching for them.”39 A controlled vocabulary in a Web infor-
mation architecture context is primarily a mechanism for implementing the effective 
use of metadata.

The standard definition of metadata is “data about data,” but in practice it usually 
means “ ‘information about objects’ . . . that is, information about a document, an image, 
a reusable content module, and so on. . . . In general, metadata is best understood as 
‘any statement about an information resource,’ regardless of what it is being used for, 
which metadata vocabulary is being used, and how the metadata is represented.”40  
Taylor examined competing definitions of metadata and found that “what they all 
have in common is the notion that metadata is structured information that describes 
the attributes of information packages for the purposes of identification, discov-
ery, and sometimes management.”41 Metadata are used for two prominent purposes:  
(1) to describe documents as objects or containers and (2) to describe document con-
tent. Both are important. The metadata that describe the document provide context 
for the content and help distinguish among similar sources of information. The meta-
data that describe document content help facilitate subject retrieval and group similar 
sources of information.

Taylor distinguishes three major categories of metadata: (1) administrative metadata, 
(2) structural metadata, and (3) descriptive metadata. Administrative metadata are most 
closely associated with the document as property and may include such features as the 
source of the document, document ownership and rights, legal information related to 
the document, locational information, document use statistics, and information regard-
ing retention and preservation.42 Structural metadata have to do with the document 
as physical entity and may address such factors as technical documentation related to 
the document, specifics of the physical nature of the document, creation or revision 
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date, version or edition control, information about the software or browser processes 
required to use the document, compression or resolution information, encryption or 
password access information, and search protocol identification.43 Descriptive metadata 
are those that identify the intellectual and conceptual characteristics of a document and 
include information directly of value to the user of the content of the document, such 
as title, responsibility, date of creation, institutional affiliation, authority, links to other 
documents, and access to document content through a taxonomy, keywords, or other 
items intended to facilitate retrieval and use.

meTaDaTa sChema

Although standard markup languages such as HTML and XML provide for flexible 
use of metadata to describe Web content, the flexibility that is a positive characteristic of 
general purpose markup languages translates into a negative due to the absence of meta-
data standardization in markup languages. The solution to this is generally thought to 
be found in metadata schema. “A metadata schema consists of a set of elements designed 
for a specific purpose, such as describing a particular type of information resource.”44 
Many competing metadata schemata have been developed, some designed to achieve 
general purpose use and some for highly specialized purposes. Metadata schema are 
intended to do for the organization and representation of information on the Web 
what bibliographic standards such as the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules did for  
libraries.

Any metadata schema is a form of artificial language, but metadata schema differ 
from controlled vocabulary in that a metadata schema makes no attempt at being a 
complete listing of usable terminology. Metadata schema possess three essential char-
acteristics: (1) syntax, (2) semantics (content), and (3) structure.45 Any of these charac-
teristics may be implemented at a variety of levels ranging from fundamentally simple 
to extremely complex.

According to Gorman, metadata “arose from the desire of non-librarians to improve 
the retrievability of Web pages and other Internet documents.”46 Gorman places meta-
data schema and their use “between the free-text searching of search engines (which 
is quick, cheap, and ineffective) and full cataloguing (which is sometimes slow, labor-
intensive, expensive, and highly effective).”47 Interestingly, though, perhaps because of 
the similarity between metadata schema and the standards and systems used by librar-
ians for many decades, metadata schema have been somewhat embraced by the library 
and information communities and largely ignored elsewhere.

OnTOlOgy anD purpOse

Ontology is “the branch of metaphysics that deals with the nature of being.”48 Alter-
natively, it is “the theory or study of being as such; i.e., of the basic characteristics of all 
reality.”49 The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy provides a somewhat more colloquial 
definition: “the study of what there is.”50 Ontology is a complex discipline that explores 
the nature of what is, the ways in which existence can be determined and understood, 
the general nature of existence, and the characteristics of things that are.
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The term “ontology” and the modern philosophical discipline of ontology came 
into being in the eighteenth century, although there certainly were distinct ontolog-
ical themes at least as early as Aristotle’s exploration of metaphysics. There are two 
prominent classical views of ontology. Wolff proposed an essentially Newtonian view 
of ontology, which reduces the evidence of existence to its simplest components. In this 
view, “most of what appears significant . . . is irrelevant.”51 Leibniz developed a contrast-
ing view based on the principle that God despises waste and therefore would not have 
created things that have no significance. Kant rejected ontology more or less outright 
“as a discipline that tried to confer metaphysical significance on every aspect of human 
experience.”52

OnTOlOgIes anD KnOWleDge managemenT

The concept of ontologies as it is used in knowledge management was largely adopted 
from artificial intelligence research. Gruber defined an ontology as a “specification of 
a representational vocabulary for a shared domain of discourse—definitions of classes, 
relations, functions, and other objects.”53 Chandrasekaran, Josephson, and Benjamins 
defined ontologies as “content theories about the sort of objects, properties of objects, 
and relations between objects that are possible in a specified domain of knowledge,” a 
definition much closer to the dictionary definition of ontology.54 According to Wilks, 
“all modern use refers to hierarchical knowledge structures whose authors never discuss 
what there is but assume they know it and just want to write down the relations between 
the parts/wholes and sets and individuals that undoubtedly exist.”55

An ontology is essentially an approach to looking at things and the language that 
accompanies that approach. The word “ontology” has taken on a variety of new over-
lapping but not identical meanings in the knowledge management context. According 
to Chan, “the ontology of a system consists of its vocabulary and a set of constraints on 
the way terms can be combined to model a domain,” a definition remarkable similar 
to that of taxonomy.56 Roche described an ontology as “an agreed upon vocabulary of 
common terms and meanings shared by a group of people,” a description also similar to 
definitions of taxonomy but adding the element of an ontology as a consciously social 
construct.57 Brachman and Levesque used this definition: “the kinds of objects that will 
be important to the agent, the properties those objects will be thought to have, and the 
relationships among them.”58 Sowa’s definition was “a catalog of the types of things that 
are assumed to exist in a domain of interest D from the perspective of a person who uses 
a language L for the purpose of talking about D.”59 Sowa provided an extensive glos-
sary and a sample ontology that shares most of the characteristics of schedules, nota-
tion, index, and commitment described by Foskett. Edgington, Choi, Henson, Raghu, 
and Vinze defined ontology as “the basic structure or armature around which a know-
ledge base can be built” and emphasize that ontology “is not merely vocabulary, nor is 
it merely taxonomy.”60 Wilks, however, referred to “the conflation of ontologies (con-
strued as hierarchical classifications of things or entities) and thesauri or taxonomies 
(hierarchical classifications of words or lexical senses).”61 Wilks appeared to be of the 
opinion that there was no need to maintain a precise distinction between taxonomy and 
ontology.
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Charles A. Cutter, Rules for a Printed Dictionary Catalog (Washington, DC: Government Printing 
Office, 1875).

Charles Ammi Cutter (1837–1903) entered Harvard College at age 14 and gradu-
ated four years later. In 1856 he enrolled at Harvard Divinity School. While a student 
employee in the library there, he completed a completely new catalog of the library’s 
holdings. He was appointed assistant librarian in the Harvard College library in 1860. 
From 1868 to 1893 he was librarian at the Boston Athenaeum. During his tenure at the 
Athenaeum, he formulated Rules for a Printed Dictionary Catalog and the Expansive 
Classification. Although the Expansive Classification was never completed and failed to 
gain popularity in libraries, the Cutter tables used to identify authors in other classifica-
tion systems are based on the principles of the Expansive Classification. He also origi-
nated many practices that later became standard in libraries, including recording book 
information and due dates on paper pockets glued inside books, interlibrary loan, and 
book services for the homebound. From 1893 until his death in 1903 he was librarian at 
the Forbes Library in Northampton, New Hampshire, where his innovations included 
a system of branch libraries, open stacks, and a “traveling library” that predated mod-
ern bookmobiles. Rules for a Printed Dictionary Catalog has had a profound impact on 
cataloging and bibliographic control and has generated more than two hundred citation 
entries in the Social Sciences Citation Index.

Cutter’s Rules for a Printed Dictionary Catalog, although copyrighted 1875, actually 
appeared in print in 1876, the same year as the first publication of the Dewey Deci-
mal Classification, the foundation of the American Library Association, in which both 
Cutter and Dewey played pivotal roles, and the publication of the first issue of Library 
Journal. Cutter’s Rules was the first effort to establish a systematic approach to develop-
ing, presenting, and fostering the use of a vocabulary for representing and retrieving 
information. Although the bulk of the Rules has to do with description of items, proper 
names, and titles, the 14 pages devoted to “subjects” established a set of principles for 
vocabulary control that have enduring value and are quite worthy of attention in efforts 
to exploit taxonomies for modern purposes.

lIbrarIes as sysTems

Cutter was a systems thinker long before the era of systems analysis and general sys-
tems theory, and even before the word “systemics” entered the English language as a 
name for the study of systems. Miksa traced Cutter’s dedication to systematic design 
and action to his exposure to the Boston-Cambridge intellectual community of the late 
nineteenth century, his deep interest in a scientific approach to the thought processes 
of everyday life, his familiarity with the works of Scottish realist philosophers such as 
Thomas Reid and Dugald Stewart, and in particular to the principle of enculturation 
that the realists espoused.62

“Cutter considered democracy to be the highest expression of man’s political 
nature.”63 Enculturation of the populace via “the pursuit of true knowledge” was essen-
tial to the success of a democracy; “the chief method by which an individual could 
engage in the enculturating process was reading.”64 Although Cutter clearly distin-
guished between reading in pursuit of the noble cause of enculturation and reading for  
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less lofty purposes, he was convinced that all reading was beneficial. This semi- 
egalitarian view of the role of reading was an essential component in Cutter’s view 
of libraries as information systems in that “it placed the basic motivation for library 
work in the personal and essentially moral realm”; enculturation “provided a reason 
for being systematic.”65

Cutter’s view of the library was that “it was, or least had the potential to be, a rational 
interrelationship of parts and processes.”66 In a manner unprecedented for the time, 
he viewed the system as including not only the intellectual and content components of 
information, but also the processes through which access to information was provided 
and even the physical facility that housed information objects. He was possibly the first 
person to explicitly recognize the influence of heat and humidity on collections of infor-
mation objects.

Cutter’s dedication to systems thinking played a profound role in his design of classi-
fication systems and in his design and development of the Rules. The 261 rules of the 
first edition, which expanded to 369 by the 1904 fourth edition, do not individually 
stand on their own but rather collectively constitute a system that defines the life cycle 
of a library catalog. Cutter is known primarily for his direct contributions to the practice 
of library cataloging, but his real influence on the systematic nature of taxonomies and 
classification resides in his application of the systems approach.

CuTTer’s ObjeCTs

Cutter was interested exclusively in the organization and creation of library catalogs, 
with the first two editions of the Rules focused explicitly on the creation of catalogs in 
the form of printed books, the dominant format at the time, although Cutter was also 
a pioneer in the implementation of catalogs in card form. Later editions of the Rules 
dropped the word “Printed” from the title.

Cutter identified three essential roles or “objects” for a catalog: (1) to assist in 
finding information, (2) to reveal the nature of information in a collection, and (3) 
to distinguish among sources of information in a collection. Cutter phrased this 
entirely within the context of books, but the general principle applies to any type of  
information.

Cutter’s Objects

1. To enable a person to find a book of which either
(A) the author
(B) the title  is known
(C) the subject

2. To show what the library has
(D) by a given author
(E) on a given subject
(F) in a given kind of literature

3. To assist in the choice of a book
(G) as to its edition (bibliographically)
(H) as to its character (literary or topical)
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synDeTIC sTruCTure anD hIerarChy

The hierarchical structure found in most modern taxonomies has its direct origin in 
Cutter’s concern with syndetic structure. A dictionary definition of syndetic is: “of or 
using conjunctions.”67 Cutter provides a more detailed definition:

Syndetic. connective, applied to that kind of dictionary catalogue which binds its entries 
together by means of cross-references so as to form a whole, the references being made 
from the most comprehensive subject to those of the next lower degree of comprehensive-
ness and from these to their subordinate subjects, and vice versa. These cross-references 
correspond to and are a good substitute for the arrangement in a systematic catalogue. 
References are also made in the syndetic catalogue to illustrative and coordinate subjects, 
and, if it is perfect, from specific to general subjects.68

Syndetic structure is one of those ideas that seem so obvious as to be organic; it is 
exceptional in that no one had previously formulated it and in how succinctly and care-
fully it is stated.

It is impossible to overstate the importance of syndetic structure in Cutter’s Rules: 
it is the organizational system that drives relationships among concepts. Although  
Cutter thoroughly—perhaps even excessively—supported the use of natural language 
for headings, he explicitly recognized the limitations of a purely alphabetical arrange-
ment, which he likened to a mob, asserting that “by a well-devised net-work of cross-
references the mob becomes an army, of which part is capable of assisting many other 
parts.”69 A common misunderstanding is that Cutter “restricted the links in practice 
to downward references, ie from broader to narrower subjects, and suggested that we 
should ignore on economic grounds both upward links . . . and links from one term to 
another of equal rank.”70 It is clear, however, that Cutter viewed a “perfect” syndetic 
system as one that provided robust links of all kinds.

speCIfIC enTry

A fundamental principle of the Rules is that of specific entry, which dictates that the 
primary identifying term for a concept should be the most specific term available in  
the vocabulary to describe the concept, “as distinct from entering it in a class which 
includes that subject.”71 The user of information system should have access to the hier-
archy within which a term lies but should also have direct access to that term. Cutter 
did recognize that there may be emerging concepts for which terminology has not been 
standardized, and suggested that the only solution for such concepts is to identify them 
by a broader term. He also recommended, however, that some specific term should be 
used as soon as there is sufficient agreement on that term. Cutter, then, viewed vocabu-
lary as being explicitly evolutionary, rather than bound by the constraints of changing 
use.

user COnVenIenCe

An extremely important component in the design of Cutter’s Rules is his focus on 
the convenience of the users of information systems. “The convenience of the public is 
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always to be set before the ease of the cataloger,” even when “the public’s habitual way 
of looking at things” requires “a sacrifice of system and simplicity.”72 Although Cutter is 
unquestionably a proponent of standardization, it cannot be an absolute goal but must 
be applied within the general objective of making the system as usable as possible. Cut-
ter is particularly insistent that usage provides the fundamental warrant for the choice 
of language in an information system: “Usage . . . is the supreme arbiter,—the usage, in 
the present case, not of the cataloger but of the public in speaking of subjects.”73 This 
is not quite the same as literary warrant, in that Cutter favored using the language of 
the people, not the language of content. Even this was not an absolute. Although Cutter 
favored resolving the choice of synonymous terms by granting preference to the term 
“that is most familiar to the class of people who consult the library,” he suggested that 
a scientific term “may be preferable when the common name is ambiguous or of ill-
defined extent.”74

Jesse Shera, “Social Epistemology, General Semantics, and Librarianship,” Wilson Library Bulletin 
35 (June 1961): 767–70.

Jesse Hauk Shera (1903–82) earned a bachelor’s degree in English from Miami Uni-
versity of Ohio and a master’s degree in English from Yale University. He embarked on 
a career in librarianship immediately after completing his master’s degree, first at the 
Scripps Foundation for Research in Population Problems and later, briefly, at the Library 
of Congress. He later earned a doctoral degree from the Graduate Library School at the 
University of Chicago. After a short post–World War II period of service with the Central 
Information Division of the Office of Strategic Services, he joined the faculty of the 
Graduate Library School. In 1951 he was named dean of the School of Library Service 
at Case Western University, where he remained until his retirement in 1970. Shera was 
a founding member of the American Documentation Institute, the forerunner of the 
American Society for Information Science & Technology, and was a major proponent 
of information science. Shera was a prolific author and profound thinker whose works 
have received more than five hundred entries in the Social Sciences Citation Index.

The searCh fOr The fOunDaTIOns Of lIbrarIanshIp

Shera was undoubtedly one of the greatest library and information science philoso-
phers of the twentieth century. He was particularly interested in generalizing a theory 
that would apply to all information and knowledge processes, both within and beyond 
the library context. His association with Margaret Egan at the University of Chicago 
Graduate Library School led him to explore epistemology, especially social epistemo-
logy, as the basis for that theory. Shera later explicitly credited Egan with the origin 
of the term, noting that although she apparently never used it in writing, “she used it 
frequently in class lectures and in conversation.”75

The naTure Of KnOWleDge

Shera begins “Social Epistemology, General Semantics, and Librarianship” with a 
quote from John Rader Platt on the fundamental needs of humankind. Platt had added 
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to the “traditional needs of man for air, water, food, and shelter” a fifth need for “ ‘infor-
mation,’ for a continuous, novel, unpredictable, nonredundant, and surprising flow of 
stimuli.”76 Extending from Platt’s idea, Shera contends that “the brain exists in order to 
organize and to weave patterns from information presented to it, and it becomes seri-
ously deranged if this essential opportunity is denied. This activity of organizing infor-
mation not only characterizes the sane mind, but also is necessary to the maintenance 
of sanity.”77 Shera echoes Popper and Polanyi by noting that such information must be 
supplied from outside the individual brain.

External stimuli are necessary for the proper operation of the human nervous system. 
Without them the brain cannot reason, for it generates new information through clues 
and analogies, and it solves problems by fragmenting them into manageable parts with 
familiar connotations. Moreover, not only does the brain search for and process infor-
mation telegraphed to it by the senses, but it also has closure. This is the ability to fill in 
informational gaps so that a conclusion can be achieved or a conceptualization formu-
lated . . . despite the fact that a fragment of sensory evidence may be missing. Thus can 
be generated information that is anticipatory and, in a measure, independent of sensory 
perception.78

COlleCTIVe KnOWleDge

Shera is not, however, primarily interested in knowledge as it is characterized by the 
individual process of converting stimuli to absorbable information and from infor-
mation to personal knowledge. His concern is with the nature of shared knowledge. 
“As the need for information drives the individual, so also it drives societies. It is the 
basis of collective, as well as individual, behavior.”79 Consideration of collective knowl-
edge must include not only the roles of stimulus and perception, but also the roles of 
communication and language. “Knowledge and language are inseparable, for language 
is the symbolic structuring of knowledge into communicable form, and because it is the 
instrument by which knowledge is communicated, language itself can determine both 
individual and group conduct and behavior.”80 Increasing sophistication in the develop-
ment of languages, first in oral form and later in graphic form, served not to increase the 
effectiveness of individuals, but to increase the effectiveness of and ensure the survival 
of groups and societies. Shera defines culture as “a duality of action and thought, bound 
together by the communication process.”81

Cultures are highly dependent on the structures of language and communication. “The 
recorded history of the world of thought suggests that as man’s knowledge increases in 
volume and complexity, it becomes increasingly interdependent, and tends toward frag-
mentation, centrifugation, and what we today glibly call specialization.”82 Shera calls for 
a new science of communication to concentrate on exploring and understanding this 
interdependence of language, communication, and culture. Although he is not directly 
dismissive of the fields of mass communication and communication studies, he does 
not feel that they have the focus of background to address this need. He similarly fails to 
find the necessary resources in psychology or philosophy. “Neither epistemologists nor 
psychologists have developed an ordered and comprehensive body of knowledge about 
intellectual differentiation and the integration of knowledge within a complex social 
organization.”83
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The naTure Of sOCIal epIsTemOlOgy

Shera finds in the failures of communication studies, philosophy, and psychology a 
need for a new discipline, “which, for want of a better name,” he terms social epistemo-
logy. The purpose of social epistemology as a discipline is to “provide the social frame-
work for the effective investigation of the entire complex problem of the intellectual 
processes of society—a study by which society as a whole seeks a perceptive relation to 
its total environment.”

Social epistemology will “lift the study of intellectual life to that of a scrutiny of the 
individual to an inquiry into the means by which a society, nation, or culture achieves 
understanding of the totality of stimuli which act upon it. The focus of this new dis-
cipline will be upon the production, flow, integration, and consumption of all forms 
of communicated thought throughout the entire social pattern.”84 With this lofty set 
of goals, Shera extends librarianship as a discipline far beyond a concentration on the 
purposes, policies, practices, and processes of libraries and previews later definitions of 
information science and knowledge management.

Shera does not see social epistemology as an academic discipline divorced from the 
realities of practice, however. “Though social epistemology will have its own corpus 
of theoretical knowledge, it will be a very practical discipline, too.”85 Although “Social 
Epistemology, General Semantics, and Librarianship” doesn’t extensively explicate the 
practical side of social epistemology, Shera does suggest that the discipline will play a 
role in determining the relationships between people and machines, particularly those 
“machines that extend man’s mental power” for which “society is as yet psychologically 
and socially quite unprepared.”86 Shera was undoubtedly familiar with Wiener’s The 
Human Use of Human Beings and provides a very Wieneresque assertion that “a society 
will permit itself to become subservient to machines only if it first allows itself to place  
a higher value on technology than it does on creative thought.”87

Shera expanded on the role of social epistemology in 1965, stating that

If the librarian’s bibliographic and information systems are to be structured to conform as 
closely as possible to man’s uses of recorded knowledge, the theoretical foundations of his 
profession must eventually provide answers to such questions as:

The problem of cognition—how man knows.
The problem of social cognition—the ways in which society knows and the nature of  
 the socio-psychological system by means of which personal knowledge becomes  
 social knowledge.
The problem of the history and philosophy of knowledge as they have evolved through  
 time and in variant cultures.
The problem of existing bibliographic mechanisms and systems and the extent to which  
 they are in congruence with the realities of the communication process and the find 
 ings of epistemological inquiry.88

Although Shera was still vague about the practical applications of social epistemol-
ogy, he provided a preview of many of the concerns of knowledge management, includ-
ing the social nature of knowledge and the challenges of transforming tacit knowledge 
into explicit knowledge to achieve a collective benefit.
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sOCIal epIsTemOlOgy, lIbrarIanshIp,  
anD KnOWleDge managemenT

“The aim of librarianship, at whatever intellectual level it may operate, is to maximize 
the social utility of graphic records. . . . The librarian is the supreme ‘time-binder,’ and 
his is the most interdisciplinary of all the disciplines, for it is the ordering, relating, and 
structuring of knowledge and concepts.”89 This very knowledge management–oriented 
view of librarianship has its ultimate expression in Shera’s conviction that “fundamen-
tally, librarianship is the management of knowledge.”90

lIbrarIanshIp anD general semanTICs

Although Shera includes “General Semantics” in the title of his article, he actually has 
very little to say about general semantics. His assertion that “librarianship and general 
semantics should be natural allies, closely interrelated, and converging at many points” 
seems almost to be a throwaway, even when backed up with the explanation that “both 
are interdisciplinary to the highest degree, both are vitally concerned with the utilization 
of information by the human nervous system, both are important links in the commu-
nication chain, both are deeply involved in language, symbolism, abstraction, concep-
tualization, and evaluation,” and, perhaps most importantly in Shera’s mind, “both are 
fundamentally epistemological.”91 All this exploration of general semantics comes in the 
final paragraph of “Social Epistemology, General Semantics, and Librarianship,” after 
the article really seems to have come to a natural end with a strong statement about the 
relationship between knowledge and machines. This seemingly tacked-on section on 
general semantics may be a direct result of the fact that Shera’s ideas were based on a 
presentation at a colloquium sponsored by the Institute of General Semantics. Shera’s 
article in the Wilson Library Bulletin was a condensation of an article with the same title 
that had earlier appeared in the General Semantics Bulletin.

In a 1962 talk at the University of Minnesota Library School, Shera revisited the links 
among semantics, epistemology, and librarianship, stating that “the bridge from seman-
tics to epistemology is a natural one, for our knowledge about the nature of knowledge 
itself, how it is communicated through society and how it shapes a culture, is itself trans-
mitted through a symbolic medium.”92

The ImpaCT Of shera’s sOCIal epIsTemOlOgy

Shera’s somewhat idiosyncratic use of the word “epistemology” may have mitigated 
against the impact he sought for his model of a philosophy for the information profes-
sions. Although Shera argued that social epistemology was something distinct from the 
sociology of knowledge, Budd’s analysis indicated that Shera’s thinking was much more 
closely allied with sociology than with epistemology.93 The term “social epistemology” 
reappeared independently in the late 1980s to describe an emerging area of interest 
among epistemologists in the social nature of knowledge. Zandonade detailed the rela-
tionship, or lack thereof, between Shera’s social epistemology and this later social epis-
temology as exemplified by the works of Steve Fuller.94 Fuller presented the following 
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fundamental question to be addressed by social epistemology: “How should the pur-
suit of knowledge be organized, given that under normal circumstances knowledge is 
pursued by many human beings, each working on a more or less well defined body of 
knowledge and each equipped with roughly the same imperfect cognitive capacities, 
albeit with varying degrees of access to one another’s activities?”95 Fuller later defined 
social epistemology as

An intellectual movement of broad cross-disciplinary provenance that attempts to recon-
struct the problems of epistemology once knowledge is regarded as intrinsically social. It is 
often seen as philosophical science policy or the normative wing of science studies. Origi-
nating in studies of academic knowledge production, social epistemology has begun to 
encompass knowledge in multicultural and public settings, as well as the conversion of 
knowledge to information technology and intellectual property.96

This is remarkably similar to Shera’s definition of social epistemology, especially 
given that Fuller did not cite Shera and was apparently at the time unaware of Shera’s 
earlier work. In 1996 Fuller acknowledged Shera’s contribution and specifically rec-
ognized the similarity of orientation of his ideas and Shera’s. Fuller’s explanation 
that the difference in theoretical bases was an important distinction seems somewhat  
disingenuous.97

Ultimately, Shera’s social epistemology looks very much like a general model for what 
is now being called an ontology, a way of looking at and thinking about the world that 
leads to explicit decisions about representing and organizing knowledge. Shera may 
have doomed his core philosophy to extinction by aligning it with the wrong branch of 
philosophy.

B. C. Vickery, “Ontologies,” Journal of Information Science 23 (1997): 277–86.

B. C. Vickery (1918– ) was born in Australia and earned a master’s degree in chemis-
try from Oxford University. He was appointed librarian at the Akers Research Labora-
tories of Imperial Chemical Industries in 1946 and later held positions at the National 
Lending Library for Science and Technology and the University of Manchester Institute 
of Science and Technology. From 1966 to 1973 he was research director for Aslib. In 
1973 he became director of the School of Library, Archive and Information Studies at 
University College London, where he remained until his retirement in 1983. Vickery’s 
works have generated more than five hundred citation entries in the Social Sciences 
Citation Index.

seeKIng ClarITy OuT Of COnfusIOn

Vickery recognizes the confusion inherent in the emerging use of the term “ontology” 
and attempts to ameliorate it by tracing the origins of current usage, comparing and 
contrasting definitions, and providing examples of ontologies and their use. He finds 
the direct origin of the concept in artificial intelligence and the shift that took place in 
the 1980s from attempts to model human thought to attempts to model instead those 
domains that are the objects of human thought. “By the end of the 1980s it was accepted 
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that ‘domain conceptualisation’ was a necessary part of knowledge acquisition for a 
knowledge-based system.”98 Vickery also links ontologies to Hayes’s concept of “task-
independent conceptual analysis.”99

DefInIng OnTOlOgIes

Vickery turns to Gruber’s definition of ontology, which he asserts “seems generally to 
be accepted.” An ontology is “an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to 
represent for some purpose . . . an explicit specification of a conceptualization.”100 This 
definition appears to have three fundamental characteristics: (1) an ontology is an artificial 
construct that may have a link to a naturally occurring phenomenon, (2) an ontology 
is a tool for knowledge representation, and (3) an ontology is an explicit but abstract 
and simplified conceptualization. “Ontologies, writes Gruber, are often equated with 
taxonomic hierarchies of classes, with class definitions and the subsumption relation, 
but they need not be limited to these forms.”101 Vickery does not provide any guidance 
as to other forms an ontology may take and ultimately, even though he cites a number 
of commentaries on the nature of ontologies, fails to provide a concise definition. He 
does indicate that one of the variables in definitions of ontology is that the definition is 
a function of the purpose for which an individual wishes to use the term. Vickery espe-
cially notes the distinction between “those who aim to build a general ontology, taking 
all knowledge for its province, and those who are concentrating on an ontology for a 
specific domain.”102

examples Of OnTOlOgIes

The bulk of Vickery’s article consists of descriptions of four ontology-based systems: 
CYC, MIKROKOSMOS, GALEN, and ENTERPRISE. CYC is an attempt at a general 
ontology, “a formalised representation of a vast quantity of fundamental human know-
ledge: facts, rules of thumb, and heuristics for reasoning about the objects of everyday 
life.”103 It is a formal logical system in which assertions are linked to form statements. 
CYC employs an extremely complex and specific system of symbolic notation to build 
explicit hierarchies.

MIKROKOSMOS was designed to support transporting information among sys-
tems that use different internal structures. In MIKROKOSMOS, “interlingual mean-
ing representation for [machine translation] is derived from representations of word 
meanings in computational lexicons and from representations of world knowledge in 
ontologies.”104 The fundamental purposes of the system are (1) “representing mean-
ings of different languages,” (2) “representing meanings of natural language texts,” and 
(3) “sharing knowledge between different lexical knowledge bases.”105 The structure of 
MIKROKOSMOS resembles Ranganathan’s PMEST system but somewhat simplified. 
Each concept is represented by three essential elements: (1) an object, which can be 
physical, mental, or social; (2) an event, which can also be physical, mental, or social; 
and (3) a property, which can be either an attribute or a relation. Overall, the system 
strongly resembles a well-designed thesaurus for an information storage and retrieval 
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system. MIKROKOSMOS has been used experimentally to translate between Spanish 
and English language knowledge bases.

GALEN, the Generalized Architecture for Languages, Encyclopedias, and Nomencla-
tures in Medicine, is “a ‘semantically sound’ model of clinical terminology.”106 GALEN 
models fundamental clinical concepts (bone, fracture, humerus), orientations (left, 
right), and relationships in a complex medical coding system.

ENTERPRISE is an ontology system for business. ENTERPRISE uses a very com-
pact language of about one hundred terms that can be combined to represent business 
activities and products. Terms are grouped into four roles: (1) activities and processes,  
(2) organizations, (3) strategies, and (4) marketing. This nonhierarchical dictionary 
resides within the context of a “metaontology” that defines relationships among the 
four categories. Relationships include roles, attributes, and actors.

buIlDIng anD usIng OnTOlOgIes

Vickery devotes about one-and-a-half pages to the processes and methods of con-
structing ontologies, relying mostly on the works of other authors. He summarizes the 
general process as follows:

Clearly, the domain to be covered by the ontology must first be decided, and a specification 
document must be drawn up. Concept terms are collected by scanning the literature of 
the domain, and by consulting domain experts. A “brainstorming” session with experts is 
recommended, to produce significant terms and their relative importance.107

Vickery then describes the process of grouping terms, resolving synonyms, devel-
oping cross-references and definitions, and deciding on the structure of the meta-
ontology. He cites Mahesh’s guidelines for “ontological engineering,” which include 
(1) the inherently artificial nature of ontologies, (2) the need to make ontologies task 
specific, (3) usability, (4) the ability to accommodate new concepts and new rela-
tionships, (5) granularity, and (6) redundancy.108 Overall, the process and problems 
as described are remarkably similar to Lancaster’s guidance on the creation of a  
thesaurus.109

Vickery recapitulates the nature of ontologies by writing, “An ontology may be 
regarded as a database with information about what categories and/or concepts exist 
in the world/domain, what properties they have, and how they relate to each other.”110 
This is very straightforward and is the clearest definition yet, but it is inherently rather 
dissatisfying. Defining concepts, properties, and relationships is the central function of 
a well-constructed controlled vocabulary. Vickery’s definition seems to imply that an 
ontology is essentially a database with a good thesaurus, which is probably not what is 
meant by most people writing about ontologies.

Fortunately, Vickery has not missed the analogy with vocabulary control and sug-
gests that the primary difference is that “the uses intended for ontologies are not the 
same as for classifications and thesauri.”111 Vickery laments, however, that “ontologi-
cal engineers” appear to have been largely ignorant of the work that has gone before 
them in the domains of bibliographic organization and information science. Vickery 
further notes that, with a few notable exceptions, “there is not much appreciation that 
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constructing an ontology is not such a new activity” and traces ontology development 
to Wilkins’s work in 1668 and Roget’s 1852 thesaurus.112 Vickery closes his article 
with an expression of hope “that all involved will continue to learn about each other’s  
experience.”113
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Informatics and Information Technology

cybernetics The theory or study of communication and control in living 
organisms or machines.

1948 N. WIENER Cybernetics 19 We have decided to call the entire field 
of control and communication theory, whether in the machine or in the 
animal, by the name Cybernetics.

informatics

1967 FID News Bull. XVII. 73/2 Informatics is the discipline of science 
which investigates the structure and properties (not specific content) of 
scientific information, as well as the regularities of scientific information 
activity, its theory, history, methodology and organization.
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Key papers

Norbert Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society
Rob Kling, “Towards a Person-Centered Computer Technology”
Rob Kling, “What Is Social Informatics and Why Does It Matter?”

The Uneasy LInk beTween knowLedge ManageMenT 
and TeChnoLogy

Knowledge management is, to some people, primarily about the effective application of 
technology to solve knowledge and information problems. In one of the earliest commen
taries on knowledge management and technology, Worthley expressed concern that in 
the 1975 Public Administration Symposium, “the computer was not mentioned yet alone 
discussed and analyzed.”1 A 2004 news feature in Nature pictured knowledge manage
ment systems in terms of software that “builds up a picture of who knows what in an orga
nization, and uses the information to connect queries with answers.”2 Chou and Lin stated 
that “Information technology . . . is a powerful enabling factor for capturing the organiza
tional knowledge and sharing it internally and accessing others’ knowledge externally.”3 
According to Alavi and Leidner, “advanced computer storage technology and sophisti
cated retrieval techniques . . . can be effective tools in enhancing organizational memory.”4  
Frappaolo and Capshaw included technology in their core definition of knowledge man
agement: “Knowledge management refers to the practices and technologies that facili
tate the efficient creation and exchange of knowledge on the organizationwide level.”5  
Flanagin’s view was that “recent developments suggest that technological tools are pro
gressively more capable of providing meaningful support for KM applications.”6

To others, knowledge management has little or no relationship with technology. 
McDermott, in an exploration of the past and future roles of information technol
ogy in knowledge management, referred to the false expectations that can accompany 
technological solutions. “Information technology has led many companies to imagine 
a new world of leveraged knowledge. . . . As a result, many companies are rethinking 
how work gets done, linking people through electronic media so they can leverage each 
other’s knowledge.”7 Stromquist and Samoff shared this concern regarding potentially 
unattainable expectations and extended it to a broader societal level. “With the advent 
of widespread use of computermediated communications technologies, such as email 
and the World Wide Web, has come the expectation that information and its more 
complex articulation—knowledge—will become more accessible, focused to meet needs 
of specific social sectors and their decisionmakers, and able to improve the basis on 
which public policies are made.”8

Gamble and Blackwell commented that “trying to implement a knowledge manage
ment system of any scale without technology is extremely difficult but the technology 
of itself does not make the knowledge management system work; it can facilitate and 
enable connections and communications but it will not make them happen.”9 Wiig’s 
take was similar: “Information technology . . . and related technologies are significant, 
but secondary factors. They serve mostly as passive infrastructure and are not as central 
for competitive superiority as it was generally thought in the 1990s. This may change if 
IT becomes smarter and more sophisticated.”10
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This tension regarding the real and potential roles of technology in knowledge man
agement arises at least in part from the motives that lead organizations to seek technolog
ical solutions. According to Tiwana, “technology drivers from knowledge management 
are either motivated by new opportunities that have arisen for companies to compete 
through knowledge process differentiation using technology or through their failure 
to compete sustainably using technology. . . . Technology, by itself, is simply an entry 
precursor and corecapability leveler, not a competitive differentiator.”11

A further concern has to do with expectations regarding the immediacy of the impact 
of technology. Tiwana suggested that “the companies that will truly thrive are those that 
can use their information technology assets to leverage their people’s knowledge in ways 
that are immediately applicable.”12 Gamble and Blackwell, however, noted the inevitable 
lag time in achieving results through implementation of technology. “Another impor
tant point to recognize is that if technology is going to be used, not only is the enterprise 
going to spend money, perhaps lots of it, but it is also probably going to reduce perfor
mance in the short term before a medium or longerterm improvement is realized.”13

TeChnoLogy and peopLe

For many commentators, the focus on information technology in knowledge man
agement inappropriately draws attention away from people. Wiig, who titled his book  
People-Focused Knowledge Management: How Effective Decision Making Leads to Cor-
porate Success, expressed concern that “during the last decade, the perception was often 
that technology was central to success. However, the business world is increasingly real
izing that the effectiveness of enterprises rests upon people.”14 Tiwana echoed that sen
timent: “As we move further into the information age, the interesting counterintuitive 
shift that becomes evident is that of the firm’s anthropocentricity—dependence on peo
ple.”15 Gamble and Blackwell wrote in a similar vein: “Since first and foremost knowledge 
management involves working with people and their ideas, what needs to be thought 
about is what kind of technology will fit with each small community, small grouping or 
small department as appropriate. . . . This is not a case where one size fits all.”16 This last 
concern about the potentially unitary application of technological solutions resonated 
with Tanriverdi: “It is not appropriate to standardize all aspects of the IT infrastructure 
since business units need autonomy for meeting their specific IT needs.”17

It is not at all clear, however, how focusing on people rather than technology advances 
the purposes of knowledge management. Even authors whose major premise is the 
need to focus on people cannot avoid discussing the role of technology. Wiig wrote that 
“apart from increased work complexity, the workplace itself is equipped with sophisti
cated workaids that often take considerable understanding to handle and exploit” and 
offered a list of technologybased “workaids.”18 Many early expositions on the role of 
technology in business espoused the benefits of directly replacing people with machines. 
There is a difficult dynamic tension in the knowledge management literature regarding 
the core focuses of knowledge management, which clearly have to do with communica
tion and transformation of the workplace to enhance shared learning, and the tools and 
techniques necessary to support organizational activities, which are primarily tied to 
computer information technology.
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hUMan and soCIaL ConCerns In  
knowLedge ManageMenT

Many commentators have expressed concern that knowledge management in prac
tice, as opposed to knowledge management theory, lacks an appropriate focus on 
human factors and the role of knowledge management as a fundamentally social pro
cess. Thomas, Kellogg, and Erickson expressed concern that knowledge management 
“pays little attention to human and social factors.”19 They concluded that knowledge 
management requires the creation and support of a knowledge community, “a place 
within which people discover, use, and manipulate knowledge, and can encounter and 
interact with others who are doing likewise.”20 They promoted social computing and 
knowledge socialization as approaches to supporting knowledge communities. “Social 
computing has to do with digital systems that draw upon social information and con
text to enhance the activity and performance of people, organizations, and systems. . . . 
Knowledge socialization . . . describes a constellation of projects around the use of sto
ries and storytelling in business settings.”21

Moffett, McAdams, and Parkinson found that a plurality of firms were approaching 
knowledge management initiatives from a primarily technologycentered viewpoint, 
while only 14 percent of the firms they studied were focused primarily on human factors 
and transformation of organizational culture.22 Stromquist and Samoff expressed con
cern that knowledge management systems carry the risk of “presenting access to knowl
edge in fragmented and decontextualized ways, introducing a layer of mediators whose 
view of knowledge and intentions about its use may not coincide with those of the pri
mary users. . . . Notwithstanding its democratic potential and promise, KMS approaches 
are likely to reinforce existing power relations . . . [and] may foster the growth of an 
intellectual elite.”23

knowLedge ManageMenT appLICaTIons  
of TeChnoLogy

Flanagin identified two major focuses for the application of technology to knowledge 
management that align directly with the distinction between explicit and tacit know
ledge. “The dominant strategy has been to identify and develop technologies for the 
capture, storage, retrieval, and dissemination of explicit knowledge. The chief concern 
has been how to extract an individual’s knowledge, place it in a format and location 
that are accessible to relevant others, and ensure that this knowledge is utilized in the 
achievement of organizational goals.”24

According to Gamble and Blackwell, “technology support can be divided into 
two broad classes”: (1) “transfer and exchange systems” and (2) “data analysis and  
performance support.”25 Transfer and exchange systems include databases, knowledge 
repositories, expertise banks, and similar technologies for encoding and preserv
ing knowledge. Data analysis and performance support technologies include “data to 
knowledge conversion systems, data mining decision support and real time intelligent 
data analysis.”26

Frappaolo and Capshaw identified four essential functions of technological solutions 
to knowledge management needs:
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1. “Intermediation, which refers to the connection of people to people”
2. “Externalization, the connection of information source to information source”
3.  “Internalization, the connection of explicit knowledge to people or knowledge  

seekers”
4. “Cognition, which connects knowledge to process”27

Gallupe’s analysis provided four major categories of goals or purposes for knowledge 
management technologies:

1.  “Encouraging serendipity,” which Gallupe equated with problem recognition. Tools 
that contribute to this goal include chat rooms, environmental scanning, and search 
functions.

2.  “Knowledge creation” focuses on problem solving and includes such solutions as 
computermediated discussion groups, online knowledge forums, and digital brain
storming.

3.  “Knowledge acquisition” technologies have to do with codification and storage of 
knowledge and include knowledge repositories and knowledge mapping tools.

4.  “Mentoring and training” tools support learning and knowledge transfer. These tools 
include those that support formal online learning and informal interpersonal commu
nication.28

Bowman’s categorization concentrated not on purposes or functions, but on specific 
types of application software, including intranets, Web authoring tools, document and 
content management systems, search engines, office productivity suites, collaboration 
tools, and enterprise portals.29 Given that all these technologies have multiple purposes, 
many of which have no permanent relationship to knowledge management, their identi
fication as specifically being knowledge management technologies is questionable. Luan 
and Serban’s grouping is similar in specificity, but slightly more knowledge manage
ment oriented, including business intelligence, knowledge bases, collaboration systems, 
content and document management, portals, customer relationship management, data 
mining, workflow analysis, searching, and elearning.30

ChaLLenges To The roLe of InforMaTIon 
TeChnoLogy In knowLedge ManageMenT

This diversity of approaches to identifying and defining those technologies or 
technology functions essential to knowledge management is a major obstacle to under
standing and communicating the role of technology in knowledge management. Many 
technologycentered knowledge management initiatives have been colossal money
wasting failures. A 2005 study, for instance, indicated that 51 percent of largescale 
technology projects were finished later than scheduled and over budget; only 10 per
cent of the corporate representatives polled felt that the return from information tech
nology investment was high.31 Damodaran and Olphert attributed these failures, at 
least in part, to the technologycentric focus on “technology push,” which they identi
fied as “not sufficient to achieve the necessary organization culture and context which 
will promote organizational learning.”32

Flanagin identified three major issues related to the application of technology to 
knowledge management (KM):
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1.  There is a “tendency to artificially reduce knowledge complexity with the use of tech
nologies for KM. In essence, the trend in KM has been to condense knowledge to less 
than it is in order to increase the capacity to process it efficiently.”

2.  “KM applications may be limited by focusing primarily on the individual as the source 
of knowledge. Recent changes in organizational structures, forms, and the nature of 
association, however, endorse a richer view of the location of knowledge.”

3.  “Because tacit knowledge is viewed as tremendously personal and contextual, it is often 
seen as an inappropriate candidate for technological support in KM applications.”33

The IMpaCT of TeChnoLogy

Tanriverdi studied information technology relatedness, which is defined as “the use 
of common IT infrastructures and common IT management processes across business 
units.”34 IT relatedness has four components: (1) relatedness of IT infrastructures, which 
is evidenced by the use of “common standards for generalpurpose hardware, software, 
and communications technologies,” (2) relatedness of IT strategymaking processes, 
which is reflected in “a common IT strategymaking process that provides a general 
strategic direction for the IT decisions of the business units” and “allows the business 
units to develop their unique IT strategies, but . . . also increases their adherence to cor
porate objectives,” (3) relatedness of IT human resource management processes, which 
is found in “sharing of common goals, principles, values, and language among the IT 
talent in the business units,” and (4) relatedness of IT vendor management processes, 
such that vendor relationships are managed “as an interrelated portfolio of relationships 
while allowing the business units to source their IT needs from the vendors of their 
choice.”35 Tanriverdi found that these factors are indeed related to knowledge manage
ment performance: “IT relatedness has a significant effect on the KM capacity, and KM 
capacity, in turn, has significant effects on marketbased and accountingbased firm 
performance. IT relatedness also has significant indirect effects on marketbased and 
accountingbased performance of the firm through the mediation of KM capacity.”36

Mitchell looked at the relationship between technology and knowledge manage
ment from an essentially opposite viewpoint from that of Tanriverdi, exploring the 
link between knowledge integration and technology project performance. She specifi
cally examined the influences of access to external knowledge, evidenced in such fac
tors as “frequency of communication with external colleagues” and other approaches 
to “importing new knowledge through external communication channels,” and inter
nal knowledge integration, evidenced by “social interaction among individuals using 
communication channels for knowledge transfer to arrive at a common perspective 
for problem solving,” on ontime project completion.37 Her results demonstrated that 
“higher levels of integrative capability minimize IT delays through better prediction and 
execution, thereby promoting timely project completion.”38

Heintze and Bretschneider’s study of almost six hundred countylevel public orga
nizations found that the introduction of information technology had no meaningful 
impact on organizational structure, communication, or decisionmaking processes. 
They observed that “little restructuring occurs in local government agencies as a result 
of IT implementation. When restructuring does occur, it has only a very small impact 
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on the performance of the agency.”39 They did, however, find that the introduction of 
information technology had an impact on overall organizational performance.

soCIaL InforMaTICs

The most cogent and compact definitions of social informatics are perhaps those 
from Kling’s 1999 article, “What Is Social Informatics and Why Does It Matter?”

A serviceable working conception of “social informatics” is that it identifies a body 
of research that examines the social aspects of computerization. A more formal defini
tion is “the interdisciplinary study of the design, uses and consequences of information  
technologies that takes into account their interaction with institutional and cultural  
contexts.”40

The origin of the term “social informatics” is unclear, although it was in use at least as 
early as 1989.41 Halavais suggested a much broader definition: “Social informatics aims 
to understand the relationship of technological systems to social systems.”42

Social informatics is closely related to and overlaps community informatics, which 
has been defined as “a multidisciplinary field for the investigation and development of 
the social and cultural factors shaping the development and diffusion of new ICTs and 
its effects upon community development, regeneration and sustainability.”43 Bishop and 
Bruce added to this definition of community informatics the characteristic of “enabling 
communities with information and communications technologies,” which seems to 
emphasize a direct role in influencing action as much as a research orientation.44

Sawyer identified a number of other related terms, including “the social analysis of 
computing, humancentered computing, social studies of information technology and 
the sociology of computing.” According to Sawyer, the name is less important than the 
perspective that social informatics provides, which is “complex, situated, multilevel, 
multieffect and sociotechnical.”45 Halavais provided the additional terms “social com
puting,” “sociable media,” and “social software,” as well as “computermediated com
munication, computer supported collective work and humancomputer interaction.”46

Sawyer outlined five common findings about information and communication tech
nology (ICT) that had emerged over the course of “more than 30 years of careful empiri
cal research in the social informatics tradition”:

1.  Uses of ICT lead to multiple and sometimes paradoxical effects.
2.  Uses of ICT shape thought and action in ways that benefit some groups more than  

others.
3.  The differential effects of the design, implementation and uses of ICTs often have moral 

and ethical consequences.
4.  The design, implementation and uses of ICTs have reciprocal relationships with the 

larger social context.
5.  The phenomenon of interest will vary by the level of analysis.47

Sawyer’s final point about variations in level of interest and analysis is an important 
one. Commentators on social informatics are quite mixed in their approaches. Halavais 
adopted a deliberately highlevel approach in which social informatics could be applied 
to the study of doorknobs.48 Sawyer took a more middleofthe road stance in which 
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social informatics examines problems in their “institutional and cultural contexts, 
including organizations and society.”49 Davenport assumed a much narrower focus, 
concentrating on “workplace or organizational computing.”50

appLICaTIons of soCIaL InforMaTICs

Social informatics has both an explanatory role in fostering understanding of the 
relationships between people and technology and a potential pragmatic role in driv
ing systems design. Davenport described social informatics as “a research approach that 
is embedded in practice” but provided little evidence or explanation of ways in which 
social informatics directly affects practice.51 Karamuftuoglu asserted that “information 
retrieval research has been somewhat slow in recognizing the power latent in social rela
tions that tie the users of information systems together.”52 He concluded that current 
approaches to information retrieval have two fundamental limitations: (1) they assume 
that information seeking is exclusively an information transmission process and (2) they 
assume that information seeking is entirely individual.53 Karamuftuoglu presented a 
theoretical model in which collaboration could effectively lead to the production of new 
knowledge and identified newsgroups, email, and similar online collaboration tools 
as primitive examples of the potential role of collaboration in information retrieval.54 
Tang also presented a model for “participative design” in which “users’ social context 
and relationships [would] be considered in the design and evaluation of [informa
tion retrieval] systems” and suggested that the traditional measures of retrieval system  
performance—precision and recall, which are both based on the concept of relevance—
may be inadequate for “a more user and usecentered concept of relevance.”55 It is unclear 
whether any of these ideas resulted in the transformation of information and commu
nication technology systems design. Although social informatics has direct implications 
for the social networking environment proposed as the basis for Web 2.0, neither the 
social informatics literature nor the knowledge management literature has drawn any 
direct links to or from Web 2.0. The ultimate benefit of social informatics may lie in its 
explanatory qualities rather than its contributions to action.

Norbert Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1950).

Norbert Wiener (1894–1964) was born in Columbia, Missouri. A child prodigy in 
mathematics, he graduated from high school at age 11 and received a bachelor’s degree 
in mathematics from Tufts College at age 14, and a PhD in philosophy from Harvard 
University at age 18. Following the completion of his doctorate, he studied with Bertrand 
Russell at Cambridge University for two years. Wiener joined the faculty of the mathe
matics department at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1920 and remained 
there until his retirement in 1960. The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and 
Society is a popularization of his earlier Cybernetics, or Control and Communication in 
the Animal and the Machine (Cambridge, MA: Technology Press, 1948), in which he 
introduced the term “cybernetics.” The Human Use of Human Beings has received more 
than 150 citation entries in the Social Sciences Citation Index. Wiener has received more 
than four thousand citation entries.
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CyberneTICs defIned

A dictionary definition of cybernetics is “the theoretical study of communication and 
control processes in biological, mechanical, and electronic systems, especially the com
parison of these processes in biological and artificial systems.”56 Wiener grounded his 
definition of cybernetics in terms of the “study of messages, and in particular of the 
effective messages of control.”57 His specific definition is found in his Cybernetics, or 
Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine: “We have decided to call 
the entire field of control and communication theory, whether in the machine or in the 
animal, by the name Cybernetics.”58 The word has its origin in the Greek word for “the 
art of pilot or steersman.”59 The Oxford English Dictionary notes that a similar word, 
cybernétique, entered the French language in 1834.60

Wiener came to cybernetics by a fairly circuitous route. When he joined the mathe
matics faculty at MIT, the department was in the midst of a transition from a primar
ily pragmatic and practiceoriented program designed to meet the needs of engineers 
to a more explicitly theoretical identity. This was a highly productive environment for 
Wiener, who early on “solved the problem of integration in function spaces,” developed 
a mathematical model for Brownian motion, formulated a set of axioms for what later 
became known as Banach spaces, and dabbled with potential theory.61

war and aUToMaTIon

Wiener developed a close relationship with the engineering department, but his work 
remained primarily in the more theoretical areas of mathematics until the late 1920s, 
when he worked closely with Vannevar Bush on the development of the Differential 
Analyzer. As was true of many other developments related to automation and computers, 
Wiener’s initial work on what he later termed cybernetics was an outgrowth of his work 
toward the war effort. His relationship with Bush had a transformative impact after the 
beginning of the war; in late 1940, Wiener wrote to Bush, “I . . . hope you can find some 
corner of activity in which I may be of use during the emergency.”62 Wiener’s subsequent 
interest in computer development and prediction theory emerged from this inquiry.

Wiener’s specific warrelated initiative had to do with the design and use of the con
trol mechanisms of antiaircraft guns. His mathematical background led him to seek 
mathematical solutions to the fundamental problem of predicting an airplane’s future 
position based on data regarding its past positions. He was the first researcher to explic
itly model the role of feedback in predictive decisionmaking. His formula proved to 
be very broadly useful, encompassing not only targeting systems for weapons but also 
noise reduction in radar systems. The first published product of this work was Extrapo-
lation, Interpolation and Smoothing of Stationary Time Series with Engineering Applica-
tions, which, although not publicly published until 1949, was actually completed in 1942 
and was widely used in the war effort.

The IMporTanCe of hUMan beIngs

Although a dedicated mathematician and scientist, Wiener was also fundamentally a 
humanist whose doctorate in philosophy heavily influenced his thought and his work. 
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One of his earliest published works, “The Highest Good,” which he wrote while a doc
toral student at Harvard, was an exploration of ethics in which he rejected the very 
notion of a universal “highest good” as a model for understanding ethical behavior.63 
Another early work, “Relativism,” provided a widereaching logical, epistemological, 
and ontological discussion of the nature of experience and perception, leading to the 
conclusion that the work of scientists is inherently relativistic in nature and that the 
relativistic nature of science exhibited in the form of “approximate knowledge” is a 
strength rather than a weakness.64 He returned to this theme in “Is Mathematical Cer
tainty Absolute?” In this article he concluded that although the degree of uncertainty 
that can be found in mathematics and logic is so small as to be truly insignificant, there 
is no support for the assertion that there is no such uncertainty.65

Wiener’s 1936 article “The Role of the Observer” explored the relationships among 
logic, psychology, and epistemology through the lenses of the myth of universal truths 
and the principle of uncertainty.66 This notion of the essential nature of the observer 
was extended to scientific models in 1945.67 In 1943 he was coauthor of an article on 
“Behavior, Purpose, and Teleology” that presented the core for some of the ideas that 
later appeared in The Human Use of Human Beings, including the notion that machines 
are not necessarily intrinsically purposeful and that behavior may be either purpose
ful or nonpurposeful. This article provided one of the first explorations of the role of 
feedback—particularly negative feedback—in purposeful behavior and introduced “the 
behavioristic analysis of machines” and the notion that machines and animals can be 
understood in parallel terms. Although this article didn’t coin the term “servomecha
nism,” it was probably responsible for introducing it into general use.68 By 1949 Wiener 
was part of a team exploring the potential for translating sound into tactile messages 
that could be “heard” by deaf people. Although similar projects were being performed 
at Bell Laboratories and elsewhere, a unique characteristic of the work being carried 
out by the team to which Wiener belonged was an emphasis on the affective benefits of 
sound.69

Wiener’s focus on the human condition finds its apex in The Human Use of Human 
Beings, in which he brings together many ideas from his earlier works, including Cyber-
netics, or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine, to build a holistic 
view of the emerging cybernetic world.

MaChIne behavIor and hUMan behavIor

The starting point for The Human Use of Human Beings is Wiener’s observation 
that some machines “have shown an uncanny ability to simulate human behavior, and 
thereby to throw light on the possible nature of human behavior.”70 To Wiener, the 
emergence of machines that can emulate human activity creates “an immediate need 
of discussing the powers of these machines as they impinge on the human being, and 
the consequences of this new and fundamental revolution in technique.”71 The stated 
purpose of The Human Use of Human Beings “is both to explain the potentialities of the 
machine in fields which up to now have been taken to be purely human, and to warn 
against the dangers of a purely selfish exploitation of these possibilities in a world in 
which human beings, human things are allimportant.”72 Wiener strongly emphasizes, 
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however, that although it is seemingly inevitable that machines will transform society, 
machines themselves must remain subservient to people.

In an attempt to “define” man, Wiener concludes that what distinguishes humans 
from other animals is that a human is an animal that talks. Although other animals 
exhibit social behavior, the central defining characteristics of the human animal is the 
“necessity for communication,” which “is the guiding motive of their whole life.”73 The 
role of language and communication in human existence constitutes a pattern or set of 
patterns; Wiener suggests that these patterns are fundamental and are among “the most 
interesting aspects of the world.”74 Although Wiener somewhat belabors the concept of 
patterns, his ultimate point is that certain kinds of patterns constitute messages, and that 
the nature of messages is important to understanding both human and nonhuman com
munication. The patterns defined by messages constitute a communication system. In 
keeping with the general principles of systems thinking, understanding communication 
necessarily requires understanding communication systems. “It is the thesis of this book 
that society can only be understood through a study of the messages and the communi
cation facilities which belong to it; and that in the future development of these messages 
and communication facilities, messages between man and machines, between machine 
and man, and between machine and machine, are destined to play an everincreasing 
part.”75

Wiener is directly offended by and explicitly protests the “inhuman use of human 
beings. . . . In my mind, any use of a human being in which less is demanded of him and 
less is attributed to him than his full status is a degradation and a waste.”76 Wiener is par
ticularly opposed to any form of manual labor in which a person is essentially employed 
primarily as a source of energy. “It is simpler to organize a factory or galley which uses 
individual human beings for a fraction of their worth than it is to provide a world in 
which they can grow to their full stature. Those who suffer from a power complex find 
the mechanization of man a simple way to realize their ambitions.”77

enTropy

Three essential interrelated themes recur throughout The Human Use of Human 
Beings: entropy, feedback, and information. Wiener explains entropy, which is defined 
by Clausius’s second law of thermodynamics, in terms directly reminiscent of Shan
non’s mathematical theory of communication, with which he was undoubtedly famil
iar.78 Entropy in the thermodynamic context is the principle that disorder in a closed 
system tends over time to reach some maximum value that undermines the functional
ity of the system. The probability of entropy (disorder) decreasing in a closed system 
is zero.

Wiener’s “qualitative formulation” of the principle of entropy is stated as: “A message 
can lose order spontaneously in the act of transmission, but cannot gain it.”79 Examples 
of entropy include the loss of information on a noisy telephone connection and the 
impossibility of producing a precise translation from one language to another, which 
inevitably results in the loss of some of the original author’s meaning. Wiener also 
echoes Shannon in describing the potential for measuring information quantitatively, 
where information “is essentially a measure of order.”80
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progress

Wiener links entropy to progress, which he defines as “essentially an assessment 
of the direction of change of the world according to certain values.”81 Progress can be 
assessed in the primarily physical terms of entropy or in terms that are “relevant to our  
normal human schemes of moral values.”82 Wiener suggests that either approach to 
assessment can take on the characteristics of either pessimism or optimism. In the 
simplest physical sense, entropy suggests that the universe will over time “run down.” 
From an equally simplistic optimistic social point of view, all change is good and inher
ently constitutes evidence of progress. Wiener states that the “idea of progress has 
two aspects: a factual one and an ethical one.”83 The factual aspect has to do with the 
evolution of ideas, processes, and machines and “the discovery of new techniques for 
controlling the human environment.”84 From this point of view, which emphasizes the  
processes of invention, change is evidence of progress, and progress can be measured 
in terms of the frequency and extent of change. Wiener’s conclusion is that although 
change is not evidence of progress from an ethical point of view, it is often interpreted 
as such.

In the context of measuring progress, Wiener laments the tendency of the “scientifi
cally illiterate” to think only in terms of linear processes in which the measurable aspect 
of an effect has a direct onetoone correspondence with the measurable aspect of its 
cause. Wiener points out that very few processes of nature even closely approximate a 
linear structure, and that for many phenomena, “very small causes will produce very 
great effects.”85 Furthermore, the “longtime results of two nearly identical causes may 
diverge” over time.86

Wiener discusses the difficulty of obtaining a historical perspective on change suf
ficient to really analyze progress, noting that some tools and processes of ancient ori
gin have had very long useful lives and may still be in use, and that close examination 
reveals that seemingly major advances are actually quite subtle. Nonetheless, he notes an 
important set of changes associated with the industrial revolution that have no parallels 
in earlier times.

One of the most important distinctions between the physical point of view and the 
social point of view is that physics has typically concentrated on measuring disorder, 
while a purely social view tends to highly value order. An important consideration is 
that the physical definition of entropy is generally applied to closed systems, but systems 
thinking emphasizes that there are no naturally occurring closed systems. It is therefore 
possible, particularly in a societal system, for entropy to decrease, and Wiener is of the 
opinion that human society constitutes “an island of decreasing entropy.”87 Wiener calls 
particular attention to the relationship between quantitative and qualitative changes, 
which is almost never linear in nature.

feedbaCk

Much of The Human Use of Human Beings has to do with the cybernetic concept of 
feedback, the “control of a machine on the basis of its actual performance rather than its 
expected performance.”88 A feedback system is essential to any machine operation that 
requires a variable response to external stimuli. A simple example is an automatic eleva
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tor, which must be capable not only of delivering the elevator to the correct floor but also 
of detecting that the elevator is completely in place at that floor before opening the door. 
Feedback systems generally work both most effectively and most efficiently when they 
are truly automatic. Feedback systems in animals, for instance, are primarily autonomic 
and require no conscious decision or designed action.

Wiener’s thesis is “that the operation of the living individual and the operation of some 
of the newer communication machines are precisely parallel. . . . In both of them there 
exists a special apparatus for collecting information from the outer world at low energy 
levels, and for making it available in the operation of the individual or of the machine.”89 
Sophisticated feedback mechanisms are required to make this possible.

LearnIng

Learning is an extremely important and fundamentally complicated form of feedback 
that “influences not merely the individual action, but the pattern of action.”90 Where 
“feedback is the control of a system by reinserting into the system the results of its per
formance,” learning is a form of feedback in which “the information which proceeds 
backward from the performance is able to change the general method and pattern of 
performance.”91 Much of Wiener’s work during World War II had to do with devel
oping algorithms for machine learning. Although he confesses to a lack of success, he 
is confident that it is possible to design “a machine which contains a certain element 
of learning,” and describes in general terms work under way at MIT to develop such 
machines.92 Interestingly, although Wiener demonstrates considerable familiarity with 
the binary digital nature of most computers, he looks for success in machine learning 
to an analog model, “in which the quantities with which we deal are measured rather 
than counted.”93

InforMaTIon

An important point in Wiener’s discussion of information is the notion that although 
“we ordinarily think of a message as sent from human being to human being,” it is 
quite possible for a message to be sent from a human to a machine, from a machine 
to a human, or from a machine to a machine.94 Simple examples of these include any 
act that a human undertakes that involves pressing a switch (human to machine), 
any audible alarm (machine to human), and the control of heating or cooling via a  
thermostat (machine to machine).

Wiener asserts that modern machines possess characteristics that are directly analo
gous to the sensory organs of animals in the form of “receptors for messages coming 
from the outside.”95 Although simple versions of the machine that is “conditioned by its 
relation to the external world, and by the things happening in the external world,” have 
been in existence for a long time, such machines are increasingly becoming more com
plex as they are made more effective.96 Wiener describes system complexity in terms 
parallel to those of computer design. “A complex action is one in which the combi
nation of the introduced, which we call the input, to obtain and effect on the outer 
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world, which we call the output, may involve a large number of combinations. These are  
combinations, both of the data put in at the moment and of the records taken from the 
past stored data which we call the memory.”97

LangUage

Humans require language for the communication of information, which leads  
Wiener to an exploration of the nature of language. His specific goal is to demonstrate 
“that language is not an exclusive attribute of man, but is one which he may share to a 
certain degree with the machines he has constructed.”98 Wiener addresses three com
ponents of language necessary for understanding the ways in which language can be 
used by machines: (1) the phonetic aspect, which is represented in humans by the 
association between sound and meaning and in machines by the association of elec
trical impulses with meaning; (2) the semantic aspect, which is concerned exclusively 
with meaning; and (3) the experiential aspect, which has to do with the relationship 
between meaning and action.99 These components correspond closely with Shannon’s 
three communication problems: (1) the technical problem, which has to do with the 
physical nature of communication; (2) the semantic problem, which has to do with 
communicating meaning; and (3) the effectiveness problem, which has to do with 
the relationship between intent and outcome.100 Unlike Shannon, who was primarily 
concerned with solving the technical problem, Wiener essentially dismisses the pho
netic aspect of language as irrelevant to the use of language by machines and con
centrates on the semantic and behavior aspects, which he contends can be addressed  
statistically.

Two IndUsTrIaL revoLUTIons

Wiener explores the role of machines in the future in the context of two industrial 
revolutions. The first is the familiar industrial revolution of the eighteenth century, 
in which scientific developments for the first time began to play a significant role in 
the fundamental processes of society. Developments of this era include increasingly 
sophisticated navigational systems that made longdistance exploration and commerce 
possible; the steam engine that replaced humans and animals as sources of energy and 
transformed both water and land transportation; the introduction of electricity; and the 
invention of the vacuum tube.

Wiener describes a second industrial revolution leading to “a more completely auto
matic age” in which routine processes such as those carried out on assembly lines are 
controlled and operated by computers.101 He foresees very clearly the replacement of  
the vastly expensive, uniquely designed, and custombuilt machines that constituted the 
first generation of computers with specialized, massproduced computers inexpensive 
enough and capable enough to be infused into routine manufacturing and business pro
cesses. Although he doesn’t use the term “robotics,” he accurately describes the nature 
of robotics in manufacturing, mining, and other applications. He also envisions increas
ingly complex machine input, manipulation, and feedback systems that will make it 
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possible for machines to perform an expanding range of tasks. And finally, he also sees 
a future role for machines in analysis and learning.

The future promised by the second industrial revolution is not inevitably an entirely 
positive one. Wiener emphasizes that “the automatic machine, whatever we think of any 
feelings it may have or not have, is the precise economic equivalent of slave labor. Any 
labor which competes with slave labor must accept the economic conditions of slave 
labor.”102 Wiener predicts that the second industrial revolution will be associated with 
extensive unemployment that will make “even the depression of the thirties . . . seem a 
pleasant joke” and suggests that even those industries that embrace the new order and 
benefit most may not survive.103 The second industrial revolution “may be used for the 
benefit of humanity, assuming that humanity survives long enough to enter a period in 
which such a benefit is possible. If, however, we proceed along the clear and obvious 
lines of our traditional behavior, and follow our traditional worship of progress and the 
fifth freedom—the freedom to exploit—it is practically certain that we shall have to face 
a decade or more of ruin and despair.”104

poLITICs and poTenTIaL

The Human Use of Human Beings was written at a very politically charged time. The 
red scare was its height, fears of Fascism loomed in the aftermath of World War II, the 
cold war was at its peak, and the nuclear age had been ushered in with great fear and 
trepidation. Much of Wiener’s book reflects those turbulent times. He addresses the 
relationship between law and communication, the uneasy relationship between human
ists and scientists, and the rigidity of totalitarian regimes and religious bodies.

Ultimately, Wiener poses no specific solution to the world’s problems, nor even to 
the problem of ensuring that, in a machine age, human beings are in fact used in a 
human manner. The book ends on a fairly unsatisfying note of concern that increasingly 
intelligent machines can be used for good or for ill, to fight rigidity and oppression or  
as instruments of propaganda and suppression. Although Wiener doesn’t reference 
Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four, which was published in 1949, there is an element of 
Orwellian doom in The Human Use of Human Beings.

The book is not, however, fundamentally pessimistic or fatalistic. Wiener clearly 
believes that humans can survive and thrive and that the second industrial revolution—
the machine age—has the potential for doing good rather than evil. His ultimate warn
ing has to do with the nature of machines and decision making.

Any machine constructed for the purpose of making decisions, if it does not possess the 
power of learning, will be completely literalminded. Woe to us if we let it decide our  
conduct, unless we have previously examined the laws of its action, and know fully that  
its conduct will be carried out on principles acceptable to us! On the other hand, the 
machine . . . which can learn and can make decisions on the basis of its learning, will in no 
way be obliged to make such decisions as we should have made, or as will be acceptable to 
us. For the man who is not aware of this, to throw the problem of his responsibility on the 
machine, whether it can learn or not, is to cast his responsibility to the winds, and to find it 
coming back seated on the whirlwind.105
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Rob Kling, “Towards a PersonCentered Computer Technology” (paper presented at the ACM 
National Conference, Atlanta, GA, 1973).

Rob Kling, “What Is Social Informatics and Why Does It Matter?” D-Lib 5, no. 1 (1999), http://
www.dlib.org/dlib/january99/kling/01kling.html.

Rob Kling (1945–2003) earned a bachelor’s degree at Columbia University and mas
ter’s and doctoral degrees in artificial intelligence at Stanford University, where he also 
worked in the Artificial Intelligence Center at the Stanford Research Institute. He served 
on the faculties at the University of California, Irvine, and the University of Wisconsin 
before joining the faculty of the School of Library and Information Science at Indiana 
University in 1996, where he was director of the Center for Social Informatics (now 
the Rob Kling Center for Social Informatics). Kling described the focus of his work as 
“the social opportunities and dilemmas of computerization for managers, professionals, 
workers, and the public.” His works have generated more than 1,600 entries in the Social 
Sciences Citation Index.

ConTexT and soCIaL InforMaTICs

A great deal of Kling’s work lies in the area of exploration that has come to be known 
as social informatics. Kling’s first documented use of the expression appears to have 
come in a keynote speech at the 1996 conference of the International Federation for 
Information Processing, but his work in the area began at least 20 years earlier. A central 
theme in Kling’s work is the importance of context in understanding, using, and perhaps 
designing information systems.

“Towards a PersonCentered Computer Technology” is one of Kling’s earliest works 
in this vein. This paper begins with a very straightforward assertion: “Contemporary 
computer designers are largely machine centered.”106 Kling’s goal is to explore “the ways 
and means that computer technology can help foster a mature and humane society.”107 
Although Kling implies that there are many facets to building a personcentered tech
nology, “Towards a PersonCentered Computer Technology” focuses explicitly on the 
direct experience of people with computer systems.

CoMpUTer as TooL vs. CoMpUTer as envIronMenT

Kling distinguishes between the typical view of the computer as a tool and the possi
bility that “a person who works with a large scale computing system may well experience 
it as an overwhelming total environment.”108 This comment would seem commonplace 
in the networked world of the early twentyfirst century. However, it seems nearly 
prescient in the context of 1973, when Kling presented his paper at the annual con
ference of the Association for Computing Machinery. In 1973, timesharing systems 
allow online access to mainframe systems had been in existence for just more than a 
decade and were far from ubiquitous. The first microprocessor had been introduced 
only three years earlier and was in use only in expensive handheld calculators. The 
first microcomputer in kit form was still two years away. The Apple I was three years 
away and the firstgeneration IBM PC was eight years in the future. Kling’s recognition 
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of the potentially extreme impact of the use of computing systems on users is quite  
remarkable.

Kling describes four possible positive outcomes of this immersion in the computing 
environment; he suggest that people who are so immersed may (1) “develop a more 
global and abstract ‘system view,’ ” (2) “develop keener perspectives on their role in 
organizations,” (3) “emphasize rationality,” and (4) “consider efficiency as a primary  
criterion in selecting alternative designs.”109 Kling is concerned, however, that these 
potential outcomes are not at the heart of computer systems design, which tends to 
emphasize minimizing response time over all other considerations. “We have few means 
to deal with a person who may seek productive, satisfying work that makes coherent 
sense, challenges his talents, and fosters a personal sense of competence.”110

MaChIne-CenTered and person-CenTered desIgn

Kling described the differences between machinecentered and personcentered 
computer system design as follows. In a machinecentered design,

1. Efficiency is emphasized.
2. Human error is not tolerated.
3. Systems are designed in purely functional terms.
4. Jobs and procedures are simplified to simplify machine processing.
5. Users are forced to match the precision required by the machine.
6. System designs are imposed on users.111

The characteristics of a personcentered design are quite different:

1. Systems are valued that increase personal competence and pride in work.
2. Acceptance of people as nonrational and errorprone.
3.  Jobs are designed to be personally satisfying. Automated procedures are designed to fit 

job needs.
4. Places the burden of precision on the machine. Systems are forgiving.
5. Easy for users to obtain/create systems that meet their needs.
6. Users can initiate, veto, and collaborate in system designs.
7.  Designs and assumptions are intelligible to users through appropriate technique (mod

ular structures) and clear documentation.112

Kling sees both sets of characteristics as being idealized and emphasizes the need 
to understand specific rather than generalized contexts. These are “criteria that 
are within the purview of computer system designers,” not universal concerns. 
“The determinants of satisfaction are complex, but we know that there are strong 
correlations between work effectiveness, personal sense of competence and job  
satisfaction.”113

The effeCTs of CoMpUTer Use

Kling notes that using computer systems has both direct and indirect impacts on 
users. Systems designers and “utopian themes” concentrate primarily on the direct 
impacts of reducing what Wiener referred to as the inhuman use of human beings and 
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supporting “a society of abundance which provides high quality service for all.”114 The 
side effects are considerably more difficult to assess or even identify but may have an 
overall greater impact than the direct effects of computer use. Among the side effects 
Kling notes are the tendency for formerly lowlevel decisions to be made at higher lev
els, reduced interpersonal communication in the workplace, and potential unintended 
changes in organizational structures.

reqUIsITes for person-CenTered CoMpUTIng

Kling’s assessment of the overall computing environment of the early 1970s is that it 
is dominated by “large bureaucratic organizations that typically do not foster humanly 
vital contexts.”115 His perspective, which seems little more than wishful thinking in the 
context of the mainframe computing era, is that developing personcentered computing 
may necessitate first the creation of personcentered organizations.

From his discussion of the distinction between machinecentered and person 
centered design, Kling synthesizes system design guidelines that emphasize (1) collab
orative design, (2) software flexibility, (3) system intelligibility, (4) rewards for meet
ing addressing user needs, and (5) ready access to support personnel. “These proposals 
require little new technology. Rather, they effect the interpersonal process in the most 
immediate context that technology is used.”116

Kling likens most computer systems design to public places designed by architects 
who are more interested in form and visual impact than in usability or public pref
erence. An important distinction is that while redesigning a public space such as a park 
or plaza requires major reconstruction, redesigning software is a relatively loweffort 
task. A close parallel lies in the fact that, just as architects don’t consider the public to be 
their clients, system designers don’t consider the end users of systems to be their clients. 
In contrast, Kling encourages a “philosophy of collaborative design [that] must include 
some good means of identifying the various recipients of a system and including their 
diverse needs in the initial design phase.”117 A primary reason that such collaborative 
design does not normally take place is that designers are not rewarded for collaborating 
with or designing for end users; their reward instead come from managers who may 
have little or no contact with the system. Similarly, software flexibility is a usercentered 
concept that is also not rewarded. Furthermore, since computer systems are inherently 
intelligible to their designers, the designers place little emphasis on making them intel
ligible to users or on providing the support systems necessary for helping users under
stand the system.

Error messages, for instance, are frequently terse mnemonics that effectively serve to 
remind the designer of the nature of the error, but do little to assist the user.

Kling concludes his paper with a brief manifesto for useroriented design: “A person
centered computer technology continually attends to the human cost of each design 
that restricts personal expressiveness, autonomy, and dignity. It attends to process as 
well as to content. . . . If our use of computing is to be humanely benign, it is not too 
much to ask that we foster experientially rich environments that enhance the sense 
of competence and selfacceptance of users.”118 Although Kling recognizes that user 
oriented design may seem to some designers and managers to constitute “focusing on a 
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small elite group of computer users,” he also recognizes the future role of computers in 
serving “a larger public” and the necessity of personcentered design for making such a 
goal achievable.119

person-CenTered CoMpUTIng revIsITed:  
soCIaL InforMaTICs

Kling’s “What Is Social Informatics and Why Does It Matter?” was published 26 years 
after “Towards a PersonCentered Computer Technology.” Not surprisingly, although 
the later work continues many of the themes of “Towards a PersonCentered Com
puter Technology,” it is a substantially more mature presentation. Kling characterizes 
social informatics as simultaneously being a welldeveloped field that is “pertinent to 
understanding the design, development, and operation of usable information systems, 
including intranets, electronic forums, digital libraries and electronic journals” and 
being fragmented across multiple literatures, “including computer science, information 
systems, information science and some social sciences.”120 The diversity of terminology 
and scatter across literatures creates problems in collocating and understanding core 
contributions to the field. Kling hopes that adoption of the term “social informatics” will 
reduce the dispersal of ideas and improve general understanding of the field.

InforMaTIon TeChnoLogy and soCIaL Change

Social informatics is in large part an organized, structured approach to studying the 
impact of information technology on society, as evidenced by its effects on both groups 
and individuals. The element of change is an essential component in social informatics. 
Kling notes that the relationship between technology and change is a favorite topic of 
“pundits” who approach that relationship not from the systematic point of view of social 
informatics but from a viewpoint that is largely based on anecdote and is frequently 
alarmist in nature. “Pundits play interesting social roles. The best pundits are entertain
ing, provocative and timely.”121 The works of pundits are also generally very visible, 
appearing in popular outlets such as magazines and deliberately popularized nonfiction 
books; pundits are increasingly taking their voices to online platforms. Although pun
dits are among the most visible sources of information, they are not necessarily the most 
reliable and may actually discourage research and analysis.

Reliance on anecdote and ad hoc assessment in the design, implementation, moni
toring, and modification of information systems tends to lead to three very simple but 
deceptive criteria:

1. “use more advanced technology (whether it is faster or easier to use);
2.  use ‘better technologies,’ (though there are different criteria for ‘better’ such as less 

expensive or compatible with other equipment); or
3. organize systems so that they are more efficient.”122

Kling refers to these and similar criteria or guidelines as “contextfree” and notes that 
such criteria “have not been good enough to help information technology professionals 
design or implement effective systems.”123
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InforMaTIon TeChnoLogy and  
The prodUCTIvITy paradox

Kling notes that historically economists, systems manufacturers and vendors, 
administrators and managers, and even workers closely associated with advances in  
computer technology and the increasing implementation of technological solutions 
with improved productivity. As the costs of computing declined, first with the introduc
tion of minicomputers and then with the widespread use of personal computers, the 
expectation was that the balance of costs and productivity would shift favorably. The  
popular business literature has carried many stories touting the benefits of computeriza
tion but has also frequently published stories of technology failures and lost produc
tivity. Kling refers to the “productivity paradox” of technology identified by economists, 
most notably Robert Solow, whom Kling quotes: “You can see the computer age every
where but in the productivity statistics.”124 Economists differ on the origins and impact 
of the productivity paradox, but its existence is generally accepted. Kling notes that the 
productivity paradox also has social and personal ramifications but says that it is “glossed 
over by most of the pundits.”125 In particular, he calls attention to the vast differences 
between huge global increases in computing power, network connectivity, and speed, 
and similar measures of the adoption of technology and decidedly modest increased 
in productivity during the same period of time. He cites Wired author George Gilder’s 
assertion that computing value increased by a factor of one hundred million between the 
1950s and the 1990s and notes that there has clearly been no such increase in U.S. labor 
productivity. Even those studies that associate technology with increased productivity 
show substantial variability across organizations and settings. Kling concludes that the 
productivity paradox may be explained by the ways in which organizations incorporate 
information technology, and offers three “social explanations” for the paradox:

1.  “Many organizations develop systems in ways that lead to a large fraction of implemen
tation failure.”

2. “Few organizations design systems that effectively facilitate people’s work.”
3.  “We significantly underestimate how much skilled work is required to extract value 

from computerized systems.”126

Kling does not propose to resolve the productivity paradox but rather suggests 
that the ultimate explanation and solution may lie in the domain of the field of social  
informatics.

deveLopMenTaL eMphases of soCIaL InforMaTICs

Kling’s summary of the history of social informatics points out that much of the field 
has focused on the influence of information technology in organizational settings, pri
marily because the origins of the field lie in the pre–home computer era. As the role 
of the personally owned computer emerges and evolves, and especially as the social 
nature of the Internet is better understood, the focus of social informatics will neces
sarily expand and evolve.

Many of the questions asked about the impact of technology, both those asked by 
social informaticists and by others, have been “deterministic impact questions.”127 The 
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ultimate deterministic impact question is “What is or will be the impact of technology?” 
This question can be applied to individuals, to groups, to organizations, to political enti
ties, to continents, or to society as a whole. Kling asserts that many of the early explora
tions of the impact of technology were naively simple and led to uncertain and variable 
answers that essentially revealed that there “was no simple, direct effect.”128 Even when 
more complex questions were addressed, the answers were frequently no more satisfac
tory. “The analytical failure of technological determinism is one of the interesting and 
durable findings from social informatics research.”129 To Kling, the probable solution 
lies not in asking questions that explore the circumstances under which technology does 
or does not have an impact. “This kind of contextual inquiry illustrates the ways that 
social informatics researchers frame questions to develop an analytical understanding 
of information technologies in social life.”130

The IMporTanCe of ConTexT

Kling illustrates the importance of context in social informatics research through a 
specific example from organizational practice. The example he uses is that of a corpora
tion attempting to encourage knowledge sharing and interaction via an intranet. The 
company made a substantial financial investment in the software necessary to foster 
interaction and sharing but found the system was widely used only by the firm’s informa
tion technology staff, who were not the intended primary beneficiaries. Other employees 
used the system modestly or practically not at all. The system was a commercial software 
product that had been used quite successfully in other settings, which made it hard to 
understand the mixed and mostly low levels of use in the firm.

Kling traces the failure of the collaborative software system to the specific context  
of the incentive systems of the company. Professionals in the firm were rewarded  
primarily in terms of their generation of billable hours. Use of the collaborative software, 
although potentially beneficial for its intended purpose, generated no billable hours.  
In fact, the time required to learn to use the system and then to use it as it was intended 
reduced the number of billable hours for which professionals could account. From the 
point of view of corporate incentives, then, use of the software system by the profession
als it was intended to support inevitably led to a documentable decline in productiv
ity. Employees who were not responsible for documenting billable hours, including the 
information technology staff, were not in any way penalized for using the system.

Kling’s point is that “the ‘social context’ of information technology development and 
use plays a significant role in influencing the ways that people use information and 
technologies, and thus influences their consequences for work, organizations, and other 
social relationships.”131 Understanding the stratified social context of the firm in the 
example not only provides an explanation of why the collaborative software initiative 
didn’t work, but also provides clues for ensuring that future efforts have an optimal 
chance for success. Context is not an obscure and abstract concept; it is concrete and 
knowable if one is aware of the techniques for examining it.

A second example concerns the unfulfilled promise of the paperless office. In an 
interesting parallel, he notes that the rise of the notion of paperless information systems 
was concurrent with increasing sales of laser printers. Although Kling recognizes that 
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there is a certain tactile satisfaction element associated with the use of some paperbased 
information products, such as books and magazines, he finds it unlikely that “people 
like paper in the same way that people have an affection for dogs or cats” and particu
larly thinks it unlikely that there is any inherent tactile, visual, or other appeal to be 
found in 20pound bond office paper.132

Again turning to the context in which people use office documents, Kling concludes 
that activities such as annotating, comparing, integrating and editing documents are 
sufficiently complex to be best achieved by most people via paper documents. Although 
the cost of computer systems capable of helping people carry out such tasks in a  
paperless manner may be a factor, Kling suggests that it is probably only a minor con
sideration, and that a largescale migration from paper to fully digital document pro
cessing is unlikely. Even in environments in which computerized systems are dominant, 
such as airline reservations management and travel booking systems, people tend to use 
paper notes and “cheat sheets” liberally.

soCIo-TeChnICaL sysTeMs

These and other examples lead to a discussion of the roles of a sociotechnical 
approach to understanding information and communication technologies based on the 
“concept of ‘computerized information systems as social technical systems.’ ”133 Echoing 
the discussion of computer as tool vs. computer as environment presented in “Towards 
a PersonCentered Computer Technology,” Kling emphasizes the inappropriateness of 
discussing technologies “as tools or simple appliances, even when [referring] to com
plex arrangements of varied equipment, rules/roles/resources, and actual organizational 
practices.”134

It is more interesting to view specific information technologies as sociotechnical sys
tems—a complex, interdependent system comprised of:

•  People in various roles and relationships with each other and with other system  
elements

•  Hardware (computers mainframes, workstations, peripherals, telecommunications 
equipment)

• Software (operating systems, utilities and application programs)
• Techniques (management science models, voting schemes)
• Support resources (training/support/help)
•  Information structures (content and content providers; rules/norms/regulations, such 

as those that authorize people to use systems and information in specific ways; access 
controls).135

Kling emphasizes that these are not static, independent factors but are “interrelated 
within a matrix of social and technical dependencies.”136

An important characteristic of a social informatics approach to designing and  
implementing a sociotechnical system is that the designer must be immersed in the 
context in which the system will be deployed. This allows the designer to employ a 
number of “discovery processes,” including but certainly not restricted to workplace 
ethnography, focus groups, and collaborative design that emphasizes user input and 
participation.
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soCIaL aCCess To TeChnoLogy

Although physical access to information and communication technologies is demon
strably increasing rapidly, at least in the developed world, physical access is not suf
ficient to lead to ubiquitous use of such technologies. Kling introduces the additional 
factor of social access, which “refers to knowhow, a mix of professional knowledge, 
economic resources, and technical skills, to use technologies in ways that enhance  
professional practices and social life.”137 Kling warns against the tendency to view social 
access as an “addon” to physical access and technological infrastructures, noting that 
“social access is integral to the design and development of systems and services that are 
to be widely used. . . . Social access . . . is likely to prove vexing for many people, based 
on what careful studies of computer use and Internet use have shown us.”138 Kling notes 
that there have been few studies of computer use by “ordinary people,” a concern that 
is still valid.

Although system designers and managers typically devote substantial attention 
to the technological infrastructure of a system and the organization that supports it,  
they rarely give any meaningful consideration to social infrastructure. “System  
infrastructure is a sociotechnical system since technical capabilities depend upon 
skilled people, administrative procedures, etc.; and social capabilities are enabled by 
simpler supporting technologies. . . . Malfunctioning computer systems are not simply 
an opportunity loss, such as a book that is bought but not read. When people orga
nize their days about the expectations that key technologies will work well—and they 
don’t—they often spend considerable time tinkering to get systems to work, waiting for 
help to come, and so on.”139 Much of what is known about the social infrastructure of 
information and communication technologies comes from studies of failures. Although 
this knowledge base is limited, it is clear that “a weak sociotechnical infrastructure can 
undermine the effective workability of computer systems, including those in people’s 
homes.”140

why soCIaL InforMaTICs MaTTers

The section of “What Is Social Informatics and Why Does It Matter?” that actually 
addresses the issue of why social informatics matters is far from satisfying if removed 
from the context of what precedes it. Having provided a solid introduction to the nature 
of social informatics and many concrete examples of scenarios in which a social infor
matics approach would be useful in understanding and solving problems at the nexus 
of technology and the social nature of work, Kling summarizes in a rather cursory  
manner.

He does emphasize, however, the broad nature and implications of social informat
ics, pointing out that it “pertains to information technology use and social change in 
any sort of social setting, not just organizations.”141 This implication that social informa
tics applies at both narrower and broader levels than the organizational examples given 
earlier is important, particularly in light of developments since Kling’s article appeared. 
“Social informatics researchers are specifically interested in developing reliable knowl
edge about information technology and social change, based on systematic empirical 
research, to inform both public policy debates and professional practice.”142 Here Kling 
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returns to an earlier theme: the need to base understanding of the social forces exerted 
by technological change in scientific rather than anecdotal or alarmist terms. Unfor
tunately, although social informatics continues to grow as a field of study, it is unclear 
to what extent it truly has influenced either public policy or professional practice. The 
most accessible, most public literatures of many fields continue to be dominated by 
pundits and alarmists.
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future, n. That period of time in which our affairs prosper, our friends  
are true and our happiness is assured.—Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s  
Dictionary
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The evoluTIonary sTaTus oF  
Knowledge ManageMenT

Although, as has been demonstrated in preceding chapters, the historical and cross-
disciplinary origins of knowledge management extend back through many decades and, 
in some cases, centuries, knowledge management as a definable area of interest is quite 
young. As an emerging field, it is naturally lacking in form and structure. There is no 
one path to knowledge management either for an organization or for an individual, nor 
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is there a standard job description for the role of the knowledge management profes-
sional. Any meaningful approach to studying knowledge management must begin with 
a consideration of the specific aspect or understanding of knowledge management to be 
studied. The literature, professional orientation, and educational opportunities related 
to knowledge management are diffuse.

CoMMenTary on The FuTure oF  
Knowledge ManageMenT

Somewhat surprisingly, little reflection on the future of knowledge management has 
appeared in the literature. In 2005 Pollard contended that “most people left in KM are 
disillusioned.”1 He attributed such disillusionment to the culture of business and the 
inability of executives to cope effectively with creativity and innovation. Knowledge  
management professionals are “far more imaginative, more intelligent, more right-
brained, more stimulated by ideas, and more idealistic than their organizational peers,” 
but many are “misfits, nonconformists, constant questioners, thorns in the sides of 
managers who wished they would just shut up and do what they were told.”2 Although 
Pollard did not predict the absolute demise of knowledge management as a field, he 
felt strongly that knowledge managers must be brought to the forefront of business 
practice and that the way to do so is to make their abilities essential throughout the  
organization.

Miller explored the transition from corporate knowledge management to personal 
knowledge management in an era in which “knowledge workers facing ever-increasing 
sources of knowledge . . . need to find solutions to manage knowledge at the personal 
level.”3 Miller envisioned personal knowledge management as being both structurally 
and functionally separate from corporate knowledge management and, as such, in need 
of completely distinct solutions. In many ways his view of personal knowledge manage-
ment is reminiscent of Bush’s memex.

The lITeraTure oF Knowledge ManageMenT

A search of Ulrich’s International Periodical Directory using the title keyword expres-
sion “knowledge management” produced 37 entries, 17 of which are for refereed 
scholarly journals. Nine of the 17 titles actually contain the exact phrase “knowledge 
management.” Of those 9, one is narrowly focused on nuclear energy and nuclear sci-
ence management. Of the remaining 8, the oldest, the Journal of Knowledge Manage-
ment, began publication in 1997. Six began publication since 2003. A search for the 
expression “information management” produced 215 entries, of which 44 were to ref-
ereed journals.

A search for the title keyword expression “knowledge management” in Books in Print 
yielded about 1,700 entries. By contrast, the expression “information management” pro-
duced more than 8,000 listings. The catalog of the Library of Congress lists 560 items 
to which the subject heading “knowledge management” has been applied. Dissertation 
Abstracts International lists 121 dissertations to which the subject term “knowledge 
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management” has been applied. Although the oldest of these was completed in 1985, 
113 were completed since 2001.

Concentrating on the term “knowledge management” as content in titles, however, 
is at best an imperfect representation of the literature of the field. None of the works 
identified as key papers for this book, for instance, contains the phrase in its title. None 
of the journals with titles containing the phrase “knowledge management” is among 
the 10 journals cited most frequently in articles on knowledge management topics. 
This is typical of an emerging literature. New ideas arise in the literatures of a diverse 
group of fields and are explored from a variety of viewpoints. Only as the idea matures 
and views become consolidated does the literature begin to concentrate on a unitary 
model of the idea. If such a model is successful, over time the dominant literature on the  
subject increasingly appears in publications dedicated to the subject, and the role of 
non-specialized publications diminishes.

Knowledge ManageMenT researCh

Another way in which knowledge management as a field is lacking in self- 
examination is in its research orientation. In 1942, Beals characterized the literature 
of the emerging field of librarianship as consisting of “glad tidings, testimonial, and 
research,” with research contributing very little to the overall corpus.4 The literature of 
knowledge management in the early twenty-first century is subject to the same criticism. 
Much of what has been published is exhortatory in nature, encouraging the adoption of 
knowledge management as an overall organizational philosophy or the incorporation 
into organizational operations of certain aspects of knowledge management, such as 
the transfer of tacit knowledge or the development of content management systems. 
A secondary theme in the knowledge management literature is the exposition of suc-
cess (only occasionally failure) in the specific application of knowledge management 
approaches and techniques in particular organizational settings. Trade publications 
such as KMWorld are dominated by news items primarily focused on software and 
hardware developments and market performance.

Research plays a distinctly tertiary role in the literature of knowledge management. 
Even those articles published in refereed scholarly journals tend toward very “soft” 
approaches to research, and many cannot really be considered research at all. Although 
quantification is only one aspect of rigor in research, it is informative to note that only 
11 (17%) of the 66 articles published in the Journal of Knowledge Management during 
2006 employed any sort of statistics. Only 3 of the 11 articles used inferential statistics 
or significance estimation. The remaining articles were primarily case studies, analytical 
literature reviews, visual models, and informed commentary. The lack of quantification 
in the articles published in the field’s most mature scholarly journal does not suggest 
that the articles are of inferior quality, but it does provide a clue into the nature and 
focus of the field.

As early as 1998, Teece identified a set of targets for knowledge management research 
that included

•  Assemble evidence to test the proposition that firm-level competitive advantage in open 
economies flows fundamentally from difficult to replicate knowledge assets.
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• Make greater effort to quantify the value of intangible assets.
• Understand generic inputs, idiosyncratic inputs, and profitability.
• Explore the importance of entrepreneurial versus administrative capabilities.5

These all seem to be of enduring value as focuses for research in knowledge manage-
ment, but little real progress has been made toward building a research knowledge base 
that addresses them.

The proFessIonal sTruCTure oF  
Knowledge ManageMenT

Knowledge management as a field or discipline does not appear to have found a 
secure, consolidated home in a professional association. The Encyclopedia of Associa-
tions lists 21 entries that include the expression “knowledge management.” The phrase 
does not actually appear in the names of any of these associations: knowledge man-
agement is mentioned in the textual descriptions of 13 associations; as the focus of a 
committee, special interest group, or other division of 7; and as the topic of a workshop 
for one. The names of the associations, which include the Workflow and Reengineer-
ing International Association, the Society of American Military Engineers, the National 
Study of School Evaluation, and the American Health Care Association, demonstrate a 
wide breadth of penetration but suggest that knowledge management is at best a side 
issue.

Several knowledge management organizations are not listed in the Encyclopedia of 
Associations. iKMS, founded in 2001 as an offshoot of an interest group that first came 
together informally in 1999, has fewer than two hundred members and is primarily 
centered around its headquarters in Singapore, where international conferences were 
hosted in 2004 and 2006. iKMS sponsors the Journal of Information and Knowledge 
Management, a refereed scholarly journal focusing on a broad range of topics and 
issues related to the management of information and knowledge. The Association of 
Knowledgework (AOK) is an explicitly virtual association self-described as a “Mom ‘n’  
Pop organization.”6 The association is centered primarily around the efforts of its co-
founders and acts primarily as a Web-based clearinghouse for information and events 
related to knowledge management. The International Knowledge Management Insti-
tute (KM Institute), founded in 2004 with a primarily trade association mission, has 
a membership base of approximately one thousand and describes itself as the “fastest 
growing knowledge management organization in the world.”7

A much larger organization, the Knowledge Management Professional Society 
(KMPro), claims more than 120,000 members in 88 nations. KMPro is a largely virtual 
association with a strong emphasis on training centered in its certified knowledge man-
ager program, a function that it absorbed from the formerly independent KM Certifica-
tion Board. The KMPro Journal is a practitioner-oriented publication oriented largely 
toward opinion and news.

The Academy of Management, regarded by many observers as the premier member-
ship association for business professionals, has no organizational unit devoted to knowl-
edge management, nor does the American Management Association. The American 
Society for Information Science & Technology established a knowledge management 
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special interest group in 2003. Also in 2003, the Information Resources Management 
Network, a special interest group of Aslib, the Association for Information Manage-
ment, was transformed into the Aslib Knowledge and Information Management Net-
work (KIMNET). The International Federation of Library Associations established a 
knowledge management section in 2004.

eduCaTIon For Knowledge ManageMenT

Most knowledge managers came to their professional positions with no formal train-
ing in knowledge management, drawing on diverse backgrounds in an extremely wide 
variety of fields, disciplines, and professions. Although experience in business admin-
istration is possibly the most common credential, knowledge managers also have 
backgrounds in library and information science, public administration, health care, 
education, and many other areas.

Several knowledge management organizations concentrate on training programs 
leading to certification. This is the approach of KMCI.org, which offers five-day work-
shops leading to the CKIM certificate; KMPro offers a certified knowledge manager 
program, also based on a five-day workshop format. The Global Knowledge Economics 
Council maintains a list of certified knowledge manager programs but is not itself a 
recognized accreditation or certification body. The Knowledge Management Education 
Wiki lists 27 training programs worldwide.8

There are few formal degree programs in knowledge management. As is typical of an 
emerging field, many higher education opportunities in knowledge management exist as 
specializations within more broadly defined degree programs in areas such as business 
administration, management information systems, public administration, library and 
information science, and education. Master’s degrees specifically devoted to knowledge 
management are found in only a handful of universities worldwide. The International 
Center for Applied Studies in Information Technology at George Mason University at 
one time maintained a list of degree programs, but the list has not been updated since 
February 2003, at which time it listed 18 master’s programs and 4 doctoral programs 
worldwide; several of the master’s programs and all the doctoral programs were actually 
specializations within more broadly defined disciplines. The Knowledge Management 
Education Wiki lists 63 university-based programs offering knowledge management 
education, with the largest numbers in the United States (17), the United Kingdom (14), 
and Australia (9). Many of these are non-degree experiences or concentrations within 
broader degree programs.9

Education for knowledge management has not been extensively studied, and many 
of the publications to date that have addressed education for knowledge management 
are opinion pieces. In 2005 Lai found that most ads for knowledge management posi-
tions listed an advanced degree as either required or preferred; 38.5 percent of the ads 
examined specified a degree in library and information science.10 Sarrafzadeh, Hazeri, 
and Martin identified a central role for library and information science in knowledge 
management education but emphasized the need for a meaningful interdisciplinary 
approach. Their study revealed that 12.4 percent of knowledge management curricula 
were centered in library and information science programs, 3.5 percent were located 
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in management programs, 3 percent were in information technology programs, and  
62.8 percent were interdisciplinary programs spanning all three areas.11

seeKIng proFessIonal IdenTITy

Pavalko identified seven key features of a true profession:

1.  A “theory of intellectual technique.” This is evidenced in “the extent to which there is 
a systematic body of theory and esoteric, abstract knowledge on which the work is 
based.”12 The professional’s claim to expertise rests on presumed mastery of this body of 
knowledge. This body of knowledge is one of two factors that define the profession as a 
professional discipline as well as a field of practice.

2.  Relevance to basic social values. The knowledge base, orientation, services, activi-
ties, techniques, and tools of a profession are applicable “to crucial, recurring human  
problems.”13

3.  A training period. This training period is characterized by four components: the amount 
of training involved, the extent to which training is specialized, the degree to which 
training is symbolic and ideational, and the content of what is learned. Control over 
education and training, and in particular the requirement of a higher education experi-
ence that usually involves earning a graduate degree as a professional credential, is a 
second factor in defining a professional discipline.

4.  Motivation. This is reflected in the “degree to which work groups emphasize the idea of 
service to clients and the public as their primary objective and as one of the values of 
the occupational subculture.”14 An important ancillary factor is the extent to which the 
public service motivation is publicly acknowledged.

5.  Autonomy. This is defined by the freedom of work groups to regulate their own work 
behavior. This freedom is expressed in two ways:
a.  Control of matters relating to the activities of members of the profession
b.  Individual autonomy that is resistant to undue influence or supervision from outside 

the profession
6.  Commitment. Professionals have a personal commitment to the profession that takes on 

the form of a calling rather than an occupation. This commitment is generally assumed 
to be of a very long-lasting, perhaps permanent, nature.

7.  A sense of community. Professionalism is a social phenomenon in which members of the 
professional community assume some manifestation of a “common identity and com-
mon destiny.”15 The fate of the individual and the fate of the profession are inextricably 
intertwined.

Many fields, including architecture, business administration, education, engineer-
ing, and library and information science, have experienced long periods of uncertainty 
and questioning as to their identification as professions. Discussion of professionalism 
within such contexts has most frequently focused on the research base of the field in 
question but may extend to other factors as well. Knowledge management as a field 
appears to have not yet engaged in such self-questioning. The extent to which knowl-
edge management currently constitutes a profession is uncertain but can be tentatively 
explored in terms of Pavalko’s six criteria:

1.  Theory. Examination of the professional literature, and particularly of the research base 
reflected in that literature, calls into question the existence of a defined body of knowl-
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edge with a theoretical origin, although much of what has been published is couched in 
terms of the search for a theoretical base.

2.  Social relevance. The largely corporation-oriented nature of much of the knowledge 
management literature and the largely trade orientation of many of the professional 
associations serving the field call into question the direct relevance of knowledge man-
agement to social or societal needs as opposed to matters related to the bottom line.

3.  Education and training. No consolidated, widely recognized model for education and 
training has emerged, resulting in an environment in which formal preparation for a 
career in knowledge management may range from nothing to an advanced graduate 
degree.

4.  Motivation. Knowledge managers, particularly those who write, speak, and participate 
in professional associations, appear to be highly motivated, frequently to the point of 
acting as proselytes for the field.

5.  Autonomy. Autonomy is clearly quite varied and tied to the particular organizational 
setting in which a knowledge manager works rather than to membership in the profes-
sion.

6.  Commitment. Commitment, like motivation, appears to be high among knowledge 
managers, who frequently pursue knowledge management initiatives in organizational 
settings that are directly hostile to the principles of knowledge management.

Knowledge ManageMenT as  
a proFessIonal dIsCIplIne

A professional discipline is an academic or intellectual discipline that has its origin in 
a field of professional practice. Squires defined professional disciplines as being “charac-
terized by instrumentality, contingency and processuality.”16 Instrumentality refers to a 
professional discipline’s impact on society, contingency is the factor that results in pro-
fessional decisions and actions being based on the uncertainty of circumstance rather 
than the physical certainty of the empirical sciences, and processuality has to do with 
the role of techniques and rules in determining the actions of professions. Squires con-
cluded that management could tentatively be viewed as a professional discipline. Gross-
man and Hooton emphasized the role of members of a professional discipline serving 
as “educational custodians of the discipline” by controlling both the professional lit-
erature and professional education.17 It seems clear that, to whatever extent knowledge 
management can be defined as a profession, it has not taken on the characteristics of a 
professional discipline. Instilling professional values and motivating professional com-
mitment will be essential components of professional education.

possIble FuTures 1: eMergenCe oF  
a proFessIonal dIsCIplIne

There are two possible futures for knowledge management as a field, profession, and 
discipline that seem likely. In the first, which closely approximates the development 
of library and information science as a profession in the early part of the twentieth 
century, knowledge management will take on the characteristics of a professional dis-
cipline. The literature will shift toward a research base that encompasses appropriate  
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quantitative and qualitative methodologies from other disciplines and will eventu-
ally begin to develop, test, refine, and export unique methodologies. The benefits of 
knowledge management to society at large will assume transcendent importance over 
the benefits to individual organizations. Graduate education in a university setting will 
first become a broadly accepted path to a knowledge management career, then will be 
viewed as the normal approach, and ultimately will take precedence as the only accepted 
credential for professional practice.

In this scenario, knowledge management professionals will coalesce into a truly pro-
fessional cohort and create broad-based professional associations—or possibly a single 
association with multiple divisions, chapters, committees, and other organizational and 
governance components—that encompass knowledge managers, knowledge manage-
ment educators, and other knowledge management professionals in support of the 
profession and its benefits to society. Members of those associations (or that associa-
tion) will have meaningful control not only over the philosophies, ethics, practices, and 
membership of the profession, but over the status and image of the profession and its 
recognition as a discipline. To most observers of knowledge management, this is the 
best possible outcome for the field.

possIble FuTures 2: FaIlure To launCh

The second likely scenario for the future offers what may be viewed as a more nega-
tive outlook than the first. Although those commentators who insist that knowledge 
management is completely unlike information management may be dismayed at the 
comparison, this scenario is typified by the history of the field of information manage-
ment. Information management, like knowledge management, emerged as an area of 
interest with great potential for gaining a distinct identity as both a profession and a dis-
cipline. Like knowledge management, information management arose simultaneously 
with a broad array of other fields, including (but far from limited to) business adminis-
tration, computer science, engineering, library and information science, mathematics, 
and records management.

Ultimately, information management as a field failed to break away from its roots 
in other fields and has never gained an identity or recognition as a field in and of 
itself. Those aspects of information management that were mostly closely related to 
and had their origins in other fields mostly returned to those fields, although there 
was substantial and beneficial interdisciplinary cross-pollination. One of the possible 
fates of knowledge management is that the core knowledge, ideas, and techniques 
of the field, all of which came from other fields of endeavor, will be reabsorbed into 
those fields.

seeKIng a happy FuTure

Although this second scenario seems dramatically less promising than the first, either 
can be a beneficial future for knowledge management as a field, assuming that the core 
concepts and values of knowledge management are not lost. As intangible as some of 
those essential values are, the goal of diffusing knowledge throughout organizations 
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and, by extension, across society is wholesome, laudable, and natural. It seems inevitable 
that the essence of knowledge management will survive and thrive.
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